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ABSTRACT 
 
This Day, We Use Our Energy for Revolution: 
Black Feminist Ethics of Survival, Struggle, and Renewal in the new New Orleans  
 
Laura McTighe  
 
 
“This Day, We Use Our Energy for Revolution” is a collaborative ethnography of activist 
endurance, which I have researched and written alongside the leaders of Women With A Vision 
(WWAV) in New Orleans, a black feminist health collective founded in 1989. Grounded in three 
years of fieldwork and a decade of engaged partnership, this dissertation centers the often-hidden 
histories, practices, and geographies of struggle in America’s zones of abandonment and asks 
how visions for living otherwise become actionable. Two events frame its inquiry:  
On March 29, 2012, WWAV overturned a law criminalizing sex work as a “crime against 
nature,” thereby securing the removal of more than 800 people from the Louisiana sex offender 
registry list; two months later, on May 24, still unknown arsonists firebombed and destroyed the 
organization’s headquarters. Using a multidisciplinary approach, this dissertation excavates the 
histories of violence and struggle that surround these events in order to render visible a complex 
geographic story of religion, conquest, and refusal. Post-Katrina New Orleans has been imagined 
as a “resilient” city fulfilling secular visions for progress and development. I argue, by contrast, 
that this spatial project of renovation rests on centuries-old colonialist logics, wherein blackness 
figures as the foil upon which “resilience” establishes its own significance. As such, I read the 
attacks on WWAV not as exceptional, but rather as clues into the enduring spatial threat that 
black women’s material, spiritual, and intellectual labors pose. For generations, southern black 
women have been doing history outside of established historiography. Their archives take many 
forms: texts written, bodies resurrected, communities made whole. So do their narratives.  
The deft two-step of southern black women’s history-making both refuses and reframes the 
dominant discourses into which they enter, as well as the places they have been assigned by 
white supremacy, gender injustice, and state power. I argue that this generations-honed black 
feminist praxis opens new directions for understanding the work of crafting social life and 
political vision since emancipation. Complementing historical studies on how black women 
fashioned authority within mainline and charismatic Christian institutions, this dissertation looks 
beyond the pews to the blues, to front porches and to Afro-Caribbean traditions––to locate and 
theorize black women’s ethics, aesthetics, and epistemologies for crafting more livable human 
geographies. 
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Relationships are everything. This lesson has been impressed upon me time and time again 
throughout my decade of work with Women With A Vision. In the introductory pages of this 
dissertation, I sketch the connections through which I came to know and build home at WWAV 
and in New Orleans. Here, I give thanks for the intimacies of this project’s undertaking.  
Being present with and working alongside the women of WWAV––Deon, Catherine, 
Danita, Quita, Zina, Desiree, Christine, Mwende, Michelle, Nia, Raven, Dianne, Wendi, Leslie, 
Rebecca, Nakita, Angelita, Issa, Shana, Rosana, Mel, Michelle, and so many others who have 
come into the fold––has changed my life. These relationships existed long before I began my 
doctoral training and will continue long after this project is completed. My relationships with the 
WWAV family have also been changed by my decision to undertake this collaborative 
ethnographic and archive-building project as my dissertation work. Being in graduate school 
meant that this project could never be solely a collaborative ethnography with WWAV. I was 
still “in training” and accountable to a committee of scholars who were evaluating my ability to 
complete rigorous research and make a significant contribution to religious studies. I was also 
still “in training” on the ground in New Orleans in and through my relationships at WWAV. 
When Deon and I began to talk about the competing demands on my time and writing, 
she asked me to adhere to a single ethical principle: “If you are going to write about WWAV, 
you have to treat this organization and your relationships here with all the care that you would a 
newborn child.” My core dissertation committee members, Courtney Bender, John L. Jackson, 
and Josef Sorett, understood that this ethic was nonnegotiable. They worked with me in slow and 
spectacular ways to find how the urgencies in the field could (and needed to) press on academic 
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commonsense. This was a far from comfortable process, but no real relationships ever are. It is 
for this reason that I have understood my dissertation research and writing to be a labor of love. 
Courtney was the first to name the aural quality of this dissertation’s writing. This 
observation and her meticulous feedback on each chapter draft helped me to recognize and go 
deeper still into the synergies among the method, theory, and craft in this ethnography––
speaking space in order to speak space about speaking space. The experimental form of this text 
is also inspired and moved by John. His commitment to multimodal anthropology––and 
specifically to bringing everything you have to the table in order to “get it right”––guided my 
own patient excavation of the histories of race/religion sedimented in post-Katrina New Orleans, 
in and through WWAV’s production of front porch space. Josef kept a steady eye on power, 
representation, and theory throughout this dissertation’s progress. His work on African American 
Religious History as American History helped me to sharpen the contributions of this project for 
critical approaches to the study of religion, even and especially while the texture of its writing 
remains woven through black study, gender studies, and queer of color critique. In addition to 
these “Big Three,” I have benefited profoundly from Mary Frances Berry’s feedback as an 
outside reader and trusted WWAV advisor. This text bears her imprints in so many small ways, 
and most momentously in the fifth chapter. Elizabeth Castelli joined as a second outside reader 
and brought both care and commitment to this dissertation’s stories and spatial practices. Her 
insights around violence and genre––combined with Mary’s on the threat of black women’s 
leadership and the mechanisms for historiographical change––have already pressed me to 
reimagine the form this dissertation text will take as it becomes a book manuscript. 
The stories, testimonies, and analyses that fill these pages were also nurtured in smaller 
academic networks that I was welcomed into, found, and built in concert. At Columbia, I am 
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grateful to Rachel McDermott for her training in transmission; to Jack Hawley for his seminar on 
the making of world religions; to Kathy Ewing for her approach to the anthropology of the body; 
to Mark Taylor for insistence on the urgency of this project; to Eric Foner for taking a religionist 
under his historian wings; and for Lila Abu-Lughod for providing a critical vocabulary on the 
subjects of rights. Through the Global Moral Panics project, Micol Seigel not only made home 
for me and all the commitments that drive my work, she helped my fire find its way into writing 
and then into print. Kali Handelman and Angela Zito at NYU’s Center for Religion and Media 
“made time” for the theory that was unfolding on the ground, in both embodied presence and 
virtual space. Jenna Loyd was the best slow scholarship partner I could have ever asked to rock 
the socks off the prison empire with; she also helped me to understand that I have always been a 
geographer. Anand Venkatkrishnan and Khwezi Mkhize, my chosen brothers, were my first 
beacons of light on this PhD journey; from both I carry an appreciation for the taste of words and 
for their weight. Aditi Surie von Czechowski and Suzie Ferguson made no-reading an ethical 
practice and made the academy a space of potentiality. Andrew Jungclaus and Liz Dolfi helped 
me to keep the windows on this project open––and held up mirrors when they were most needed. 
And with Megan Raschig, my chosen sister in anthropology otherwise, I have been able to build 
the first academic partnership that moved with an endurance and openness I had previously only 
known in the course of my decades of grassroots organizing work. For all those who have 
touched this project in these and other spaces, thank you. I am softer for it. 
Resources for this research have flowed abundantly. The Columbia University Center for 
Oral History Research’s 2012 Summer Institute provided respite and recognition just weeks after 
the arson attack on WWAV, during which I was able to develop the ethnographic oral history 
methods for this research. The Institute for Religion, Culture, and Public Life provided support 
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to begin the first phases of this dissertation’s archive rebuilding work. The Wenner-Gren 
Foundation’s Dissertation Fieldwork Grant enabled me to stay in the field throughout WWAV’s 
exile after the fire and to bear witness to power and potentiality of front porches upon their 
homecoming. This focus on the spatiality of opposition, and specifically on the geographies of 
resistance, brought shape and voice to the nearly three years of fieldwork I had completed up 
until that point. The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation’s Charlotte W. 
Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship provided the time to think, reflect, theorize, and 
write collaboratively with my colleagues at WWAV. And Mindy and Mary quite literally 
provided the space to do so. Their beloved apartment on Esplanade Avenue held me through so 
many evenings of writer’s block…and into the mornings when clarity would come again.  
To my comrades, friends, and family, both born and chosen: You have taught me what it 
means to fight for a world I want to live in; every day being-with you I have seen that world take 
shape. Deon and Quita, the tricycle is in effect, and the view from the front porch is clear! 
Everything that I hold dear about the power and potentiality of collaborative research and 
analysis is because of the magic that happens when we come together. Pascal, my life partner in 
crime, after more than a decade of slug life, I am still learning from you; thank you for making 
everything weirder and more glittertastic. Ashley, my sister from another mister, Hooks and Slim 
have been smiling on us since the day that Catherine brought us together; thank you for 
welcoming me into your hard-won research worlds and into your heart. Tara, our Tuesdays are 
like water; you reminded me that I am an artist first and helped me to hear the creative power of 
this project’s oral histories as speech and as music. Olivia, your hugs are life giving; thank you 
for shining so brightly and bravely as a writer, editor, and spirit. Chefie, our friendship has taught 
me so much about trust, loyalty, and vulnerability; thank you for holding me down and allowing 
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me to do the same for you. Danielle, sweet friend, you go in deep! Thank you for claiming me 
and teaching me how to breathe again. Asmara, you made our home into a respite and our 
friendship into family; thank you for bearing witness so generously to the unearthing that was 
this writing process. Vikki, my birthday twin, through the hot pot steam I continue to find clarity 
and grounding in our work as writers, friends, and comrades; FREE HER! Jules, my dear 
EmoButch, our relationship has been such a rare place of honesty and growth; thank you for 
loving yourself and seeing me while I do the same. Hakim, you have been my rock for nearly 
fifteen years; I would never have dreamed of undertaking this PhD journey––much less treating 
it like an adventure––without you. Rev. Green, my spiritual mother, thank you for protecting the 
space of my PhD process and for always keeping a home for me in Chicago. To my parents, Sue 
and Art, who would have thought that the precocious storyteller kid you raised would grow up to 
be a doctor storyteller? Thank you for believing in me every step of the way and for showing up 
to be a part of all of the relationships that ground me. To my sister, Sarah, aka Sir Dingo Butt, I 
still remember sitting with you and Sabbir the day I decided to apply to PhD school; you saw this 
process with a clarity that has given me faith in some of the hardest moments. To my nieces, 
Norah and Eva, you are love itself; keep shining brightly and brilliantly, sweet stars! 
And to John Horace Bell, to whom this dissertation is dedicated: Slim, you were the first 
person who understood that I grounded myself through writing. Five years after losing you, I am 
grateful for the tender souls and freedom dreamers with whom I am able to share and build on 
the truths we made. All of our work was just an idea, thought up on a stoop while eating 25-cent 
ice cream sandwiches. You live in me, and I continue to work in your spirit and with your 
permission. This disobedient scholarship, that puts grounded truths before academic scaffolding, 















What is so Threatening about Black Women’s Leadership? 




Having lost my paper, had a price put on my 
life, and been made an exile from home for 
hinting at the truth, I felt I owed it to myself 
and to my race to tell the whole truth. 




We were like salmon swimming upstream in the Louis Armstrong International Airport. It was 
the second weekend of the 2016 New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival. Hordes of people were 
coming into town. Deon Haywood, Shaquita Borden, Mwende Katwiwa, and I were about to 
board a plane to North Carolina. Together, we formed the small Women With A Vision 
(WWAV) contingent tasked with unveiling the organization’s vision for “Front Porch Strategy” 
on the national stage. In Winston-Salem, the Anna Julia Cooper Center was hosting a two-day, 
research agenda-setting conference called “Know Her Truths: Advancing Justice for Women and 
Girls of Color.” We had been invited by Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry to share WWAV’s nearly three 
decades of grassroots, community-based work by and for black women in New Orleans. That 
work was about a commitment to people who had at best been forgotten, at worst left to die. It 
was also about an insistence on having a place, on taking up space.  
“We believe in the revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.” That 
slogan, like the vision for WWAV’s work, had been thought up in the early evening hours on 
one of those distinctive New Orleans thresholds that separates home from street, public from 
private. Front porches are places of assessment and restoration: to sit and talk, to gather the news 
from the day, to check on your neighbors, to keep watch over your community. They are also 
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places of contest and transformation: to take up space, to make noise, to build relationships, to 
conjure history, to reimagine the world. By terming this assessing-restoring-contesting-
transforming work “Front Porch Strategy,” WWAV provided a lens for understanding the 
everyday community-building work of poor and working class black southerners, and black 
southern women especially, as meaningful and significant. They also, implicitly, refused a whole 
slew of assumptions about what counted as politics and where change happened in the South. 
“Front Porch Strategy,” in WWAV’s theorization, was raced as black, gendered as female, 
practiced as unchurched, temporalized as existing before and after the Hurricane Katrina rupture, 
and spatialized in the interstices. Which is to say: “Front Porch Strategy” demonstrates the 
deeply enduring spatial latticework of black women’s geographies for sharing stories, developing 
political analysis, realizing community care, and building the world anew. “We believe in the 
revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.” Strategy means you have a plan. 
Front Porch tells you where and how to find it––and who is leading it.  
 In these ways, “Front Porch Strategy” opened up a whole range of possibilities for talking 
about WWAV’s decades-long work organizing for black women’s lives at the intersections of 
service, activism, and research. That was the thrust of our presentation at the “Know Her Truths” 
conference, a focus that had earned us a slot in the morning plenary that showcased model 
projects and organizations. Mwende, at Deon’s urging, opened our panel/porch-talk before a 
sold-out room of black women researchers, organizers, pundits, and scholars, peppered with four 
male allies and three white female ones, of whom I was one. The presenters immediately before 
us had asked the oldest member of their cohort to frame the work. Deon suggested that we lead 
with the youngest: Mwende was twenty-four to Deon’s forty-eight, Quita’s forty-one, and my 
thirty-eight. She had been with WWAV for two years, after seeking out the organization––and 
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Deon especially––for respite and mentorship. As she explained, “I’m a poet, I’m an organizer, 
and I’m an activist. And I really believe in blending social justice and arts… I was at a 
predominantly white college, and I was struggling as a queer black immigrant woman to find 
spaces on that campus. Off campus, I found WWAV.” 
 
* * * 
 
I have been a partner to the WWAV family for nearly a decade now. Deon Haywood and I first 
met in 2008 at an activist meeting for building a national, locally-rooted movement at the 
intersection of HIV and criminalization. At that point, she and two of the WWAV foremothers,1 
her mother Catherine Haywood and her longtime friend Danita Muse, were just beginning to 
piece together the disaster that post-Katrina recovery efforts had wrought for black women living 
and working in the city’s street-based economies. Twenty years prior, in 1989, WWAV had been 
started by eight black women as a health outreach project to respond to the AIDS crisis in black 
communities. At dusk, the WWAV foremothers would meet to pack harm reduction2 packets on 
their front porches. Then, by night, they would walk the streets to deliver them. Gradually, 
WWAV’s presence in and with community gave them a rare understanding of precisely how 
systemic poverty and targeted criminalization was driving HIV vulnerability and a whole host of 
other health issues. After the storm, it was this presence in community that made WWAV the 
destination for women who had been able to return to New Orleans after the storm. Then one by 
one, they started showing up at WWAV with photo IDs that read “SEX OFFENDER” in bold 
                                                
1 While “foremothers” would seem to simply indicate coming before and “founders” would suggest being the 
originators of the WWAV vision and mission, current WWAV staff use the two terms interchangeably to refer to 
Ms. Catherine and Danita’s work in conceptualizing and actualizing the WWAV model. 
2 Harm reduction is often thought to be synonymous with needle exchange programs. Indeed, one of the movement’s 
most critical interventions in the wake of the HIV crisis was to support people in reducing the harm of drug use by 
using a clean needle each time they inject drugs, rather than insisting on abstinence as the only approach to drug use 
and addiction. WWAV applies the concept to safer sex outreach, domestic violence support, and trainings against 
police violence. 
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orange letters. What Deon, Ms. Catherine, and Danita had figured out with the return rates still 
waning was that the police were booking women arrested for street-based sex work under the 
felony-level ‘crime against nature by solicitation’ (CANS) statute, rather than the state’s 
misdemeanor prostitution charge. CANS mandated sex offender registration for periods of 
fifteen years to life. What they had not yet determined was how women who had not done sex 
work in ten, fifteen, twenty years were suddenly being placed on the sex offender registry. 
Attending the May 2008 UNSHACKLE (Uniting a Network on Sentencing and 
HIV/AIDS with Community Knowledge Leading our Efforts) convening hardly felt like a 
priority with this crisis unfolding. For me, too, albeit for different and more personal reasons.  
I was in the last weeks of coursework at Harvard Divinity School, deep in ethnographic writing 
about activism among Muslim women living with HIV. My key interlocutor in that project, 
Waheedah Shabazz-El, insisted I come. Waheedah and I had met in 2003, two days after her 
release from jail, and had been working together as organizers, writers, and thinkers ever since. 
The UNSHACKLE convening, for her, was taking the analysis we had built in community in 
Philadelphia to the next level: people with HIV were not just disproportionately affected by 
criminalization; mass incarceration was a structural driver of the domestic AIDS epidemic.3 
Deon had been invited through similarly intimate and insistent means. Shana griffin, a co-
founder of INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence and a board member at WWAV, pitched 
                                                
3 Public health research on structural drivers has been pivotal in shifting attention from individual risk behaviors to 
the structural environment in which health decisions are made and actualized. Within HIV/prison research 
specifically, attention to structural drivers has facilitated a shift from the stigmatizing myth that “prisons are hotbeds 
of HIV transmission” towards an understanding of the immediate and long-term health impacts of incarceration’s 
sustained destruction of familial bonds, social support systems, economic relations, and more. Research by Rucker 
Johnson and Steven Raphael was amongst the first to prove that the structural link among race, imprisonment, and 
HIV is so strong that it almost completely explains the disproportionate impact of HIV in the black community. See 
Rucker C. Johnson and Steven Raphael, “The Effects of Male Incarceration Dynamics on AIDS Infection Rates 
Among Africa-American Women and Men,” Journal of Law and Economics 52 (May 2009): 251-293. See also: 
Robert Fullilove, “African Americans, Health Disparities and HIV/AIDS: Recommendations for Confronting the 
Epidemic in Black America,” National Minority AIDS Council (November 2006). 
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the meeting to Deon as a chance to expand WWAV’s impact from the local New Orleans streets 
where it had been honed; she also believed that this national profile was essential to WWAV’s 
survival after the storm.4 Shana, in turn, had been invited by Kenyon Farrow, the former field 
director for the New Orleans office of the prison abolitionist organization, Critical Resistance. 
Kenyon was also the coordinator of the UNSHACKLE convening, holding the delicate line 
between prison abolitionist organizers and the more reformist-minded prison health care folks. 
He had also recruited me to write one of the think pieces for the UNSHACKLE convening.  
I have two vivid memories from that meeting. The first was being embraced and claimed 
by Rev. Doris Green, a thirty-year HIV prison ministry veteran who described to me the tears 
that filled her eyes when she read my writing about the impact of incarceration on families. The 
second was being placed in a small group with Deon, and laughing about how neither of us really 
liked people all that much, but we really liked each other. After the meeting, I was hired by the 
convening organizers, the Community HIV/AIDS Mobilization Project, to turn our collective 
conversations into an UNSHACKLE organizing toolkit.5 First we piloted it in September, at the 
tenth anniversary gathering of Critical Resistance in Oakland, and then we piloted it in October, 
at the annual United States Conference for AIDS in Fort Lauderdale Florida. Deon and I 
reconnected at both. At the Fort Lauderdale meeting, she pulled me aside in the hallway so that 
we could talk at length. She began to explain to me the story that would become the foundational 
outreach pitch for WWAV’s work against the CANS statute.  
                                                
4 As Shana griffin (lowercase intentional) explained it to me, immediately after Hurricane Katrina, WWAV was in a 
dire financial position. Up to that point, co-founders Danita Muse and Catherine Haywood had largely relied on 
government contracts, specifically public health, to fund their work. As a board member, Shana worked with Danita, 
Ms. Catherine, and Deon to strategize around how to diversify WWAV’s funding beyond governmental grants. 
5 Laura McTighe, “Project UNSHACKLE – Confronting HIV and Mass Imprisonment: A Toolkit,” Community 
HIV/AIDS Mobilization Project, December 2009. 
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In 2009, Deon invited me to New Orleans to support WWAV’s fight to take down the 
CANS statute. The stories of women with CANS convictions led each and every step of the 
process. When recounting the everyday toll of being on the sex offender registry, one woman 
snapped, “There is NO Justice in Louisiana!” Her words became the organizing call moving 
forward. WWAV’s campaign roared through the city, through the state legislature, and through 
the federal courts. On March 29, 2012, WWAV won a federal judicial ruling against the statute, 
thereby securing the removal of more than eight-hundred women, nearly eighty-percent of them 
black, from the state’s sex offender registry. Immediately after this victory, WWAV was written 
out of the story of their own win, even while WWAV furiously tried to write and disseminate 
their own history of the NO Justice Project. Then, two months later, this narrative erasure was 
spatialized. On May 24, 2012, WWAV’s offices were firebombed and destroyed in a still-
uninvestigated arson attack. 
The night of the fire, I was on the ground with Deon, Quita, Ms. Catherine, and Danita in 
New Orleans. In the wake of that attack, we began to ask the three questions that drive this 
dissertation research: (1) What is so threatening about black women’s leadership?; (2) What 
would it look like to tell the history of black women’s organizing in the South so that WWAV’s 
work had a place and could not be erased?; and (3) How would telling this history with WWAV 
firmly located within it change the way that we understand American history? As the summer of 
2012 ended, we began to talk in earnest about how to design a collaborative research project to 
answer these questions. In 2013, we launched the “Born in Flames” oral history project to 
rebuild the archive of WWAV’s pre-arson work; in 2014, we launched the ethnographic arm to 
track the organization’s persistence since the fire; and in 2015, I moved to New Orleans to begin 
eighteen months of dedicated field research with WWAV. Since that time––through this 
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amalgamation of oral history, collective storytelling, and archival tracing––we have been 
working together to document (and reconstruct) the ethics and traditions that have guided 
WWAV’s work from their founding as a street outreach project in the early AIDS epidemic 
through to their present as a leading national voice on black women and criminalization in the 
South. This dissertation unfolds in the intimacy of these relationships. 
 
Relations of Resistance 
I begin with this story about building relationships, doing the work, and figuring out next steps 
together to drive home a simple but central point: this dissertation’s method is also its argument. 
“This Day, We Use Our Energy for Revolution” is a polyvocal and patient story of activist 
persistence. The events of the NO Justice victory and the arson attack frame this project’s 
inquiry, just as they have framed my relationships with the WWAV family. But the story, like 
the relationships, also exceeds its scaffolding. Through my relationships at WWAV, I came to 
understand how these two events were part of deep and enduring histories of struggle, survival, 
and renewal that were anything but past; they also conjured futures that were already present. 
This simultaneity of present, past, and future at WWAV––on the front porch, in strategy––was 
constitutive of the enduring black geography of New Orleans.6 And therein lies the threat.  
                                                
6 In conceptualizing time in this way––that is, “neither as linear nor cyclical, but as simultaneous, where the future, 
past, and present are mutually constitutive and have the potential to be coincidentally influential”––I am thinking 
closely and carefully with Deborah Thomas’ work on time, exceptional violence, everyday violence, and the 
otherwise in the Afro-Caribbean. As Thomas argues, “This ontological alterity does not rely on a condition of being 
prior, outside or marginal, but instead is fully embedded within the violences of modernity. As a result, exploring 
the relationships among labor, race, politics and what it means to be human from the space of the Afro-Caribbean 
allows a critical reorientation of modern ideologies of temporality that are inexorably linked to linear teleologies of 
progress, development, and improvement, and which therefore require the erasure of the forms of racial prior-ness 
that have been central to the making of the Caribbean as a material and ideological space.” Deborah Thomas, “Time 
and the otherwise: Plantations, garrisons and being human in the Caribbean.” Anthropological Theory 16, no. 2–3 
(2016): 177–200. 
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Long before the storm, systematic divestment dressed up in a whitewashed, teleological 
language of “development, improvement, and progress” was already conspiring to erase the very 
forms of life that had built the city.7 The man-made disaster that followed the levee breeches in 
August 2005 accelerated its assent under the banner of the “new New Orleans.” That divestment 
and its acceleration was built through the violent disassemblage of longstanding native New 
Orleanian networks, through the dismemberment and disappearance of entire communities.8  
It was a war on relationships––on their hapticality, their histories, their horizons.9 The WWAV 
foremothers, conversely, worked in the re*––reparation, reassemblage, reproduction, revolution, 
resurrection. “You have to build a relationship,” Ms. Catherine always insisted. That principle 
was true when WWAV was turning bars into underground needle exchanges in the 1990s; it was 
still true when her daughter Deon led the organization to strike down the CANS statute in 2012; 
                                                
7 I will return to this point in more detail at the start of Chapter 1. See Cindi Katz, “Bad elements: Katrina and the 
scoured landscape of social reproduction.” Gender, Place and Culture 15, no. 1 (2008): 15-29; and Katherine 
McKittrick and Clyde Woods, “No One Knows the Mysteries at the Bottom of the Ocean,” in Black Geographies 
and the Politics of Place, ed. McKittrick and Woods (Cambridge: South End Press, 2007), 1-13.  
8 By disassemblage here, I am looking at three distinct and interlocking strategies of removal: first, the lack of 
support to facilitate the return of the Katrina-displaced; second, the destruction of public housing projects; and third, 
the displacement of people who could return to far-flung areas through public housing vouchers. This process has 
also been underwritten by the replacement of the 99,625 people still displaced after the storm by roughly the same 
number of New Orleans “transplants,” the majority of them white and from the US east and west coasts. Their 
presence has dramatically increased rents citywide, facilitating the transformation of historically black 
neighborhoods like the Tremé into majority white non-native New Orleanian spaces. I will discuss the logics and 
mechanics of this disassemblage in Chapter 1.  
9 I explore the question of “hapticality” in Chapter 2’s “feeling of belonging” and Chapter 5’s “archive of feeling.” 
For now, I briefly signal the academic lineage I am invoking. Haptic is a critical area of theory and inquiry for 
Affect Studies. I am using this term as it has been taken up in Black Studies, and most specifically by Stefano 
Harney and Fred Moten in The Undercommons: “Hapticality, the touch of the undercommons, the interiority of 
sentiment, the feel that what is to come is here. Hapticality, the capacity to feel through others, for others to feel 
through you, for you to feel them feeling you, this feel of the shipped is not regulated, at least not successfully, by a 
state, a religion, a people, an empire, a piece of land, a totem. Or perhaps we could say these are now recomposed in 
the wake of the shipped. To feel others is unmediated, immediately social, amongst us, our thing, and even when we 
recompose religion, it comes from us, and even when we recompose race, we do it as race women and men. Refused 
these things, we first refuse them, in the contained, amongst the contained, lying together in the ship, the boxcar, the 
prison, the hostel. Skin, against epidermalisation, senses touching. Thrown together touching each other we were 
denied all sentiment, denied all the things that were supposed to produce sentiment, family, nation, language, 
religion, place, home. Though forced to touch and to be touched, to sense and be sensed in that space of no space, 
though refused sentiment, history and home, we feel (for) each other.” Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, The 
Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study (Brooklyn: Minor Compositions, 2013), 98. 
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and it would continue to be true even after the architects of the new New Orleans ceased to be 
victorious. Relationships were and are everything.  
Sedimenting in these pages is a dynamic theory of time, temporality, and place formed in 
and through relationships. I use the word “sedimenting” intentionally. My fieldwork has 
consistently pressed me to rethink how space is inhabited, how histories are held, and what all of 
this might teach us about religion. These insights came patiently, as different histories were 
revealed to be always materially present in the places we inhabited.10 In relationship, by speaking 
the truth of black women’s lives and work at WWAV, I learned a very particular way of 
analyzing our social order. Human life is deeply and radically connective––in the clutch of an 
arresting officer’s hand, in the cut of a judge’s tongue, in the grimace of a store clerk; and also in 
the scarce resources nonetheless shared within each community, in the cascades of laughter that 
fill the darkest of institutions.11 This relationality gives everyday resistance at WWAV a vital 
                                                
10 I use this image of “always materially present” to underscore both the deliberate work of erasure in the new New 
Orleans and the persistence of WWAV’s work before, during, and after this violence. In other words, temporally I 
insist that the tradition(s) of which WWAV is a part is coeval with the tradition(s) that seek their dismemberment. 
Approaching WWAV’s work in this way enables me draw on a generation of postcolonial scholarship. The corpus 
of modern Western scholarship rests on what Johannes Fabian has termed “the denial of coevalness,” that is the 
presumption that modernity, capitalism and a whole host of other global phenomena begin in one place (Europe) and 
then spread to the elsewhere. The denial of coevalness is a colonialist practice for constructing the “Other” as 
spatially and temporally different from themself. This denial is easily recognizable in the descriptions of peopled 
lands as “empty” and the minimization of indigenous work as “primitive.” I contend that the scripting of black 
women’s resistance as reactive is a no less powerful way of naturalizing the time and space of white 
heteropatriarchy. The purpose of this research, indeed of WWAV’s work, is not to incorporate themselves into a 
time and order that wishes them erased. Rather, I understand these glimpses of “always materially present” in the 
way that Dipesh Chakrabarty discusses subaltern pasts (contrasted with minority histories) as “intimations we 
receive—while engaged in the specific activity of historicizing—of a shared, unhistoricizable, and ontological now.”  
See Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000), 113; and Johannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its 
Object (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983). 
11 This attention to connectivity at WWAV is quite evocative of a reframing of freedom that Bruno Latour provides 
in his discussion of factishness––a shift from freedom from connection and towards freedom through connections 
that save: “Freedom becomes the right not to be deprived of ties that render existence possible, ties emptied of all 
ideals of determination, a false theology of creation ex nihilo.  If it is correct that we must replace the ancient 
opposition between the attached and detached with the substitution of good and bad attachments, this replacement 
would leave us only feeling stifled if it were not supplemented by a second idea, i.e. the deliverance from mastery 
altogether: at all points of the network of attachments, the node is that of a make-make, not of a make nor of a made. 
That at least is a different project of emancipation, which is as vigorous as the former but much more credible 
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elasticity.12 It is possible to “hunker down” in times of crisis and gather loved ones close; just as 
it is possible to stretch out and re-form the severed threads of community and thus unravel those 
of the American empire.13 In each case, the strategy is the same: counter social death with a 
defiance of living; organize into a world in which it is possible to realize these collective visions 
together.14 For three decades, the WWAV foremothers had been sedimenting their presents, 
pasts, and futures in the interstices, at the crossroads, on front porches. This sedimentation––as at 
once temporal and material––informs the theorization of this project; it also changes the way the 
ethnography is written. The argument is not linear; it accumulates. 
 
At the Crossroads of Race and Religious 
The stories that I share in these pages are ones I have been able to be present for because of 
building these relationships, but they are not mine to tell. Throughout this dissertation, I include 
extensive quotes from conversations, presentations, and exchanges. I do this without translation, 
                                                
because it obliges us not to confuse living without control to living without attachments.” Bruno Latour, On the 
Modern Cult of the Factish Gods (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 59. 
12 While “resistance” is the word I use to describe the relational forms of persistence practiced at WWAV amid 
disassemblage, I do not use the term uncritically. There is a vast body of scholarship offering quite trenchant 
critiques of the concept; most relevant to my work are the ways in which “resistance” can serve as a Trojan horse for 
importing a slew of modern assumptions about the nature of the self, of community, and of how social change is 
effected into a setting with an entirely different set of cultural assumptions. The simplest explanation for my 
decision to deploy such a fraught term is that “resistance” is the word many at WWAV themselves use. In this 
Introduction, I offer this working definition of the term, as characterized by WWAV’s relational organizing work. I 
then expand on the theoretical underpinnings of resistance in relationships, in practice, and in the Black Radical 
Tradition in Chapters 2, 3, and 5 respectively. See Cedric J. Robinson, Black Marxism: The Making of the Black 
Radical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983). 
13 “Hunker down” is classic New Orleans hurricane-speak. 
14 In the ethnography of WWAV’s activist persistence that unfolds in these pages, I have read against the presumed 
boundary between the secular and the sacred in order to understand the ethics of survival, struggle, and renewal 
among this group of southern black feminist activists. By lifting up their strategies of intentional self-fashioning to 
change society, I “provincialize” the clichéd forms of the new New Orleans and invert the gaze on black women.  
By framing poor black women’s activism as ethical practice, I engage with longstanding debates on agency and 
ethical subject formation, particularly among those who evade, even reject, translation into the normative categories 
of liberalism, including Marie Griffith, God’s Daughters: Evangelical Women and the Power of Submission. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the 
Feminist Subject (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Carolyn Rouse, Engaged Surrender: African 
American Women and Islam (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004). 
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and often without interruption, in order to make plain the searing description and analysis––and 
the methods for turning both into action––that are practiced at WWAV. This choice is not merely 
stylistic. It places me in a different position in the text as a participant, as a partner, and as a 
scholar––a hybrid positionality that I occupied every day I was in the field, and every day that I 
have been in relationship with the members of the WWAV family before that and since. I 
listened first, spoke second, honored what I had heard, and told my truths. No one––and 
especially no white woman––could be in the WWAV space in any other way. There are no 
sidelines at WWAV, and there certainly are not any “observers.”15  
Every day at WWAV, we have brutally honest conversations about racism and structural 
violence––about the enormity of interlocking systems of oppression and about the everyday and 
material ways in which these systems furrow through our relationships with one another.16 If 
these conversations seemed remarkable at first, it was only because I was so rarely in spaces 
where “not pulling any punches” was how you made sense of what was happening to you––
where making sense was how you strategized for your own survival and liberation.17 That did not 
make these conversations comfortable, but it did make them vital. Being in community like this 
                                                
15 Here, I am invoking a distinction that is commonly made in activist movements: between allies and accomplices, 
that is, between the person who claims allegiance and the person who drives the getaway car. The idea of 
accomplices was introduced by indigenous activists in the form of a provocation to action and has since been taken 
up by other liberation movements. I used this provocation to think––as an ongoing praxis––about what it means to 
build a research ethics around having “skin in the game.” I return to this point at the Conclusion of this dissertation. 
Indigenous Action Media, “Accomplices Not Allies: Abolishing The Ally Industrial Complex,” accessed June 27, 
2017, http://www.indigenousaction.org/accomplices-not-allies-abolishing-the-ally-industrial-complex/. 
16 I understand this black feminist practice in the tradition of the Combahee River Collective’s 1977 statement on 
“interlocking” oppressions and of the framework of “intersectionality” later coined by Kimberle Crenshaw in 
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, 
Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago Legal Forum 1, art. 8 (1989): 139-167, and further 
developed in “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence against Women of Color,” 
Stanford Law Review 43 (1991): 1241-1299. 
17 This practice of “not pulling any punches” aligns with a longstanding black feminist commonsense fashioned at 
the intersections of art, protest, and scholarship: the excavation of how the intimate and reinforcing nature of 
different systems of gendered and racialized oppression alternately rendered black women invisible in the public 
eye, or hyper-visible and in need of banishment. I will discuss this invisibility/hyper-visibility hermeneutic, as well 
as WWAV’s work to “render ourselves visible,” in more depth in Chapter 3.  
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was how I came to understand what I could contribute to this bone-deep, generations-honed 
work as a researcher and collaborator. First, I could work in partnership to document the stories 
and truths there had never been time to record; second, I could reflect in partnership on how 
these stories and truths challenged the official ones disseminated by the popular media and in the 
halls of the academy; and third, I could ask in partnership why it was so hard to shift these 
official narratives (and the policies crafted because of them) and why it mattered so much that 
we do. To these three roles, I brought every fiber of my being, and each text, tradition, and 
theory I had imbibed as a scholar. I also learned to embrace my complicity in the field, and to 
explain to skeptics who worried I was too close why “because my life depends on it” beats “IRB 
approved” every time as a research standard.  
Being in community like this has also taught me a tremendous amount about religion and 
about the ways in which this project has been shaped by my positionality in the discipline of 
religious studies, even and especially while I have been working across cultural anthropology, 
black studies, gender studies, geography, and history. As I explained in this dissertation’s first 
paragraphs, “Front Porch Strategy,” in WWAV’s theorization, is raced as black, gendered as 
female, practiced as unchurched, temporalized as existing before and after the Hurricane Katrina 
rupture, and spatialized in the interstices. These are interlocking points. They join race, gender, 
religion, temporality and geography in ways that defy an often-unspoken but regularly trafficked 
in American commonsense. For WWAV to be founded by a group of black women organizing 
with no church affiliation––well, there is not really narrative for that.18 And then for WWAV to 
                                                
18 My attention to co-constitution of race and religion is informed by Curtis Evans’ research on the burdens of black 
religion. In the antebellum period, the presumed connection between blackness and religiosity, which bolstered 
abolitionists’ claims of black capacity for freedom, would later become proof of black people’s incompatibility with 
modernity. I also draw on Khalil Muhammad’s work to appreciate how appeals to religiosity were often one of the 
only tools that black people had for troubling Progressive Era equations of blackness with criminality––and 
sometimes these very appeals to religion would further ensnare black people in discourses around criminality when 
the religious visions and practices they ascribed to fell “beyond the pale.” See Curtis J. Evans, The Burden of Black 
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be doing that organizing for thirty-years, before and after the storm––well, there really is no 
narrative for that.19 
Paying attention to when and how religion shows up at WWAV has, for these reasons, 
been a vital part of this dissertation’s work to document (and reconstruct) the ethics and 
traditions that have guided WWAV’s work from their founding to their present. I have done that 
most explicitly through careful attention to the ways in which WWAV is called into or caught in 
religious discourses (including by my training in American religious history). I then ask what 
these religious discourses are, what they are trying to do, and how WWAV interacts with them. 
In this way, I approach religion as mediator and intermediary in the WWAV actor-network.20 
Thinking about religion this way enables me to keep a close focus on when and how religion 
advances the violent disassemblage of longstanding native New Orleanian networks, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, when and how religion buttresses the work of the WWAV foremothers, 
staff, and participants to reassemble their communities, their histories, their futures, and their 
city. It also provides me with a framework for recognizing when religion moves in ways that 
defy reduction to the ties that give life and those that kill. 
                                                
Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008); Khalil Gibran Muhammad, The Condemnation of Blackness: 
Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern Urban America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010).  
Even while I continually question––with WWAV––the ways in which staff and members are caught in religious 
discourses and to what ends, I nonetheless draw methodological inspiration from several classic religious studies 
texts on the institutional lives and leadership of black women in and through religious networks. See Evelyn 
Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent: The Women's Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1993); Anthea Butler, Women in the Church of God in Christ: Making A Sanctified 
World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007);  and Judith Weisenfeld, African American Women 
and Christian Activism: New York's Black YWCA, 1905-1945 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1997).  
19 I use the word “narrative” here to emphasize that the problem is not the facticity of black women’s organizing 
work for generations, but rather the scholarly “narratives” available to incorporate stories of black women’s 
activism. In Chapter 5, I play close attention to the recent explosion of scholarship on poor and working class black 
women as they founded mutual aid societies, negotiated public housing, joined labor movements, and encountered 
the carceral state. 
20 See Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), especially 37-43. 
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Additionally, I use religious studies theory and methodology throughout this dissertation 
to excavate the religious assumptions, histories, and frameworks that are simmering just below 
the surface. I offer three sign posts to explicate what I mean: RITUAL, VIOLENCE, PERSISTENCE. 
Undertaking this dissertation’s constructive theoretical work on time, temporality, and place in 
and through relationships leads me to ask some pretty classic religious studies questions about 
how space is signified and mapped––though rituals, myths, and obligations.21 I use these tools to 
analyze WWAV’s work on front porches, and also to understand the making of the new New 
Orleans. Thinking about the making of this new New Orleans as religious work is a helpful 
reminder that not very long ago, colonialism, dispossession, and civilization were all framed in 
explicitly religious and racial terms; so, too, were criminalization strategies like CANS.22 These 
                                                
21 My analysis of the production of new New Orleans space as religious work draws most heavily on Mary Douglas, 
specifically her treatment of grid/group dynamics in Natural Symbols. Building on Douglas, I contend that 
disassemblage, dismemberment, and erasure––the sorts of ritualized approaches to the problem of evil that we 
would expect to see in a small group witchcraft society––is nonetheless present, albeit obscured, within the 
American form of high classification. To appreciate the persistence of these brutal rituals amid the complexity of 
American society we must nuance Douglas’ theorization of the strong-grid/group society to account for those 
individuals who never make it onto the grid. Douglas’ high classification society is the prototypical Durkheimian 
system. Therefore, the myths, symbols, and stories produced through social rituals and codified in law tell us a lot 
about the character of a high classification society on the whole. I argue that the expulsion of particular groups from 
the American experiment, namely, black Americans and, specifically, black women and gender non-conforming 
people, is not merely a strategy for managing extremes of difference within the rigidness of the strong-grid. Rather, 
the expulsion of those people was a precondition for the ideal of strong-grid/strong-group social complexity to even 
be imagined. They had no place in the “city upon a hill” John Winthrop first envisioned in 1630. Mary Douglas, 
Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology, 3rd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2003). See also Robert Wunthow, The 
Restructuring of Religion in America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), which uses Mary Douglas’s 
theoretical work on purity to study the transformation of society and faith after World War II. 
22 I approach the entanglement of religion and colonialism, and specifically the Protestant Christian depiction of 
colonized peoples as religionless and therefore savage, through David Chidester, Savage Systems: Colonialism and 
Comparative Religion in Southern Africa (Charlottesville: University Press of Georgia, 1996). This imaginative 
work of evacuating the gods in order to conquer was preceded by violent debates between Protestants and Catholics 
around the idea of God’s presence in this world. Here, I draw on Robert Orsi, History and Presence (Cambridge: 
Belknap Press, 2016), and specifically his attention to how accusations of being as “popish,” “savage,” “primitive,” 
and “demonic” were used interchangeably by missionaries. To extend this focus on global processes of religion and 
colonialism into the context of the American experiment, I pay particular attention to the often-unstated raced (as 
well as gendered and classed) myths of American democracy. In building a society that could be a universal beacon 
for rights and freedom, Americans have developed elaborate rituals for subjecting and expelling perceived stains on 
the ideal national body politic, and for hiding this violence in the process. Through careful analysis of Revolutionary 
War era documents and political speeches, Carroll Smith-Rosenberg argues that the founding fathers created a 
shared mythic heritage of liberty and justice for all by first imagining themselves against an expanding group of 
“Others”––black people, indigenous people, women, the propertyless: “Difference perceived as dangerous, distained 
as polluting, demanding expulsion, formed a critical component of America’s new national identity.” Smith-
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processes may now be talked about in secular, post-racial ones, but their ‘feel’ is still as religious 
as it is raced.23 Since the debate between E. Franklin Frazier and Melville Herskowits, 
persistence amid racial violence has been the black religion question: Did the gods die?24 This 
dissertation extends this focus on the processes and possibility of community formation and 
continuity amid racial violence into the present day. In Black Studies, I am thinking especially 
with Cedric Robinson and his work to resurrect and theorize the Black Radical Tradition; in 
religious studies, I am thinking with Michel de Certeau and his attention to the Practices of 
Everyday Life amid hegemonic forms of discipline and structure.25 Together they help me to 
                                                
Rosenberg, This Violent Empire: The Birth of an American National Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2010), x. Saidiya Hartman argues that the further dominating, regulating, and disciplining of 
Blackness was necessary if the American “city upon a hill” was to be plausibly reimagined in the wake of the Civil 
War and the abolition of chattel slavery. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in 
Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 122. My work extends their arguments 
into our current epoch of anti-black violence. Benedict Anderson’s conception of “imagined community” is 
particularly helpful for distinction I make between the imagined United States under late capitalism (and specifically 
in post-Katrina New Orleans) and the actual people that have to be reckoned with face-to-face. Anderson, Imagined 
Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 2006).  
23 My approach to the secular as not simply areligious is informed by Talal Asad, Formations of the Secular: 
Christianity, Islam and Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003). Throughout WWAV’s work and the 
history that informs it, I track how local understandings of “race” and “religion” are not given, but rather are 
constituted through concrete processes of regulation, intervention, and reorientation, both bodily and discursive. 
24 For decades, debates on the persistence of black religion and culture have hinged on whether transmission and 
continuity are possible in situations of extreme rupture. On one side, anthropologist Melville Herskovits insisted that 
enslaved Africans brought their religious traditions and social institutions to American soil and passed them down 
through generations. On the other, sociologist E. Franklin Frazier insisted that the middle passage was an experience 
so vile that no shred of memory of such an African past persisted once slaves set foot on American soil. Herskovits, 
The Myth of the Negro Past (Boston: Beacon Press, 1990 [1941]); Frazier, The Negro Family in the United States 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939). Recently, Ras Michael Brown has revived this debate and cast the 
terms anew, arguing that even the terms of the Herskovits-Frazier debate miss the central role of continuity and 
creativity in African diasporic religions and cultures. Brown, African-Atlantic Cultures and the South Carolina 
Lowcountry (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012). My research builds on Brown’s by examining the 
principles and practices that black women in the Deep South use to maintain and adapt a unique tradition of 
resistance amid environmental disaster and mass criminalization. 
25 Throughout this dissertation, I work from the principle that being in America involves being with black resistance. 
I pay close attention throughout these chapters to the ways in which WWAV’s resistance has been responsive to the 
possibilities and limitations that symbolic and social boundaries imposed upon them. But I refuse to script their 
resistance as reactive, episodic, or in any way predicated on these forms of everyday and exceptional violence. 
Rather, I prescribe a necessary limit on the degree to which even formidable systems of social and economic 
domination can penetrate and re-form social life, thereby creating entirely new categories of human experience. 
Cedric Robinson’s discussion “The Nature of the Black Radical Tradition” and especially his example of the slave 
rebellions is helpful for illuminating the difference that this approach makes. In Black Marxism, Robinson argues 
that slave resistance was predicated not on Africans’ experience of plantation life under slavery but rather on “a 
total rejection of their lot” (169). Through attention to persistence, I intentionally analyze my field notes, 
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explicate not only the historiographic significance of WWAV’s work, but also the threat that 
WWAV’s work poses in and through relationships.  
As is the ethnographer’s refrain, these approaches to studying religion in partnership at 
WWAV are better shown than told. And so, in the remaining pages of this introduction, I restitch 
this dissertation’s method and argument into relationships. To do so, I return to the “Know Her 
Truths” conference and the stories we shared and layered that day at the Anna Julia Cooper 
Center in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. I follow this presentation carefully as it unfolded––as 
Mwende passed to Deon passed to Quita passed to me passed back to Mwende passed to Deon. I 
then use a question about “religion and the church” posed during the Question and Answer 
period to more fully excavate the strategies and tactics that WWAV uses to maneuver through 
the barbs that permeate the landscape in which they act and narrate.26  
 
                                                
interviews, and archival sources for the clues they give on the continuity of black struggle and the strategies that 
black people have used to transmit community knowledge across generations, under conditions of extreme 
surveillance and criminalization. Here, critical scholarship on what Clyde Woods called “blues epistemology”––the 
plantation-birthed, Katrina-resurrected modes of “autonomy of thought and action in the midst of constant 
surveillance and violence” (29)––provides me with a vital theoretical anchor. In Chapter 1, I apply this concept to 
the post-Katrina context and to WWAV’s work in order to explore what Woods outlined as twin obligations: “To 
understand the region, the reader will have to explore the subterranean caverns that shelter the wellsprings of 
dreams during the seasons when hope can’t be found. To change the region, expertise in the arts of social, economic, 
political, cultural, and spiritual reconstruction is required” (430). To conceptualize these “arts,” I turn to Michel de 
Certeau’s work on the creative choreography of resistance as practiced in Chapter 4. Of critical concern for Certeau 
is how through the “practices of everyday life”––reading, eating, walking––those without power (or in Certeau’s 
language, without place) deploy “tactics” to navigate the “strategies” of those with power. His example of walking 
in the city drives this point home. While the grid of the city has been imposed by city planners, marking the blocks 
and breaks in the city landscape that undergird walkers’ feet, by strolling, stopping, doubling back and redoubling 
forward, the everyday passersby are able to rewrite this grid through the zigzagging of their artfully walking across 
the city landscape. Certeau’s attention to the making and remaking of space doubles back on the questions of ritual 
space production that opened this paragraph on signposts. To put a point on this through-line: within this 
dissertation’s pages, I introduce the ritual work of producing space in Chapter 1, before returning in Chapter 4 to the 
art of “speaking space.” See Robinson, Black Marxism; Woods, Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation 
Power in the Mississippi Delta (New York: Verso, 1998); Woods, “Katrina’s World: Blues, Bourbon, and the 
Return to the Source,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 427-453; and de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday 
Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). 
26 Here, I am referring to the distinction that Certeau makes in The Practice of Everyday Life between tactics as arts 
of practice and disruption that do not require spatial presence and strategies as the things you devise when you have 
a place and power.  
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Stories, Truths, and Solutions 
Mwende, Deon, Quita, and I were seated at the front of the student center auditorium, behind two 
rectangular tables draped in black cloth. Circular banquet tables fanned out towards the room’s 
corners and doors. At each table, a few of the eight chairs were still waiting on their people. 
Initially, we had been scheduled to present immediately before lunch. But the morning’s 
conversations had run over, and after a read on the room and a quick rearranging of the program, 
we had agreed to come back as the post-lunch conversation re-starters. Dr. Melissa Harris-Perry 
appreciated that the only thing worse than talking to a room full of people with full bellies was 
standing between those same people and their lunch. She shared a story to focus everyone’s 
attention. The night before, Deon had been part of a dinnertime meeting with the steering 
committee for the Anna Julia Cooper Center’s new Intersectional Research Agenda. During 
dinner, Melissa Harris-Perry’s best friend, Professor Blair Kelley––a public historian of black 
social movements, who Melissa said was not easily impressed by the living––was sitting at the 
other end of the table from Deon. At one point, she leaned in and said, “Ohhhh. You’re Ida B. 
Wells.” Melissa Harris-Perry described her reply, “Ohhhh, shiiiiit,” to roars of laughter from our 
panelist table and the audience beyond. “Deon got Blair. It is going down.” With that, she passed 
the floor to us. Mwende was ready, mic in hand.  
So how y’all doing? My name is Mwende, and I am program assistant, executive 
assistant, slash just-hanging-out-at-Women-With-A-Vision cuz I like to be in their space. 
And I’m really excited to be here to present with these people, because these people up 
here, and Deon especially, has been a mentor to me. Full disclosure to start: I am not a 
researcher. I’m a poet, I’m an organizer, and I’m an activist. And I really believe in 
blending social justice and arts. I came to WWAV in 2014, and there were four staff 
members and me in this tiny room in this large warehouse. We were just doing what we 
could with the resources that we had. Those are the roots of WWAV. WWAV was started 
in 1989 by eight black social workers from New Orleans. They just looked in their 
community and realized that HIV/AIDS was actually impacting black women more than 
anyone in New Orleans, but it was still wearing the face of gay white males. Right? So 
these eight women said, “You know what? We’re gonna do what black women have 
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always done and look out for ourselves.” So they went into their communities. They did 
some underground needle exchanges––really focusing on harm reduction amongst black 
women based on the spread of HIV/AIDS.  
 
And then 2005 came, Hurricane Katrina happened, and some of our priorities had to shift 
and expand specifically because the landscape in New Orleans was so bad for black 
women and no one was talking about it. Right? The women who kept coming into our 
office––poor black women, cis and trans––all had this “SEX OFFENDER” label on their 
licenses. Huge orange label. And we were wondering, “How is it that women are coming 
in here, don’t identify as pedophiles, and are all labeled as sex offenders?” 
 
And we started listening to their stories. That’s one of the things that is foundational 
about WWAV: storytelling. And knowing that women hold their truths in their stories, 
and they also hold their solutions in their stories. So listening to these women, we figured 
out that they were all being systematically targeted by the police cuz they were trans 
women or because they were sex workers or because they were at the intersection of 
black womanhood and all of those things. And not only that. Not only were they being 
criminalized; they were specifically being given higher sentences because of their 
identity. So there was two ways it could go down. You could get a prostitution charge 
which is a misdemeanor, or you could get a “crime against nature” charge which is a 
felony, and you could also get put on the sex offender registry list for fifteen years. The 
police had the authority over what they charged you with when they got you on the street. 
And when they were arresting black cis and trans women and gay men as well, if they 
were black, they were giving them this crime against nature statute.  
 
So WWAV got together with people from around the city, from around the country, and 
brought this lawsuit all the way up to the Louisiana Supreme Court and got it overturned. 
Over 800 women were removed from the sex offender registry list… in Louisiana, right? 
Which was a major victory. And also at a very small level. Something as simple as being 
able to go to your kid’s graduation. Right? You weren’t able to do that if you were 
labeled a sex offender, because you couldn’t be within a certain vicinity of a school.27  
 
And this was the time when I started to understand just how important research really 
was. We talk a lot about that gap that exists between policy and person, right? That gap is 
really what we try to work in at WWAV. And one of the things we’ve been talking about 
is how research informs policy, right? And so if you’re doing research that’s centered in 
and rooted in the community stories, it follows then that your policy, if it’s based on that 
research, will also do the same thing. So I’ll let them take that on because they’re actually 
going to talk about the research.  
 
Mwende turned to Deon and smiled, “That is where we’re coming from as WWAV.” Deon 
nodded in agreement.  
                                                
27 The breadth of these everyday impacts of sex offender registration will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Mwende had provided the skeletal structure of WWAV’s more than quarter-century of 
work in New Orleans: from the organization’s founding in 1989, to WWAV’s persistence after 
the storm, to the expansion of that work through an explicit policy focus, to the decision now to 
incorporate research into the outreach and organizing process. Each of us had become practiced 
at that narrative, and each of us put our own spin on it. Mwende’s made plain the intersections 
that were in play at each turn in the story. And she drilled down into the finest points of how this 
criminalization strategy had warred on women’s most intimate relationships. What did WWAV 
win by striking down the CANS statute? A mother was now able to go to her child’s graduation. 
Storytelling was the consistent and connective thread for all of us: “knowing that women hold 
their truths in their stories, and they also hold their solutions in their stories.”28 Deon used 
                                                
28 Storytelling is hardly an anomaly among the nation’s political classes. Indeed, anthropologists and scholars of 
religion have long paid attention to the critical role that storytelling plays for making sense out of violence, for 
dividing up our social world, and for social practice in and through relationships. See Michael Jackson, The Politics 
of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression and Intersubjectivity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); 
Francesca Polletta, It Was Like A Fever: Storytelling in Protest and Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2006); and Jeffrey Stout, Blessed are the Organized: Grassroots Democracy in America (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2010). Within WWAV’s organizing tradition, “story circles” have been an essential cultural and 
political practice––a southern movement community-building process, which was developed by the Free Southern 
Theater, and can be traced to the oral traditions that have long circulated through the Black Atlantic. See Thomas C. 
Dent, Richard Schechner and Gilbert Moses, eds., The Free Southern Theater by the Free Southern Theater: A 
Documentary of the South’s Radical Black Theater, with Journals, Letters, Poetry, Essays and a Play Written by 
Those who Built It (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1969); and Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity 
and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995). This focus on storytelling at WWAV 
recalls a linguistic thread from the first pages of this Introduction: myth-making. I find Sylvia Wynter’s work on 
“being human as praxis” to be helpful for understanding how such narration can be both problem and solution. 
Wynter conceives of the human as homo narrans––“a hybrid-auto-instituting-languaging-storytelling species.” 
Through this term, Wynter sutures the so-called “universal human essence” back to the so-called fungible 
“superstructures” of culture, religion, and tradition––arguing that this bifurcation, which was integral to expanding 
modernity through the projects of colonialism and chattel slavery, was itself a product of homo narrans. In so doing, 
she opens space for thinking of storytelling and politics in much the same way as WWAV does: not as a technique 
of gaining recognition within a “progressive” project in which you will never fit, but rather as a possibility for 
considering, indeed realizing, the space for multiple genres of human. Sylvia Wynter: On Being Human as Praxis, 
Katherine McKittrick, ed. (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2015), 25, 29. Within religious studies, this 
idea of multiple genres of being human brings to mind Judith Weisenfeld’s recent work on “religio-racial identities,” 
a concept she develops to account for black social practice and meaning-making about religion and race without 
recentering the logics and taxonomies of whiteness. Weisenfeld, New World A-Coming: Black Religion and Racial 
Identity in the Great Migration (New York: New York University Press, 2016).  
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storytelling to further flesh out the vision and history of WWAV that Mwende had just 
presented, and especially the shift that happened after Hurricane Katrina. 
Hi y’all. You heard that? Y’all. So one of the things that I wanted to share––to pick up 
where Mwende left off––is what it looks like to have to “change your strategy” after… 
Now, we don’t call it a natural disaster or a disaster made by Mother Nature. We call it 
the federal government failing a community, a city of people. New Orleans has its issues, 
but I absolutely LOVE my city. I love the people. I love the culture and the richness of 
blackness. That when people from the Continent come over they say, “This feels like 
home.” When people from the Caribbean come, they say, “This feels like home.” It says 
something about the rich history and about the people who really built this city, and why 
it’s important that we sustain ourselves and make a place to know our truths. Right?  
 
And so post-Katrina New Orleans, when we got back––everything that Mwende said was 
true. But what was unique about it was that the Feds gave the state of Louisiana over 
three million dollars to target “harmful and violent offenders.”29 And that was these 
women. That was the people who are most policed. It was the communities that are under 
surveillance. Which are normally black and brown communities. Right? And so when we 
got back, we didn’t know what we were going to do about this, we had no clue. I just 
knew… I talked to a couple of WWAV’s founders, and they were like, “Well shit. You 
gonna let it stand???? Y’all not… You gonna do something, right?” And that for me 
meant, “We better do something”––if you know our foremothers. We also understood 
what it means for black women, for trans women to be invisible. How we’re invisiblized. 
This law was created for white gay men––to keep gay men from having sex in the French 
Quarter––and then they coming for you, too. And it wasn’t just that you are charged and 
it went on your ID. You could get 20 years. It was an automatic felony conviction. So we 
know what criminal laws and the criminal justice system can do to the lives of people. 
 
And so post-Katrina, we realized that we can no longer do the work that we used to do. 
We can continue that, but we need to think about what does this look like because it 
seems like nobody is talking about it. We’re not having the conversation about what it 
means for structural violence to happen in the lives of black women and trans women. It 
actually put them at risk for HIV; it puts them at risk for further criminalization.30 And 
mainly the reason they’re involved in sex work is, “I need to eat. I need to survive. This 
minimum wage is not enough. It’s not enough for me.” And so we decided that the 
changes were gonna have to be “How do we grow ourselves?”  
 
This year Women With A Vision has been around for 26 years. I don’t know about y’all 
but that makes me very happy. Mainly because black women started this organization, 
and it was at a time when many people didn’t think that black queer women and black 
                                                
29 United States Department of Justice, “Fact Sheet: Department of Justice Law Enforcement Efforts in New 
Orleans, Louisiana,” accessed March 1, 2017, http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2006/August/06_opa_564.html. 
30 To recall an earlier moment in this Introduction, this framing of CANS as a driver of HIV vulnerability relies on a 
public health analysis of structural drivers of disease and health. As I will discuss further in Chapter 3, the 
construction of this analysis in New Orleans and nationally was a vital part of mine and Deon’s early work together. 
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cisgender women could be in the same room and organize together… they did.31 They 
were all born and raised in New Orleans. Some of them went to the same high schools. 
And to have an organization that has taken our mission and taken our work and 
connected it to global issues as well as national issues. All still being predominantly 
served and run by a queer black woman… and taking that work where people are making 
the connection about what is happening in the South. What is happening in India. What is 
happening in Africa. because we are connected to the global sex worker network. So it is 
now where we have taken the work and our main focus is till all the things we used to do 
around public health, but more at asking people to look at what policies are being pushed 
in your area. What are on the back end of these policies that you think are going to save 
women but actually put them at risk for criminalization?  
 
Deon turned, “And so this is where the work is and I will pass it off to Shaquita…” 
 The emphasis Deon placed on public health was part of the segue to Quita’s work as a 
researcher and practitioner. I had heard her pass that baton many a time, always carefully carving 
out space for the analysis Quita was about to drop. This time, there was a particular sweetness to 
that pass. At a deeper level, the timeline of WWAV having to “change your strategy” was also 
the timeline of Quita’s presence in the organization. She and Deon had become partners not long 
before Hurricane Katrina. After the storm, Quita had decided to change her career. 
So how’s everyone doing? Awesome. So for my part, I’ve probably been with WWAV 
for ten years? Being around the work that was happening and meeting the founders led 
me to change my career, which is how I really got started. And so it occurred to me as I 
was doing an MPH and getting more involved in public health that WWAV had literally 
done everything that I was reading about––amazing programing, to work with sex 
workers, to work with low-income women around HIV. But WWAV’s work was not 
documented.32 It was something that didn’t matter to them given the grassroots way that 
they came about. But now being on this other end in academia, I could see how 
documentation becomes something that is really important and legitimizes your efforts.  
 
So working with WWAV and also meeting other organizations, it just seemed like the 
capacity wasn’t necessarily there to do this kind of work. So I started thinking about 
“How does Women With A Vision begin to move their own research agenda forward?” 
Which is extremely important because the women that we work with are considered 
                                                
31 While WWAV’s current body of staff, members, and volunteers is inclusive of transgender and cisgender women, 
what Deon was drawing attention to in the early WWAV configuration was black queer women and black straight 
(not cisgender) women working side by side.   
32 At other points, Quita has also talked about how, while studying for her MPH, she was assigned articles that were 
actually based on WWAV’s work, but never cited the organization. I return to this point in Chapter 5.  
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“unique populations” by public health. But they also have these really unique experiences 
that we need to begin sharing broadly and disseminating broadly.  
 
You know, I feel like one of the problems that we have in New Orleans is that it’s very 
hard to get any kind of data from the state, from the police…33 So having access to our 
own data becomes extremely important––when we’re trying to make the case to funders, 
when we’re trying to make the case to politicians. “Yes, we want data,” but there’s also 
this attention paid to “What’s the moral decision?” around certain issues. So right now 
we’re trying to look at some old arrest data for women who were charged with “crime 
against nature” and for women who were charged with “prostitution.” And we literally 
are having to sit down and go over printed copies of the 700 different records that we’re 
trying to look at. It’s absolutely completely nuts.34 
 
In any case, we think it’s extremely important to start doing our own thing. That’s how 
“Front Porch Strategy” came about… I actually went to a public health gathering where 
different folks were talking about outcomes that folks wanted to see in their communities. 
We were talking about the front porch as this very uniquely southern cultural idea for 
folks, and as a place where people literally sit and talk about ideas that are important to 
them. So, for us, that drives what we feel like is a strategy that will hopefully build the 
capacity of not only WWAV, but also other small grassroots organizations. And build 
folks’ social capacity and their shared understanding for the issues that they’re dealing 
with.  
 
Quita underscored the importance of WWAV moving their own research agenda once again, and 
concluded, “So I guess I’ll turn it over to Laura…” 
 Quita and I had shared many an afternoon talking about research. We began our doctoral 
studies at the same time, and we both had very strong and very aligned feelings about what 
worked and what did not when it came to participatory research practices based on our years of 
involvement in community-based work. Our very different academic trainings often enabled us 
to come at these questions in complementary ways: Quita’s theoretical grounding in public 
                                                
33 There are several explanations for this difficulty. One is a standard question that would be true across 
jurisdictions: Who has a right to have access to police data? The degree of secrecy in New Orleans has been 
exacerbated by the New Orleans Police Department and Orleans Parish Prison both being under consent decrees for 
racial profiling and inhumane conditions, respectively. Lack of access to data, especially pre-2005, can often be 
quite real, as so many records were destroyed in Hurricane Katrina. This can also be a cover used to prevent 
releasing potentially damaging local or state archives. 
34 Quita’s description here is reminiscent of a strategy I witnessed many times when I was doing Court-watch and 
City Council-watch during fieldwork: Request something that has to be given? Get buried in reams of unindexed 
paperwork. This point also calls to mind an oft-repeated refrain at WWAV: “If it was so easy to put women on the 
sex offender registry list, why is it so hard to get them off?” 
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health and mine in religious studies; her training in mixed quantitative-qualitative methods and 
mine in ethnography and oral history. The “data-driven” versus “moral-driven” juxtaposition is 
one that we had spent a lot of time nuancing. For Quita, “data-driven” means marshalling 
structural analysis to combat the often-unspoken individual behavioral focus of “moral-driven” 
policies.35 I was wrestling with different literatures in the humanities and social sciences, where 
“data-driven” was often used as a cover for smuggling in the blatant racism that has long 
permeated the study of black people in America, reproducing fictions and occlusions that 
structure the world WWAV navigates daily.36  
How are you all doing today? My name is Laura McTighe. I’ve been working with 
WWAV for almost a decade now. I also am a PhD candidate at Columbia University in 
the Department of Religion. And I think it’s especially important is for me to locate 
myself in this space today. I’ve been doing community-based organizing at the 
intersection of HIV and criminalization for 20 years––at the side of people who are 
moving through police lock ups, jails, and prisons across our country, to amplify the 
strategies that they already know work to decarcerate our communities. It was in the 
context of that work that I first met Deon Haywood. And the first time I came to New 
Orleans, I was invited. I was invited to be the facilitator for the launch meeting of the 
coalition that took on the “crime against nature” statue. Then over the next 4 years, I was 
back and forth to New Orleans every couple of months. In between Deon and I would 
spend hours talking by phone. She would talk, and I would type. And now reflecting on 
this, I understand that what was happening in that moment was that I was being 
apprenticed in the 26-year history of WWAV’s work.  
 
So as Quita and I both entered into PhD programs, we were asking: “What does it look 
like to have the type of work that we’ve both been privileged to be part of on the ground 
be what’s driving academic research?” And that’s a particularly dicey question to be 
asking as people who don’t even have PhDs yet. And then we really started having to 
figure it out together because of another story––a story that was the follow up to 
WWAV’s huge constitutional victory in March of 2012. Immediately after that, the 
coverage that ran in newspapers wrote WWAV out. It was attributed to a judge, it was 
attributed to New York attorneys. And then two months later, WWAV’s offices were 
firebombed and destroyed by still unknown and uninvestigated arsonists.  
 
                                                
35 Quita and I discussed this point at length when trying to reconcile WWAV’s structural health framing with the 
individual sin-talk that abounded in most of the churches in which WWAV would be holding the “Have Faith in RJ” 
program meetings, which are discussed in the next section of this Introduction.  
36 I discuss this point in reference to the Dunning School interpretations of Reconstruction and Stanley Elkins’ 
rabidly racist “Sambo Thesis” at length in Chapter 5. 
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In the wake of that fire, we started asking three questions. First, what is so threatening 
about black women’s leadership? Then, what would it look like tell a history of black 
women’s organizing in the Deep South where WWAV’s work had a place? And, last, 
how would doing that change the way that we tell American history proper? We’ve spent 
the last several years trying to figure out how to answer those questions, and how to do it 
in a deeply collaborative way. From turning those questions into ones that could be put to 
an IRB, to designing together research methodologies for how to answer those questions, 
to pushing back against methodologies that would say “These stories should be 
anonymized, they should be stolen out of people’s mouths…”37 
 
And so we built this beautiful oral history project to recreate the archive that literally 
went up in flames. And we have been going back through every person who has touched 
WWAV, with a focus on their life histories. The choice of life history interviews was 
really important to us, because at any given moment WWAV is the sum of all of the life 
experiences that gather in the rooms. Another thing that we’ve been doing are these 
collective storytelling sessions. We did the first one pretty soon after the 10th anniversary 
of Katrina, while the world “resilience” was being thrown around and really thrown in 
the face of black residents in the city.38 And so we were like “What does it look like for 
WWAV to really engage with this word––to theorize, to re-theorize, to cast off, and to 
talk about this with the predominantly New Orleans born and raised staff of WWAV?”  
 
I paused and looked down the table for Mwende to jump in next.  
The story I was telling was the story of my dissertation’s conceptualization, framing, 
implementation, analysis, and theorization in collaboration with the generations of WWAV past 
and present. The porch talk on resilience was especially emblematic of the points that Mwende 
had raised surrounding research at our session’s opening. I had proposed the idea of “collective 
storytelling sessions” as an antidote to the highly-individualized format of a life history 
interview.39 Meaning at WWAV was so often made––as we were showing at this conference––in 
                                                
37 This point about the anonymity of traditional ethnographic interview data versus the name-recorded specificity of 
oral history interviews is something I discuss at length in Chapter 2.  
38 In post-Katrina New Orleans, “resilience” has become a catch phrase to celebrate the rebuilding of the city after 
the storm. WWAV, however, had been more concerned with what was obscured through this language of strength-
in-recovery. Since their early days of street outreach, the WWAV foremothers had been speaking a single truth: 
interlocking systems of gendered, racialized, and classed oppression––not individual resilience––dictate who 
recovers, how, where, and when. I will discuss the discourse of “resilience” and its effects in Chapter 1. 
39 Collective Storytelling sessions were designed to replicate the story circle practices through which WWAV 
members and staff have long made collective meaning. In the radically democratic space of a story circle, emphasis 
is placed on the group’s reception of the stories shared and their transformation into collective knowledge. Thus, 
collective storytelling sessions provided a vital strategy for documenting WWAV’s methods for making, theorizing, 
communicating, understanding, and living politics in community. Themes for collective storytelling sessions were 
identified in conversation with WWAV. Sections of this porch-talk are included in Chapter 1. 
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conversation. Collectivity was the space of theory.40 Elevating and documenting these often-
informal conversations doubled back on WWAV’s programing. In the weeks since our porch talk 
on resilience, Mwende had grown these staff conversations into a new area of programming.  
When I started working at WWAV, it was four people. We didn’t have an office, we 
didn’t have a front porch. And this was something that started happening really 
organically after we moved into the new office. Every Friday people would just start 
meandering onto the porch. And sometime between three and four o’clock everyone 
would be on the porch just sitting and talking about stuff. And we started to realize… I 
think Laura was the person who said: “Why aren’t we recording what’s being said here?” 
So much of what was actually informing the work that we were doing inside of our office 
was happening on the front porch, so we decided to actually make this into something. 
And in addition to the research thing, we actually started doing these black feminist porch 
talks. We’d literally just invite black feminists to come sit on our porch and talk to us 
about black women’s issues. It’s just been such an amazing experience, because I think 
people really identify with the simplicity and the complexity of having to come and sit on 
the porch and speak southern black women’s truths in a place that was really one of the 
few places that’s ever been able to hold it.  
 
That celebratory moment of space––of claiming space and speaking truth––was inseparable from 
the violence that had made WWAV homeless. It also exceeded it. 
 The front porch was not only a gathering point for conversation; it was also a launch 
point for doing the work. Mwende, Quita, and I all nodded in agreement. To demonstrate that 
power, Deon brought our presentation to a close with a story about the outreach work of 
WWAV’s longtime participants. We knew the hook: “They never leave!” But to underscore that 
point, Deon circled back to the question of black women’s leadership that I had introduced when 
outlining my dissertation’s three research questions. She also addressed an elephant in the room. 
Yes, WWAV had pioneered innovative public health models for addressing the spread of HIV. 
Yes, WWAV had successfully organized to strike down a law that was being used to criminalize 
                                                
40 This is a point to which I will return throughout this dissertation’s pages: in the porch-talk in Chapter 1, in the 
complementary skills of Ms. Catherine and Danita in Chapter 2, in the organizing process against CANS in Chapter 
3, in the development of shared analysis around victimization and power in Chapter 4, and in the practice of writing 
history in Chapter 5. The production of theory in and through relationships is both this dissertation’s argument and 
its method. 
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people doing street-based sex work. But what did the organization actually think about sex 
work? about criminalization? about those “certain issues” that often begged for a “moral 
decision,” not data, as Quita had explained earlier?  
One of the last things I’ll say… Our clients never leave y’all… They come back. They 
put on a WWAV t-shirt. They go out into the community—women who are involved in 
sex work, they’re like, “We’re gonna talk to our own people. We’re gonna talk about 
what it means to be a sex worker, what it means to be hungry, what it means to be a 
mother, what it means to be a student. We’re gonna go talk to those people.” And it’s just 
amazing to see black women stand in their leadership, because we never take it from 
them. We never ever say, “Poor you! Oh, it’s horrible you had to sell yourself.” Nah… 
We say, “It’s nice that you were able to feed yourself. Sorry for the way it had to 
happen.” And many people may not agree with the ways we see it, but what we do know 
is that we acknowledge the power that exists in women who are oppressed every day. It is 
amazing to see women blossom out of that. And what we’ve seen is women who want to 
give back, women who want to work at WWAV. And many of them have gone on to 
other careers and doing things that they never thought they would do. But just the beauty 
of what we’ve been able to create… It’s really what this conference is about today: 
“What are our truths? and How are we going to make people know them?”  
 
Deon’s concluding words brought the presentation full circle, back to the WWAV foremother’s 
decision to be in community and practice harm reduction. The method, like the vision, was 
consistent. “You have to build a relationship.” What had changed over the years was that the 




My work at WWAV had grown in and through that expansion––work on criminalization, work 
on HIV, work on structural violence, work on social determinants of health, and work on 
religion. The latter I usually refrained from speaking about, because part of what I was doing 
with WWAV was tracking the myriad discourses that leaders and participants alike were caught 
in and invisibilized through. The scripting of black women’s work––and especially southern 
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black women’s work––as always already religious was one of the more pernicious. So, too, was 
the assumption that to move power and make change, WWAV would have to be in cahoots with 
black male Christian leadership in the city. Deon had touched on both of them with a simple line, 
“And many people may not agree with the ways we see it…”  
By now, I was well acquainted with the ways in which WWAV stories told for one 
purpose––in this case, to illustrate how black women stand in their leadership at WWAV––often 
bespoke additional “hidden transcripts.”41 The second question from the audience made plain 
exactly where the religion was in our panel/porch-talk: “When I think about front porches, when 
I think New Orleans, when I think about all the things that are black womanness, I also think 
about the role of religion and church. I think about religious life in New Orleans, and I think 
about how that may or may not help you achieve your goals in making space for queer black 
women to organize. So I wanted to know how y’all have thought about that space, whether you 
wanted to invite that space into your space…”  
A playful staccato “Ha-Ha!” framed Deon’s reply, as she shifted slightly behind the table 
and breathed in deeply. With a smile, she began. 
We’ve had a weird relationship with religion in our city. I’m sure all of us have set our 
eyes on Lemonade.42 Lemonade is New Orleans, y’all.43 You know, I grew up with a 
grandmother, you know, she had to go make her novena, and you gotta crawl the steps, 
and then you gotta go to Baptist church on Sunday, then you gotta go to Spiritual 
church.44 That was my upbringing.  
                                                
41 My research also finds a powerful historical and methodological corollary in Robin D. G. Kelley’s Race Rebels. 
Kelley, too, seeks to comprehend the “blues people” outside of Civil Rights officialdom and does so by using a 
series of essays that range from autobiography to 1940s Birmingham to 1990s Southern California to draw out what 
James Scott calls the “hidden transcripts” and alternative traditions of resistance that fly under the radar in the 
historiography. Kelley, Race Rebels: Culture, Politics and the Black Working Class (New York: The Free Press, 
1996); Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990). 
42 Beyoncé’s visual album was released six days prior to the “Know Her Truths” conference. 
43 The “#Lemonade: A Black Feminist Resource List” archive compiled by Jessica Marie Johnson and Janell 
Hobson for Black Perspectives, the African American Intellectual History Society is among the most 
comprehensive: http://www.aaihs.org/lemonade-a-black-feminist-resource-list/.  
44 Making a Novena of Nine Churches on Good Friday is a practice that dates back to French and Spanish colonial 
times and is done in remembrance of Jesus’ walk to his crucifixion at Calvary. “Crawling the steps” is a devotional 
practice of penance done in conjunction with a novena: to ascend the steps at the last and final church, the Shrine of 
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But what I will tell you… You see, we had barely no money, y’all, when we did NO 
Justice. We did that from our HIV money, because we were able to get our funder to 
understand that the crime against nature law was putting women at risk for HIV. Right? 
But part of the strategy during our campaign was that we were just gonna go talk to our 
community. We did outreach. And most of the people we talked to were little old black 
ladies from the Church.45 And can I just tell you… Shaquita and I––well maybe not me 
because of my personality, but Shaquita was like “I respect old people, I don’t play with 
old people.” Right? But can I tell you they were the supporters of this campaign. They 
were like, “Wait, they getting arrested for what? They getting arrested for stuff people 
been doing forever? They getting arrested for stuff slave masters been doing with no 
payment?” They got it. Like, it wasn’t no breaking down. And they were like, “What 
y’all need us to do? You need us to call people? We need to be part of the letter writing to 
lawmakers? What do we need to do?” 
 
And there are some churches that we work well with, because they get it. But ultimately 
if you are trying to save our clients, as the leader, as the Executive Director at WWAV, I 
can’t let you in. I can’t let you do more harm. And I can’t let you shame and put more 
stigma on a group of people who are already carrying so much.  
 
So that is the reason why we don’t normally work with churches. But I will lastly say: 
During our reproductive justice work? You know, everybody wants to go to the church, 
because they want to get to the pastor. Well, of course, at WWAV we went to talk to the 
“women of faith.” And that was also a beautiful experience. Because those women were 
like “He’s just my spiritual leader. He ain’t gonna be telling me what to do with all this” 
(gesturing at her body). And I think… that was the moment––again, what Quita and 
Laura have been saying is true. Cuz who really captures that story? Even though black 
women… You know how we will lay down for a church, but also we will separate… 
“This is what he can tell me spiritually, but he don’t own this.” So I thought that was 
really cool. But that’s as far as we’ve gotten… 
 
Deon’s prose had moved delicately. By bringing Beyoncé’s visual album into the room, she 
invoked the Yoruba symbolism threaded throughout, confirming “Lemonade is New Orleans.” 
To this enduring vocabulary of African religious art, spirit, and practice, she added her own 
childhood under her grandmother’s watch, performing the rituals of Catholicism, while also 
                                                
St. Ann in the French Quarter, on ones knees. Baptist Churches in New Orleans are numerous; WWAV’s co-founder 
Danita Muse has been a longtime member of Sixth Street Baptist Church. New Orleans Spiritual churches, a 
distinctive black religious formation that has been influenced by Catholicism, Pentecostalism, Spiritualism, and 
Voodoo, began in the 1920s as women’s movement under the leadership of Leafy Anderson. 
Claude F. Jacobs and Andrew J. Kaslow, The Spiritual Churches of New Orleans Origins, Beliefs, and Rituals of an 
African-American Religion (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1991); Michael Smith, Spirit World: 
Pattern in the Expressive Folk Culture of New Orleans (New Orleans: Pelican Publishing, 1992). 
45 ”Most” here was used more for rhetorical force than as a quantifiable evaluation of the NO Justice allies.  
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attending Baptist church and Spiritual church. Her conversations with religious elders added 
another layer to this New Orleans religion story. The “little old black ladies from the Church” 
confirmed the righteousness of WWAV’s fight against a law that was once described in the 
state’s legal code as “that horrible crime that cannot be named amongst Christians.” In old 
prophetic Black Church style, those women offered to make calls and write letters to their 
elected officials on WWAV’s behalf.46 These three stories––of Lemonade, of her grandmother, 
and of the “little old black ladies from the Church”––buttressed (and perhaps also cushioned?) 
the single critical statement she made about religion and the church: “If you are trying to save 
our clients, as the leader, as the Executive Director at WWAV, I can’t let you in. I can’t let you 
do more harm. And I can’t let you shame and put more stigma on a group of people who are 
already carrying so much.” Her words were met with applause from the audience.  
 Deon’s final story about reproductive justice organizing followed from the hermeneutic 
that had been well-trodden by this point in the panel/porch-talk: WWAV goes to the women. 
Here, she doubled down on the research as the take home. “Who really captures that story?” I 
appreciated how that simple story itself busted through a whole host of misconceptions about the 
relationship between what is said from the pulpit and what is thought in the pews. Deon had just 
                                                
46 This brings to mind a point Deon made on the connection between black religion and progressive politics after an 
audience member extolled the enduring rule of black churches as centers for political activism at an event I co-
organized in New Orleans in the summer of 2013 around the release of Beyond Walls and Cages: Prisons, Borders, 
and Global Crisis: “When we think about the Black Church, historically we know that the Black Church played 
such a role in the Civil Rights Movement, making sure that people were registered to vote and what that looks like. 
But I feel like, you know now–– I always challenge how religion is being used, how large churches have politicians 
making large donations to the church to sway their vote. And we saw that with Prop 8. We saw that when they talk 
about gay marriage. We see how it’s being used. And I don’t personally see the strength and that sense of 
community when we have so many pastors and ministers who have made their church big business. And you have 
an ATM machine in your church to make sure people tithe. You know? It’s no longer about making sure that people 
eat; it’s what kind of car you drive. And when you have ministers who have private planes because they have 
churches in three different cities, and they have three services on Sunday, and they have to go to each city. I don’t 
know if I see the role in the same way.” Within academic literatures, these historically changing relationships 
between black churches and political activists have been no less rigorously debated, most notably by Barbara Dianne 
Savage, Your Spirits Walk Beside Us: The Politics of Black Religion (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University, 2008). 
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outlined what religious studies scholars talk about as “lived religion.”47 Nevertheless, Mwende, 
took issue with the sparseness of Deon’s “But that’s as far as we’ve gotten” framing.  
You’re underplaying! That entire project was called “Have Faith in Reproductive 
Justice.” And it was about recognizing the role that black churches played historically––
even now––in gathering spaces for black people. And reaching out to the black women 
there as gatekeepers to their own community, knowing that we wouldn’t be able to get 
into those churches in the same way that they would. And so out of these focus groups, 
we put together a toolkit that we were able to give to churches and say, “This is how y’all 
can talk about reproductive justice based on what you told us you can or can’t talk about 
in your church and what you can or can’t talk about.” And we were able to go and now 
give them to their communities, because we weren’t able to be there.   
 
“See, that’s why she works at WWAV,” Deon smiled in affirmation. Mwende reframed 
WWAV’s entire approach during the “Have Faith in Reproductive Justice” in light of the skeletal 
structure of WWAV’s founding mission, which she had outlined at the panel/porch-talk’s start. 
WWAV built deep and intentional relationships with the women of faith as gatekeepers for their 
religious communities, much like the WWAV foremothers built relationships with the people 
who ran drug houses as gatekeepers to people who were likely at highest risk for HIV. The 
WWAV foremothers supplied these gatekeepers with clean needles and harm reduction packets 
tailored to expressed needs and preferences; the tools WWAV staff offered through “Have Faith 
in Reproductive Justice” were just as tailored, in this case to the messages that the women of 
faith had expressed they could pass along in their churches. This underscored a point Deon had 
                                                
47 The “lived religion” turn is a late twentieth century movement among historians and ethnographers of American 
religion, who sought to shift attention from the sacred texts and traditions of religion proper and towards the actual 
things that everyday people do. The catalyst for this scholarly coalescing was and remains Robert Orsi, The 
Madonna of 115th Street: Faith And Community In Italian Harlem, 1880-1950 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1985). In this text, Orsi defines lived religion as including “the work of social agents/actors themselves as narrators 
and interpreters (and reinterpreters) of their own experiences and histories, recognizing that the stories we tell about 
others exist alongside the many and varied story they tell of them elves” (xxxix). Other key figures have included 
Leigh Eric Schmidt (Hearing Things), R. Marie Griffith (God’s Daughters), Michael McNally (Ojibwe Singers), 
Courtney Bender (Heaven’s Kitchen), and David D. Hall. Hall’s work on the practices of religious laity and their 
“everyday thinking” in colonial New England is especially relevant for the “lived religion” story that Deon told 
about the “women of faith” that WWAV worked with. Immediately below, I turn with more precision to the theories 
of practice that are so central to historical and ethnographic lived religion approaches. Hall, Lived Religion in 
America: Toward a History of Practice (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). See also Hall, Worlds of 
Wonder, Days of Judgment: Popular Religious Belief in Early New England (New York: Knopf, 1989). 
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made earlier about black women’s leadership: “It’s just amazing to see black women stand in 
their leadership, because we never take it from them.” That simple principle enabled WWAV 
staff and participants to move through the streets, the courts, and the Church with a style that was 
unmistakably theirs. That simple principle also determined how WWAV ran their own home, 
and most especially their front porch. 
 
 This exchange among audience, Deon, and Mwende shows some of the more explicit 
strategies that the members of the WWAV staff have developed for navigating the religious 
discourses they are often caught in––whether by their community, by their would-be saviors, or 
by the state forces intent on criminalizing them into oblivion. As discussed above, I try to work 
with religion as mediator and intermediary in these more explicit moments. I do this, because it 
enables me to retain the enchantment of the sacred, without requiring that sacredness to be 
spoken in conversation. It also enables me to understand how WWAV’s own agency can move 
to redirect, repurpose, and sometimes outright disarm the religion barbs of their everyday world. 
I term these strategies: HYBRIDIZATION, PRACTICING, TRADITION, LEADERSHIP, COMPARISON.48  
The hybridization of the religious landscape of New Orleans is centered, and so is its 
enduring “feel” as a black geography. Deon’s description of how people from the Continent and 
the Caribbean say “This feels like home” bespeaks the enduring histories of African-derived 
traditions and cultural forms.49 Personal stories of practicing religion, most especially in 
childhood, are used to stitch one’s self in community to the sacred in New Orleans. You make 
                                                
48 I am using the word “strategy” here both as WWAV does (e.g., “Front Porch Strategy”) and as Certeau does 
alongside “tactics.” I revisit the distinction between strategy and tactics at WWAV with more precision in Chapter 4. 
49 See especially Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1978); Shannon Lee Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial New Orleans 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American 
Conjuring Tradition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003); Robert Farris Thompson, Flash of the Spirit: 
African & Afro-American Art & Philosophy (New York: Vintage Books, 1983); and Tracey E. Hucks, Yoruba 
Traditions & African American Religious Nationalism (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012). 
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the novena, you crawl the steps, you attend the church, you attend another church. Belief is not 
what is centered; doing things that are part of a shared, hybrid tradition are.50 This hybrid 
tradition is a tradition of women, which is a subtle but important play on the assumption of black 
women’s always already churched-ness. The elders WWAV invokes are the keepers of a lot of 
traditions: of making the novena and crawling the steps, of writing letters and calling legislators 
to stop unjust laws, of speaking the truths of historic continuities in the exploitation of black 
women, of sounding the “You gonna do something, right?” alarm when necessary.51 All of these 
                                                
50 Theories of practice have been critical to scholarly approaches to the study of religion in the last century. Where 
early generations focused more on the things of religion––the sacred texts, theologies and beliefs––the turn to 
practice has attuned scholars of religion to the things that religious people do and how they do them. In my research, 
I draw broadly on work by Emile Durkheim, Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu, Michel de Certeau, and Courtney 
Bender to consider questions of ritual, embodiment, habit, and ethics, as well as the (political) implications and 
production of practices deemed religious. If Durkheim has helped scholars of religion understand the importance of 
practice in community cohesion, others such as Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu have attuned religionists to the 
deeply embodied nature of these practices and the ethical ends to which they might be directed. Charles Hirschkind 
has relied on the individual and collective meanings of Bourdieu’s habitus to understand the ethical practices of 
listening among Muslims in Cairo, Egypt. In so doing, he develops an understanding of how religious practices are 
not confined to the time marked off as sacred, but in fact alter the entire bodily and social habitus of practitioners. 
Such attention to the ethical effects of habituated practice also guides Saba Mahmood’s work among women in the 
Egyptian mosque movement. Mahmood turns to Foucault, specifically to Foucault’s four-part ethics, for 
understanding the role of practice in disciplining the body so as to cultivate pious dispositions. This inversion of the 
often-assumed causative connection between desire and practice is an important contribution to religious studies. 
Such attention to the ethics of religious practice also calls to mind the work of Michel de Certeau, who writes both 
with and against Bourdieu and Foucault. Michael McNally’s exploration of hymn singing among the Ojibwe people 
in the United States provides a stunning example of the potential for applying Certeau’s work to understand the arts 
of resistance in contexts of protracted colonization. The everyday practice of hymn singing as transformed by tribal 
leaders became a living archive––an anti-museum of memory, to use Certeau’s language––which grounded Ojibwe 
tactics for enduring without succumbing to settler colonialism for generations. This attention to the charged political 
nature and production of religious practices in contact zones brings me to a further shift in the literature: from 
studying practices as things to studying practicing. Courtney Bender argues that the study of practicing religion 
entails a shift from attention to the things that appear to be self-evidently religious to the processes through which 
things come to be considered as religious. Norbert Elias’ The Civilizing Process provides a model study for this 
method. Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Karen E. Fields (New York: The Free Press, 
1995); Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990); Foucault, “On the Genealogy of 
Ethics: An Overview of Work in Progress” in Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow (New York: The 
New Press, 1998); Hirschkind, The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons and Islamic Counterpublics (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2009); Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005); McNally, Ojibwe Singers: Hymns, Grief and a Native Culture in 
Motion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Bender, “Practicing Religion,” in Cambridge Companion to 
Religious Studies, ed. Robert Orsi (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012); and Elias, The Civilizing 
Process: Sociogenetic and Psychogenetic Investigations (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1994). 
51 My theoretical thinking on “tradition” is informed by my work in theories of transmission and community 
formation. From Walter Ong, I take a deep appreciation for the logics and practices of oral traditions. With Charles 
Hirschkind, I draw attention to the sorts of ethical self-fashioning that aurality demands. Brian Stock’s work on 
textual communities helps me think about the complex mechanisms through which traditions come to be created, 
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traditions provide a lens for thinking about the ways women navigate what they hear from the 
pulpit and how they apply it to their everyday lives. It is a classic “lived religion” approach; it 
also emphasizes WWAV’s deepest value to “see black women stand in their leadership, because 
we never take it from them.”52 The forms that leadership takes are myriad, which means that 
black women’s work in the streets has something to say to their work in the courts has something 
to say to their work in the church. This attention to the unexpected commonalities among 
different social networks provides a way for translating WWAV methodologies developed in one 
setting, by comparison, to the church.53 
 What threads through each of these principles is a commitment to storytelling––stories 
about religion, about grandmothers, about history, about decisions, and about translation. 
                                                
codified and reinterpreted. Finally, Mary Douglas’s work on social organization has provided me with a structure for 
thinking about the complex interaction between group boundaries and social stratification, as well as the symbolic 
systems such grid-group forms produce. My approach to “tradition” is also informed by scholarship on historical 
and social memory, particularly surrounding the Civil War and the southern past, albeit cautiously. While I find 
much utility in a memory studies approach for listening into the silences in historical narratives, as well as for 
appreciating the rich archives that communities draw on in making sense of their pasts, I also remain cognizant of 
how a heavy-handed invocation of memory contra history can introduce precisely the sort of naturalization of 
“resilience” time and the provincialization of WWAV’s own that I and my fieldwork with WWAV refuse.  
See Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word (London; New York: Methuen, 1982); Hirschkind, 
The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons and Islamic Counterpublics (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2009); Stock, Listening for the Text: On the Uses of the Past (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990); 
Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology, 3rd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2003); Jan Assmann, 
Religion and Cultural Memory: Ten Studies, translated by Rodney Livingstone (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2006); David Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University, 2001); and W. Fizthugh Brundage, The Southern Past: A Clash of Race and Memory 
(Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2005). 
52 WWAV’s attention to black women’s everyday leadership at each level of the organization’s work bespeaks a 
tradition of black feminist theory and practice. I engage this literature at the start of Chapter 1 through the work of 
Beth Richie, Arrested Justice: Black Women, Violence, and America’s Prison Nation (New York: New York 
University Press, 2012); Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics 
of Empowerment. 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2004); Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, “African-American 
Women’s History and the Metalanguage of Race,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 17, no. 2 (1992): 
251–74; and Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989, 1991). 
53 For a rich analysis of the ministry practices of churched black women between Sundays, see Marla Frederick, 
Between Sundays: Black Women and Everyday Struggles of Faith (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003). 
For two equally stunning portraits of black women’s community care work beyond the church, see Jacqueline 
Leavitt and Susan Seagert, From Abandonment to Hope: Community Households in Harlem (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1990) and Leith Mullings and Alaka Wali’s Stress and Resilience: The Social Context of 
Reproduction in Central Harlem (New York: Springer Science+Business Media LLC, 2001). 
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Everything at WWAV arises from and returns to stories; they are the currency of relationships. 
This return to relationships also underscores the driving argument of this dissertation: 
Relationships were and are everything. I use these five strategies, as well as the three sign posts 
of ritual, violence, and persistence, to track how religion furrows through relationships. When 
does religion disassemble? When does it reassemble? How can it can be harnessed in service of 
either of these goals? How can it be “poached”?54 Religion, however, is often not the most 
important thing at WWAV. That in and of itself is a religious studies argument: to pay attention 
to where ‘religion’ is made to coalesce, and also where it is not.  
 
Sedimentation of the Argument 
As a study in the materiality of relationships, in the geographies of struggle, “This Day, We Use 
Our Energy for Revolution” unfolds patiently. I use the language of sedimentation to invoke a 
simple truth of relationships: building a relationship takes time. It also takes work. This 
dissertation’s title is taken from a speech that Deon Haywood gave on July 14, 2013, the day 
after George Zimmerman was acquitted for murdering Trayvon Martin. She explained,  
I want and I’m calling for a revolution, not in a very violent way. And I want to make 
sure people understand that. Sometimes when you say revolution, in this country, we fear 
that in some way that means violence. What it means is to have a plan…What I’m asking 
for, is join somebody! I am almost pleading, and holding back the level of emotion I’m 
feeling… I want to figure out who we meet with this week, next week, once a week, once 
a month, and what community are we going in, what group are we going to work with, 
what conversations are we going to have within our community, with our families, about 
making things different? Tell me six months from now that you’re still supporting this 
event. Tell me a year from now you are still supporting this moment. That you wake up! I 
like putting things out in the universe… This day, we use our energy for revolution.55 
                                                
54 I return to these questions in each chapter, including in Chapter 1 to understand the religious underpinnings of 
post-Katrina disaster “recovery,” Chapter 2 to think about the threshold of the WWAV office, Chapter 3 to excavate 
the religious logics of the CANS statute, and Chapter 4 to engage WWAV’s #BlackFeministSanta meme. 
55 Audio and transcript of Deon Haywood’s speech during the Solidarity Rally for Trayvon Martin, on Sunday, July 
14, 2013, at Washington Square in New Orleans is available online at: 
http://bridgethegulfproject.org/blog/2013/day-we-use-our-energy-revolution.  
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It is weight of this process of having a plan “this week, next week, once a week, once a month, 
…six months from now, …a year from now” that accumulates in these pages.   
Chapter 1, “Front Porch Revolution,” exposes the spatialization of interlocking systems 
of oppression under the banner of “resilience” and the respatialization of the city through 
WWAV’s very different systematic strategies and visions on front porches. To understand the 
depth of WWAV’s strategies and visions, Chapter 2, “Reproducing Indigeneity,” sketches the 
intimate relationships and forms of reproduction that have grounded the organization’s nearly 
three decades of work in and through the geography of New Orleans. Chapter 3, “Born in 
Flames,” asks how this history of relationship-building was grown at WWAV into a model of 
relationship-driven organizing capable of combatting and disrupting the spatial logics of 
“resilience”; this chapter concludes with the arson attack. In Chapter 4, “Speaking Space,” I 
explore the grammar through which WWAV spoke their rebirth after the post-fire exile into their 
presence on the North Broad Street front porch, and what new visions for freedom were 
imagined in the process. In Chapter 5, “Homecoming,” I enter the sanctity of the organization’s 
homecoming after the fire to examine the deeply relational processes through which WWAV 
writes and transmits history, both spatially and temporally. Finally, I conclude by reflecting on 
what this movement from possibility to horizons, from immanent vision to material presence, 
demands of those called into belonging and being through WWAV’s “archive of feeling.”  
 
 To begin this journey, we have to take a seat on WWAV’s front porch.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Porch Front Revolution: 




From my front porch. 
 
I have the stories of many women running 
through me and etched in my lifeline. I 
know and am the hills and valleys of their 
lives. They speak to and through me. This 
morning Sojourner Truth whispered to me : 
when they sold my last child my baby boy a 
river broke inside me and I gave birth to 






“We believe in the revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.”  
 It was mid-December, but that affirmation hung in the air like humidity in July. Three 
and a half years prior, on May 24, 2012, Women With A Vision had been made homeless, after 
still-unknown arsonists firebombed and destroyed their New Orleans offices. On October 19, 
2015, this more than quarter-century-old black feminist collective walked into their first home 
since the fire, complete with a sprawling front porch that emptied into North Broad Street’s foot 
traffic. We christened that front porch with a conversation about the word “RESILIENCE,” that 
dubious slogan of the city’s official “Katrina at 10” (or just “K10” for short) anniversary 
commemorations. What exactly did resilience mean when 99,625 black New Orleanians were 
still displaced, and thousands more were living in prison cells as a result of intensified policing?  
 As the rush hour traffic crawled by, we reflected on the vital work that WWAV was 
doing to hold the experiences of black women––especially those born and raised in New 
Orleans––as relevant and important. We imagined how bringing these stories to the forefront 
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could help to expose that there was a battle for space and for history actively underway in the 
new New Orleans. When we took this picture, Deon Haywood had just claimed the front porch 
as a site where this organizing could take place and have a place––where revolutionary things 
happen.1 That affirmation prompted the recollection of another porch in WWAV’s own history. 
Twenty-eight years ago, WWAV was just an idea thought up by eight black women on a front 
porch in Central City. Their mission was then, as it still is today, to improve the lives of 
marginalized women and their communities by addressing the social conditions that hinder their 
health and well-being. 
 
Sitting on WWAV's new front porch in New Orleans, Louisiana.  
(L to R: Shaquita Borden, Mwende Katwiwa, Deon Haywood, Nakita Shavers, Laura McTighe, Nia Weeks;  
Photo by: Desiree Evans) 
 
* * * 
                                                
1 The word “revolutionary” as Deon Haywood used it that December afternoon was reminiscent of a speech she 
gave at the July 14, 2013, Solidarity Rally for Trayvon Martin: “Sometimes when you say revolution, in this 
country, we fear that in some way that means violence. What it means is to have a plan… Tell me a year from now 
you are still supporting this moment…I like putting things out in the universe… This day, we use our energy for 
revolution.” 
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As is clear from this dissertation’s introduction, “the front porch” here is not a metaphor, nor is it 
a trope. This chapter looks at front porches as a particular kind of space: “where people literally 
sit and talk about ideas that are important to them,” to recall Quita’s description from the “Know 
Her Truths” conference. This sitting and talking evidences very different logics of social 
organization from the new resilient New Orleans––and also works towards very different 
epistemological and spatial ends. It builds, as Quita explained, “folks’ social capacity and their 
shared understanding for the issues that they’re dealing with.” The knowledge that was produced 
during WWAV’s December 2015 porch-talk exposed the acute violence and quotidian terror of 
white supremacy––both in the wake of the storm and in the generations of struggle that 
prefigured the post-Katrina landscape. It also summoned the pasts and potentialities held in time 
and in space through generations of black feminist work of living otherwise. Put differently, the 
histories of black feminist resistance and of gendered and racialized displacement have been 
“sedimented” in New Orleans through the production of front porch space.2 To excavate these 
histories, I extend analysis in this chapter back to front porches in the WWAV past and then 
further back to the front porches of enslaved black women centuries prior. I then return to front 
porches in the Louisiana present through attention to state violence against porches.  
This geographic story of confrontation and resistance brings WWAV’s belief in “the 
revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch” into sharper focus. Southern front 
porches are deeply persistent black feminist geographies,3 which are made in the interstices 
                                                
2 On this way of thinking about sedimentation, I am reminded of Cindi Katz’s observation, “Sedimentations are not 
just the effects of direct environmental engagement, of course, but the outcomes of material and social practices on 
all scales.” Cindi Katz, “Bad Elements: Katrina and the Scoured Landscape of Social Reproduction.” Gender, Place 
and Culture 15, no. 1 (2008): 17. 
3 My discussion of “black feminist geographies” engages the critical theoretical work of Ruth Wilson Gilmore and 
Katherine McKittrick. I understand this project to be responsive to the call that Gilmore lays out in “Fatal Couplings 
of Power and Difference”: “By centering attention on those most vulnerable to the fatal couplings of power and 
difference signified by racism, we will develop richer analyses of how it is that radical activism might most 
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through everyday practices of enduring. Porch-talks, porch-sits, and porch-poses take place; they 
also exceed the space-time of the observer. In this way, front porches are “the grounds” for 
generating new black feminist possibilities. When these possibilities thicken and lengthen, front 
porches become sites not only for imagining a post-Katrina otherwise, but also for realizing the 
New Orleans landscape anew. 
Phrases like “imagining otherwise” and “realizing anew” here are not purely poetic. They 
signal the depth and ferocity with which the logics of “resilience” have been spatialized in the 
Crescent City to produce the new New Orleans. While cloaked in the language of progress, the 
violence being meted out against black native New Orleanians is anything but. WWAV’s work 
on the front porch makes visible this brutal reality; it is also not reducible to it. To expose this 
history of violence, and to clarify WWAV’s distinct and enduring history of struggle, I rely 
heavily on black feminist theories of violence and on religious studies theories of ritual. Before 
settling into the front porch, I begin this chapter with a brief orientation to these theories. 
 
Violence and the Sacred 
For nearly three decades, WWAV’s vision for health and well-being has demanded a razor-sharp 
focus on the ever-shifting intersections of intimate, community, and state violence against black 
women––what Beth Richie calls the “Violence Matrix.” Richie’s work on black women, 
                                                
productively exploit crisis for liberatory ends. The usefulness of such an approach enables reconsideration of 
historical geographies, radical examination of transitional geographies, and the difference between the neutral fact of 
unequal power and its fatal exploitation. Thus, in this view, the focus on race neither fixes its nature nor asserts its 
primacy. Rather, the focus demands examination of the subjective and objective nature of power and difference as 
articulated and naturalized through racism; one can follow the reasoning, and adjust the methods, for studying 
interrelated fatalities. In other words, we must change aspects of both the forces and the relations of knowledge 
production in order to produce new and useful knowledges.” Gilmore, “Fatal Couplings of Power and Difference: 
Notes on Racism and Geography,” The Professional Geographer 54 (2002): 22. See also McKittrick, Demonic 
Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006). 
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violence, amid the prison nation is required reading for longtime and incoming staff alike.4 The 
“Violence Matrix” has become a vital tool for analyzing how the intimate and embodied forms 
of violence that the WWAV foremothers bore witness to on the streets were produced not by bad 
behavior but through (1) the retraction of health and presentative services, (2) the destruction of 
emotional and financial ecosystems through mass incarceration, and (3) the erosion of a 
government safety net through welfare reform.5 American “progress” depended on long and 
practiced narratives for concealing this violence and then claiming black women were 
responsible for their own premature death. That is where the word “resilience” came in.  
 In post-Katrina New Orleans, “resilience” had become a catch phrase to celebrate the 
rebuilding of the city after the storm.6 WWAV, however, had been more concerned with what 
was obscured through this language of strength-in-recovery. Since their early days of street 
outreach, the WWAV foremothers had been speaking a single truth: interlocking systems of 
gendered, racialized, and classed oppression––not individual resilience––dictate who recovers, 
                                                
4 Deon presented alongside Beth Richie at a panel discussion on “Gender, Race, and Incarceration,” hosted by 
Melissa Harris-Perry at Tulane University: https://www.c-span.org/video/?316078-1/gender-incarceration. Other 
speakers included Tina Reynolds and Susan Burton, both national leaders in the Formerly Incarcerated and 
Convicted People’s Movement. 
5 Beth E. Richie, Arrested Justice: Black Women, Violence, and America’s Prison Nation (New York: New York 
University Press, 2012), Chapter 5, especially p. 133. 
6 Resilience was conceptualized as a theoretical framework for shifting emphasis from pathology to strength. 
Specifically, what researchers and practitioners have sought to understand are the strengths that people demonstrate 
that enable them to rise above adversity. WWAV leaders are not alone in their critique of the often-individualized 
focus on strength at the exclusion of attention to the conditions that force people to have to be strong. Indeed, this 
criticism is not absent in the literature, and has driven studies of “community resilience,” including among public 
health and mental health post-Katrina researchers (e.g., Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen 
F. Wyche, and Rose L. Pfefferbaum, “Community Resilience as a Metaphor, Theory, Set of Capacities, and Strategy 
for Disaster Readiness,” American Journal of Community Psychology 41 (2008): 127.). Nonetheless, this literature 
still often fails to account for, much less prescribe interventions against, interlocking systems of oppression. A 
notable exception is black feminist medical anthropology on resilience, within which Leith Mullings and Alaka 
Wali’s Stress and Resilience: The Social Context of Reproduction in Central Harlem (New York: Springer 
Science+Business Media LLC, 2001) remains a foundational text. 
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how, where, and when.7 More than a decade after the storm, the biggest losers have been black 
native New Orleanians, and most specifically black women. In community, through 
relationships, WWAV was working to document how the new resilient New Orleans was being 
built through the erasure of black women and the dismemberment of their communities. What 
WWAV described––in concert with housing, education, and environmental activists––was how 
black women were being systematically isolated from necessary social services, blamed for the 
abuse they survived, and then criminalized for this victimization.8  
 Importantly, for WWAV––and for any post-Katrina researchers worth their salt9––the 
August 2005 disaster was man-made. Deon made that point clear at the “Know Her Truths” 
                                                
7 The phrase “interlocking systems of oppression” was introduced by the authors of the 1977 Combahee River 
Collective Statement, and further developed as “intersectionality” by Kimberlé Crenshaw in “Demarginalizing the 
Intersection of Race and Sex” (1989) and “Mapping the Margins” (1991). 
8 WWAV emerged on the national stage for combating the criminalization of street-based sex work after Hurricane 
Katrina. Criminalization, however, was only one site for producing this post-Katrina fiction of black womanhood. 
Education activist Ashana Bigard testified on July 18, 2015, at Breaking the Silence: A New Orleans Townhall 
Hearing on Women of Color: “To buy into the narrative of the [charter school] experiment, you need to buy into the 
idea that Black women are complicit in the under-education of Black children.” In “To Render Ourselves Visible,” 
Alisa Bierria, Mayaba Lieventhal, and other members of INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence (2007) 
document the issues and analysis of women of color after Hurricane Katrina to ensure that any community plan for 
rebuilding had a gender analysis and a demand for community accountability. As Shana griffin, a WWAV board 
member, explained, “To me, it’s not enough to have a solid race and class analysis, because beyond those two you 
also need a gender analysis. Because of the absence of the gender analysis of many agencies, organizations who 
identify as women of color organizations have to constantly fight to render ourselves visible and at the same time, 
we have to justify our existence in the work that we’re trying to do.” Bierria, Lieventhal, and INCITE! Women of 
Color Against Violence, “To Render Ourselves Visible: Women of Color Organizing and Hurricane Katrina,” in 
What Lies Beneath: Katrina, Race, and the State of the Nation, ed. South End Press Collective (Cambridge: South 
End Press, 2007). See also Joanna Dubinsky, with Shana griffin, “An Unfragmented Movement: The People are the 
City,” New Orleans IndyMedia, Jan. 6, 2006, accessed June 27, 2017,  
http://neworleans.indymedia.org/news/2006/01/6740.php; Elena Everett, with Shana griffin. “The Women of New 
Orleans after Katrina,” Counterpunch, Aug. 25, 2006, accessed June 27, 2017,  
https://www.counterpunch.org/2006/08/25/the-women-of-new-orleans-after-katrina/; and Clyde Woods with Shana 
griffin, “The Politics of Reproductive Violence,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 583-591. 
9 See Katz, “Bad Elements”; Katherine McKittrick and Clyde Woods, “No One Knows the Mysteries at the Bottom 
of the Ocean,” Black Geographies and the Politics of Place, ed. McKittrick and Woods (Cambridge: South End 
Press, 2007), 1-13; Catherine Michna, “Stories at the Center: Story Circles, Educational Organizing, and the Fate of 
Neighborhood Public Schools in New Orleans,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 529-555; Rachel E. Luft, 
“Looking for Common Ground: Relief Work in Post-Katrina New Orleans as a Parable of Race and Gender,” NWSA 
Journal 20, no. 3 (2008): 5-31; Rachel E. Luft, “Beyond Disaster Exceptionalism: Social Movement Developments 
in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 499-527; Jordan T. Camp, “‘We 
Know This Place’: Neoliberal Racial Regimes and the Katrina Circumstance,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 
693-717. 
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conference: “we don’t call it a natural disaster or a disaster made by Mother Nature. We call it 
the federal government failing a community, a city of people.” Decades of divestment also 
predated the event of Hurricane Katrina, facilitated the immediate lack of response to the levee 
breaches, and prefigured the crisis in the storm’s wake. The WWAV foremothers knew the story 
well from their years of work using harm reduction, street outreach, and community care to fight 
the AIDS epidemic in their community. The storm provided “an opportunity”––a word used with 
seething sarcasm––for accelerating what had previously been a process of slow death. In the 
intervening decade, the result had been the production of a new New Orleans that is decidedly 
whiter––both demographically and spatially.  
 How have the gendered, racialized, and classed logics of “resilience” been spatialized? 
And how are the black feminist leaders of WWAV “respatializing”––as Katherine McKittrick 
has developed this generative concept––their city?10 To answer these questions, I employ key 
methods and practices of black feminist theory used at WWAV to understand the mutually 
constitutive role of race and gender.11 Here, WWAV’s practice aligns closely with the dual 
commitment that Beth Ritchie outlined in the literature: affirming that ending violence against 
black women entails both an “epistemological approach” of privileging black women’s everyday 
knowledge about the intimate and interlocking conditions that produce violence, and a 
commitment to “engaged praxis with the overall goal of political empowerment and social 
                                                
10 To quote Katherine McKittrick, “The poetics of landscape are particularly important to black women’s 
geographies not only because they function to name and conceptualize the world, but also because they advance 
complex respatializations that can perhaps move beyond descriptive paradoxical geographies. That is, the poetics of 
landscape, as a projection of black femininity, can provide a moment to imagine new forms of geography, seeing the 
world from an interhuman (rather than partial) perspective” (Demonic Grounds, 144, emphasis mine). 
11 See Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment. 
2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2004); Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, “African-American Women’s History and the 
Metalanguage of Race,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 17, no. 2 (1992): 251–74; and Crenshaw, 
“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex” and “Mapping the Margins.” 
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justice.”12 In WWAV form, I begin by placing the experiences and expertise of those living it 
every day at the center of my analysis. To do so, I join my WWAV colleagues on the front 
porch, and include a long-form transcription of the porch-talk we had about resilience, black 
womanhood, and New Orleans that December afternoon. My own comments during this porch-
talk were minimal. I was present for the arson, but not for Hurricane Katrina. As such, this was a 
conversation that called for listening first.  
From this standpoint in the field and now in the text, I locate authority and expertise over 
post-Katrina displacement and gendered violence with the black feminist organizers who are still 
supporting their community in returning to the city (much less in rebuilding their social and 
emotional ecosystems on its land). I did so then by backing up; I do so now by recognizing and 
centering the connective process through which the individual experiences of WWAV organizers 
are transformed into collective consciousness and meaning. And, in so doing, I lift up, as we did 
that December afternoon, “the front porch” as a critical space of black feminist everyday 
knowledge production in New Orleans today––indeed, of revolutionary imagination.  
As a scholar of religion in America, I have long approached space as a critical analytical 
category for understanding how something called “religion” is produced through and productive 
of embodied and emplaced encounters, contests, and practices. Religious symbols, myths, 
rituals, and traditions all map space, whether real or imaginary; in so doing, they constitute 
individual and social identity. The ways in which territories have been formed and reformed 
orient communities’ histories, as well as their futures. Throughout United States history, the 
power to delineate where the sacred could dwell has shaped the mass migration of millions 
across the expanses of the U.S.’s borders, as well as the steady movement of many more within 
                                                
12 Richie, Arrested Justice, 127-8. 
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the streets and passages of their home communities.13 This is hardly a romantic story. The paths 
along which the sacred has been made to flow were often lined with the blood and chains and 
blankets of settler colonialism and chattel slavery.14  
 This history of violence has indelibly marked black life.15 However, this history is not 
wholly deterministic of black people’s relationship with place, nor of their production of space.16 
There is a necessary limit on the degree to which even formidable systems of domination can 
penetrate social life, thereby creating entirely new categories of human experience.17  And yet, 
the history of black religion has often been narrated as if this were not the case.18 Amid the 
                                                
13 See, for example, Robert Orsi, The Madonna of 115th Street: Faith And Community In Italian Harlem, 1880-1950 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985). 
14 See Amy DeRogatis, Moral Geography: Maps, Missionaries, and the American Frontier (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2003). 
15 For example, the search for survivable geographies propelled millions of black southerners northward in the 
decades now known as the Great Migration. In cities like Chicago, they launched what Wallace Best has termed a 
“new sacred order,” which emplaced old-time southern black religion amid the tempo of modern northern city life. 
However, black migrants’ unrelenting drive to create more workable human geographies was not merely a reaction 
to the racialized violence of Jim Crow segregation. Best’s “new sacred order” affirms the dynamism of black life in 
motion as at once catalyzed by geographic uplift and rooted in longer traditions of black social and spatial 
organization. Wallace D. Best, Passionately Human, No Less Divine: Religion and Culture in Black Chicago, 1915-
1952 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005). 
16 By turning to what Michel de Certeau has called “the practice of everyday life,” I affirm that life can persist amid 
unimaginable pain without being wholly reducible to it. Certeau’s theorization of walking in the city is particularly 
helpful for the relationship I am suggesting here between histories of violence and the persistence of black social 
life. Certeau illustrates this through a shift in perspective. From the birds-eye view of the then still-standing Twin 
Towers, the strong imposition of a grid on the expanse of New York seems wholly deterministic of the city. 
However, at street level, the politics and poetics of walking are what produce the city. They transform the grid, even 
while this grid remains in place. Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1984). See also Michael D. McNally, Ojibwe Singers: Hymns, Grief and a Native 
Culture in Motion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) for an application of Certeau’s work beyond walking 
and space. 
17 In Black Marxism, Cedric Robinson argues that that the slave resistance was predicated not on Africans’ 
experience of plantation life under slavery but rather on “a total rejection of their lot.” Robinson, Black Marxism: 
The Making of the Black Radical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983), 169. My 
phrasing here also evokes what Johannes Fabian has called the “denial of coevalness”––that old colonialist trick for 
constructing the “Other” as spatially and temporally different from themself. This denial is blatant in the 
descriptions of peopled lands as “empty” and the minimization of indigenous work as “primitive.” The scripting of 
black geographies as always already reactive is a no less powerful way of naturalizing the time and space of settler 
colonialism and chattel slavery. Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1983). 
18 Here, I am thinking specifically of the decades-long debate between Melville J. Herskovits and E. Franklin Frazier 
referenced in the introduction under the signpost “persistence.” Herskovits, The Myth of the Negro Past (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1990 [1941]); Frazier, The Negro Family in the United States (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
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quotidian terror of Jim Crow modernity, black Christian churches were indisputably (and 
defiantly) produced as vital black spaces of autonomous gathering, healing, sustenance, political 
organization, and worship. But this does not mean that the story of religion in the long black 
freedom struggle should be told, as it so often is (even if unwittingly), as a wholly churched 
story.19 Such a narrative choice would be particularly surprising in a city like New Orleans, 
which has long lived in popular and scholarly imagination as a site of Carnival, conjure, and 
Catholicism.20 To be sure, in Civil Rights-era New Orleans, the persistent pressure of a tight 
respectability politics created a fault line between the churched black middle class and the un-
churched “blues people.”21 Churches, however, were hardly the only spaces of religion and 
struggle in town. 
                                                
1939). Recently, Ras Michael Brown has revived this debate and cast the terms anew, arguing that even the terms of 
the Herskovits-Frazier debate miss the central role of continuity and creativity in African diasporic religions and 
cultures. Brown, African-Atlantic Cultures and the South Carolina Lowcountry (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012). My research builds on Brown’s by examining the principles and practices that black women in the 
Deep South use to maintain and adapt a unique tradition of resistance amid environmental disaster and mass 
criminalization. 
19 Critiques of the Black Church’s purpose, institutionalization, death, and rebirth are essential to the black religion 
historiography. Indeed, the very idea of a monolithic “Black Church”––that could first be imagined as an engine for 
racial uplift (W.E.B. Du Bois), then as an irrelevant repressive force in need of dying (E. Franklin Frazier), then as a 
resurrected vehicle for social change (C. Eric Lincoln), only to again be pronounced dead (Eddie Glaude)––is itself a 
black social gospel construction. See Du Bois, The Negro Church (Walnut Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 2003); 
Frazier, The Negro Church in America (New York: Schocken Books, 1964); Lincoln, The Black Church Since 
Frazier (New York: Schocken Books, 1974); Glaude, “The Black Church is Dead.” Huffington Post: Religion, Feb. 
24, 1010, accessed December 10, 2016, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/eddie-glaude-jr-phd/the-black-church-is-
dead_b_473815.html; Gary Dorrien, The New Abolition: W. E. B. Du Bois and the Black Social Gospel (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2015); Barbara Dianne Savage, Your Spirits Walk Beside Us: The Politics of Black 
Religion (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2008); and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous 
Discontent: The Women's Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University 
Press, 1993). 
20 See especially Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1978); Shannon Lee Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial New Orleans 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American 
Conjuring Tradition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003); Robert Farris Thompson, Flash of the Spirit: 
African & Afro-American Art & Philosophy (New York: Vintage Books, 1983); and Tracey E. Hucks, Yoruba 
Traditions & African American Religious Nationalism (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012). 
21 See Kim Lacy Rogers, Righteous Lives: Narratives of the New Orleans Civil Rights Movement (New York: New 
York University Press, 1993) and Clyde Woods, Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in the 
Mississippi Delta (New York and London: Verso: 1998). 
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 My relationships at WWAV have animated many reflections on religion and space.22 
What does it mean to do space in New Orleans? How is religion/space refracted through 
different neighborhoods? What categories of the religious are seen as credible and acceptable? 
What falls out? Sitting with my WWAV colleagues on the front porch that December afternoon, 
I began to understand the limits of even these seemingly critical questions. Each arose out of an 
intention to auto-ethnographically track the “gaze” of this project in order to locate the very 
black geographies that have systematically been made to vanish from our intellectual 
consciousness and from the material world. However, each question also bespoke a residual 
impulse to “discover” black women’s “sacred spaces” amid the topography of New Orleans. 
What had been left unquestioned were the scholarly tools I was using. Treating “sacred” and 
“space” as transparent, self-evident categories would do little more than yield results to be 
incorporated into official religion stories. The challenge I understood on the front porch that day, 
which is frankly easier said than done, was to loosen my grip on the very sort of ethnographic 
inquiry that landed me in the field. It was, as John L. Jackson has put it, “to open oneself up to 




                                                
22 In Chapter 3, I discuss WWAV’s activism surrounding the crisis of black women’s criminalization in New 
Orleans. In the 2015-2016 fight to keep the number of beds in Orleans Parish Prison capped at 1,438, one of the 
more surprising opponents to the citywide decarceration efforts of which WWAV was a part was a coalition of black 
Christian pastors and bishops. They held prayer vigils on the jail grounds and at the courthouse where a federal 
judge was determining whether the current sheriff was fit to run the jail, calling on God to help Sheriff Gusman 
retain control of the jail, and insisting, in the words of one pastor, “Rome wasn’t built in a day.”  
23 John L. Jackson, “On Ethnographic Sincerity,” Current Anthropology 51, no. S2, (2010): 279-287. I understand 
this ethical imperative in the tradition of what Tracey E. Hucks calls “participant engagement…with human 
devotees and their sacred spirits, with ritual and ceremonial preparations, …and with the various symbolic ‘forms of 
language-using.’” Hucks, “Perspectives in Lived History: Religion, Ethnography, and the Study of African 
Diasporic Religions,” Practical Matters 3, (2010): 17. 
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Front Porch Space  
Our porch talk on RESILIENCE was called to order during WWAV’s move into their new home. 
While Deon was unpacking boxes that had been in a storage unit since the arson attack, she 
paused, observing that every single piece of paper in the box was dated 2012. “It’s as if 
everything stopped.” Her hands were covered in soot. Deon described then how she knew that 
WWAV, as an organization-interrupted, was going to have to explain itself. People had been 
patient in the wake of the fire. Now that WWAV was home (even if only temporarily so), 
expectations were going to shift. What was WWAV’s story? Resilience was a frame people 
across the country were used to hearing whenever crisis and recovery in New Orleans was 
discussed, but Lorde24 was it a loaded word. Deon wanted us to talk this out, “to give it the 
WWAV spin,” before figuring out how she might broach the issue with funders and national 
allies. We returned to that topic some weeks later, on one of those Friday afternoons when, as 
Mwende described at the “Know Her Truths” conference, “people would just start meandering 
onto the porch. And sometime between three and four o’clock everyone would be on the porch 
just sitting and talking about stuff.”  
This was the Friday afternoon that I asked, “Why aren’t we recording what’s being said 
here?” The porch-talk crew that day included Deon and Mwende, Desiree Evans, Nia Weeks, 
and Nakita Shavers. Nia and Nakita were born and raised in New Orleans, and had just joined 
the WWAV staff as Policy Director and Reproductive Justice Coordinator, respectfully. Desiree 
had grown up with New Orleans playing the “big city” to her small Louisiana childhood 
hometown, and had been with WWAV since 2013, the summer after the arson attack. Her 
                                                
24 This clever replacement of “Lord” with the last name of black feminist poet and activist Audre Lorde in written 
and spoken conversation is a particularly stunning example of the tactics and strategies for navigating religious 
discourses through hybridization and plays on tradition, as I discuss in the Introduction and will revisit in Chapter 4. 
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background in global human rights work combined with her breathtaking writing skills made her 
fit easily into the pared down version of WWAV in exile: she could––and did––do whatever was 
needed. Desiree and I spent a lot of time together the summer of 2013 and since, often in transit, 
talking about the speed with which New Orleans was being remade, about our respective 
graduate educations at Columbia University, and about our shared commitments to oral history.  
Desiree nodded first, and Deon, Mwende, Nakita, and Nia confirmed. I hopped up to grab 
the audio recorder I used for oral history interviews from my bag inside. Still, there was no way 
to pull out a recorder and not change the space. Deon sensed that shift as I returned to the front 
porch and put it out the in open. “So part of creating… and doing this work with Laura… who’s 
not only a friend, a colleague, part of the squad, and an ally… a white ally, and I want to lay that 
out cuz all them ain’t good… (laughing) It’s true. Some people don’t know what allyship is. The 
reason that she’s here working on this project is that I do get how important it is to capture our 
voices. Right? And not sell it to the highest bidder, because I got a story about ‘some little black 
women in the South.’ Like, this is a project that for all of us, even to y’all that ain’t been here a 
month yet (looking at Nia and Nakita). It’s like the history of what we have the power to do, and 
how can we get away from… how can we use the word RESILIENCE in way that’s better than 
what we do right now. Cuz I absolutely thought I was sick during Hurricane Katrina… 
Deon: Post-Katrina everybody use RESILIENCE, RESILIENCE, RESILIENCE … (mouths: 
yuck!) [Des: mmmmmhm.] And I just feel, you know, black people been RESILIENT for a 
long goddamn time. Sometimes I don’t want to be RESILIENT. Sometimes I don’t like that 
word to describe what we are doing. So the reason I personally feel like it fits is because 
it’s true. Like there’s so many organizations that didn’t come back post Katrina. There’s 
so many… Literally we got calls the morning after the arson attack from people in the 
DA’s office, and different places like “Oh, so y’all are shut down?” “Oh, your doors are 
closed?” “Ohhhhh… How does it feel after so many years to have to close your 
organization?” I was like, “Who said we were closing????” [Mwende: (laughing)]… 
Mwende: I feel like RESILIENCE is one of those words where like, I can say, but you can’t 
say it. Because of the way it’s been used so much to, like… to paint that like ‘Noble 
Negro’ story of like, you know… “Oh yeah, you might be burdened but you’re just so 
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RESILIENT!” [Nia: (laughing)] That, “it’s okay.” Like, “we’ll just focus on your 
RESILIENCY!” …And not the actual cause of why someone needs to be RESILIENT. People 
always focus on the RESILIENCY of the person, versus why they need to be RESILIENT. 
[Nia: Mmmhhmmm.] Um, so I know especially during K10 it was a word that just so 
much was being heard that it lost any and all meaning that it had. And it already had such 
little meaning, because of who it is that’s usually using that term and what it is that 
they’re erasing when they use that term. [Deon: mmmhmmm.] 
Desiree: I think it’s so often coming from an academic context, right? …It’s used to 
describe populations, communities that have seen a lot of trauma, horror, war, violence, 
genocide… “Oh they’re so RESILIENT! They survive! They come back!” [Deon: (shaking 
head)] “What is it about this community? We gotta study this!” …After Katrina it was 
just a word that kept being thrown around to describe New Orleans, to describe the black 
population of New Orleans, to describe the Gulf Coast… And in a lot of ways it becomes, 
like “Oh they’re RESILIENT! They can take anything!” And so we really have to 
deconstruct this idea of RESILIENCE, to understand what does it really mean for us to 
survive in the face of so much oppression? And to create in this… “You know, I’m glad 
you love our Mardi Gras Indian tradition, I’m glad you love our music, but that doesn’t 
mean that you get to keep oppressing us… because we can create beautiful shit out of 
trauma and horror [Deon: right] and damage.” [Deon: right] You know, it’s hard 
because we understand our communities are creative forces in the face of mass 
destruction [Deon: yeah] and displacement, and we are “magical beings” … [Mwende: 
heyyyyy] We have made magical things happen in the context of our own survival, but at 
the same time we have to talk about system change…  
Deon: Riiigggtttt…. We can fix it, and we can be RESILIENT, and [Des: mmmmhmmm] 
we can work it, [Mwende: right] but can we run it? [Nia: right] And do we have the 
same support as our counterparts? It was grassroots organizations across the country that 
were in support of WWAV after the fire… In terms of City Council? I don’t think the 
mayor came to WWAV to see how we were doing. There wasn’t this big outcry to figure 
out who did it. And people were like “do you think it was based on who you are?” And I 
was like “I don’t know about anybody else, [Des: (dry laugh)] but as a black woman who 
has a clear understanding of history [Des: (dry laugh)] in this country and outside of this 
country [Mwende: mmmhmm] with black and brown people and indigenous people, FIRE 
means something. [All: mmmmm] Fire sends this really big message about what I want 
you to know and how I feel about you… Like… when you think about the stuff that we 
had then that we still haven’t replaced. You know, breast models cost $700 and up. Birth 
control models, you know, those uterus? Those kinds of things cost a lot of money. And 
they were all destroyed. And it wasn’t like I’m just gonna pour some accelerant and torch 
it. Like they took their timeeee…. To destroy certain things. So, historically, as a black 
woman – who understands history – you were sending me a message. Right? [All: 
mmmmm…] 
Desiree: So really thinking of these two horrors that happened to WWAV that we had to 
survive… Both of them are man-made. [Deon: (laughing)] Both of them [Deon: yes!] 
were the result of white supremacy, patriarchy, and bigotry. So the system that failed us 
here in this city, that didn’t care about poor people, that didn’t care about poor black 
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people, that resulted in thousands of people dying, that resulted in thousands less black 
people in the city of new Orleans than before Katrina, that didn’t care about those people 
ever coming back, that is recreating a city that is really about white professionals… [Nia: 
yup] that is recreating communities and environments to cater to people who are not 
about the people who are born and raised here… That same system is what fed this 
person who came and burned down WWAV (dry chuckle, breathes in) [Mwende: 
mmmmmm] because of the work and the people WWAV was speaking for. And so we 
gotta understand that these twin traumas are basically children of the same system. 
[Deon: right] And so how do we really think about our own survival in the context of 
that? Why should we have to keep having to survive? [Nia: absolutely.] We should be 
able to live and thrive, and not just survive. [Deon: that’s true.] 
Deon: Just thinking about the word ‘ RESILIENCE’ – I do think that we are, but I hate the 
conditions that we had to be. Right? [Nia: mmmhmmm]… There is no class that coulda 
taught me how to do any of the stuff that I do at WWAV… Yeah, I may have to have 
certain kind of skills, but it’s a hands on kind of thing. Learn as you go. But it’s just… It 
would be nice for people to put the same amount of effort as they do in white 
organizations in black organizations, because in most situations we see the bulk of the 
people. [All: mmmmm] Right? I feel like we should video tape our day sometimes… 
[Mwende: (laughs)] Think about that. [Mwende: They ain’t ready] They ain’t ready… 
People keep trying to make it something special, but we’re not rewarded like we’re 
special.  
Nakita: You know, my goal in life some day, I want to have an organization, I want to 
make good in my community, I want to do great things. And to just come back to a city 
that has begun to thrive, and you know, Forbes named it the most “brainiest” city in 
America… but from implants, not necessary the new Orleans citizens who have 
graduated, who have come back to make a better community for our people, you know… 
We don’t get resources. We don’t get praises… This city is no longer for young black 
girls like me. [Mwende: hmph.] [Deon: Wow. Wow, that’s deep.] [Des: that is deep] As 
much as I love New Orleans… [Deon: You’re about to make me cry] [Des: mmmm] As 
much as New Orleans has taken from me, as much I’ve invested back in the city? It was 
no longer a place for young black girls like me, who come from the hood, come from the 
Lower Ninth Ward––hood that has been taken away. Everything I love has been taken 
away, you know. And everything that I am, I have given back… And, I’m not the one 
welcomed to the tables… 
Deon: Our struggle… to get to the table? is always hardest. [Nia: YES] You know… as 
someone who fought to get to the tables we’re at, I realize that I didn’t even need to be at 
this table. I don’t need to be here. These women aren’t even ready for what I’m about to 
bring.  
Mwende: See… we keep coming back to “they ain’t ready!” [All: (laughing)]  
            That should be like the tagline: “WWAV: they ain’t ready.” 
Nakita: #TheyAintReady 
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All: (laughing) 
Deon: #TheyAintReady 




The conversation continued for at least another hour as the cars along North Broad Street slowed 
and then crawled and then stopped. We talked about the magic of white tears and the mediocrity 
of Abigail Fisher,25 about those “forgeries of memory and meaning” in Hollywood films,26 about 
the since-Katrina abandoned bus routes in black neighborhoods and the bike lanes that now 
snake through the ones occupied by transplants, about the textbooks that tried to pass off the 
Middle Passage as a great American migration story. Resilience. The term was refracted again 
and again through the intersectional pasts/presents of people in porch conversation, who together 
coined the afternoon’s second slogan: Black Resilience and White Fragility (#TheyAintReady). 
That turn of phrase spoke volumes about the logics that undergirded the shiny new “Resilient 
New Orleans.” 
 Billions of dollars have been poured into New Orleans since the storm.27 A decade later, 
the rich have gotten richer, and the city has gotten whiter.28 Black residents’ permanent 
                                                
25 The script that played out in the Fisher v. University of Texas Austin et al. case is one that Dr. Mary Frances Berry 
roots in the Dred Scott decision. Abigail Fisher refused to believe that she had been denied admission because of her 
poor academic record. Justice Scalia made explicit her claim on affirmative action and black intellectual 
“inferiority.”  
26 Cedric J. Robinson, Forgeries of Memory and Meaning: Blacks and the Regimes of Race in American Film before 
World War II (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007). 
27 Vincanne Adams, Markets of Sorrow, Labors of Faith: New Orleans in the Wake of Katrina (Duke University 
Press, 2013). 
28 Bill Quigley, “Katrina Pain Index 2016: Race And Class Gap Widening,” Huffington Post, August 22, 2016, 
accessed September 1, 2016, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/katrina-pain-index-2016-race-and-class-gap-
widening_us_57baf8e8e4b07d22cc390045. 
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displacement was intentional.29 Naomi Klein dubbed it “the shock doctrine”: that is, the 
exploitation of disaster to achieve what would be impossible through the normal public process, 
which also signals that the new New Orleans was not really all that new.30 As Deon said, “And I 
just feel, you know, black people been resilient for a long goddamn time.” With that single 
sentence, Deon exposed the two very different ideologies of temporality that were in play in this 
battle for New Orleans. In WWAV’s front porch narrative, every moment of enforced resilience 
present, past, and future was simultaneous and weighing: “Sometimes I don’t want to be 
RESILIENT.” In the resilience development narrative, however, time, like modernity, was 
conceptualized and inhabited as moving linearly ever forward towards progress. Black lifeworlds 
that did not fit that narrative of improvement were erased, and those that survived were often 
driven underground. WWAV’s “long memory,” to use Mary Frances Berry and John W. 
Blassingame’s term, was evidence of that. It was also precisely what was under attack.31 
Just after the storm, Representative Richard H. Baker, a Republican from Baton Rouge, 
was overheard telling lobbyists: “We finally cleaned up public housing in New Orleans. We 
couldn’t do it. But God did.”32 Joseph Canizaro, one of New Orleans’ wealthiest developers, 
waxed slightly less theological as he expressed his designs on a “new” New Orleans: “I think we 
have a clean sheet to start again. And with that clean sheet we have some very big 
opportunities.”33 In the end, the only portion of the disaster relief funds that many poor black 
New Orleanians saw were the crumbs used to demolish the 3,000 public housing apartments they 
                                                
29 See McKittrick and Woods, “No One Knows the Mysteries at the Bottom of the Ocean.” 
30 Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism (New York: Picador, 2007). See also Katz, 
“Bad Elements.” 
31 Mary Frances Berry and John Blassingame, Long Memory: The Black Experience in America (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1982). 
32 Susan Saulny, “Clamoring to Come Home to New Orleans Projects,” New York Times, June 6, 2006, accessed 
September 1, 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/06/us/nationalspecial/06housing.html.  
33 Gary Rivlin, “A Mogul Who Would Rebuild New Orleans,” New York Times, September 29, 2005, accessed 
September 1, 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2005/09/29/business/a-mogul-who-would-rebuild-new-orleans.html. 
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once lived in. Some of Katrina’s displaced-made-homeless took up residence in the mixed 
income units erected on top of their former homes. More were scattered––among HUD 
developments lining the converted swamps of New Orleans’ (far) east, and in far-flung cities 
nationwide.34 Meanwhile, the newly minted “Downtown Development District Initiative” lined 
the arts and commercial districts with flags: “Welcome to your Blank Canvas.”35 Resilience.  
 
Other banners read "GET CAUGHT in our BRAIN STORMS" and "RAISE your own BAR." 
                                                
34 In part, the story here is about numbers. In destroying public housing, the New Orleans adopted housing policy 
defined by deconcentration and privatization. HUD vouchers went from sixty-four percent of affordable housing 
access to ninety-one percent ten years after storm, which meant that people entitled to affordable housing now had to 
find a landlord willing to rent to them. There is, however, also a much longer history of deconcentration at work 
here. Within the post-Katrina literature, Alecia P. Long offers a particularly poignant reframing of policing space 
and vice in New Orleans history in “Poverty Is the New Prostitution: Race, Poverty, and Public Housing in Post-
Katrina New Orleans,” Journal of American History 94 (Dec. 2007): 795–803. See also Rachel E. Luft, with Shana 
griffin, “A Status Report on Housing in New Orleans after Katrina: An Intersectional Analysis,” accessed June 27, 
2017, http://www2.tulane.edu/newcomb/upload/NCCROWreport08-chapter5.pdf. 
35 The story of “How New Orleans Has Lost One-Third of its Black Population” with attention to the policies of 
erasure is one that New Orleans activist and WWAV board member Shana griffin recounted for the tenth 
anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. Dani McCain, with Shana griffin, “Policies that Make People Disappear: Activist 
Shana griffin on Post-Katrina New Orleans Housing,” Public Eye (Fall 2015), accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://www.politicalresearch.org/2015/11/02/policies-that-make-people-disappear-activist-shana-griffin-on-post-
katrina-new-orleans-housing/#sthash.MPCYI7El.dpbs. 
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 Black (feminist) life in post-Katarina New Orleans has taken on a peculiar sort of 
presence––a presence that Desiree alluded to as she mocked with exasperation, “You know, I’m 
glad you love our Mardi Gras Indian tradition, I’m glad you love our music, but that doesn’t 
mean that you get to keep oppressing us.” That oppression came in several forms. To start, a 
debased construction of blackness-as-criminal was the specter for justifying the total 
transformation of New Orleans.36 Meanwhile, under the banner of “resilience,” a caricatured 
portrait of black culture was also trotted out to authenticate and market this new New Orleans on 
the world stage.37 Token elements of New Orleans black culture were cherry-picked and 
celebrated, even while the black people who produced that culture were forced out of their city.38 
“The Disneyfication of New Orleans,” as Desiree had described it to me many times. Black 
people, and black women in particular, pop-up like the colorful explosion of the jack-in-the-box, 
carrying brass instruments, laughing in the streets, praying in droves. And then they disappeared 
again, just as curiously and suddenly (and magically?) as they arose.39  
                                                
36 This has been the gentrification playbook for decades: police the neighborhood, incarcerate the people, take their 
homes, remake commercial streets. It would sound downright conspiratorial if it were not fact a recognizable 
phenomenon nationwide. See, for example, the Spatial Information Design Lab’s “Million Dollar Blocks” project: 
http://spatialinformationdesignlab.org/projects.php%3Fid%3D16. Importantly, the term “million dollar blocks” was 
coined by the men who would go on to found the Center for Nuleadership while they were incarcerated. From 
behind the prison walls, they began to calculate the number of people incarcerated from just a few blocks in New 
York City and the amount of money spent to keep them captive: https://www.nuleadership.org/. 
37 Lynnell L. Thomas, Desire and Disaster in New Orleans: Tourism, Race, and Historical Memory (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2014). 
38 This process been underwritten by the replacement of the 99,625 people still displaced after the storm by roughly 
the same number of New Orleans “transplants,” the majority of them white and from the US east and west coasts. 
Their presence has dramatically increased rents citywide, facilitating the transformation of historically black 
neighborhoods like the Tremé into majority white non-native New Orleanian spaces.  
39 In his May 26, 2016, New York Times op-ed, “The End of Black Harlem,” Michael Henry Adams references the 
Tremé in New Orleans, among other black geographies, when comparing gentrification to colonialism: 
“Gentrification in Harlem might well be likened to the progress of the British Raj, where the most that  ‘civilizing’ 
interlopers could muster was a patronizing interest in token elements of local culture. Thus: Yes to the hip Afro-
fusion restaurant, but complaints to 311 over Sundae Sermon dances, barbecues and ball games in parks or church 
choir rehearsals.” Accessed June 27, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/29/opinion/sunday/the-end-of-black-
harlem.html.  
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Banner screenshot from NewOrleans.com, the official New Orleans travel site. 
 
Within the new Big Easy modernity, authentic blackness was presented as timeless (that is, out 
of step with the passage of time) and placeless (that is, unable to take up space beyond these 
scripted functions). And that was how the fiction was sustained. In a city that ran on tourism, and 
maintained unemployment rates as high as fifty-percent among black men, identifying with this 
limited form of blackness––and its attendant politics of space––became requisite affective labor 
that actual black people were strong-armed into performing in order to survive in the city that 
they built.40 The alternative, as many of WWAV’s participants knew, was to sell sex and risk 
arrest and police violence daily. 
 However surreal the making of the new New Orleans might seem, it is important to not 
exceptionalize the processes of its genesis. Nationally, indeed globally, organized abandonment 
and expulsion have been wildly successful mechanisms for extracting the poor from territory and 
then grabbing the(ir) land. The processes are cold and exacting. They bespeak the interlocking 
systems of “white supremacy, patriarchy, and bigotry” that Desiree named on the front porch 
(like Deon at the “Know Her Truths” conference) as producing the man-made post-Katrina 
crisis––and the arson attack that had left WWAV homeless because of their work and the people 
WWAV was speaking for.41  
                                                
40 See Elizabeth Povinelli, The Cunning of Recognition: Indigenous Alterities, and the Making of Australian 
Multiculturalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002) on the affective work of state recognition and right to land. 
41 While Desiree is speaking about the breadth of WWAV’s work, she is also specifically referencing the 
organization’s work to end the criminalization of street-based sex work as a “crime against nature.” See Women 
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What has been far less emphasized in the post-Katrina literature are the symbolic and 
religious dimensions of these processes.42 Which does not mean “God did it,” like 
Representative Richard Baker claimed. The celebration of “a clean sheet to start again,” the 
construction of a myth of “blackness-as-criminal” to justify such cleansing, even the selection 
and parading of palatable elements of black culture in new New Orleans streets––these are 
processes that take shape and have meaning through the racist imaginaries that prefigure and 
divide up our social world. These boundaries go beyond the mere nuts and bolts of social 
interaction. They are maintained through ritual acts, moral obligations, and myths.43 The making 
of the new New Orleans has been a materially religious and imaginatively geographic process of 
boundary setting. The creation and protection of boundaries raises a critical set of questions for 
scholars of religion.44 What is deemed sacred? How is this “sacred” delineated from what is 
deemed “profane” or “dangerous”? How are things kept apart? What would happen if they were 
to mix? A tremendous amount of everyday ritual activity is dedicated to creating and then 
maintaining boundaries––that is, to ensuring that matter never falls out of place. As such, these 
boundaries not only teach us about what matters to communities; they also help us to understand 
what they are afraid of. 
                                                
With A Vision, “OUR WIN—Letter from Executive Director Deon Haywood,” March 30, 2012, accessed  June 27, 
2017, http://wwav-no.org/our-win-letter-from-executive-director-deon-haywood; and “Arson destroys Women With 
A Vision office—Please Help!,” May 25, 2012, accessed March 1, 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zp8lEEj1rc4. 
42 A notable exception is Bench Ansfield’s essay “Still Submerged: The Uninhabitability of Urban Redevelopment,” 
which argues that understanding urban redevelopment (especially in post-Katrina New Orleans) as a racial project of 
spatial and bodily purification is a far more appropriate conceptual frame than the market logics of gentrification. 
Ansfield, “Still Submerged: The Uninhabitability of Urban Redevelopment,” in Sylvia Wynter: On Being Human as 
Praxis, ed. Katherine McKittrick (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), 128. 
43 Robert Wunthow’s The Restructuring of Religion in America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998). 
44 See especially Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Karen E. Fields (New York: The 
Free Press, 1995); and Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and The Profane: The Nature of Religion, trans. Willard R. Trask 
(Harper Torchbooks, New York, 1961). 
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 “Purity and Danger” is almost too crass a frame for understanding how the myth of the 
new (white) New Orleans was materialized across the Crescent City in record time. But Richard 
Baker was certain that what was happening was divine providence: “We couldn’t do it. But God 
did.” Still, even with “God” (read: “white supremacy, patriarchy, and bigotry” in Desiree’s 
analysis of the man-made post-Katrina crisis) taking the wheel, there was ritual activity to be 
performed for the “clean sheet to start again” to be actualized. The prophet needed a priest, to 
recall Max Weber’s clever coupling of Martin Luther and John Calvin in producing the 
Protestant Ethic that rationalized the spirit of capitalism.45 Where Richard Baker saw a cleaning 
up, Joseph Canizaro saw “very big opportunities.” For both, the black New Orleanians who had 
not been permanently evacuated had to be managed. The surveillance, policing, and scripting of 
blackness in the new New Orleans was precisely this sort of boundary-setting ritual activity.46 
Nakita named it, and Mwende, Deon, and Desiree underlined it: “This city is no longer for young 
black girls like me.” 
 
Demonic Grounds 
If deeply and historically interlocking systems of oppression were birthing the new resilient New 
Orleans, where did front porches figure into the mix? What could front porches teach us about 
the politics of space and the space of politics in the new New Orleans? What clues did front 
porches give us into the gendering and racializing of space in New Orleans before the storm? 
What exactly was happening on WWAV’s front porch? 
                                                
45 In Max Weber’s analysis, Luther is to be credited with shifting the onus of salvation from works to “by grace 
alone” and with imbuing work in this world with ethos of divine vocation. However, it was Calvin’s double 
predestination, through which God chose some for damnation and others for predestination, that operationalized 
worldly success in Luther’s vocation as the proof that one was saved, and also mandated this worldly success (read: 
money) be accumulated. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. Talcott Parsons (New 
York: Routledge, 2001). 
46 Simone Browne, Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). 
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 The conversation on WWAV’s front porch that December afternoon was 
epistemologically and existentially about how the old New Orleans black geography turned new 
New Orleans white resilience space was being inhabited, refused, and transformed by native 
New Orleanians. Or, as Desiree put it, “I’m glad you love our Mardi Gras Indian tradition, I’m 
glad you love our music, but that doesn’t mean that you get to keep oppressing us.” Stepping 
onto the front porch transported one from the new New Orleans into a different sort of 
geography. Which is to say: the front porch was not just another “Resilient New Orleans” space 
where scripted black presence was made to pop-up and perform. Nor was it simply a semi-public 
space where black presence was tolerated.  
WWAV’s presence on the front porch that December afternoon evidenced how black 
worlds can alter, as Katherine McKittrick argues, “the seeming transparency of 
(blackless/ungeographic) space.”47 The front porch cipher was at once immanently real and 
radically otherwise.48 As a way of producing space, the geography of the front porch was 
“demonic”––to invoke McKittrick’s theorization, by way of Sylvia Wynter, of that presence that 
is at once “too alien to understand” and nonetheless integral to the entire system.49  
                                                
47 Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2006), 145. 
48 I invoke the term “cipher” here as it is used by the Nation of Gods and Earths (or Five-Percenters) and adopted by 
Hip-Hop MCs: “building in the cipher,” that is, forming a circle around a speaker sharing knowledge.  
49 Sylvia Wynter develops “the demonic” in her Afterword to the 1990 anthology of Caribbean women and 
literature, Out of the Kumbla. In a critical response to the anthology as a work of womanist scholarship, Wynter 
writes, by way of The Tempest, “Beyond Miranda’s Meanings: Un/silencing the ‘Demonic Ground’ of Caliban’s 
‘Woman.’” At stake for Wynter are the limits of a womanist project, which she believes rests on a white feminist 
(i.e. Miranda) analysis of “woman’s” subjugation/silencing vis-à-vis “man.” For Wynter, what the secularizing 
impulse of the European Enlightenment did––in tandem with colonial expansion––was to replace the former 
Spirit/Flesh dichotomy of the Christian order that was mapped onto gender differences as male/female, with a 
Rational/Irrational one that was mapped onto the racialized bodies of the conquered as Man/“native” (e.g. as David 
Chidester tracks in Savage Systems six years later). In the new schema, the “woman” of Man (Miranda) may be 
silenced, but is still on the side of the rational; the “woman” of  “native” (only ever signaled by Caliban’s lust) is 
beyond comprehension––demonic. In writing her Afterword from the “demonic ground” of “Caliban’s ‘woman,’” 
Wynter attempts to move “outside of our governing system of meaning,” beyond womanism to a “trans-‘isms’” 
ground (not unlike “intersectionality,” as Kimberle Crenshaw developed this concept contemporaneously). Wynter 
names this demonic––Caliban’s woman’s ground––as a terrain that can be occupied, and once occupied “will be that 
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Etymologically, the word “demon” describes a spirit––most commonly a purveyor of 
misfortune, a devil, or a force of evil––that is capable of possessing a human.50 As the adjective 
demonic, it refers to a human or object through which the spirit makes itself known. To be 
demonic is to be possessed, fiercely energetic, or frenzied. In the hands of the Christian 
ecclesiastical hierarchies (and everyday charismatic practitioners), it is a state that has been 
imbued with myriad layers of religious significance and (de)valuing, especially through 
European colonial expansion. Alongside this meaning of the demonic in its Christian 
supernatural register, Sylvia Wynter invokes the term as it has been employed by physicists: a 
“demonic model” refers to a logical representation of reality that has been conceptualized outside 
of the space-time orientation of the observer. Translating this use into her own socio-human 
studies, Wynter posits the demonic as the ground outside our present mode of 
“being/feeling/knowing.”51 McKittrick enters Wynter’s demonic grounds and further develops 
her idea of beyond. From computer programmers, McKittrick recovers a conceptualization of the 
demonic as a working system that hinges on nonlinearity and, as such, is impossible to predict.52 
For McKittrick, it is the nonlinearity and unpredictability of the demonic that make it such a 
                                                
of a new science of discourse, of human ‘life’ beyond the ‘master discourse’ of our governing ‘privileged text’, and 
its sub/versions.” Wynter, “Beyond Miranda’s Meanings: Un/Silencing the ‘Demonic Ground’ of Caliban’s 
Women,” Out of Kumbla: Caribbean Women and Literature, eds. Carole Boyce Davies and Elaine Savory Fido 
(Trenton: Africa World Press, 1990), 366.  
50 This idea of demonic presence is common to European supernaturalism and African diasporic cosmologies. See 
Chireau, Black Magic, 45. 
51 Wynter, “Beyond Miranda’s Meanings,” 364. 
52 In No Mercy Here, Sarah Haley further probes Wynter’s and McKittrick’s demonic using mid-nineteenth-century 
thought experiments on thermodynamics, in which the demonic is a position from which it could be possible to 
disrupt the progression of energy. Haley takes this version of the demonic and uses it to map the terrain of black 
women’s resistance in the Jim Crow Georgia carceral sphere as depicted in the song “Go Away Devil.” See Haley, 
No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow Modernity (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2016), 228-230. All three of these ways of speaking about the demonic––as beyond (Wynter), as 
nonlinear (McKittrick), as radically disruptive (Haley)––are also quite evocative of Elizabeth Povinelli’s description 
of “the undefined and undefinable trajectory of a radical otherwise in our world’s scenes of abandonment.” See 
Povinelli, Economies of Abandonment: Social Belonging and Endurance in Late Liberalism (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2011), 130. 
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powerful concept for exploring the transformative potential of black feminist geographies. In her 
hybrid reading of the demonic, McKittrick argues that the geographic story of black women’s 
grounds is demonic because it “can only unfold and produce an outcome when uncertainty, or 
(dis)organization, or something supernaturally demonic is integral to the methodology.”53 
In New Orleans––where Christian and Afro-Caribbean Religions have long existed side 
by side, in the same individual, in the same community, without contradiction––such 
hybridization is essential practice. This point was evident in Deon’s discussion of Lemonade 
alongside her own childhood making the novena, crawling the Catholic church steps, going to 
Baptist church, and then going to Spiritual church at the “Know Her Truths” conference.54 And 
so, the Crescent City’s religious landscape also begs the addition of another dimension of the 
demonic: the fix, and the fixer. When the black Atlantic conjuring tradition enveloped the 
demonic into a system of magic, medicine, and religion, it offered a theory for explaining 
demonic possession, and for treating it. A conjurer or root doctor had the power to “fix” and to 
remove fixes––that is, the power to harm and to cure.55 In this register, the demonic gains further 
power and fluidity. Not only does the demonic describe the grounds beyond our present mode of 
“being/feeling/knowing,” ground that is only productive when uncertainty or the supernatural is 
                                                
53 McKittrick, Demonic Grounds, xxiv. 
54 Hybridization, as I am using it here, is not the same as the sort of cafeteria style/having choices “spiritual, but not 
religious” identity. Rather, what I am concerned with are complex and layered forms of practice that have been 
honed in the wake of slavery and colonialism. The gods were among the first things to be taken from colonized 
peoples. For many, appearing to worship the colonizer’s gods while still practicing one’s own religion has been an 
essential form of survival. That practice of appearance not only maintained traditions; it also produced new forms of 
religious meaning. For others, refusing to put on the appearance has been a no less important strategy for survival 
and resistance. That practice of refusal has also produced diverse and divergent traditions. Thus, when framing the 
demonic––and specifically the practice of overlaying of physics, computer programming, Yoruba, Catholicism, 
Protestantism, and Spiritualism––as “hybridization,” I am referencing a latticework of cultural resistance that is 
irreducible to its constitutive parts and in which choice matters very little. 
55 See Raboteau, Slave Religion; Chireau, Black Magic. 
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present; the demonic can also be harnessed and transposed. It can be fixed––to people and to 
objects, perhaps even to a front porch.56 
This idea of the demonic as a hybrid black feminist working system contrasts sharply 
with the interlocking systems of oppression that produce resilience space. It also suggests a very 
different relationship to space––for its producers, its onlookers, and its scholars. Demonic 
grounds are not spaces to be “found” or “discovered,” as if they could simply be placed on a 
resilience space map and thereby domesticated. The demonic presents, in McKittrick’s words, “a 
new way to ‘enter’ into space (conceptually and materially), one that uncovers a geographic 
story predicated on an ongoing struggle (to assert humanness and more humanely workable 
geographies).”57  
The demonic helps to put a point on the very different forms of social reproduction that 
are undertaken on WWAV’s front porch and the very different (if undeterminable) ends they 
may produce. In the imaginative and material geography of the front porch that December 
afternoon, the everyday work of receiving stories and transforming them into collective 
knowledge respatialized the past and present of black domination and black feminist resistance. 
Our conversation flowed from one person to another to another, and then back to the first, to the 
third, and to another… Break squeals threaded through sentences, and car horns provided the 
punctuation. Passersby bridged the aural and the visual with a simple nod or a “how you doing?” 
Each reply doubled back on the front porch cipher:  
 
                                                
56 This framing of the demonic calls to mind the vibrancy of Afro-Caribbean traditions and their centrality in 
different locally-specific black resistance, past and present. Haitian Vodou, for example, was intricately linked to the 
planning, execution, and sustenance of the twelve-year war for independence that we know as the Haitian 
Revolution. Or, as C.L.R. James wrote in The Black Jacobins, “Voodoo was the medium of the conspiracy.” James, 
The Black Jacobins (New York: Vintage, 1963), 86. 
57 McKittrick, Demonic Grounds, xxiv. 
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“We’re well! How are you? // See, I knew it was important for us to be here.” 
“Good, good. How are you? // Yup, this is how we do outreach.” 
“Alright. How are you? // Resilient, what? They ain’t ready.” 
What was being said was inseparable from where it was being said, was inseparable from why it 
was being said, was inseparable from who was saying it. That fact was claimed by the WWAV 
porch-talkers: “We believe in the revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.” 
The conversation was reminiscent of a story circle––that southern movement community-
building process, which was developed by the Free Southern Theater, and can be traced to the 
oral traditions that have long circulated through the Black Atlantic.58 However, what unfolded 
was not simply a replication of (or even a riff on) this multigenerational oral tradition. This front 
porch conversation took place. And by taking up space, it provided an entry point for imagining 
and realizing the post-Katrina landscape anew. 
 To sketch the significance of this process of respatialization––that is, of the process of 
producing these demonic grounds––beyond those gathered in front porch conversation: those 
who could return after the storm made visible the “absented presence”59 of Katrina’s still 
displaced; they critiqued the continuous structures of black suffering and black death; they made 
their pasts present; they wrote their histories anew; they illuminated the futures that have long 
                                                
58 See Thomas C. Dent, Richard Schechner, and Gilbert Moses, eds., The Free Southern Theater by the Free 
Southern Theater: A Documentary of the South’s Radical Black Theater, with Journals, Letters, Poetry, Essays and 
a Play Written by Those who Built It (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1969); and Paul Gilroy, The Black 
Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995). For a discussion of 
story circles in post-Katrina organizing practice, see Catherine Michna, “Stories at the Center: Story Circles, 
Educational Organizing, and the Fate of Neighborhood Public Schools in New Orleans,” American Quarterly 61, no. 
3 (2009): 529-555. 
59 When Wynter writes about absented presence, she uses the term to signal black female life that is not only 
missing but is too far outside the boundaries of reason to be comprehensible. McKittrick, extending Wynter’s work, 
asks a provocative question that helps us approach the presence asserted and conjured on the front porch: “What 
would happen to our understanding and conception of race and humanness if black women legitimately inhabited 
our world and made their needs known?” See McKittrick, Demonic Grounds, xxv; and Wynter, “Beyond Miranda’s 
Meanings.” See also Avery Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2008). 
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been being emplotted. In so doing, they resurrected the dead and gone on the land as they spoke; 
they spun into existence new relationships and potentialities; they exposed the infinite horizons 
of struggle… In Economies of Abandonment, Elizabeth Povinelli writes, “To what are we 
committing ourselves if we commit to a freedom that is the undefined and undefinable trajectory 
of a radical otherwise60 in our world’s scenes of abandonment?”61 The reply from the front porch 
might again repeat the refrain: “They ain’t ready!”––which also communicates a deep and 
persistent truth: “We right here? We’ve been doing that for ages.”62  
 
Porch Poetics  
In-betweenness is the territory of the front porch, indeed of black feminist theory.63 At their most 
“poetic,” front porches are thresholds: of language, of sociality, of embodiment, of possibility.64 
Front porches––like their northern play cousins “the stoop” and “the public housing bench”65––
exist in the “interstices” between home and street, between private and public, between 
                                                
60 “A radical otherwise” is more than just something imaginary or utopian. In Elizabeth Povinelli’s theorization of 
this concept, she sets aside the impulse to reach towards the normative, that is, to avoid the nature of the given 
world. Instead digs down into the muck and materials of the world’s zones of abandonment, because the given world 
is what needs to be theorized. In so doing, she draws our attention to social projects, which “may not have the force 
to act in the sense of making anything like a definitive event occur in the world (becoming a counterpublic is an 
achievement), but they exist, nevertheless, in the Spinozan sense of persisting in their being” (10).  
61 Povinelli, Economies of Abandonment, 130. 
62 See Aimee Meredith Cox, Shapeshifters: Black Girls and the Choreography of Citizenship (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2015); and Savannah Shange, “Unapologetically Black?” Anthropology News, July 2016, accessed 
September 1, 2016. http://www.anthropology-news.org/index.php/2016/07/18/unapologetically-black/. 
63 In this chapter, I draw on and draw out ideas of idea of in-betweenness in black feminist theory and queer of color 
critique through attention to “interstices.” Methodologically, I work at “the interstices” of Feminist Theory, Cultural 
Anthropology, Black Studies, Geography, and Caribbean Studies to theorize the revolutionary possibilities of a 
southern front porch as a site of practice. I further engage “the interstices” as Hortense Spillers did: the absence, 
hole, disturbance, gap. Reading this sense of “interstitial” alongside Wynter’s and McKittrick’s theorizing of the 
“demonic” provides a map and a form for this analysis. See Spillers, “Interstices: A Small Drama of Words,” in 
Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality, ed. Carole S. Vance (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 
73-100. 
64 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space: The Classic Look at How We Experience Intimate Places (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1994). 
65 I am grateful to Robin McGinty for thinking with me on how we might visualize, map, and theorize “the front 
porch” in geographies outside the American South.  
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collective and intimate. They are black geographies of communication, where news from the day 
can be passed and incorporated, or refuted and elaborated. They are also transitional spaces: of 
the pause, of passing-time, of dragging-your-feet, of not-quite-ready-to-be-inside-but-not-quite-
ready-to-be-out. What they are not is transparent, blackless, ungeographic, resilient space.  
 
One of the homes in the Mural House Project gallery in Old South Baton Rouge, Louisiana. (Photo by: Museum of Public Art) 
 
Front porches in New Orleans are typically several-foot-deep stretches of wood flooring 
that adjoin to the front of a home. They are usually covered by that bit of attic space that juts out 
further than the main floor below. Between floor and ceiling, a line of pillars provides load-
bearing support, leaving them open on three sides.66 Architecturally speaking, however, front 
porches are crosses. Their expanse extends to the left and to the right, in a straight line that traces 
the perimeter between the home and the street. Their front steps cross forward and back, in a 
                                                
66 Each New Orleans architectural style has its own corresponding front porch style: from the side-stoop of the 
creole cottage, to the shallow roof apron-covered porch of the shotgun house, to the deep full gallery of the Uptown 
villas.  
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second straight line that reaches into the street and draws back into the home. As geographical 
space, a front porch is a crossroads.67  
“Crossroads” is an apt descriptor for the chance meeting that birthed WWAV more than a 
quarter century ago. As the story goes, Danita Muse and Catherine Haywood, both black women 
raised in multigenerational New Orleanian families, linked eyes across a crowded health 
department conference room in the height of the AIDS epidemic. Ms. Catherine was eight years 
Danita’s senior, born in 1949 to Danita’s 1957. Ms. Catherine, or Lady as she was more often 
called, was the oldest child of three and also old enough to remember life in segregated New 
Orleans. She explained it to me like this during her life history interview, “I’ve lived through 
some segregation. I remember where I have to ride in the back of the bus. I also remember when 
my daddy couldn’t take me in the store on Canal Street to use the bathroom, so I had to go 
behind a car, right? I remember the first time that we were allowed to ride in wherever on the bus 
and I sat in the front and a little white woman got up and I basically just looked at her. Because I 
thought as old as she was, if you were going to stand up because I’m sitting here, you go for it.”  
Ms. Catherine got married right after high school, had her first child, Deon, shortly 
thereafter, and her second two children about a decade later. During that time, she worked as a 
nursing assistant, a barmaid, in a laundry, at a bed and breakfast… Her entry into community 
work came when she went to work for the National Council of Negro Women for a program to 
train young people who had dropped out of high school in housekeeping skills to work in the 
hotels. From there, she moved to the Children’s Pediatric AIDS Program, and was working to 
find people who shot drugs and bring them in for HIV testing. When her supervisor saw the 
                                                
67 On crossroads and crossing in woman of color feminism, see M. Jacqui Alexander, The Pedagogies of Crossing: 
Meditations on Feminism, Sexual Politics, Memory, and the Sacred (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006). I 
invoke the image of the “crossroads” alongside McKittrick’s and Wynter’s “demonic grounds” deliberately in order 
to conjure the history and power of liminal spaces in magic, rootwork, and the Blues.  
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deftness with which she moved through community, she told her, “I need you to meet this 
woman called Danita.” 
Danita was already making waves in the city’s health and human services arena. When 
we did Danita’s life history interview, she talked about how “I’ve always wanted to help 
people…” She graduated from Southern University in New Orleans in 1978 with degrees in 
Psychology and Sociology, and went on to get a Masters in Social Work from Tulane soon after 
to make her passion legible and employable. “…I’ve always wanted to help people that most 
people didn’t want. Because that’s how I saw black people. People really didn’t want to help us. 
They just helped us because they felt sorry for us. And that was probably why I was interested in 
drug addiction treatment because those are the people who people really don’t want to help. 
They don’t want them—they don’t want them to have nothing; they don’t want them to be with 
nothing. They just don’t want them with nothing. So I was drawn to them.” She laughed herself 
into an addendum to that story, “Beside the fact that I got a job offer. Always helpful when you 
get a job offer. You’re drawn to people where you can get a job.”  
That job was with the state of Louisiana––first in a ward for people with severe mental 
health issues and head traumas, then with child protective services, then with the Office of 
Substance Abuse, which is now called the Office of Behavioral Health. It was from that post that 
she started to work with community. From her “good government job,”68 Danita ran groups with 
people struggling with addiction, which put her in a position to be the drug and alcohol 
representative to some of the earliest white-led HIV response efforts in the city. These efforts, 
she learned, were willfully not reaching out to poor black people in the city’s ten housing 
projects; they were targeting the bars. That decision was deadly for Danita’s community: “All of 
                                                
68 Later in our interview, Danita explained how she needed a job with security (“my check would come every 
month”) and protection (“they’d have to go through civil service to get rid of me”) when they started WWAV. 
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these people kept coming up HIV positive, and they knew that the intravenous drug users were 
not necessarily the gay people; they were just regular joe’s out of the housing projects. They 
knew that.” 
And so Danita began to try to recruit other women who saw what was going on and were 
just as pissed off as she was. She met several in meetings at the Office of Public Health. Myra 
was a quick typist; Marion was a good bookkeeper. She invited both to dinner: “I started to tell 
them about this plan I had for this agency for women to be able to do stuff, to help the HIV––to 
help us, to help poor people––to help.” What she was missing was a partner for community 
outreach––a partner in doing the work. And then she met Lady, at yet another meeting at the 
Office of Public Health. Danita’s reputation preceded her. This meeting had been called because 
the city had gotten a bit influx of funds to address a surging syphilis epidemic. And this time the 
outreach maps were following the epidemiology. When the city’s zip codes were called out, Ms. 
Catherine and Danita claimed the ones to their uptown neighborhoods, including the St. Thomas, 
Magnolia (officially “C.J. Peete”), Melpomene, and Calliope Projects. That was when their 
relationship started. They drove the city––Danita in her truck, Lady in her car––to make 
deliveries. The health department simply wanted them to take boxes of condoms and drop them 
at barrooms, grocery stores, beauty shops, and laundromats. It took a few weeks before Danita 
and Ms. Catherine figured out that the people who ran these businesses were selling their free 
condoms for $1.50 apiece. And so they quit bulk dropping condoms, and started to try to figure 
out how to get them into people’s hands for free. That was when the work started. That syphilis 
outreach funding dried up, and the epidemic in their community got worse. Danita and Ms. 
Catherine decided to shift from work hours to after-work––from their vehicles to the front porch.   
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Front porches are where Ms. Catherine and Danita gathered with family to make harm 
reduction and wellness packs for late-night outreach. Front porches are where they sat talking 
with members of their community who had at best been forgotten and at worst had been left to 
die. Front porches are where they brought their community members into care and hope. Front 
porches are where they pioneered a model of community-driven outreach that continues to guide 
public health research today. Ms. Catherine explained the process to me like this: 
We didn’t have an office. We would work from home, my porch––and my poor little 
mama (who’s not here) would do condom packets and she’d say, “Ssshhhh! I’m not 
getting paid from Women With A Vision!” …because she didn’t. I mean… But, you 
know, everybody did condom packets—the children, my sister, my nieces, my mama. So, 
that’s how we did. And we did that for a while… 
But, how we did outreach, right? My thing is: you just can’t go in somebody’s house––in 
their neighborhood, in their house––and just start talking. So for weeks almost, I would 
go and sit in the St. Thomas. I would find a porch and just sit there. You need to get to 
know me before I start walking up and down your street, right? And you are still trying to 
figure out what I’m doing? So, I think that’s part of what we did. Hhmmm… And then 
people ask you what you were there for and you’re like, “I’m trying to build a 
relationship with you.” 
After the first year, Ms. Catherine and Danita had built a network of what they called 
“gatekeepers” to disseminate vital health information and supplies to those they did not touch 
directly through street-based outreach. Gradually, WWAV’s presence in and with community––
on front porches––gave them a rare understanding of precisely how systemic poverty and 
targeted criminalization were driving vulnerability to HIV/AIDS and a whole host of other health 
issues. Front porches were, as Ms. Catherine explained, a rare in-between space––not home, but 
not the streets. They were places to sit, to pause, to stay for a while, and to build relationships. 
Front porches were where WWAV first came up with the idea to turn neighborhood bars into 
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underground needle exchanges. Front porches were where the WWAV foremothers quite 
literally saved their community.69  
 
Policing the Grounds 
During a car ride retracing old outreach routes, Ms. Catherine explained to me, “WWAV can’t 
do outreach like we used to anymore.” We were driving up river70 on Louisiana Avenue, just 
passed the location of the former C.J. Peete (or Magnolia) projects. After the storm, with tens of 
thousands of people still displaced, the housing projects where WWAV worked––front porches 
and all––were demolished.71 The people who were able to return to the mixed-income units built 
in their place were rarely, if ever, surrounded by the familiar faces of their previous residences.72 
People were shaken up and strewn across redevelopment projects, in a sort of intentional chaos 
reminiscent of the waves of forced removal under the Group Areas Act in Apartheid South 
                                                
69 I understand this care work in the tradition of household care turned community-wide, which Jacqueline Leavitt 
and Susan Seagert so beautifully document amid progressive de-housing in 1980s Harlem. As they explain, 
“Women were responsible for the daily acts of taking care of their households. Their domestic responsibilities 
within individual households spilled over into homemaking on a building-wide scale. They took care of physical 
conditions within the building, and through the social life of the building, organized other tenants and took control 
over their living environment.” Jacqueline Leavitt and Susan Seagert, From Abandonment to Hope: Community 
Households in Harlem (New York: Columbia University Press, 1990), 10. 
70 North and South are difficult directions to follow in a city whose neighborhoods are nestled in the gulfs and bends 
of the Mississippi River. Directions in New Orleans, rather, are usually given with respect to the river or the lake. 
71 Public housing demolition began before Hurricane Katrina, which in part explains how it could be completed in 
record time after the storm. As early as 2001, developers had designs on the Iberville Projects in the Tremé. In 
January 2004, the Fischer Projects high-rise buildings were demolished and replaced with the low-rise rainbow 
models. For analysis of the neoliberal logics that predate the storm, see Katz, “Bad Elements”; and Camp, “‘We 
Know This Place’: Neoliberal Racial Regimes and the Katrina Circumstance.” For analysis of the acceleration of 
these logics and the enactment of policies of black disappearance, see Luft and griffin, “A Status Report on Housing 
in New Orleans after Katrina”; and McCain and griffin, “Policies that Make People Disappear.” 
72 For “Katrina at 10,” the Times-Picayune produced an interactive map showing the locations of the city’s former 
housing projects, the mixed-incoming units erected on their grounds, and the disparity in number of units available. 
See Dan Swenson, “Then and Now: Interactive Map of New Orleans Housing Developments,” Times-Picayune, 
August 20, 2015, accessed September 1, 2016,  
http://www.nola.com/katrina/index.ssf/2015/08/housing_developments_then_now.html.  
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Africa and through Urban Renewal in United States cities before that.73 An array of new public 
housing restrictions, including ones limiting how many people could congregate on a front porch 
and what they could do on those porches, directly thwarted efforts to build community anew. 
Ms. Catherine was clear that the policing of front porches in the new New Orleans was 
about controlling and regulating the sights and sounds and movements of blackness––indeed, the 
possibility for black life. But, as everyone at WWAV is wont to say, such restrictions also had a 
history. Such restrictions were, quite plainly, what Saidiya Hartman calls the “afterlife of 
slavery.”74 As early as 1680, colonial Virginia passed laws prohibiting enslaved Africans from 
congregating in large numbers, including for funerals, which were codified in Virginia’s 1705 
Slave Codes. The fear being stoked was around what black people would talk about without 
white surveillance. The lengths that planters went to prevent the formations of black social life 
on the chance that what was being discussed was an insurrection exposed the everyday terror and 
extreme volatility of the chattel slavery system. Only under the watchful eye of a slave master’s 
chosen priest or catechist, in the time and space of the plantation mission, were enslaved people 
allowed to gather in any large numbers.75  
Such fears were not for naught. Uprisings were organized, no matter how much black 
enslaved life was watched and policed. The 1811 German Coast Uprising along the eastern coast 
of the Mississippi River in Louisiana stands as the largest slave revolt in American history.76 
                                                
73 Mindy Fullilove, Root Shock: How Tearing Up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, and What We Can Do About 
It (New York: Ballantine Books, 2004). 
74 In Lose Your Mother, Saidiya Hartman uses the phrase “afterlife of slavery” to describe not only the persistence of 
forms and logics of black domination, but also herself. Hartman, Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic 
Slave Route (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007). 
75 Raboteau, Slave Religion. 
76 Littice Bacon-Blood, “The Largest Slave Revolt in US History is Commemorated,” Times-Picayune, January 3, 
2011, accessed September 1, 2016, 
http://www.nola.com/politics/index.ssf/2011/01/the_largest_slave_revolt_in_us.html. 
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Insurrections such as these did not magically materialize. They were built in everyday intimate 
exchanges, in and through the domestically-oriented survival work of enslaved women77––on the 
slim thresholds that separated slave quarters from the rest of plantation life, and beyond in the 
labyrinths of cypress swamps that concealed Louisiana’s maroon colonies.78 These everyday 
forms of sabotage and subterfuge were no less feared. Nor should they have been. When the line 
of sight is adjusted away from the transcendental goals and normative horizons so often 
envisioned in modes of politics-by-overthrow, what comes into view are the myriad immanent 
possibilities that are becoming tangible (but not quite become), the horizons of a radical 
otherwise 79  
It is for this reason that I argue that the policing of front porches in the new New Orleans 
is specifically and intentionally an attack on the sanctuaries of black feminist leadership in and 
amid the city’s zones of abandonment. Front porches are crossroads; they are demonic grounds. 
Black women have been building community, sharing truths, and envisioning otherwise there for 
generations.  
On Sunday, July 10, 2016, the threat of front porches as black feminist organizing space 
and the violence of their repression was shown to the world. Six days prior, Baton Rouge police 
murdered Alton Sterling outside of a convenience store. Protests since had been unrelenting. 
                                                
77 Angela Davis, “Reflections on the Black Woman's Role in the Community of Slaves,” The Black Scholar 3:4 
(1971): 2-15. 
78 Sylviane Anna Diouf, Slavery's Exiles: The Story of the American Maroons (New York: New York University 
Press, 2014); and M.G. Housea, “A Land Called Louisiana, part II: Undermining Slavery from the Cypress 
Swamps,” The Raging Pelican: Journal of Gulf Coast Resistance 4, accessed September 1, 2016: 
http://ragingpelican.com/a-land-called-louisiana-part-ii-undermining-slavery-from-the-cypress-swamps/.  
79 This distinction between a transcendental set point (i.e., normative horizons) and the immanent horizons of 
otherwise is critical to Povinelli’s theorization of the “radical otherwise.” Povinelli, Economies of Abandonment, 
129. See also Deborah Thomas’ coda to Exceptional Violence, specifically the pages on “Nostalgia, Romance, and 
Vanguards” in which she critiques reading the horizon of postcolonial struggle as empty and argues “that new 
futures are constantly being imagined and emplotted, but we will not see them if our vision is oriented only 
towards…mass-based revolutionary movements.” Thomas, Exceptional Violence: Embodied Citizenship in 
Transnational Jamaica (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 230.  
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Sunday was a huge day of mobilization. Hundreds of people statewide joined the local 
organizers in a march that first converged on the state capitol building and then headed towards 
the site of Alton Sterling’s murder. While en route, protesters were blocked and forced to retreat 
by a heavily armed police line. In the midst of the standoff, Lisa Batiste, a black woman and 
longtime resident of Beauregard Town on the southern edge of downtown Baton Rouge, called 
out to protesters. She invited them to find safety on the front porch of her shotgun home. As she 
explained, she “just wanted them to have a safe place to voice their opinions.”80  
Within minutes, the police stormed Ms. Batiste’s front porch to arrest protesters. No one 
even acknowledged Ms. Batiste when she told the officers that they did not have permission to 
be on her front porch. Instead, they pushed protesters through the doorway of her home, in an 
attempt to arrest them. From the front lawn, the cries audible on protesters’ own cell phone 
recordings repeated the refrain that they were on “private property.”81 And they were. They were 
also on hallowed grounds.  
In the evening hours, Ms. Batiste reflected upon how “the police officers used this as an 
opportunity to extend their power and authority to the narrowest field of law.” When the media 
coverage from the Baton Rouge protests for Alton Sterling broke, I was in New York City. As 
soon as I saw the screenshot of Lisa Batiste’s front porch, I called Deon. We talked in depth 
about the protests, about the standoff, about the need now more than ever for WWAV to be 
holding space to talk about these attacks on black people and on the movement for black lives. 
The standoff on Lisa Batiste’s front porch illuminated the tension between state power and its 
                                                
80 Brentin Mock, “In Baton Rouge, Your Front Yard is No Sanctuary from Police,” CityLab, July 11, 2016, accessed 
September 1, 2016, http://www.citylab.com/crime/2016/07/in-baton-rouge-your-front-yard-is-not-a-sanctuary-from-
police/490814/. 
81 The live video is streamable at: https://twitter.com/n9viv/status/752316911548035072. 
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opposition, between safety and ‘security.’ It also underlined the resistant possibilities of the front 
porch as a site of practice. After we finished talking I shared the RawStory article on social 
media,82 with two sentences as comment: “Southern front porches are revolutionary, sacred 
spaces. When the police stormed the protesters invited to gather in this Baton Rouge resident’s 
front lawn and front porch, they exacted violence against the people and the places through 
which southerners have built community and shared truths for generations.” Those lines were 
picked up by several friends and allies in New Orleans, and moved through WWAV’s own social 
media. The next day, Brentin Mock, a staff writer for CityLab, posted a story expounding on the 
black porch-front politics of the protests the day before, with the tag “Deon Haywood and 
Women with a Vision, Inc. been tryna tell y’all.”83  
 
Baton Rouge police barge into Lisa Batiste’s front porch to arrest protesters Sunday, July 10, 2016. (Photo via: RawStory) 
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Raw Story, July 11, 2016, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.rawstory.com/2016/07/baton-rouge-cops-barge-into-
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83 See Mock, “In Baton Rouge, Your Front Yard is No Sanctuary from Police.” Brentin Mock had previously written 
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But Radical Porch-Front Politics,” CityLab, April 27, 2016, accessed September 1, 2016, 
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Space Otherwise 
This scene on Lisa Batiste’s front porch helps to bring to the foreground the connections among 
several key concepts in this chapter: demonic grounds, resilience space, absented presence, and 
radical otherwise. The ferociousness of the Baton Rouge Police Officers’ attack on Lisa Batiste’s 
front porch signals the power of demonic grounds. By inviting protesters onto her porch, Lisa 
Batiste evidenced how black feminist geographies can alter the seeming transparency of 
resilience space. When she called out to protesters, she revealed the absented presence of black 
women and black worlds in the southern landscape. In so doing, she exposed the nascent 
formations of black feminist resistance that were becoming (but had not quite become)––the 
horizons of a radical otherwise. She also made this potentiality tangible. For a moment, as 
protesters gathered in safety on her front porch, the otherwise not only sustained itself; it was 
able to “extend, thicken, and become dominant.”84 The police moved swiftly to banish this 
apparition.  
* * * 
“We believe in the revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.” 
In mid-December 2015, WWAV affirmed a generations-old, distinctly southern black 
feminist practice of respatialization. They claimed the historic importance of southern front 
porches as geographies of black feminist resistance. They placed emphasis on chance, on the 
potential for revolutionary things to happen, on the possibility to harness that potential, on the 
uncertainty of what that change will breed. Conceptually, they claimed porches as demonic 
grounds. In so doing, they made plain the ways in which black women’s unofficial or 
oppositional geographies––even while they are dismembered by politicians, restricted by 
                                                
84 Povinelli, Economies of Abandonment, 118. 
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property managers, and stormed by police––nonetheless hold a potentiality beyond the artificial 
poles of resist/submit: that of an otherwise that can be fixed in space, but whose future is 
nonetheless impossible to predict. 
In the months since, WWAV has unfurled this affirmation into an active place-based 
practice of saying, thinking, living and writing black feminist geographies. Through a visual 
series of porch-talks, porch-sits, and porch-poses, WWAV has been bringing together 
longstanding New Orleans networks, as well as occasional national and international visitors. 
May 2016 saw a series of “Black Feminist Porch Talks” on topics ranging from representation to 
state violence. In early July 2016, during the annual Essence Music Festival, director Ava 
DuVernay took a seat on WWAV’s front porch to interview Marley Dias, the young visionary 
behind the #1000blackgirlbooks project. The intervening weeks have been filled with numerous 
impromptu conversations and photo shoots––between WWAV’s staff and official visitors, and 
with people passing by on foot along the North Broad Street corridor.  
In concert, WWAV is unveiling, developing, tracing, and transforming front porches as 
contested sites of struggle in the new New Orleans. They are actively building an archive of the 
front porch as a space for theorizing and realizing the resistant possibilities of black feminist 
practice in New Orleans today.85 Their work conjures the pasts of the WWAV foremothers, and 
of those women who came before them. It also refuses the visual and aural purification of new 
New Orleans resilient space; it exposes the horizons of their post-Katrina otherwise. In this way, 
                                                
85 I am using the term “archive” here much in the same way that Avery Gordon presents the archive of the fabled 
Hawthorn Tree in her forthcoming work The Hawthorn Archive: Letters from the Utopian Margins––“not a library 
or a research collection in the conventional sense, but rather a disorganized and fugitive space for the development 
of a political consciousness of being indifferent to the deadly forms of power that characterize our society.” Gordon, 
The Hawthorn Archive: Letters from the Utopian Margins (New York: Fordham University Press, forthcoming 
August 2017). 
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these porch-talks, porch-sits, and porch-poses are systematic strategies for ending violence 
against black women.  
The geographic story of the front porch evidences generations-honed black feminist 
systems for repairing and resurrecting the city, for imagining and emplotting new futures, for 
realizing more workable human geographies. In conversation, by taking up space, WWAV is 
sedimenting the traces and genealogies of pre-Katrina New Orleans––and redefining the terrain 
(indeed, possibility) of struggle in the process. As a revolutionary plan, its trajectory is nonlinear 
and nondeterministic; it is unpredictable and uncertain. Therein lies its power.  
 
Collage of event flyers and pictures from WWAV “Black Feminist Porch Talks.”  









I think our notions of what counts as 
radical have changed over time. Self-care 
and healing and attention to the body and 
the spiritual dimension––all of this is now 
part of radical social justice struggles. 
–Angela Davis, in conversation  




Through the black feminist geography of the front porch, Chapter 1 provided a detailed look at 
two very different systems for conceptualizing and producing time, temporality, and place in 
New Orleans. On the one hand, resilience: a dressed-up version of longstanding development 
narratives, which claimed to advance “progress” towards a new New Orleans through the 
systematic divestment in the city’s safety net, the dismembering of its communities, and the 
erasure of the very people who built New Orleans. On the other, demonic: a deeply enduring and 
hybrid black feminist practice of being/feeling/knowing, which was crafted on front porches, in 
and through relationships, and aimed to reassemble the city and its people thereby realizing more 
workable human geographies. The everyday terrain of WWAV’s work would be unintelligible 
without first making visible the often-concealed material violence of resilience––and of the 
interlocking systems of oppression that have long preceded this post-Katrina formation. 
However, this terrain is not the substance of WWAV’s “Front Porch Strategy.”  
In this chapter, I analyze the relational patterns of community care that were built through 
the outreach model WWAV pioneered in the late-1980s and early 1990s and have sustained the 
organization through its nearly three-decade history. I do this somewhat invertedly. First, I stay 
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close to the chronology of my summer 2014 fieldwork, when we launched the ethnographic arm 
of this project. That summer, WWAV was deeply embroiled, both locally and nationally, in 
movements for Reproductive Justice, a women of color-crafted vision for reproductive 
organizing that was nearly as old as WWAV. Like the Harm Reduction methods pioneered by 
the WWAV foremothers, Reproductive Justice refuses the flattening of complex structural and 
emotional ecosystems into single issues, in this case abortion. Rather, “RJ” holds the whole 
matrix of intimate, communal, and state violence––now and in history––as integral to one’s 
survival and to the survival of one’s community. By following the July/August chronology of my 
2014 fieldwork, I track the methods and practices through which the WWAV family worked to 
develop their own framing of Reproductive Justice in and through relationships and with 
attention to the whole of their history in New Orleans. This attention to the past––and 
specifically to their past––sent me back to the foundational life history interviews I had 
completed the summer before. Through Ms. Catherine’s and Danita’s stories of WWAV’s 
impact on them, and through the oral history of WWAV’s longtime participant and outreach 
worker, Zina Mitchell, I explore the intersubjective, bone-deep work of reproducing their 
community and their histories in and through the geography of New Orleans. It is this sense of 
reproduction in time and in place that I call “reproducing indigeneity.”  
Following from the chronology of my summer 2014 fieldwork back to the life history 
interviews also enables me to make plain the intimacies of engagement and belonging that I, 
myself, have been called into through my being-together at WWAV. To reiterate a point 
discussed in this dissertation’s introduction: There are no sidelines at WWAV, and there 
certainly are not any “observers.” Deon insisted that I open myself up to a method of presence 
and participation throughout this project. “How can you understand the work without doing it?” I 
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have always understood Deon’s “doing it” to be akin to what Tracey Hucks calls “participant 
engagement” in her ethnographic work on African diasporic religions. “Doing it” suggests not 
only a blurring of lines in the field, but also a particular theory of practice and of the practiced 
body. I think of this sense of practice pedagogically, much in the way that Talal Asad writes of 
the professional pianist, whose “practiced hands remember and play the music being performed,” 
and also of the novice for whom “the inability to ‘enter into communion with God’ becomes a 
function of untaught bodies.”1 The moments I “show up” in the first half of the text are moments 
when I was confused, thinking out loud to understand, and speaking out loud to honor the 
practices of accountability I had built at WWAV long before undertaking this research. These 
moments are what drove my reengagement with the life history interviews from the previous 
summer in the second half of the chapter, as well as my reconceptualization of this project’s 
methods in light of the focus on history-making in WWAV’s work.  
I also found and find these autoethnographic excursions to be among the more difficult to 
piece together, much less piece into the text. The whole point of “doing it” is to learn corporally 
in ways that exceed (and sometimes evade) description. I first conceptualized this project as a 
seasoned activist who had already been in partnership with WWAV for six years. Deon, and then 
Desiree, each said many times that the only reason this project was happening was because I was 
the one doing it.2 With that trust came a responsibility––a responsibility that I came to think of as 
                                                
1 Talal Asad, “Remarks on the Anthropology of the Body,” in Religion and the Body, ed. Sarah Coakley, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
2 When Deon and I were first talking about methodology for this research project, and then again when I was 
beginning fieldwork, we had to decide what parts of WWAV’s work I would participate in, how I would move, and 
how my presence would be explained. These conversations––and their focus on participating in order to learn––
were essential because of WWAV’s prior experience with health department contracts, which required periodic site 
visits. What the health department was monitoring was WWAV’s outreach work on the streets and in the projects. 
Deon described vividly the safety risk involved in having a stranger from the government, who had never been in 
the projects before hanging around and watching WWAV staff in spaces where they moved delicately. While the 
WWAV team was watching the monitor’s back, they could not watch their own, much less do their work. The 
presence of monitors also threatened the trust that WWAV had worked to create with people who lived there.  
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an ethical practice of ethnographic self-formation.3 What would it take to be a person capable of 
doing this project? Capable of receiving the stories I bore witness to each day? Capable of being 
changed by these stories? Capable of describing this transformation? To be sure, there was an 
unmistakable WWAV aesthetic. But recognizing the style was not the same as being in the 
habitus.4 That for me triggered a whole series of reflections about embodied practice that I had a 
lot of time working on in my years as an activist and a lot of time theorizing in my years in the 
academy. “The body” I was fashioning through the course of my fieldwork was no passive 
recipient of “cultural imprints.” Rather, “the body” was an assemblage of embodied aptitudes.5 
How did I train this body of a white woman who was not from New Orleans, working in a city 
that was daily being mined for its pain and in partnership with an organization that had only had 
negative experiences with researchers and largely negative ones with white women? 
Answering these questions was an everyday practice that took care––care that continually 
directed me back to relationships and to the persistent, precarious work in time and in space of 
nurturing the connections that give life in order to sever those that kill. It was by nurturing these 
connections, by caring for community, that I also began to find a vocabulary for naming the 
ways that something called religion moved through WWAV’s world, often as a deadly force, 
though sometimes also as one that could give life and make space. 
                                                
3 On the question of ethnographic self-formation, I am thinking especially with Saba Mahmood’s work among 
women in the Egyptian mosque movement. Mahmood turns to Foucault, specifically to Foucault’s four-part ethics, 
for understanding the role of practice in disciplining the body so as to cultivate pious dispositions. This inversion of 
the often-assumed causative connection between desire and practice is an important contribution to religious studies. 
Mahmood posits the reverse: that a properly trained body precedes proper belief. Foucault, “On the Genealogy of 
Ethics: An Overview of Work in Progress” in Ethics: Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow; and Saba 
Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2005).  
4 Here, I am thinking with how Marcel Mauss describes the “Techniques of the Body” [1935], in Sociology and 
Psychology: Essays, trans. B. Brewster (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979), and not with Pierre Bourdieu’s 
work on the body and habitus in Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1977[1972]). 
5 Asad, “Remarks on the Anthropology of the Body,” 47. 
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Making Space 
Sun streamed through the windows that lined the largest meeting room at the Rosa F. Keller 
Library and Community Center on South Broad Street. The space was nestled at one of those 
classic New Orleans intersections, where the city’s crescent shape defied a normal street-grid. 
Fountainebleau Drive funneled traffic to and from Holly Grove; Napoleon Avenue provided the 
artery for Uptown; and Broad Street stretched through Mid-City and beyond to the Seventh 
Ward, passing by Women With A Vision’s current front porch home. This was August 2014, 
however, and WWAV was still effectively living in exile.  
Immediately after the fire, WWAV had set up temporary shop in an annex room at First 
Grace Church a few doors away from the firebombed office. The gift of space was impossible to 
refuse in the months following the arson attack, but the everyday juxtaposition of packing 
condoms and syringe outreach packets in a small conference room while congregation members 
held meetings for adult and youth ministries on the other side of the door had quickly become 
difficult to navigate. Tellingly, WWAV’s longtime harm reduction participants were reluctant to 
“drop-in” at the new space. That hesitation may have come as much from assumptions about 
what kind of God was called into a church, as it did from the very palpable tensions that were 
present inside. First Grace was a hybrid: born out of the post-Katrina union of an all-white 
United Methodist congregation and an all-black United Methodist congregation that had decided 
to join forces to keep their respective churches from dying out with post-storm return rates still 
waning.6 The two congregations become one were now actively working through the layered and 
                                                
6 First Grace United Methodist Church, “History,” accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.firstgraceumc.org/history/. 
The process of this union has been often recorded in local and national media, both public and church-based, as a 
practice of defying what Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., once referred to as “the most segregated hour in America.” 
See, for example, http://www.charismanews.com/us/42727-new-orleans-church-defies-sunday-morning-segregation.  
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embodied histories of that marriage in order to build engaged theological responses to racism 
both internally and citywide.  
To be sure, it was intensive and urgent work in the new New Orleans, but it was also of a 
radically different nature than WWAV’s. First Grace was embroiled in a difficult process of 
reparation in a city that was rapidly being whitewashed. The people WWAV worked with, 
however, were not suddenly made out of place by the storm; Katrina was just a vehicle for 
accelerating processes of displacement and abandonment that had long been underway. 
Moreover, while WWAV maintained a decades-long history of working in community on health 
and wellbeing, it was most certainly not a faith-based organization. The majority of WWAV’s 
staff were not “churchgoing women.” WWAV’s participants historically were the very people 
who were believed to be too far gone to be heaven-bound––people who sold sex, used drugs, 
cycled in and out of jail…and showed no sign of stopping. WWAV valued and affirmed their 
lives through risk-reduction (rather than soul-saving) methodologies. For WWAV to be able to 
stay at First Grace for any length of time, staff would have to work with First Grace congregation 
members to build a capacity for walking alongside people who were unchurched and in active 
addiction. It could have been a meaningful undertaking in the long-term. First Grace was, to 
recall Deon’s delineation at the “Know Her Truths” conference, one of those “churches that we 
work well with, because they get it.” Immediately, however, WWAV’s participants needed clean 
needles, cookers, cotton, tunicates, and condoms.7 And so, as winter approached, they packed the 
                                                
7 Needle exchange and harm reduction programs traditionally include a whole host of supplies designed to reduce 
the risk for transmitting HIV and Hepatitis C, as well as the risk for injection site or blood-borne infections. For 
injection drug use, this will include access to syringes of a variety of sizes, small caps called “cookers” for reducing 
the drug into an injectable solution, cotton to filter the drug as it is pulled into the syringe, and tourniquets. Some 
programs will also keep water and bleach on hand for sterilizing previously used syringes. For drugs ingested by 
smoking, programs may include filter and pipe tips to reduce risk for mouth burns and ulcerations.  
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next month’s outreach supplies into staff members’ trunks, and stored the overflow in the front 
rooms of founders’ homes.  
After six months of “getting back to our roots” as a street-based outreach organization 
without walls, WWAV moved daily operations into yet another temporary space in the summer 
of 2013: a small office room on the upper floor of a converted produce warehouse. In the spring 
of 2014, WWAV acquired a second room immediately next door.8 The building was a shabbier 
version of the new New Orleans Central Business District blank canvass projects. ArtEgg 
Studios boasted artist lofts and nonprofit meeting space at prices well below the steadily 
ballooning rents that were consuming much of New Orleans. Perhaps that was partially due to 
location: ArtEgg Studios was near impossible to find if you did not know the city. The 
repurposed warehouse was located on the bit of Broad Street that had been laid fallow when 
Interstate 10 was erected on top of the city’s black thoroughfares in the 1960s urban renewal 
projects. By car, you could only access the space through a few small streets that were lined with 
industrial buildings and speckled with industrial-tire-sized potholes. By foot, you could take a 
metal staircase (that was only slightly more stable than an extension ladder) down from the 
overpass that buttressed the Orleans Parish Municipal and State Court Houses. That pedestrian 
access made ArtEgg ideal for the community that WWAV had been working with for decades––
the very people who were most reluctant to come into the First Grace church annex room. 
ArtEgg was the prefect pre- and post-court stop off location, especially for women who had been 
out all night on the street-based hustle and needed to catch their breath (and grab a change of 
clothes) before standing in front of a judge and before going out again.  
                                                
8 Women With A Vision, “WWAV is an Organization Without Walls!,” accessed June 27, 2017, http://wwav-
no.org/wwav-is-an-organization-without-walls.  
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Stopping off, however, was about all that anyone could do in the August heat. ArtEgg 
Studios kept their rents reasonable, in part, by skimping on amenities like insulation, heat, and 
air conditioning. On cold days, the inside office temperature could plummet to near-zero. Hot 
days bode the opposite problem. Even with the curtains pulled and the window air conditioning 
units pumping, the east-facing windows on WWAV’s two offices funneled in enough sunlight to 
bake the space to a 90-degree swelter by midday. WWAV had tried to hold many meetings in 
that heat, only to have the conversation devolve into a heat-induced dribble when it was too hot 
to even take notes. It was the sort of stubbornness one might expect from an organization that 
had been made homeless two years prior and was damn well going to inhabit the little bit of 
space they had been able to secure for themselves and their participants as if it were the perfect 
meeting room. This August afternoon, however, work trumped such intrepidness. Desiree, 
WWAV’s director of policy and communications and the overseer of all of the organization’s 
newly-funded reproductive justice work, opted to relocate the quarterly staff internal strategy 
session to a nearby library common room. 
 
Seated around table: Rebecca, Dimitri, Mwende, Deon, Desiree. Not pictured: Shaquita, Christine, Laura. Photo by Laura. 
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Theory on the Ground 
Desiree had planned a five-hour gathering to bring some order and systematization to the more 
than sixteen program areas that WWAV was now maintaining with its staff of three full-time 
people, two part-time people, three masters-level interns, and one Vista volunteer. That staff-to-
program ratio was hardly anomalous for WWAV. Since their founding, WWAV had always 
been what Desiree had started to affectionately refer to as “small but mighty.” We were at the 
biannual Drug Policy Alliance conference in Denver, Colorado in 2013 when I first heard that 
turn of phrase––though I cannot remember if it was Desiree who said it, or if Deon spoke it, “It’s 
like Desiree says…” during one of her presentations. “Small but mighty” played with people’s 
ideas of what it took to pull off the type of work that WWAV does, and also refused that idea 
when it was leveraged as skepticism against WWAV: “How can you do all that with just three 
people?” Throughout their history, WWAV has usually only boasted a staff of two or at most 
five. Nonetheless, staff and members have sustained local, regional, national and international 
networks that run thousands deep. WWAV built these networks through a model that put women 
at the center of everything they did.  
As Ms. Catherine was wont to remind newer members of the organization, WWAV’s 
“theory of change” grew out of and honored the generations-honed patterns through which 
women took care of themselves, their families, and their communities. I first got that pull-up in 
2010 when WWAV was revisiting the organization’s mission statement as part of a multi-year 
strategic planning process. We were playing with different ways of wording the work that 
WWAV does, and Ms. Catherine said then what she would repeat to another group of new staff 
members at the 2016 strategic planning meeting, “I’m sorry, I love you, but you’re killing me. 
The thing says that you have to build a relationship regardless.” At that meeting, she was 
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rebuffing a hypothesis that was quickly becoming fact around the circle: the new New Orleans 
was so different that WWAV could not do outreach anymore. At this meeting, Ms. Catherine 
was pushing back on a similarly mounting consensus that led with the content of the work 
WWAV did across social movements––women’s health, drug policy, harm reduction, LGBTQ 
rights, anti-criminalization. She explained then, as I have heard her do many times since, that 
what made WWAV unique was how “We put women at the center of everything we do. When 
you work with women, you work with the entire community.” It was like Mwende explained at 
the “Know Her Truths” conference, the WWAV foremothers first started their street-based 
outreach in the late 1980s and early 1990s, because black women were being the most impacted 
by HIV/AIDS but they were not the face of the epidemic. Ms. Catherine and Danita knew and 
were seeing what havoc that could wreak to entire communities. Women were responsible for 
taking care of their children, their partners, their siblings, their parents, their cousin up the street, 
and everyone else around them.9 When the women were okay, the community would be okay. 
The WWAV foremothers knew this because it was exactly what they themselves were doing 
through their street-based outreach and care.  
Working with women whose lives, families, and communities had been decimated by 
decades of the long development narrative introduced in Chapter 1, which meant “progress” for 
some and erasure for others. The intertwining of racism and capitalism, what Cedric Robinson 
has called “racial capitalism,”10 has produced successive, if distinct, systems of violence that are 
                                                
9 To recall the Chapter 1’s discussion of care work turned community-wide, which Jacqueline Leavitt and Susan 
Seagert so beautifully document amid progressive de-housing in 1980s Harlem: “Women were responsible for the 
daily acts of taking care of their households. Their domestic responsibilities within individual households spilled 
over into homemaking on a building-wide scale. They took care of physical conditions within the building, and 
through the social life of the building, organized other tenants and took control over their living environment.” 
Jacqueline Leavitt and Susan Seagert, From Abandonment to Hope: Community Households in Harlem (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1990), 10.  
10 See Cedric J. Robinson, Black Marxism: The Making of the Black Radical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1983). In tracing the reconfiguration of racial capitalism from slavery to Jim Crow to mass 
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economically driven and racially fueled. This conjoining was intended to cut through often 
contentious debates, both on the ground and in the academy, over whether it was racism or 
capitalism that drove the violence of our nation’s history––that is, whether it was race or class 
that should be the primary analytical key. “Racial capitalism” said that both were inseparably 
intertwined in United States history. WWAV said that gender was also always in the mix. When 
the WWAV foremothers stepped into the field to respond to the threat of AIDS in their 
community, they were working with people who were disproportionately impacted by the 
epidemic because they were women and black and poor.  
This meant that “putting women at the center” was no single-issue matter of “women’s 
health,” as this frame was often deployed by white feminists.11 WWAV’s work unfolded as a 
complex and multilayered intersection of numerous struggles, because as Audre Lorde once put 
it: “There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-issue lives.”12 
Working with women in community meant working on whatever was coming up for them that 
day, and then translating that work into the single-issue problems, methods, and deliverables that 
allies, funders, and policy makers used. On paper, that meant that WWAV was an HIV/AIDS 
                                                
incarceration, I draw on Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s work on the making of state crisis, not Loic Wacquant’s approach 
to categorical history. Besides the fact that Wacquant has replicated the phrase “prison industrial complex” in his 
work without credit to Gilmore and the other co-founders of Critical Resistance, he has done so through a method of 
analysis that betrays the very purpose of “prison industrial complex” as a term of praxis. In Wacquant’s work, the 
very objects of struggle––namely, settler colonialism, racial capitalism, and patriarchal empire––have been removed 
from time, and so they also reach into the future... indefinitely. Gilmore, Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, Crisis, 
and Opposition in Globalizing California (Berkley: University of California Press, 2007). Loic Wacquant, “From 
Slavery to Mass Incarceration: Rethinking the ‘Race Question’ in the US,” New Left Review 13, (January/February 
2002), accessed June 27, 2017, https://newleftreview.org/II/13/loic-wacquant-from-slavery-to-mass-incarceration.  
11 As was discussed in the Introduction and further in Chapter 1, WWAV’s work has unfolded among generations of 
black women organizers, academics, and artists who have consistently shown how there is no such thing as 
“women’s” issues without also discussing the intersections of race, class, and sexuality. See the Combahee River 
Collective Statement, and Kimberlé Crenshaw’s “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex” and “Mapping 
the Margins.” 
12 This quote is from a 1982 address by Audre Lorde, “Learning from the 60s,” which can be accessed online at 
http://www.blackpast.org/1982-audre-lorde-learning-60s and in Lorde, Sister Outsider: Essays & Speeches by Audre 
Lorde (Berkeley: Crossing Press, 2007), 134-144. 
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organization, a drug policy organization, a harm reduction project, a domestic violence response 
center, a sexual health screening site, an organization for LGBTQ rights, and a space for sex 
worker organizing. WWAV maintained that work through street-based outreach, community 
education, service referral, civic engagement, court-based intervention, policy advocacy, systems 
advocacy, individual advocacy, and community-based research. Indeed, WWAV had sixteen or 
more program areas––and all of those program areas could be mobilized in a single interaction 
with a single participant.  
In my years on the ground with WWAV, I had come to understand how having regular 
strategic planning meetings like the one Desiree organized for August 2014 was part of how 
WWAV kept a handle on the complexities, textures, and ethics undergirding their work. This 
time was especially vital when WWAV’s effective placelessness meant that there was nowhere 
to have the sort of informal everyday analysis-building that started happening “organically,” as 
Mwende described it, when WWAV moved into their new office with the front porch. 
Nonetheless the formal space of a strategic planning meeting was not the same as the quotidian 
debriefing during work hours. Meetings like this were a temperature check, and, if needed, a 
reality check. They were how WWAV kept women at the center of everything they did.  
Desiree began this meeting with an internal training on reproductive justice. 
Reproductive Justice was ostensibly a new area of work for WWAV, but it was also a different 
sort of new funding than WWAV had been accustomed to receiving. More often than not, 
WWAV staff had to undertake an elaborate process of translation to turn the issues they learned 
about from members during street-based outreach or drop-in hours into deliverables that would 
be legible to the distinct funding priorities of private foundations and government agencies. As 
an activist-minded, black feminist-led nonprofit agency, WWAV was hardly unique in naming 
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and openly managing a certain level of complicity with the very systems they were fighting in 
order to fund their work.13 The translation work they did was collectively and transparently 
articulated (and rearticulated) so that women’s lives were not made secondary to, much less 
subsumed under, funders’ categories.14 What made Reproductive Justice unique was that it was a 
framework that had been developed by women of color to refuse the equation of reproduction 
with abortion. It also opened up analytical and policy space for holding the complex and 
multilayered histories of anti-black racism, poverty, and motherhood in the United States, 
indeed, across the globe. As a framework, Reproductive Justice invited, even demanded, the very 




                                                
13 I use the word “complicity” here without moral weight, and certainly without moral indictment. For a helpful 
reframing of the obsession with purity politics that often swirls around discussions of complicity, see Margot Weiss’ 
discussion by way of her own fieldwork of how she came to view this obsession as more the scholar’s issue than the 
activist’s: “This is where I think we could take a lesson from activists, who reckon with complicity much more 
straightforwardly than we academics do. In meeting after meeting, the activists with whom I worked offered critical 
and complex accounts of the conditions within which they produce knowledge: how they channel funding for, say, 
zine-making toward supporting visionary prison abolitionist work in Chicago, or redirect state public-health funding 
toward decriminalizing HIV in Montreal. This work was frustrating, to be sure, but activists were not paralyzed by 
their enmeshments in the systems within which they worked. They did not seek an elsewhere or an escape.” Weiss, 
“Collaboration: Integration,” Correspondences, Cultural Anthropology website, October 16, 2016, accessed June 27, 
2017, https://culanth.org/fieldsights/975-collaboration-integration. 
14 There is a much deeper conversation to be had here around what gets funded, what gets seen, what is viewed as 
important and by whom. These are regular topics of conversation on the ground at WWAV, including and especially 
as the organization sought to diversify funding from government contracts to private foundations after Hurricane 
Katrina. Over the last decade, WWAV has watched citywide as resources have been disproportionately diverted to 
people not from New Orleans (a point I return to in Chapter 4), with national foundation funding priorities also 
being set by people who often have little sense of or accountability to the change that was most urgent on the 
ground. As Deon stated at the “Know Her Truths” conference, WWAV undertook the NO Justice Project with 
almost no support, pulling resources from their HIV funding. In seeking resources to support the work of NO 
Justice, WWAV was also ensnared in decades-long patterns of the funding of service delivery over social change (a 
dichotomy I will trouble in Chapter 5), and of policy wins over sustained community organizing. These funding 
priorities bespeak a theory of change that has crippled activist movements nationwide, as was most persuasively 
articulated through the collection, INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence, The Revolution Will Not be Funded: 
Beyond the Non-profit Industrial Complex (Cambridge: South End Press, 2007).  
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Religion and Rights-Talk 
Desiree began the conversation by sharing the comprehensive definition of Reproductive Justice 
(RJ) pioneered by a group of black women who met in 1994 in Chicago immediately after the 
International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo. They named themselves 
Women of African Descent for Reproductive Justice; they critiqued the women’s rights 
movement’s persistent leadership by and representation of middle class and wealthy white 
women; and they affirmed their work to defend the needs of women of color by combining 
reproductive rights and social justice towards three imperatives: 
We believe that every woman has the human right to: 
1. Decide if and when she will have a baby and the conditions under which 
she will give birth; 
2. Decide if she will not have a baby and her options for preventing or 
ending a pregnancy; and 
3. Parent the children she already has with the necessary social supports in 
safe environments and healthy communities, and without fear of violence 
from individuals or the government.15 
 
Over the last two decades, this Reproductive Justice definition had inspired a wealth of networks, 
organizations, and immediate responses to life and death issues for women of color. To explain 
this history of engagement to WWAV staff, Desiree shared materials from the “Standing Our 
Ground” convening that she and I had just attended in Jacksonville, Florida two weeks prior.16  
I had offered to join Desiree at that meeting in Florida because of the convening’s focus 
on bringing together movements against reproductive oppression, gender violence, and mass 
incarceration to free Marissa Alexander. In 2012, Ms. Alexander had been sentenced to twenty 
years in the Florida correctional system for firing a single warning shot when her estranged 
                                                
15 Loretta Ross, “Understanding Reproductive Justice,” Trust Black Women, March 2011, accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://www.trustblackwomen.org/our-work/what-is-reproductive-justice/9-what-is-reproductive-justice#  
16 Standing Our Ground Week of Action, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.freemarissanow.org/standing-our-
ground-week.html 
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abusive husband attacked her and threatened to kill her just nine days after she gave birth to her 
premature child. The Jacksonville week-of-action was kicked off by an intensive Reproductive 
Justice training led by SisterSong, the organization founded by those original RJ visionaries in 
1997 to be the engine for building a national, multiethnic Reproductive Justice movement. As 
part of this training, the current leadership of SisterSong guided us through a “Herstory of 
Reproductive Justice” by way of a genealogy that extended back to the founding of the United 
Nations, the development of international human rights guiding principles, and the ongoing 
struggles to realize those principles within the United States’ own borders.  
That genealogy was far more UN-heavy than the discussions of “using a human rights 
framework” that I was accustomed to hearing around WWAV. My own academic training in 
religion, secularism, and rights had made me especially sensitive to the processes through which 
the seemingly secularized values of “human rights” were universalized and leveraged in global 
disciplining projects that were eerily reminiscent of the bygone tactics of Christian-driven 
colonialism.17 So the invocation of the UN Declaration of Human Rights by women of color to 
                                                
17 The genealogy of “rights-talk” I gesture at here is one that Lila Abu-Lughod has helped to frame as “the subject(s) 
of rights”––bringing attention both to the mechanisms through which a liberal language of rights became hegemonic 
and through which particular people became its focus. Much in the same way that anti-violence advocates of the 
1990s saw their intersectional work to eliminate violence against women co-opted and contorted into mechanisms 
for expanding criminalization, “gender-based violence” has become embedded in a matrix of international norms, 
legal sanctions, and humanitarian aid, what Elizabeth Bernstein calls “militarized humanism.” This powerful 
international commonsense “blames culture for bad behavior,” to quote Leti Volpp, and marshals a tremendous 
range of local, national, and global resources to “save” women of color, especially those living in developing 
countries, particularly during conflict and post-conflict situations, from their men. This use of rights-talk and 
gender-based violence to pathologize entire communities, societies, and religious traditions diverts attention from 
more systemic forms of abuse such as economic, discursive, and political violence. See Bernstein, “Militarized 
Humanitarianism meets Carceral Feminism: The Politics of Sex, Rights, and Frreedom in Contemporary 
Antitrafficking Campaigns,” Signs 36, no. 1 (2010): 45-72; Volpp, “Blaming Culture for Bad Behavior,” Yale 
Journal of Law and the Humanities 12, no. 89 (2000), http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/facpubs/120; Abu-
Lughod, “The Active Social Life of Muslim Women’s Rights: A Plea for Ethnography, Not Polemic, with Cases 
from Egypt and Palestine,” Journal of Middle East Women's Studies 6, no. 1 (Winter 2010): 1-45; Sally Merry, 
Human Rights and Gender Violence: Translating International Law into Local Justice (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009). This moment in Florida was really a watershed for me in being able to think through these 
debates in grounded practice, and to speak with analytical precision the intuitive refusal I had long had in academic 
circles when conversations about human rights would veer from critiquing global governance and into disciplining 
the language being deployed by third world movements for liberation.  
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critique and challenge reproductive violence against women of color within the United States 
piqued my curiosity to say the least.18 I broached the topic with Desiree on break, knowing she 
was well familiar with the academic conversations I was chewing on after her own masters-level 
training in human rights at Columbia University––and that she continued to use a “human rights 
framework” in her work at WWAV.  
As we quickly parsed out, Reproductive Justice was a direct response to a tangle of 
religious, state, and anti-black argumentation and violence that controlled black women’s 
reproduction and children.19 Black women had historically been enjoined to carry pregnancies to 
term regardless of conditions, including rape by slave holders, prison wardens, and white men 
about town.20 When black women’s reproduction could not be fully controlled through sexual 
violence, they were painted as unfit (ungodly?) mothers warranting forced-sterilization,21 only to 
then have the lives of their maturing children devalued.22 Reproductive Justice was not, however, 
                                                
18 Here, I was reminded of Talal Asad’s writing on Malcolm X’s appeals to international law to deal with domestic 
US racism. Asad, Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam and Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2003), 141-144. 
19 Dorothy Robert’s Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning of Liberty (New York: Vintage, 
1999) is the foundational text for understanding the on-going assault––both figurative and literal––waged by the 
American government and our society on the reproductive rights of black women. 
20 The history of sexual violence as a tool of terror used against black women has been searingly documented 
through different systems of racialized and gendered control, including Alexis Wells, “The Gendered Ethics of 
Female Enslavement: Searching for Southern Slave Women’s Religiosity in the African Atlantic,” The Journal of 
Southern Religion 18 (2016), http://jsreligion.org/vol18/wells/; Saidiya Hartman, “Seduction and the Ruses of 
Power” in Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 79-112; Danielle McGuire, At the Dark End of the Street: Black Women, Rape, and 
Resistance—A New History of the Civil Rights Movement from Rosa Parks to the Rise of Black Power (New York: 
Vintage Books, 2011); and Sarah Haley, No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow 
Modernity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016). 
21 The history of forced sterilization is anything but past. In the early 2000s, the California organization Justice 
NOW began uncovering cases of women who were sterilized without consent while incarcerated, identifying nearly 
150 cases between 2006 and 2010. In Louisiana, coerced forced and sterilization has been regularly debated at the 
state legislature, including through proposed legislation to incentivize sterilization among poor women: 
http://www.nola.com/news/index.ssf/2008/09/labruzzo_sterilization_plan_fi.html.  
22 This analysis coalesced and has been circulating nationally since George Zimmerman murdered Trayvon Martin 
and Martin’s reputation and that of his friends became the focus on Zimmerman’s trial. This same script played out 
after Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown and New York Times coverage of Brown described him as “no 
angel.” WWAV’s Mwende Katwiwa penned a piece, “On Systemic Violence, the Black Body, and Reproductive 
Justice,” lifting up the analysis that was unfolding at WWAV the summer of 2014, 
http://www.forharriet.com/2014/08/on-systemic-violence-black-body-and.html#axzz4lKVbUXSe. The question of 
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a strictly “secular” framework, as the human rights discourse was too often painted globally (that 
is, as a way of escaping the “bad religion” now ascribed to colonized people who formerly were 
described as having “no religion”).23 Nor was it “unwittingly” (as I had too often heard the 
paternalistic accusation of false consciousness framed in academic circles) a Trojan horse for 
smuggling in all the universalizing rights-talk that had long been used to conceal the white 
supremacist violence that undergirded the American nation- and empire-building projects.24  
Just before break, Loretta Ross (the founder of SisterSong and one of the creators of RJ) 
had explained exactly how and why her work used a “human rights framework” to name and 
critique the very particular co-constitution of religion, white supremacy, settler colonialism, and 
slavery.25 As she spoke about the historical connections among systems of white supremacist 
violence, she moved from Apartheid South Africa to the Transatlantic Slave Trade, with stops at 
different colonial regimes throughout the global south. The ideology of white supremacy, she 
contended, had some deeply religious roots. Calvinism was the common thread: in the Apartheid 
imaginary, in the making of Dutch colonies, in the hull of the slave ships that carried people 
ripped from their homes to plantations beyond. Loretta Ross’ issue with Calvinism was the 
doctrine of double predestination. That led to a brutal justification of the very man-made horrors 
of colonialism, the Middle Passage, chattel slavery, and Apartheid as God’s will. The architects 
                                                
“value” is one that guides Lisa Marie Cacho in her conclusion to Social Death: Racialized Rightlessness and the 
Criminalization of the Unprotected (New York: New York University Press, 2012).  
23 This genealogy of secularism, Orientalism, Christianity, and whiteness is so powerfully distilled by Gil Anidjar in 
“Secularism,” Critical Inquiry 33, no. 1 (2006): 52-77. See also David Chidester, Savage Systems: Colonialism and 
Comparative Religion in Southern Africa (Charlottesville: University Press of Georgia, 1996). 
24 To recall the Introduction’s extension of this global framing of religion and colonialism in the context of the 
American experiment: In building a society that could be a universal beacon for rights and freedom, Americans have 
developed elaborate rituals for subjecting and expelling perceived stains on the ideal national body politic, and for 
hiding this violence in the process. See Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, This Violent Empire: The Birth of an American 
National Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010); and Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: 
Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997). 
25 Jonathan Z. Smith, “Religion, Religions, Religious,” in Critical Terms for Religious Studies, ed. Mark C. Taylor 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998). 
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and daily enforcers of these horrors understood themselves to be the elect; their worldly 
successes in the form of the pillaged bodies and resources of the damned were to be 
accumulated, not questioned. By this analysis, Max Weber’s Protestant ethic was not simply the 
spirit of capitalism; it was the spirit of racial capitalism. “Let me be clear,” Loretta Ross paused, 
as she concluded with two stunning sentences. “Calvinism is the Ebola virus of religion. There’s 
a way to be spiritual without being deadly.”  
It was a pithy retort, but it also packed a hefty analytical punch. In a breath, Loretta Ross 
had further nuanced the very Reproductive Justice genealogy that prompted my conversation 
with Desiree. Loretta Ross overlaid Calvinism, slavery, Apartheid, and disease as a sort of prism 
for approaching structures of global governance and for understanding how religion-talk and 
rights-talk could be produced by and productive of decidedly deadly ends. But she also opened 
up another conceptual space for visualizing the ways in which the spirit-work, care-work, and 
justice-work of black women in diaspora could and did open up very different trajectories for life 
and human connectedness.26  
“So the emphasis is placed on the conception of the human coming out of Black 
Feminism,” I advanced, “not so much on the tradition of rights coming out of the 
Enlightenment?” Desiree nodded. I had finally grasped this important and subtle distinction. As I 
witnessed throughout the remainder of the training, that distinction enabled Reproductive Justice 
organizers to use a “human rights framework” to leverage decades of black feminist activist and 
academic labor in order to track and combat the intersections of anti-black racism, gender 
                                                
26 This calls to mind M. Jacqui Alexander’s incitement to study transgenerational memory as an indispensable 
spiritual practice for women of color communities. Such attention, Alexander argues, is necessary in order to lift up 
the promise of black feminist oppositional knowledges and to make plain the labor of crafting moral agency. 
Alexander, The Pedagogies of Crossing: Meditations on Feminism, Sexual Politics, Memory, and the Sacred 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2005). 
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violence, and economic domination in deeply grounded and regionally-specific ways. Placing 
black women’s labors at the center then made religion (and rights) go all over the map. An 
organizer from Tennessee quipped that there were three races in the South: white, black, and 
Christian. An intern with SisterSong explained that being “spiritual but not religious” meant 
lifting up the critical role of voodoo in the Haitian Revolution and the long Black Freedom 
Struggle.27 In regional breakout caucuses, nearly every group listed religion simultaneously as 
one of the biggest strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for realizing Reproductive 
Justice. That sensitivity to the complexities, potentialities, and enduring residues of how even 
seemingly transparent concepts like “religion” could be engaged, leveraged, and wielded––and 
to what ends––was a mode of analysis I was beginning to appreciate as what it meant to do 
Reproductive Justice in action.28 As a framework birthed at the intersections, RJ attuned 
organizers to the forces that conspired to produce black womanhood as a category of nonbeing.29 
It further centered the unique and historically-situated strategies that black women had long been 
using to care for their communities and live self-determined lives––in relationship, in spirit, and 
otherwise.30  
                                                
27 On the role of Voodoo in the planning, execution, and sustenance of the twelve-year war for Haitian independence 
see C.L.R. James, The Black Jacobins (New York: Vintage, 1963). On the role of religion in the Black Radical 
Tradition, see Robinson, “On the Nature of the Black Radical Tradition” in Black Marxism. Robinson describes 
religion as a sort of revolutionary imagination that sustains the Black Radical Tradition when it cannot be materially 
realized. In James’ rendition, religion is anything but ephemeral. This second sense is what the SisterSong intern 
meant when invoking the phrase “spiritual but not religious.” 
28 Here, I am (in analytical style) trying to invoke Bruno Latour’s work on Reassembling the Social––moving from 
“black boxes” to analytic precision through attention to mediators and relationships of make-make. Latour, 
Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005). 
29 On “nonbeing,” see Sarah Haley, “‘Like I was a Man’: Chain Gangs, Gender, and the Domestic Carceral Sphere 
in Jim Crow Georgia,” in Signs: Journal of Women and Culture in Society 39, no. 1 (2013): 55; Hortense J. Spillers, 
“Interstices: A Small Drama of Words,” in Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality, ed. Carole S. Vance 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 78.  
30 As discussed in Chapter 1, this point was so powerfully documented by Angela Davis in “Reflections on the 
Black Woman's Role in the Community of Slaves,” The Black Scholar 3:4 (1971): 2-15. 
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Reproductive Justice was a discourse––a movement––on and about ontology.31 But this 
was no romantic meditation on being-in-the-world, with an abstract, unattached humanism 
figuring as the telos on the horizon. Rather, amid the systematic production of nonbeing, RJ 
shone an unflinching light on the intimacies of relationships in order to distinguish and manifest 
the ties that give life from those that kill.32  
 
History is Reproduction is Justice 
This sort of active and out-loud struggling with the Reproductive Justice framework (and with 
oneself) was precisely what Desiree had planned for the August capacity-building training. The 
current “small but mighty” staff ranged in ages from twenty-two to fifty-three, and had been with 
the organization for as little as a few months and as long as several decades. Experience with the 
Reproductive Justice framework was just as varied. If WWAV was going to take on a leadership 
role in Reproductive Justice organizing in New Orleans, staff had to first work together to 
answer the very questions they would be guiding their community in answering: What was 
Reproductive Justice? What was the history of Reproductive Justice organizing in New Orleans? 
Why did the framework matter in New Orleans today? Who was pushing the work forward? 
                                                
31 In my research, the “ontological turn” in anthropology has been especially helpful for framing of this project, a 
theoretical location and commitment I discuss in this dissertation’s Introduction by way of the influence of Deborah 
Thomas’ work on my own. See Thomas, “Time and the Otherwise: Plantations, Garrisons and Being Human in the 
Caribbean,” Anthropological Theory 16, no. 2–3 (2016): 177–200. Furthermore, my theorization of storytelling as a 
practice of being is deeply in formed by Sylvia Wynter’s work on homo narrans, as outlined in Katherine 
McKittrick, ed., Sylvia Wynter: On Being Human as Praxis (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2015), 
25, 29. Within religious studies, I think closely with Judith Weisenfeld’s recent work on “religio-racial identities” to 
expand the territory of praxis for meaning making about religion and race without recentering the logics and 
taxonomies of whiteness. Weisenfeld, New World A-Coming: Black Religion and Racial Identity in the Great 
Migration (New York: New York University Press, 2016). 
32 This distinguishing of attachments that save from those that kill is a continuation of Bruno Latour’s reframing of 
freedom through assemblage (rather than from connection), as I discussed in the Introduction. Latour, On the 
Modern Cult of the Factish Gods (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 61. 
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Who was shaping the terms of debate? What modes of analysis did Reproductive Justice open 
up? What did it foreclose?  
As Desiree began to press beyond the 1994 RJ definition and into WWAV’s work, 
Executive Director Deon Haywood helped to steer the conversation. She pulled back from the 
term itself: “I think WWAV has been doing Reproductive Justice organizing for a long time 
without using the words.” Deon spun a quick narration of WWAV’s history of centering women 
to center entire communities, of using street outreach to keep women in relationships, of turning 
to harm reduction to keep women alive, of elevating the survival strategies of women working in 
street-based economies, and of marshalling policy organizing to fight the government control of 
their sexual lives… Deon punctuated the phases of WWAV’s work and history with the 
affirmation “That’s Reproductive Justice.”  
Her expansiveness also brought other voices around the table into the conversation. 
Rebecca, a former engineer turned public health student who was still in her mid-twenties, was 
the newest to WWAV’s work. As a religious woman and member of the First Grace 
congregation that had made temporary home for WWAV, she was open about her own personal 
struggles with the abortion and the reproductive rights movement. “You know, I think until we 
started working on the ‘Have Faith in RJ’ project, I had really struggled with reproductive 
anything. But there’s something really powerful about RJ as a framework. Reproduction isn’t a 
dirty word; it’s just been made out to be that because of anti-abortion work. But reproduction is 
really about everything. It’s a big umbrella for talking about everything. When I talk to women at 
our office about intimate partner violence, they talk about what they survive at the hands of their 
abusers, at the hands of police, at the hands of their caseworkers… All of that is Reproductive 
Justice. And so then we can talk about how being abused in their most intimate spaces impacts 
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their ability to care for themselves. Or we can talk about how being victimized by the police, 
being entrapped into selling them sex and then arrested, affects their abilities to show up as 
parents. We can talk about how the system physically pulls them away from their kids, and also 
how it does that emotionally through all this shame and stigma talk. The RJ framework not only 
holds everything; it helps us to visualize the connections between everything.”  
Dimitri, one of Deon’s oldest friends and a veteran of New Orleans black AIDS 
organizing, invoked Rebecca’s struggles around religion and abortion to explain how she had 
approached her years of HIV/AIDS work by calling on very different Biblical precepts than 
those being weaponized against people living with HIV. “I started doing AIDS work when all 
you were hearing from churches was ‘That is a curse from God.’ Pastors were all ‘That’s what 
you get for being homosexual, for using drugs, for selling sex, for having sex outside of 
marriage.’ Now, you don’t have to tell me about how the church has issues around sex, sexuality, 
and drugs, I get it. But this message… This was killing people. ‘You get what you deserve. This 
is God’s work.’ And so I started working outside of the church to do my AIDS work. In those 
days, we had to. There was no health ministry about AIDS happening in no pastor’s church. But 
more recently, I’ve also been really moved by how women of faith are figuring out ways to not 
just remove themselves from their church in order to do that work. There are some really 
powerful health ministries happening out there! And that’s such an important place to be doing 
that sexual health education work. I mean, if all you’re hearing at church is ‘don’t have sex,’ how 
are you going to know how to keep yourself safe if you do?”  
Mwende pivoted from Dimitri’s HIV education to discuss how she used social media in 
her youth organizing work and towards similar ends. “Right! The message matters and so does 
the space in which it’s delivered. I’ve been thinking about this a lot in the work I do with young 
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people in this city––how much it matters for young people to have after school spaces and 
writing workshops where they can explore all of what they’re taking in during the day. 
Especially here with these Americorps schools and white savior teachers. There’s nothing about 
that model that affirms black youth and our history. You know, that history is important. Like 
this summer, I got to run WWAV’s social media for the #KnowYourHistory #StopErasing clap 
back organized after those stories ran in the New York Times and Huffington Post33 celebrating 
Planned Parenthood’s shift from Reproductive Rights to Reproductive Justice––and not 
mentioning a single woman of color organization. That social media conversation was powerful, 
y’all. And it’s what we do here every day. We keep telling the history of black women’s work 
and all of the ways that we have done that work for centuries.” 
As each person passed off to the next, Desiree asked started to ask how they would frame 
their vision as a riff on the 1994 RJ statement: “At WWAV, we believe that every woman has 
the right to…” Rebecca put “to have healthy relationships” on, a phrase she had been using in the 
community to open up a positive space for imagining what ending violence looked like. Dimitri 
put up “comprehensive sex education.” Deon lifted up the moralizing thread that Dimitri had 
talked and connected it back to WWAV’s commitment to harm reduction, “…and to not be 
shamed or criminalized for what you put into your body and what you do with your body!” 
Mwende added the principle, “to know your history!” “And to not be erased,” Rebecca and Deon 
added, thereby indicting the interlocking systems that keep that history from being known.  
                                                
33 Jackie Calmes, “Advocates Shun ‘Pro-Choice’ to Expand Message,” New York Times, July 29, 2014, accessed 
June 27, 2017, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/29/us/politics/advocates-shun-pro-choice-to-expand-
message.html?_r=0; and Dawn Laguens, “We’re Fighting for Access, Not Choice,” Huffington Post, updated 
September 29, 2014, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dawn-laguens/were-fighting-for-
access_b_5635999.html.  
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That coupling goaded me to pick up the imaginary talking stick that was being passed 
around the table. I had been chewing on ideas about history and reproduction since Desiree and I 
returned from Florida. “Right! Something that’s been really profound for me since the arson 
attack is seeing this really deep and intentional focus on documenting the history, on speaking 
WWAV’s truths. That was something that really stood out to me in the tweets you put out that 
day Mwende. #KnowYourHistory and #StopErasing are really, really fresh and raw for all of us. 
And that got me thinking… Often when we talk about reproduction, we’re talking about 
persistence, endurance, survival, creation; we’re looking forward. But after the fire, Deon, Ms. 
Catherine, Danita, Quita… everyone was clear that what was under attack was not just the future 
of WWAV’s work, but also the history of what WWAV had been able to do and what black 
women in New Orleans had done before them. I think that Reproductive Justice at WWAV right 
now also means looking back and honoring the practices of caring for (and carrying forward) the 
past. That’s what we’ve been doing through this oral history project: rebuilding the archive that 
was destroyed in the fire, and really deliberately stitching WWAV’s stories to the histories of 
black women’s organizing in the Deep South.” Desiree prodded me, “Okay, so how would you 
write that as a Reproductive Justice principle?” I paused for a second. “I guess I’d put it like this: 
At WWAV, we believe that we have the ability––the right?––to reproduce our own histories, in 
our own voices, with our own words.”  
Speaking those words conjured a whole series of mental footnotes, most especially 
Walter Benjamin’s reflections on the continuum of history and homogenous time: “The only 
writer of history with the gift of setting alight the sparks of hope in the past, is the one who is 
convinced of this: that not even the dead will be safe from the enemy, if he is victorious. And 
this enemy has not ceased to be victorious.” It was an indulgent thought, given the fact that we 
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were talking about rebuilding WWAV’s archive while nestled amid the volumes and files and 
media assembled within the New Orleans public library’s own collections. What is the 
relationship between archives and the dead? How do you defend the dead? How could you 
undertake this work when you were already fighting like hell to protect the living? What might 
this labor open up? What would its toll be? In developing the theory of “Sojourner Syndrome,” 
Leith Mullings emphasized the history of black women’s work to ensure the reproduction and 
continuity of their community through centuries of terror. That was how race, class, and gender 
intersected in the lives of poor black women to produce higher rates of morbidity and mortality.34 
What would it mean to conceptualize that reproduction in order to, in Walter Benjamin’s 
language, “explode the continuum of history”? What did that even mean? Those questions were 
left hanging as Desiree prodded me, like she had the staff members who had spoken before me, 
to “Write that down!”  
“Okay, y’all, now how do we get even more precise about how WWAV practices the 
links among AIDS organizing, women’s healthcare, harm reduction, health relationship-building, 
comprehensive sex education, history-knowing, history-telling, sex worker organizing, and 
LGBTQ rights as Reproductive Justice? I want us to write our own statement that we can use for 
outreach and for tomorrow’s event––” Desiree was beginning to facilitate us into synthesis mode 




                                                
34 See Mullings and Wali, Stress and Resilience; Mullings, “Resistance and Resilience: The Sojourner Syndrome 
and the Social Context of Reproduction in Central Harlem,” Transforming Anthropology 12, no. 2 (2005): 79-91; 
and Sarita Davis, “The Sojourner Syndrome: An Interpretive Framework for Understanding Poor Black Women’s 
HIV Risk,” Transforming Anthropology 22, no. 2 (2014): 121-134. 
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What’s in a Relationship? 
The next evening WWAV hosted a screening of “We Always Resist: Trust Black Women,” a 
film made in the early 2010s as part of the movement to combat billboards erected in Georgia, 
Missouri, Florida, Texas, California, and Tennessee claiming “Black Children are an Endangered 
Species” and charging Black women who accessed reproductive health care with genocide. 
Following the film, Deon Haywood and Paris Hatcher, one of the “Trust Black Women” 
founders, engaged each other in open conversation about the present and future of Black 
Reproductive Justice work. Central to their conversation were the persistent challenges between 
grassroots women of color-led organizations and large national white-led ones. These were 
especially acute in the wake of the New York Times and Huffington Post stories that extolled 
Planned Parenthood for finally coming around to an analysis that women of color had developed. 
But #KnowYourTruths and #StopErasing were not new demands, even if the hashtags were. 
There were decades of bad blood around Planned Parenthood’s domination of the national 
reproduction conversation through rights-talk. That persistent focus on “Reproductive Rights” 
put abortion access at the center of the conversation on reproduction; it also directed millions of 
dollars to these rights-based efforts. The Reproductive Justice issues that WWAV worked on––
needle exchange access, anti-criminalization work, sex worker health and safety, AIDS 
prevention––were nowhere on the rights agenda and, hence, nowhere on the reproductive 
funding agenda. To make matters worse, the large national white-led Reproductive Rights 
organizations expected the black-led Reproductive Justice organizations to “turn out” and turn 
out hard for abortion lobbying days, a favor they rarely returned.  
That point was driven home when Melissa Flournoy, the white Louisiana State Director 
of Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast, asked the first question from the audience. She leaned back 
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across two folding chairs in a room packed with people standing, and asked Deon what she could 
“do about” a black female legislator who had just introduced a bill that would limit abortion 
access in Louisiana. The room irrupted in body-shifting, face-making, jaw-dropping protest. 
Deon started to respond. Melissa cut her off to say that she wanted to “put you into a ring and let 
you kick her ass!” Kris Ford, a queer black femme and member of the Women’s Health and 
Justice Initiative (the local INCITE! chapter), tried to redirect the conversation away from the 
attention on Melissa and back to the film and discussion by pointing out the limits of the pro-
choice/pro-life dichotomy for organizing in communities of color. Melissa interrupted her. And 
another black woman spoke. And again Melissa interrupted her.  
A black community elder standing next to me shook her head and muttered out loud that 
all the white women in the audience would come and talk to her after the event about how wrong 
the Planned Parenthood woman was, but no one would say anything when it happened. Making 
eye contact with me, she qualified with a southern politeness, “Oh, I’m not talking about you,” 
which of course meant that she was. Deon saw me raise my hand and called on me. With rage 
shaking my voice, I locked eyes with Deon, described what had happened as offensive, and said 
that the only appropriate question a white woman should have been asking after watching “We 
Always Resist: Trust Black Women” and listening to the post-film talk-back was what she could 
do to support black women’s organizing.35 And again Melissa spoke, interrupting the pass I had 
tried to make to Deon. Melissa pleaded that she was being misunderstood. And another person in 
the audience rebutted Melissa before Deon and Paris Hatcher took the floor. They shifted the 
                                                
35 There is a much longer story to be told about the deeply fraught relationship between women of color 
reproductive justice activists and large national organizations like Planned Parenthood. In late summer of 2014, the 
confrontation between WWAV and Planned Parenthood leadership was personal and direct at a screening of “We 
Always Resist: Trust Black Women.” Reproductive justice leader Kris Ford published an open letter to the then-
Louisiana State Director of Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast the next morning which resulted in the termination of 
the State Director: https://whjiblog.wordpress.com/2014/08/14/open-letter-to-melissa-flournoy-of-planned-
parenthood-gulf-coast/.  
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conversation back to the Reproductive Justice history raised in the film, and reiterated the central 
issues they were working on in New Orleans and across the Gulf Coast. 
The next day, I flew to Chicago to see my spiritual mother, Rev. Doris Green, and to 
attend her daughter’s wedding. In New Orleans, Kris Ford published a response to Melissa 
Flournoy’s behavior that led to her immediate reprimanding and subsequent resignation. 
Nationally, people were in the streets in solidarity with the people of Ferguson, Missouri, whose 
uprising had not relented since teenager Michael Brown was gunned down by an on-duty police 
officer five days prior. The protests were paused only briefly so that Michael Brown’s family 
could lay his body in the ground. Rev. Al Sharpton held the pulpit during the funeral; the 
reaction in the streets against the old guard of black male Christian leadership and respectability 
politics was visceral.36 For the next seventy-two hours, Rev. Green and I moved between the 
television and the kitchen table, following the protests unfolding nationwide, talking about the 
work on the ground in New Orleans that I had been present with, and reflecting on her nearly 
thirty-year history of organizing through relationships across prison walls. Our conversations hit 
each of the notes that had been committed to verse during my previous month and a half in New 
Orleans: race, gender, class, violence, reproduction, justice, criminalization, freedom, capitalism, 
history, religion, rights, community, care, spirit, health, AIDS, addiction, education…  
It was with these layers of raw analysis and emotion that I began to listen to the audio 
from the first oral history interviews I had completed the summer before with WWAV founders 
and staff engaged in the first decades of work before Hurricane Katrina. In 2012, when I was 
                                                
36 Among the many slogans coined during this time were “Not Your Grandfather’s Civil Rights Movement,” which 
was a statement as much about divisions between elder churched leadership and the young people in the streets as it 
was about the role of the federal government as funder, equipper, and coordinator in the controlling of black people. 
The movement for black lives, however, was far from “ungodly.” The Immanent Flame published a particularly 
compelling forum on “Religion, Secularism, and Black Lives Matter” to explore the complexities of religion and 
secularism on the ground: http://blogs.ssrc.org/tif/2016/09/22/religion-secularism-and-black-lives-matter/.  
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first framing this project, the choice of oral history as a research methodology was largely 
pragmatic. I am an ethnographer by training. Typically, our research ethics dictate that we 
anonymize fieldnotes and interview data when producing ethnographic texts. This move to 
anonymization is made out of respect for the sensitivity of information often discussed by our 
interlocutors and out of an awareness of the vexed histories of exploitative research that we 
nonetheless inhabit even while we try to do better. Oral historians, by contrast, emphasize 
specificity and the intimacy of encounter between interviewer and narrator. Narrators always 
remain the guardians of their own stories, and interviewers have an ethical obligation to 
transcribe and archive all interviews.37 In the wake of the arson attack and the destruction of 
nearly all material traces of WWAV’s more than two decades worth of work, conducting oral 
histories was a direct way that I could facilitate the rebuilding of WWAV’s archive. Of course, 
there are always things that we omit in the public telling of our lives and work. However, what I 
was (and remain) most interested in are precisely these very public histories of WWAV leaders, 
which were for years “hiding” in plain sight and then were vilely attacked through arson in an 
attempt to stamp them out for good when WWAV’s work became too public. What was the 
method that undergirded WWAV’s work? How did WWAV––and that method––persist after the 
fire? 
By the summer of 2014, I had fully grasped how working in any methodology other than 
oral history would be a twisted perversion of the very practices of history-making that I had 
named as essential to Reproductive Justice at WWAV and to the futures that were being molded. 
Listening again to the 2013 interviews I conducted with the two co-founders still involved in 
                                                
37 This mixed methodology of combining the fine-grain of participant-observation with the temporal expansiveness 
of life history interviews is also used by Dána-Ain Davis in her 2006 study of battered black women and welfare 
reform. Davis, Battered Black Women and Welfare Reform: Between a Rock and Hard Place (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 2006). 
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WWAV’s everyday work, Ms. Catherine and Danita, I was startled by how clearly and plainly 
the unique and historically-situated strategies of black feminist care were calling out through the 
tapes. Relationships were, again, the chorus. 
 
This Feeling of Belonging 
I began every oral history interview with the same question: “How did you get into this work?” It 
was an open-ended question that allowed the WWAV foremothers, early staff, and current 
leadership alike to decide for themselves what “this work” is and how and when they “got into 
it.” Most people explained the direct steps that led to them becoming connected with Women 
With A Vision; Ms. Catherine started with a childhood memory of being on a segregated trolley 
car in the 1950s, which I included in Chapter 1.  
For the next hour, we weaved through her memories of her childhood, her connection to 
human services, and the early years of WWAV’s work in community. It was slow going at first. 
Anyone who has ever sat with Ms. Catherine for any length of time has heard her say something 
to the effect of, “I don’t like to talk. I like to do the work.” The first minutes of our conversation 
ping-ponged from my questions to Ms. Catherine’s short answers. That pace was tiring, as she let 
me know more than a few times by saying more than asking, “And what else do you want to 
know???” What being the operative word. When I finally started to shift my questions to how did 
you do it, and why did you do it, Ms. Catherine’s memories stretched out and filled minutes of 
conversation space at a time. At one point, her daughter Deon came into the room to share a new 
smoothie she had just made, and Ms. Catherine asked her to help fill in a patchy memory about 
all of the places where WWAV had done outreach work. That exchange with Deon carried us 
through the last half hour of our conversation about family, connections, and the work. It framed 
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“the feeling of belonging” that Ms. Catherine said she got from WWAV as her life history 
interview concluded:  
 
I have this feeling of belonging. And it’s a different 
feeling. I BELONG. I’m clear. But this is a different 
feeling. And then the other side… I’ve done something. 
Right? I’ve done something that might help somebody 
else. Not so much a game… I’m not really a fun person. 
I really don’t like to… Work-wise I like to do the work. 
Half the time I don’t give a damn whether my name is 
out there or not. Even though it is, I don’t know that I 
care like that, right? But I think that the work is 
important and I think that it helps people, so I love it. 
I’ve gotten that from Women With A Vision.  
 
And I’ve grown. Women With A Vision’s grown. I’ve 
grown. That’s a great thing. And I continue to grow. 
And it grows. And then watching the things that Dee 
do. It’s really… Right? Like, okay, There’s my child. 
And so, she’s growing and moving. And I’m the mama. 
And even though she’ll say “that’s the co-founder” and 
I just look at her and say “why you gotta keep saying 
that?” Right? But it’s just a wonderful thing. So I get this great feeling because I can 
honestly say that I’ve been involved in THIS. If nothing else over here matter, I’ve been 
involved in THIS. And we were able to do THIS. And we’ve done THIS. And we’ve 
gone… right? I love it.  
 
When she first spoke the word “belonging,” Ms. Catherine caught herself, lest anyone (especially 
me) think that she was describing some feel-good, multicultural, colorblind sort of racial 
acceptance.38 As a black woman, she was clear that she BELONGED in American society and in 
the city of New Orleans. She learned that lesson from generations of black organizers in the 
                                                
38 I hear in Ms. Catherine’s words what Dipesh Chakrabarty discusses as subaltern pasts (contrasted with minority 
histories), that is as “intimations we receive—while engaged in the specific activity of historicizing—of a shared, 
unhistoricizable, and ontological now.” Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical 
Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 113. Minority histories fill a similar place in Chakrabarty’s 
analysis as does the “cunning of recognition” in Elizabeth Povinelli’s work on Australian multiculturalism: the 
possibility for inclusion that precludes the possibility for difference. Povinelli, The Cunning of Recognition: 
Indigenous Alterities and the Making of Australian Multiculturalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002). 
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South; it was the truth that spurred the founding of WWAV. In the early days of the 
organization’s work, the original WWAV team turned neighborhood bars into underground 
needle exchanges; in 2008, the Ms. Catherine’s daughter “Dee” similarly decided to make a 
home for hundreds of sex workers who were effectively being disappeared after Hurricane 
Katrina. I had grown accustomed to thinking of these two stories as coupled together because of 
WWAV’s commitment to harm reduction outreach and being in community. But listening again 
to Ms. Catherine’s clarification, “I BELONG, I’m clear,” I heard the weight––both the precarity 
and the threat––of those deeply embodied ethics of practice. In both cases, the course of action 
was the same: Stay put, Take up space, and Go about your business.39 
An appreciation of this sense of belonging was important to understand the very different 
“feeling of belonging” that Ms. Catherine said she grew into at WWAV. The barroom needle 
exchanges and the sex worker story circles were significant because of how each made home for 
people who had been forgotten. My fieldwork has continually impressed upon me just how 
necessarily and radically connective everyday political life at WWAV is.40 Throughout their 
history, amid near constant surveillance and criminalization, WWAV leaders and participants 
have cultivated relationships as critical sites for subverting repression and for imagining 
themselves into futures beyond it.41 In so doing, they did not turn to public health or to church 
                                                
39 In his seminal work on the two-ness, the double-consciousness, of being Black in America, W. E. B. Du Bois 
observed that “between me and the other world there is ever an unasked question: …How does it feel to be a 
problem?” (emphasis mine). See Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Boston: Bedford Books, [1903] 1997). In the 
inflection of Ms. Catherine’s voice when she said “I BELONG,” I heard an implicit refusal of this question. 
40 There are many I could quote on the question of human life and connection. As noted in the Introduction and 
earlier in this Chapter’s pages, among the theories I am working with are Latour’s on “distinguishing those 
attachments that save from those that kill.” Latour, On the Modern Cult of the Factish Gods, 61. 
41 In framing relationships in this way, I seek to bridge two dimensions of Clyde Woods work which I discussed in 
the Introduction. First, from Arrested Development “blues epistemology”––the plantation-birthed, Katrina-
resurrected modes of “autonomy of thought and action in the midst of constant surveillance and violence” (29)––
and, second, from his writing on New Orleans after Katrina, “the subterranean caverns that shelter the wellsprings of 
dreams during the seasons when hope can’t be found” (430). Which is to say: relationships are both the means for 
maintaining independent thought and action amid constant surveillance and they are the subterranean caverns in 
which these thoughts, actions, and dreams are kept. See Woods, Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation 
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leaders or to social work or to any other formal institution to authenticate their methods. They 
turned to one another. They turned to themselves. They turned to their community. The proof 
was in what they were able to discover and create in the context of these relationships. Their 
presents were pregnant with possibilities.  
I could hear the emotion catch in Ms. Catherine’s throat when she talked about watching 
the things that her daughter Deon did: “Like okay, There’s my child.” That drove Ms. Catherine 
back into describing “this great feeling” she got by doing the work. She could feel it––as she 
grew and WWAV grew, and she continued to grow and WWAV continued to grow. And she 
could honestly say that she had been involved in THIS and she had done THIS.42 
 
Community Care under Surveillance  
If how WWAV did the work was critical to understanding Ms. Catherine’s “feeling of 
belonging,” what WWAV did shaped co-founder Danita Muse’s appreciation of the importance 
of WWAV’s work in a country swept up in panic over rising HIV rates. I had heard the story of 
how Ms. Catherine and Danita met many times: across a crowded health department conference 
room. And I had also heard and seen the way that they did their work: pack harm reduction 
packets on front porches at dusk, and by night, walk the streets to deliver them and reach those 
they could not touch directly through “gatekeepers.” A “gatekeeper” could be a person who ran a 
shooting gallery, or an old head who taught younger drug users how to inject safely, or a 
barkeep, or someone who kept a lookout for cops, or just someone everybody liked. Using 
                                                
Power in the Mississippi Delta (New York: Verso, 1998); Woods, “Katrina’s World: Blues, Bourbon, and the 
Return to the Source,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 427-453. 
42 Thus underlines, as Ruth Wilson Gilmore put it, the “material context of spiritual hope realized through human 
action.” Gilmore, Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, Crisis, and Opposition in Globalizing California (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2007), 222. 
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“gatekeepers” maximized the impact of WWAV’s outreach; it also affirmed the power of the 
enduring strategies that communities used to care for themselves. Amid constant surveillance, 
survival depended up on carefully and methodically concealing of the intricacies and intimacies 
of everyday life. “Gatekeepers” in the 1990s got harm reduction tools into the hands of people 
WWAV would never see on the streets, and also into the hands of people WWAV would never 
know were using.  
Listening to the interview I had conducted with Danita in her home the summer before, I 
was struck by how new every single bit of the content of what she and Ms. Catherine were able 
to do was. Danita talked about how, a few years in, she started surveying the country to find 
networks for learning from and with other people working in community like WWAV was 
doing. That search landed her at the first National Harm Reduction Conference in Oakland, 
California, in September of 1996. That conference then propelled WWAV into new networks. 
Gradually, people across the country started to recognize WWAV and depend on her and Ms. 
Catherine for their expertise in doing community outreach. At one point in our interview, Danita 
talked at length about a presentation that she and Ms. Catherine did at a “little hole in the wall in 
Texas” and about the enduring black feminist principles that undergirded their work: 
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We went to some little hole in the wall in Texas, 
Catherine and I did, in our African garbs. We sure 
did… because we were pissed off. So she and I went to 
Union Station, right out of Texas A&M. Right there, 
she and I went and we presented. She did something on 
something; I did something on something else. And we 
did these workshops. And people were so enthused by 
the fact that we were black women, and that we could 
talk with sense, and that we just kind of told them stuff 
that they thought was wrong but that was working for 
us…  
 
[Laura: Like what?]  
 
Actually going to the community. They really thought 
that they didn’t have to do that. Now, this is in the mid-
1990s, so they really didn’t think that they needed to go, 
or they had issues with people coming in. And we just 
kinda laid it out for them: “What you expect? Why 
would they come see you? What you got? I mean WHY? They don’t know you. Their 
mama and them don’t know you. Their neighbor on the street don’t know you. The 
person that might know you, they don’t like! So why would they come see you? You 
ain’t nobody. Say… ‘We got this thing!!!’ So?? The store got something for them, too, 
but they gotta pay for that shit, too. So what.”  
 
And it was like we would tell them things that… that it kinda made sense to them. That 
they needed to change the manner in which they tried to get people in for the services. 
Because at this time, there was a lot of money for minorities to receive treatment. And 
the minorities were not going in. So the funding sources started to blame the monitories 
for not going in. When it wasn’t them. It was the people that were providing the 
services. Because they didn’t know how to get the minorities in. Because they probably 
didn’t have no Black people working for them––black people, or people of color period, 
working for them. So it was like… that was… one of the things that we showed them 
was that: you can do this and be a black woman.  
 
Danita and Ms. Catherine were lifelong outreach partners. That trust––that intimacy––was 
pivotal to the model that WWAV pioneered in the late 1980s and early 1990s. What I 
appreciated so much about hearing the juxtaposition of Danita’s and Ms. Catherine’s voices is 
how clearly their interviews illuminated the unique focus each brought to WWAV’s work (and, 
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by extension, brought to each other). Ms. Catherine traced the “infrastructure of feeling”43 that 
flowed in and through WWAV; Danita zeroed in on the tangible stuff that enabled WWAV’s 
work to take place and have a place. Both were clear about the other’s strengths. When I asked 
Ms. Catherine about the chronology of WWAV’s work, she told me I would “have to ask Danita 
about that.” When I asked Danita about the principles that grounded WWAV, she detailed the 
strengths of the individuals that she recruited to help get WWAV off the ground before telling 
me to “talk to Catherine” about the rest. Where their focuses met was in the meticulous way each 
analyzed the political sense of the communities they lived and worked in: “Why would they 
come see you?” 
The community WWAV claimed as their own was the very class of so-called 
“undeserving” poor who have long been presumed incapable of autonomy, much less collective 
action.44 That perception has not been without challenge. Much ink has been spilled by 
anthropologists, historians, and community workers alike to understand and underline the poor’s 
capacity for action.45 Nonetheless, I heard and understood Danita’s story as a reminder about the 
                                                
43 I use the phrase “infrastructure of feeling” as it has been theorized by Ruth Wilson Gilmore for her forthcoming 
manuscript on abolitionist geographies. She takes up Raymond Williams’ “structures of feeling” and reworks the 
concept to encapsulate the commonsense strategies of resistance that undergird the long Black Radical Tradition, as 
analyzed by Cedric Robinson in Black Marxism, and expanded on through two decades of scholarship. In my 
research, I draw on theories of practice (as discussed in detail in this dissertation’s Introduction) to understand the 
persistence of the Black Radical Tradition in and through in the way Pierre Bourdieu describes habitus through 
analogies like “having a feel for the game” and Michel de Certeau describes the creative choreography of resistance 
as practiced. Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009 [1977]), see especially 128-
135; Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990); and de Certeau, The Practice of 
Everyday Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984). Gilmore described this 
concept at the 2015 meeting of the American Studies Association in Toronto, Canada. 
44 Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1978 [1852]). 
45 Against the “culture of poverty” thesis (Lewis 1966, Moynihan 1965, Katz 1989) and the “underclass” debate 
(Murray 1984, Mead 1992, Wilson 1987), black feminist ethnographers have descended into the bowels of 
neoliberal governmentality and its intersections with other political-cultural formations (e.g., welfare offices, 
battered women’s shelters, mixed-income developments) to explore the political agency of poor black women in the 
midst of their dispossession (Mullings and Wali 2001, Davis 2006, Rodriguez 2003). Together, they shed light on 
how inequality is lived by the poor as a consequence of state policy; what forms of collective action and 
“choreography” (Cox 2015) poor people use to disrupt the hierarchies and narratives that marginalize them; and why 
they understand their “transformative work” (Mullings 2001) to quite literally be a matter of life and death. See 
Oscar Lewis, “The Culture of Poverty,” Scientific American 215, no. 4 (1966):19-25; Daniel P. Moynihan, The 
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durability, indeed intractability, of so many longstanding myths about black poverty. When the 
question of poor black people’s everyday lives arose in the context of WWAV’s work, Danita 
and Ms. Catherine watched how often the gaze shifted subtly to view their people as objects of 
regulation or of moral indignation.46 The story about the conference in a “little hole in the wall in 
Texas” mattered, because it exemplified how Danita and Ms. Catherine refused the gaze on 
themselves and on their community.47 They did this through their dress, through their 
conversation, and through their work. They showed up in their African garbs, because they were 
pissed off. They told the burgeoning network of HIV educators and funders that they were 
wrong. And they demonstrated how, by respecting the longstanding patterns of community 
                                                
Negro Family: The Case for National Action (Washington, DC: US Department of Labor, 1965); Michael Katz, The 
Undeserving Poor: From the War on Poverty to the War on Welfare (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989); Charles 
Murray, Losing Ground: American Social Policy, 1950-1980 (New York: Basic Books, 1984); Lawrence M. Mead, 
“Should Congress Respond? If Waivers are Granted, Congress Must Monitor Results,” Public Welfare  50, no. 2 
(1992):14-17; William J. Wilson, The Truly Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public Policy 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Mullings and Wali, Stress and Resilience; Davis, Battered Black 
Women and Welfare Reform; Aimee Meredith Cox, Shapeshifters: Black Girls and the Choreography of Citizenship 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015); Cheryl R. Rodriguez, “Invoking Fannie Lou Hamer: Research, 
Ethnography, and Activism in Low-Income Communities,” Urban Anthropology and Studies of Cultural Systems 
and World Economic Development 11, no. 2 (2003):387-423; and Leith Mullings, “Households Headed by Women: 
The Politics of Class, Race, and Gender,” in New Poverty Studies: The Ethnography of Power, Politics and 
Impoverished People in the US, eds. Goode and Maskovsky (New York: New York University Press, 2001). 
See also Mary Frances Berry, My Face Is Black Is True: Callie House and the Struggle for Ex-Slave Reparations 
(New York: Vintage Books, 2005); Rhonda Williams, The Politics of Housing: Black Women’s Struggles Against 
Urban Inequality (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004); Premilla Nadasen, Welfare Warriors: The Welfare 
Rights Movement in the United States (New York: Routledge, 2004); Sarah Haley, “Like I Was a Man”: Chain 
Gangs, Gender, and the Domestic Carceral Sphere in Jim Crow Georgia,” in Signs: Journal of Women and Culture 
in Society 39, no. 1 (2013): 53-77. 
46 Michel Foucault, “Body/Power,” in Power/Knowledge, ed. Gordon (New York: Pantheon Books, 1975); Foucault,  
“Right of Death and Power over Life,” in The Foucault Reader, ed. Rabinow (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984); 
Stuart Hall, et al., Policing the Crisis: Mugging, the State and Law and Order (London: Macmillan, 1978); 
Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (London: Faber and Faber, 1963); Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Boston: 
Bedford Books, 1997 [1903]); Povinelli, The Cunning of Recognition. 
47 Danita’s framing of how she and Ms. Catherine plainly told people they were wrong provides an important 
counterpoint to the scholarly work on community formation and boundary setting, which tend to analyze systems of 
social purification primarily from the vantage point of those setting the boundaries, not those who are expelled. See 
Emile Durkheim’s Elementary Forms, trans. Karen E. Fields (New York: The Free Press, 1995); Mary Douglas’ 
Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (New York: Routledge Classics, 2002); and 
Douglas’ further discussion of the problem of evil in Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology, 3rd ed (New 
York: Routledge, 2003). 
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caretaking already established by black women in communities, it was possible to have a 
massive impact on health and wellbeing. “You can do this and be a black woman.”  
 
Relations of Indigeneity  
By refusing the gaze of the world around them, by crafting their own infrastructure of feeling 
and belonging, Ms. Catherine and Danita and all the people they stood with over the years made 
history. They made history in both senses of the word: as actors and as narrators. As actors, 
WWAV labored to craft a world in which their community could realize their visions for justice 
and healing. As narrators, they expressed this promise of black feminist oppositional knowledges 
in every space they occupied. In some of the darkest days of the AIDS epidemic, Ms. Catherine 
and Danita were bearing witness to how the very people who held the purse strings for health 
care and social services were more often trafficking in racism, classism, and sexism when it 
came to the community that WWAV stood with, not evidence-based prevention methodologies. 
In so doing, they were reproducing inequality and exacerbating the black AIDS epidemic. Theirs 
was a prism of analysis not unlike the one that Loretta Ross had advanced for approaching global 
governance and understanding how religion-talk and rights-talk could be produced by and 
productive of decidedly deadly ends. Moreover, Ms. Catherine and Danita also opened up space 
for visualizing and actualizing the ways in which the spirit-work, care-work, and justice-work of 
black women could make possible very different trajectories for life and human connectedness.  
This also meant WWAV’s work to reproduce their own stories, in their own voices, with 
their own words was hardly a post-arson phenomenon, as I had first suggested at the WWAV 
staff meeting a few weeks prior. What the arson did was make visible (and vitally urgent) 
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WWAV’s longstanding practice of history-making; it also exposed the ethics of it.48 Their 
method was birthed on the streets of New Orleans as the continuation of longstanding patterns of 
care that were indigenous to black social life in the Crescent City. That method persisted through 
Hurricane Katrina; it persisted through the arson attack.  
Within academic and activist circles, there have been long and thorny debates on the 
complexities of using the framework of indigeneity (that is, being indigenous to/belonging 
naturally to the land) to explore antiblackness, settler colonialism, and black diasporic people’s 
relationships with land.49 Since Hurricane Katrina, the discourse has been deployed with 
precision to distinguish “native” New Orleanians (and especially black people born and raised in 
New Orleanians) from the massive influx of “transplants” that arrived after the storm.50 
However, there are much longer histories of theorizing blackness in New Orleans and alongside 
the first nations communities of Louisiana.51 In using the concept of indigeneity to understand 
                                                
48 By framing poor Black women’s activism as ethical practice, I engage with longstanding debates on agency and 
ethical subject formation, particularly among those who evade, even reject, translation into the normative categories 
of liberalism, including Marie Griffith, God’s Daughters: Evangelical Women and the Power of Submission 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the 
Feminist Subject (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004); Carolyn Rouse, Engaged Surrender: African 
American Women and Islam (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004). My work builds on and contributes to 
these debates through a study of the persistent contours of black feminist social life and vision amid the disciplining 
gaze of the new New Orleans. By lifting up their strategies of intentional self-fashioning to change society, I 
“provincialize” the clichéd forms of the new New Orleans and center black women’s subjectivity. In so doing, my 
research on American subaltern pasts centers a new set of ethical pressures influenced by the long shadow of slavery 
and the present-day carceral continuum. 
49 Work at the intersections of Black Studies and Indigenous Studies has productively sought to press on the 
differences and mutual implications of indigeneity and blackness in the emerging symbolic order of the modern 
world to better understanding the construction of race in and through the intersections of settler colonialism and 
modern slavery. Within American Studies, scholarship has been especially plagued by two trenchant binaries: 
Indigenous/settler constituted in relation to land or black/nonblack founded on racial slavery. Iyko Day provides a 
stunning exposition of these binaries in “Being or Nothingness: Indigeneity, Antiblackness, and Settler Colonial 
Critique,” Critical Ethnic Studies 1, o. 2 (Fall 2015): 102-121.  
50 Tabitha Mustafa, for example, uses the settler colonialism in Palestine to understand the mechanisms for making 
the new New Orleans as a colonialist project. Mustafa, “The Ongoing Colonization of New Orleans and Palestine,” 
Pelican Bomb, May 31, 2016, accessed June 27, 2017, http://pelicanbomb.com/art-review/2016/the-ongoing-
colonization-of-new-orleans-and-palestine.  
51 See, for example, Lawrence N. Powell, The Accidental City: Improvising New Orleans (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2013); Ned Sublette, The World That Made New Orleans: From Spanish Silver to Congo Square 
(Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2009); and Shannon Lee Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial 
New Orleans (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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and name the practices of reproducing history at WWAV, I am placing emphasis on belonging––
and also asking what it means to belong.52 I listened through the cascades of stories of the first 
decades of WWAV’s work––the home health parties that gatekeepers hosted to share sexual 
health information, the education events that targeted the wives of the men that WWAV’s people 
were selling sex to, the quick and dirty demonstrations on how to “cheek” a condom, the staff 
member losses to relapse and overdose…53 The history had weight. The arguments accumulated. 
New Orleans was a character in the story. The WWAV foremothers and early leadership each 
described belonging in two distinct and interconnected ways: they belonged to the land and they 
belonged to one another. Indigeneity was theorized simultaneously in space and in relationships. 
 
My Voice 
When I listened to the interview I conducted with Zina Mitchell at her father’s home, I was jolted 
out of this aural experience of sedimentation. We were talking about the arson attack and what 
was taken from the community WWAV stood with that night. “You took the safe haven of so 
many people. You know, it didn’t only affect me directly and it hurt like hell because you took a 
place where I knew was sacred. You know what I’m saying?” I paused the recording to take in 
what felt like a sudden irruption of religion, of the sacred. Zina was a longtime client of WWAV, 
who had become one of the organization’s head outreach workers in the wake of Hurricane 
Katrina. She was also Quita’s sister. After years of watching Zina weave outreach into everyday 
life, including and especially when she was in the height of her addiction, Deon wanted to teach 
                                                
52 In Chapter 5, I will discuss in depth how the WWAV foremothers trace their genealogies to forgotten black 
women organizers in the Deep South––and how their method of doing so might open up additional connections and 
histories beyond those that are regularly invoked. In so doing, I work to illuminate the terrain of their alternative 
histories and their epistemologies for molding alternative futures. 
53 Interviews with WWAV co-founders, Danita Muse and Catherine Haywood, and individuals who worked at 
WWAV in the organization’s early years: Robert Ellis, Sharon Peterson, Angelita Bolden, and Oscar Salinas, July-
August 2013. 
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Zina how WWAV did outreach in community to meet people where they were at and build an 
analysis of injustice through their stories. Small steps at first: just a few hours of outreach per 
week. By the time of the arson attack, those few outreach hours had grown into a staff position.  
I was with Deon and Quita the night they stopped by Zina’s house to ask her to undertake 
that journey. It was 2011, I think, maybe 2010. Zina and I built our own relationship the way that 
you do over cigarette breaks. I had learned that art when I was still doing community-based work 
in Philadelphia. Smoking buddies are particular kinds of buddies. Stories are shared in starts and 
fits, often when you just need a break to take something in. You get to know each other’s subtle 
“it’s time to go outside” in the middle of a meeting. Overtime, the stories shared begin to form 
their own kind of whole. That was how Quita and I had started most of those side conversations 
that blossomed into a “Front Porch Strategy” research agenda. Zina and I talked about bringing 
her New Orleans into WWAV and vice versa. When I pressed play again, Zina went on to talk 
about how she was transformed when she crossed the threshold of the WWAV office.  
 
I knew when I walked in these doors, I was Zina 
Mitchell, Outreach Worker, the Harm Reductionist. 
You know what I’m saying? I knew it was somewhere 
that was helping me become a better me. Plus I was 
able to help other women become better them. You 
know what I’m saying? I was able to let them see, you 
have potential that you haven’t even tapped into yet. 
You know what I’m saying? Yeah, the drugs had us 
programmed thinking we were this type of person or 
that type of person. In reality, the drugs is just a fantasy 
world. You know what I’m saying?  
 
To me, being in WWAV, you step into the real world. 
You’re stepping into being independent. You step into 
having a high esteem—a high self-esteem about 
yourself. You know what I’m saying? You step into 
know that there’s nothing and nowhere you can’t go or 
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nothing you can’t achieve if you got somebody on your side. You know what I’m saying?  
 
That’s what WWAV was to me. (voice shaking) And still is. It’s like, it’s people who 
believe in you at your lowest time in your life. And a lot of people don’t have that. A lot 
of women don’t have places they could go to and talk about how they done been 
mistreated or how they done been abused or how they had to suck this dick just to eat or 
how this one fucked them, the friend did this, that one did that. You know what I’m 
saying? A lot of women don’t have no outlet to get all that shit off their chest. So you got 
to keep all that in. And you got to keep wearing this mask. 
 
Whereas in WWAV you don’t have to wear that fucking mask. You know what I’m 
saying? You could take that fucking mask off and like an onion, you can start peeling 
them fucking layers off and once you get all those garbage assed layers off and start 
putting new layers on, you realize you know you’re just a whole total different person 
then what your drug using years made you think. Your years of being on the street 
thinking you got to do it on your own or thinking you’re not worth, you’re not worth 
having the other things in life other people have. You know what I’m saying? It’s like 
WWAV take—in other words, they teach you to stand on your own two feet. They teach 
you to speak out to injustices.  
 
By 2013 when we did this interview, I was well accustomed to how much Zina’s speech was 
shaped by the patterns of narrating oneself in recovery programs and houses of Christian 
worship––a self before, and a self after. However, her diagnosis of stigma and social death54 
among criminalized people was one that I recognized as distinctly of WWAV. Listening to her 
words again, I could hear how clearly Zina was wrestling with the double layers of belonging 
that Ms. Catherine gave voice to––belonging in society and belonging at WWAV. With searing 
clarity, she narrated the existential toll of enduing, of surviving, everyday violence with no “safe 
haven.” However, when people crossed the threshold of WWAV, they stepped out of that twisted 
fantasy and into what Zina described as “the real world.” There, people could talk about all of 
                                                
54 For discussions of social death under conditions of enslavement and mass criminalization, see Orlando Patterson, 
Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982) and Cacho, Social 
Death. In my research, I employ the concept of social death in order to think through multilayered experiences of 
“death” that WWAV members and leaders experience in a world of assemblage in which present, past, and future 
are simultaneous. I will return to questions of haunting and resurrecting the dead and disappeared in Chapter 5. On 
ghosts and haunting, see Avery F. Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination, 2nd ed. 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008). 
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the things they went through, and “get all that shit off their chest.” That was how they started to 
step into their own power––a power that came from being in relationships, including with 
oneself: “You step into know that there’s nothing and nowhere you can’t go or nothing you can’t 
achieve if you got somebody on your side.” 
Zina circled back to these themes several times during her life history interview. Each 
time she added another layer. Towards the end of our time together, she broke down the 
difference in how society treats you and how WWAV does.  
I had people who gave me a chance, who believed in me. A lot of people are really 
struggling to get back in society and live right. And it’s hard because society doesn’t 
want to give them that chance. They say they do, but they full of shit, you know what I’m 
saying? Once you been labeled as a convict, or a prostitute, or a drug addict, or some type 
of criminal… The minute they find out, they ostracize you, you know what I’m saying? 
It’s like they never think you’ll change. That’s what they want people to believe. “Oh, 
they ain’t gonna change, they ain’t gonna do this…” they act like they there to help you, 
but they not. But Women With A Vision? They really there to help you.  
 
People were marked as “convicts,” “prostitutes,” and “drug addicts” in order to be ostracized.55 
There was no redemption with society; there was no coming back. Which was part of what made 
WWAV’s approach so remarkable to Zina: “I had people who gave me a chance, who believed 
in me.” From that chance grew change that was as existential as it was political: “They teach you 
to stand on your own two feet. They teach you to speak out to injustices.” 
                                                
55 In the years since the storm, it has become clearer how the targeted criminalization of black sex workers is 
inseparable from redevelopment efforts in the city. Areas like Tulane Avenue have long been stretches where sex 
workers find shelter by day and paid work at night. In the summer of 2013, when construction on the Tulane Avenue 
medical complex kicked into high gear, so did the criminalization of WWAV members and members from the 
youth-led BreakOUT! Together, WWAV and BreakOUT! penned a visceral response on the local media’s role in 
constructing their members as criminal threats to the new New Orleans “rebuilding” process, in which they indicted 
the media and city developers for jeopardizing the health and well being of Black women and transgender people. 
See “Women With A Vision and BreakOUT! Respond to Times-Picayune’s ‘Uneasy Street,’” Louisiana Justice 
Institute, August 12, 2013, accessed September 1, 2015, 
http://louisianajusticeinstitute.blogspot.com/2013/08/women-with-vision-and-breakout-respond.html. This 
confluence of expulsion and land grabs is the global dynamic that Saskia Sassen analyzes in Expulsions: Brutality 
and Complexity in the Global Economy (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2014), 
especially Chapter 1. 
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As the interview concluded, I asked her to speak more about that chance––for herself, for 
WWAV, and for her relationships with Deon and Ms. Catherine.  
Laura: What do you think is the most important thing that WWAV gave you? 
 
Zina: My voice. They gave my voice back. My voice. 
 
Laura: And what do you think is the most important thing you gave to WWAV? 
 
Zina: Damn. That be hard… (pause) I don’t know. The most important thing that I gave 
to WWAV? (pause) I guess to let them know I appreciate them? (pause) and I refuse to 
let them down… (pause) Me, I guess. Because no matter what they need me for, I’ma be 
there. I don’t know. I don’t know. That’s a hard one. I don’t know what I gave. 
 
Laura: Well, what would Deon tell you you gave?  
 
Zina: What Deon would tell me I gave? Gave her a headache a lot of times. (laughs) 
“Goddamn it, I gotta take me a pill.” (laughs) I don’t know. I don’t know. 
 
Laura: What do you think would Mama Catherine tell you you gave? 
 
Zina: Support I guess. Support. I’ma have to say support. That’s a hard one to answer. 
I’m going to have to call and ask her what contribution I gave (laughs) I really do. Now 
you’re going to have me on the phone. (laughs) I don’t know—it’s just—I don’t know 
what I gave really. For real. That’s a question I’m going to have to get answered now.  
 
When Zina stated that WWAV “gave me my voice back,” she did not parrot the language of 
“becoming a productive member of society” that so often circulates around criminalized people. 
She indicted society; she rejects the very terms of her expulsion. What WWAV gave her back 
was something that was always hers: the power she was born with, as it was so often described at 
WWAV. That power––that voice––opens up space and capacity for her to speak the truth of her 
own pain as real and meaningful. At every turn in her life history interview, she connected her 
pain to the pain of others who had not yet found the respite and belonging she now knew. 
Through her outreach work, she described how she tried to physically bring them to WWAV. 
She wept talking about loss of that safe haven for herself and the people she was trying to help in 
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the way that Deon had trained her. While Zina had a hard time describing what she gave to 
WWAV, her answer was nonetheless profound in its simplicity: “Me, I guess.”  
 
Reproducing Being  
What these long form interviews with Ms. Catherine, Danita, and Zina made clear to me was 
precisely what I had put into words with Desiree, Deon, Rebecca, Dimitri, and Mwende that hot 
August day around the library conference table. Through our polyvocality, we had stitched our 
own lives together with the story of WWAV, and we made meaning in the process. Each story 
shared lifted up the promise of black feminist oppositional knowledges and made plain the labor 
of crafting moral agency. WWAV’s work has always been about the discovery and affirmation 
of community bonds––what I call their “relations of resistance.” Put differently, WWAV carries 
an enduring spirit of black feminist resistance in and through relationships. This gives everyday 
resistance a vital elasticity: it is possible to “hunker down” in times of crisis and gather loved 
ones close; and it is just as easy to stretch out to re-form the severed threads of community and to 
unravel those of the new New Orleans.  
That flexibility is its power. Since the late 1980s, WWAV has engaged in community 
care work and transmitted the knowledges created therein in order to survive the violence of 
everyday life. That work was inseparable from the geography of New Orleans; it still is. That 
work has also been inextinguishable through generations of death, disappearance, and 
displacement. It has been inextinguishable, because it was developed to “explode the continuum 
of history” amid the constant and persistent erasure of blackness in New Orleans as time was 
said to be marching steadily forward towards progress. As a deeply relational practice of being, 
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WWAV’s care work has unfolded from the premise that the present, past, and future of black life 
in community can take place and have a place. 
But what made it sacred? My work at WWAV has been most concerned with how 
something might call “religion” moves through WWAV’s processes of self-making and 
community formation––and the violence of resilience and erasure––and to what ends. But here 
was Zina, setting the sacred down, right there in the middle of this office that had been 
firebombed and destroyed. Zina described WWAV as “a place where I knew was sacred,” 
because when she walked through the door she was re-stitched into the vibrancy of human life in 
the context of living relationships. There, she could pull others out of a world of non-being and 
into a community of being-together. And she could challenge the very structural conditions of 
this death-producing world.  
 
It was bone-deep, morally urgent, political work. 
To do it. To speak it. To live it. To be changed in the process. 
Even in exile, that practice of belonging––of giving and getting life––persisted. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Born In Flames: 




Nobody in the world, nobody in history, 
has ever gotten their freedom by 
appealing to the moral sense of the 





WWAV’s exile after the attack arson was the second in organization’s recent history. The first 
happened less than seven years prior, in August of 2005, when the storm surges produced by 
Hurricane Katrina breached the levees that were supposed to protect New Orleans and left 
seventy-five percent of the city under water. Amid the man-made disaster produced in the 
storm’s wake, the leaders of WWAV––Deon, Ms. Catherine, and Danita––took to the streets to 
find the women for whom they had been the primary safety net for years. With the housing 
projects set for demolition, the schools dismantled, and the return rates still waning, their city 
was a shadow of its pre-Katrina self. Still, little could have prepared them for the first time they 
saw one of their participants with her new license.1 In the bottom right corner, immediately 
below her picture, the words “SEX OFFENDER” were stamped in block orange letters. All she 
knew was that she had been charged with a “crime against nature.” 
 What was a “crime against nature”? Where did the statute come from? What if anything 
did it have to do with sex work? WWAV’s conversations with some of the first women to be 
placed on the sex offender registry after Hurricane Katrina helped to uncover Louisiana’s curious 
two-tiered system for criminalizing street-based sex work. Statewide, people accused of 
                                                
1 This is something that Deon and I talked about at length when we first met in 2008. 
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soliciting sex for money could be criminally charged in two ways: either under Louisiana’s 
misdemeanor Prostitution statute, or under the Solicitation provision of the state’s felony-level 
Crime Against Nature statute. Both laws prohibited the offer or agreement to exchange sex for 
money, though CANS explicitly criminalized only the solicitation of oral and anal sex. 
Moreover, while both laws carried the possibility of imprisonment and/or fine, CANS was an 
automatic felony and mandated sex offender registration––fifteen years for a first offense, a 
person’s entire lifetime upon the second.  
 In this chapter, I bring a fine-grained analysis to WWAV’s process of organizing against 
the Crime Against Nature by Solicitation statute in order to trace the making of this 
criminalization crisis in the wake of Hurricane Katrina and to clarify the victory that the 
organization claimed in March of 2012. To do so, this chapter brings together the distinct 
analyses from the previous two. In Chapter 1, I excavated the histories of black feminist 
resistance and gendered and racialized displacement that have been sedimented in New Orleans 
through the production of front porch space in order to identify and define two very different 
ideologies: the demonic and resilience. In Chapter 2, I took an intimate look at the relational 
patterns of community care that WWAV practices in these demonic grounds, and how belonging 
to the land is both produced by and productive of their belonging to one another, and vice versa. 
In Chapter 3, I now look at how WWAV has worked, through these relational patterns of care, to 
successfully disrupt the technologies of resilience in the new New Orleans––that is, the use of 
predatory policing and targeted criminalization to disassemble black women’s relationships and 
erase their presence from the city of their birth.  
 The genesis of this dismembering––the Crime Against Nature by Solicitation statute––
also exposes the enduring role of religion in projects of gendered and racialized displacement, a 
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role I described largely symbolically in Chapter 1. Through attention to the particular religious 
histories that informed the CANS statute and its enforcement, I work to describe and connect the 
series of responses––from institutions and from individuals––through which black cisgender and 
transgender women were identified as a social and political problem in post-Katrina New 
Orleans.2 In the midst of this crisis, I track how WWAV staff and participants artfully evaded the 
interpretive and self-referential framework of CANS criminalization. Grounded in their own 
lived experience, WWAV mapped the intimate and reinforcing nature of the interlocking 
systems of oppression that gave the law meaning in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. Then, they 
threw the whole of their lives up as the precondition for social change; they countered social 
death with a defiance of living.3 Their efforts were buttressed by buttressed by local and national 
allies, and a good helping of Mardi Gras revelry and camp. Ultimately, I argue that WWAV’s 
longstanding model of relational care, which birthed their story-driven organizing strategy, not 
only disrupted the logics of the resilience system that sought their erasure; it also spun into life 
new possibilities: the horizons of a radical otherwise.  
 
Creating a Crime Against Nature 
Crime Against Nature by Solicitation. The statute had an unmistakably religious ring to it. 
Indeed, the subject of nature, as well the crimes against it, has prompted centuries of theological 
and legal argumentation around sex and sexuality, and also around race. Among the early 
Christian theologians’ muses was the story of God’s destruction of Sodom for the people’s 
                                                
2 Cindy Chang, Scott Threlkeld, and Ryan Smith, “Louisiana Incarcerated: How We Built the World’s Prison 
Capital – 8-Part Series,” Times Picayune, May 13-20, 2012, accessed March 1, 2017, http://www.nola.com/prisons/. 
3 See Lisa Marie Cacho, Social Death: Racialized Rightlessness and the Criminalization of the Unprotected (New 
York: New York University Press, 2012), 1-9; and Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative 
Study (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982), 38-45. 
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irreparable sins, as recounted in the Book of Genesis. The Biblical text does not specify what 
exactly the people of Sodom did to incur God’s wrath, though there are some clues provided in 
Ezekiel and the books of the New Testament, including abundance, adultery, and uncleanliness. 
Nevertheless, as Mark D. Jordan traces in The Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology, the 
non-scriptural sources did have the beginning associated Sodom with a very specific banquet of 
sins: pride, disobedience, inhospitality, and sexual license.4 A few highlights from Jordan’s 
theological history help to illuminate how God’s sulphur rain in Sodom came to be understood as 
punishment for non-procreative sex––often between men, though not exclusively––and how that 
non-procreative sex came to be defined as a “crime against nature.” 
The discussion of nature entered the conversation when Augustine linked Sodom to 
“debaucheries between men” (stupra in masculos) in the City of God and “violations against 
nature” (flagitia contra naturam) in the Confessions.5 It is important to note, however, that 
Augustin did not limit the sin of the Sodomites to same-sex desire, but rather to the “violent 
eruption of disordered desire” more broadly. Gregory the Great followed this interpretation, 
arguing that Sodom is punished for “what they did from unjust desire” (ex iniusto desiderio), that 
is, the “crimes of the flesh” (scelera carnis).6 Among medieval theologians, debates around the 
sin of the Sodomite included delineations of the act itself––from all-inclusive prohibitions on 
non-procreative sex to the very specific four-part condemnation of masturbation, mutual 
masturbation, oral sex, and anal sex between men that Peter Damian prescribed in his eleventh 
                                                
4 Mark Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997). 
5 Augustine, City of God, trans. Henry Bettenson (New York: Penguin, 2003), 16.30; and Confessions, R. S. Pine-
Coff (New York: Penguin, 1961), 3.8.15. However, as Mark Jordan points out, medieval theologians take up 
Augustine’s discussion from the Confessions to ends he did not. Augustine used the story of Sodom as an example 
of divine punishment. See Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology, 34. 
6 Gregory the Great, Moral Readings of Job, 14.19.23, quoted in Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian 
Theology, 36. 
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century treatise on the vices of the clergy, the Book of Gomorrah.7 Other theologians focused on 
the punishment to be doled out. Among the most severe: Thomas Aquinas decried sodomy as a 
“sin against nature, in which the very order of nature is violated,” ranking it second only to 
homicide in his thirteenth-century text Summa Contra Gentiles.8 
 Henry VIII is to be credited with helping this “sin against nature” jump the tracks from 
ecclesiastical legalities into civil law. In 1533, sodomy became a formal crime in England. But it 
was eighteenth-century legal scholar Sir William Blackstone who first coined the definition of a 
“Crime Against Nature” in the fourth and final book in his Commentaries on the Laws of 
England, the criminal code “Of Public Wrongs.” Published in England in 1769 and three years 
later in the American colonies, it was required reading for all colonial lawyers. In the fifteenth 
chapter, Blackstone describes the “infamous crime against nature, committed either with man or 
beast” as a “still deeper malignity than rape”:  
A crime, which ought to be strictly and impartially proved, and then as strictly and 
impartially punished. But it is an offence of so dark a nature, so easily charged, and the 
negative so difficult to be proved, that the accusation should be clearly made out: for, if 
false, it [the false charge] deserves a punishment inferior only to that of the crime itself.  
 
I will not act so disagreeable a part, to my readers as well as myself, as to dwell any 
longer upon a subject, the very mention of which is a disgrace to human nature. It will be 
more eligible to imitate in this respect the delicacy of our English law, which treats it, in 
its very indictments, as a crime not fit to be named; “peccatum illud horribile, inter 
christianos non nomtnandum [that horrible crime not to be named among Christians].”9 
 
The punishment for this crime, Blackstone specified, was derived from the Biblical edict in 
Sodom: “to be burnt to death.” Translated into eighteenth-century law for England and its 
                                                
7 Damian’s Book of Gomorrah, discussed in Jordan, The Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology, see Chapter 3. 
8 The severity of Aquinas’ reaction was due partially to a belief that sperm was embryonic, so “the generation of 
human nature is precluded,” but he also condemned sodomy as “an injury done to God himself.” Jordan, The 
Invention of Sodomy in Christian Theology, 147. 
9 Sir William Blackstone, “Chapter the Fifteenth: Of Offences Against the Persons of Individuals,” in Commentaries 
on the Laws of England, accessed June 27, 2017, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/blackstone_bk4ch15.asp.  
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colonies that meant the customary punishment for all felonies: hanging. Blackstone’s language 
rippled its way through the new nation as colonies became states, and was delivered to the just-
acquired Louisiana Purchase in 1803 by the Virginia lawyer, William C. C. Claiborne.10  
 WWAV’s own research into the Solicitation provision of “that horrible crime not to be 
named among Christians” picked up here, as the governing of New Orleans was being meted out 
amid the partitioning off of the Territory of Orleans from the rest of the Louisiana Purchase, the 
explosion of a yellow fever epidemic, the declaration of independence in Port-au-Prince, and the 
early rumblings of the German Coast Uprising organized from the slim front porch thresholds of 
slave quarter cabins and cypress swamp maroon colonies.11 In 1805, Louisiana enacted its first 
criminal code, which included an explicit prohibition of the “abominable and detestable Crime 
Against Nature, committed with mankind or beast,” a direct quote from Blackstone’s code “Of 
Public Wrongs.”12 The Supreme Court and Legislature refused to specify what conduct 
constituted a Crime Against Nature until the turn of the century, stating when challenged, “The 
euphemism by which the law describes pecatum illud horribile [that horrible crime not to be 
                                                
10 John T. Hood, Jr., “The History and Development of the Louisiana Civil Code,” Louisiana Law Review 19 
(1958), http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/lalrev/vol19/iss1/14.  
11 Some of the first research on the statute and its history was conducted by interns working at WWAV and the 
organization’s partners at Voice Of The Ex-offender (VOTE), where longtime WWAV board member Rosana Cruz 
was on staff. This research was expanded and systematized in conversation with the campaign’s legal team, Andrea 
J. Ritchie, Esq., the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR), and the Stuart H. Smith Law Clinic and Center for 
Social Justice at Loyola University New Orleans College of Law. Together with WWAV, they co-published the 
policy brief, “Just a Talking Crime”: A Policy Brief in Support of the Repeal of Louisiana’s Solicitation of a Crime 
Against Nature (SCAN) Statute. After the CANS victory, CCR built an online archive of the Crime Against Nature 
by Solicitation litigation, which includes a case timeline with links to the Doe v. Jindal complaint and the amicus 
brief filed in support of plaintiffs: http://www.ccrjustice.org/home/what-we-do/our-cases/crimes-against-nature-
solicitation-cans-litigation. Additionally, attorneys Alexis Agathocleous and Andrea Ritchie of CCR published 
analyses of the case through Loyola University. See Agathocleous, “When Power Yields to Justice: Doe v. Jindal 
and the Campaign to Dismantle Louisiana’s Crime Against Nature Statute,” Loyola Journal of Public Interest Law 
14, no. 2 (2013): 331-354; and Ritchie, “Crimes Against Nature: Challenging Criminalization of Queerness and 
Black Women’s Sexuality,” in Loyola Journal of Public Interest Law 14, no. 2 (2013): 355-374. Also see 
Agathocleous, “Building a Movement for Justice: Doe v. Jindal and the Campaign against Louisiana’s Crime 
Against Nature Statute,” in The War on Sex, eds. David M. Halperin and Trecor Hoppe (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2017). 
12 1805 Louisiana Acts chap. I, § 2. LA. REV. STAT. § 788.  
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named among Christians], does not, in our opinion, leave its meaning doubtful or obscure.”13 
However, when the state’s Black Codes were being made law after the violent disassemblage of 
Radical Reconstruction, these questions of “crime,” “nature,” and “sex” were further inflected 
with a racialized genealogy: that of the plantation South’s justification for slavery through the 
Curse of Ham.14 In 1896––the same year that the U.S. Supreme Court enshrined the “separate 
but equal” doctrine into law through Plessy v. Ferguson––Louisiana amended its Crime Against 
Nature statute to read “Whoever shall be convicted of the detestable and abominable Crime 
Against Nature committed with mankind or with beast with the sexual organs, or with the mouth, 
shall suffer imprisonment at hard labor for not less than two years and not more than ten 
years.”15 The Louisiana courts further clarified in 1913 that the statute prohibited anal and oral 
sex, irrespective of consent, the sex of participants, and their marital status.16  
When I was researching the legal code after WWAV’s win, I found another twist in the 
story that helped to explain the genesis of the CANS statute and why the police were so 
enamored with it. In 1942, the Louisiana legislature undertook a comprehensive revision of the 
state’s criminal code, with specific attention to the raced and gendered boundaries of sex. All 
previous Miscegenation acts and rulings were consolidated into a single statute in the state’s 
“criminal neglect of family” articles.17 Prior statutes around “sexual immorality” were also 
consolidated, to include a series of articles prohibiting prostitution and related offenses, as well 
as an additional series of articles aimed at “stamping out” sex work around army camps in 
                                                
13 State v. Williams, 34 La. Ann. 87, 88 (1882). 
14 Sylvester Johnson, The Myth of Ham in Nineteenth-Century American Christianity: Race, Heathens, and the 
People of God (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004); and Curtis J. Evans, The Burden of Black Religion (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008). 
15 Acts of the State of Louisiana 1896, page 102, § 1, Act 69.  
16 State v. Long, 133 La. 580 (1913). 
17 Maurice J. Naquin, Jr., “Criminal Law - Miscegenation - Definition of ‘Cohabitation,’” Louisiana Law Review 19, 
no. 3 (1959): 700-705. 
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Louisiana. The Crime Against Nature statue was amended to read, “Crime Against Nature is the 
unnatural carnal copulation by a human being with another of the same or opposite sex or with 
an animal. Emission is not necessary, and, when committed by a human being with another, the 
use of the genital organ of one of the offenders of whatever sex is sufficient to constitute the 
crime.”18 The maximum sentence was reduced from ten years to five, and a fine of up to $2,000. 
The solicitation of such acts was also explicitly discussed in 1942.19 The legislature claimed that 
“the sexual pervert who frequents parks and other public places and solicits abnormal sexual 
practices” exhibited “a very reprehensible conduct.” They also affirmed that this conduct “had 
given the police department in New Orleans and other large cities considerable trouble.”20 
However, the legislature deemed that this conduct did not constitute a Crime Against Nature. 
Instead, it was added as a sub-article of the state’s misdemeanor obscenity statute, which 
included “the sale or display of any indecent material.”  
Forty years later, in 1982, the New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) advocated again 
for a felony-level addendum to the state’s Crime Against Nature statute. They claimed that they 
needed a tool to clamp down on a “growing problem in male prostitution.”21 Nationally, sex 
workers and gay men were being scapegoated and criminalized in a mounting AIDS panic. There 
were calls for quarantines, for mandatory testing, for contact tracing, and for public registration 
                                                
18 La. Crim. Stat. Ann. § 43:89 (1943).  
19 In the CANS campaign archive, attention was paid to the revision of the Crime Against Nature statute text in 
1942, but not to the discussion of solicitation, nor to the legislature’s decision that solicitation did not constitute a 
“Crime Against Nature.” I uncovered this detail in the course of my research on sex in the Louisiana criminal code. 
20 Dale E. Bennett, “The Louisiana Criminal Code: A Comparison with Prior Louisiana Criminal Law,” Louisiana 
Law Review 5, no. 1 (1942): 44 (emphasis mine). 
21 The CANS campaign narrated the expansion of the Crime Against Nature statute to include Solicitation through a 
focus on the criminalization of homosexuality in the second half of the twentieth century. It did not center the role of 
the New Orleans Police Department (NOPD) in advocating for the adoption of the Solicitation clause in 1942 and 
again in 1982. I uncovered this detail through work with State of Louisiana v. Michael Smith, “Majority Opinion,” 
accessed March 1, 2017, http://www.glapn.org/sodomylaws/usa/louisiana/lasmith01.htm. 
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of all prostitutes and licensed brothels.22 Conservative religious leaders such as Donald Wildmon 
of the Mississippi-based American Family Association famously bolstered his lobbying efforts 
through direct-mail appeals that warned, “These disease-carrying deviants wander the streets 
unconcerned, possibly making you their next victim.”23 In this climate, the NOPD could appeal 
to the deeply religious roots of “that horrible crime not to be named among Christians.” They 
argued that the solicitation of oral and anal sex had become more than just an obnoxious practice 
(an “Obscenity” in the state’s own language); it was now a deviance that threatened the moral 
social order. They presented the expansion of the Crime Against Nature statute to include 
solicitation as a concrete step that the legislature could take to protect the health and wellbeing of 
its citizens.24 On July 6, 1982, the Louisiana legislature relented, adding the felony-level Crime 
Against Nature by Solicitation law to the criminal code, punishable by a term of imprisonment of 
up to five years, with or without hard labor, and/or a fine of not more than $2,000. Additionally, 
a single CANS conviction mandated fifteen-years sex offender registration; two CANS 
convictions required lifetime sex offender registration. 
 
Mapping the Everyday Terror of CANS Policing and Enforcement25 
The role of the police in advocating for the adoption of the Solicitation clause in 1942 and again 
in 1982 is critical for understanding how the CANS law was quickly extended beyond the “male 
                                                
22 See Melinda Chateauvert, Sex Workers Unite: A History of the Movement from Stonewall to Slut Walk (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 2014), especially Chapter 4. 
23 Cited in Cindy Patton, Sex and Germs: The Politics of AIDS (Boston: South End Press, 1985), 85. 
24 Georgia Attorney General Gary Bowers bolstered the state’s role in managing the country’s mounting fears when 
he appealed the Bowers v. Hardwick criminal sodomy case all the way to the United States Supreme Court, insisting, 
“the law would help reduce the spread of AIDS.” Cited in Chateauvert, Sex Workers Unite, 104 (emphasis mine). 
25 My attention to the everyday is informed by Saidiya Hartman’s work in Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, 
and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), most especially her 
focus on the mundane over the spectacle: “By defamiliarizing the familiar, I hope to illuminate the terror of the 
mundane and quotidian rather than exploit the shocking spectacle” (4). I also draw on Veena Das, Life and Words: 
Violence and the Descent into the Ordinary (California: University of California Press, 2006), especially Chapter 4. 
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problem” it was designed to address. Police had sole discretion over whether to charge someone 
with CANS or prostitution. Through their patrolling and booking practices, they mapped the 
CANS statute onto the gendered and racialized bodies of a whole host of local “undesirables.” 
By 2011, when WWAV’s challenge of the CANS statute was in full force, ninety-seven percent 
of women registered as sex offenders were mandated to do so because of a CANS conviction. 
Consistent with the United States’ Department of Justice’s 2011 finding that “NOPD engages in 
a pattern or practice of discriminatory policing” that is “so severe and so divergent from 
nationally reported data” that it constitutes “a violation of constitutional and statutory law,” 
seventy-nine percent of those registered because of CANS were black.26  
 That analysis took time to come into focus. In 2008, Deon first told me the picture that 
she and the WWAV foremothers were starting to piece together from the stories they were 
hearing on street outreach and at their office. What she was described was the sheer number of 
people in the WWAV network who had suddenly been placed on the sex offender registry list. 
That truth raised a lot of questions for WWAV. What was going on in their city? Were these new 
charges? If not, why had women not had to register before? What had changed? How were these 
women found? Who was next? What was happening in their city? Typing these questions out 
now I am reminded of the piercing clarity with which Deon enumerated them. I can recognize 
that now as the sort of pointed precision that comes when you can sense in your gut that you are 
witnessing a crisis unfold, but you do not yet have the information needed to map its size or its 
scale. What I heard then was the imperative that Deon had later recounted at the “Know Her 
Truths” conference: the story of talking with WWAV’s foremothers about this surge of people 
they built relationships being placed on the sex offender registry. “And they were like, ‘Well 
                                                
26 United States Department of Justice, Investigation of the New Orleans Police Department, Civil Rights Division, 
2011, accessed September 1, 2014, http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl/nopd_report.pdf.  
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shit. You gonna let it stand???? Y’all not… You gonna do something, right?’ And that for me 
meant, ‘We better do something’––if you know our foremothers.” 
 As more of WWAV’s participants were able to return to New Orleans after the storm, the 
implications of the CANS licenses became clear. Women shared stories of being called “rapist” 
whenever they got carded while buying cigarettes. Some had stories of being denied access to 
drug treatment programs because “we don’t serve your kind.” Others started carrying around 
envelops stuffed with all of their court paperwork when applying for jobs, so that they could 
prove that they had histories of drug addiction and sex work, not of child molestation. Then there 
were the photos printed in the local paper, and the court-mandated postcards they had to buy and 
mail to neighbors alerting them that “This violent predator lives in your community.”  
 
An early WWAV-made collage including a print out of a woman's online sex offender record, her postcards, and her ID. 
 
One woman in WWAV’s network explained that when her probation officer told her she had to 
pay $500 for these postcards, she laughed in his face in disbelief: “Where am I supposed to get 
that kind of money when I just got out of jail? What are you telling me, I gotta go turn tricks?”27 
                                                
27 Quoted in “Just A Talking Crime.” 
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Deon explained how she and the other WWAV foremothers were quickly assessing just how 
debilitating the CANS sex offender registration was: “It’s like the Scarlet Letter. I am trying to 
put that in my past––but it’s not gonna be in my past because it’s in my present, and it’s going to 
be my future for the next 13 years.”28 
 While the everyday terror of being on the sex offender registry was crippling, Deon was 
also clear that it was not especially shocking. For the vast majority of WWAV participants with 
CANS convictions, this modern-day “Scarlet Letter” was but the latest in a long line of small and 
great injustices to be weathered. Most had been driven to street-based survival sex work by 
multiple interlocking systems that had already left them effectively excluded from society. More 
often than not, women had been raised in multi-generational households that managed the reality 
of systemic economic oppression through decades-honed practices of mutual aid. Starting in the 
mid-1980s, however, their family units were being scattered across state and federal prison 
systems; already scarce family funds were diverted behind prison walls to support those serving 
decades-plus drug sentences. The passage of the 1996 Welfare Reform Act shook what 
semblance of a social safety net remained. In this climate of persistent economic hardship, many 
had turned to street-based economies to survive. The “SEX OFFENDER” label on their photo 
identification cards all but insured that those streets would remain their only viable source of 
income. CANS, thus, was in effect a policy of expulsion, to recall Zina’s careful framing of how 
this kind of labeling worked: “Once you been labeled as a convict, or a prostitute, or a drug 
addict, or some type of criminal… The minute they find out, they ostracize you. You know what 
                                                
28 Ibid. 
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I mean?” Because of the mandatory sex offender registration, CANS became a tool for forcibly 
ostracizing hundreds of black cisgender and transgender women from Louisiana society.29  
 
Speaking a Different Language of Resistance  
By 2008, as Deon explained to me, the question was not if WWAV would take action against the 
CANS statute, but how. WWAV had to decide how to address the expulsion of black cisgender 
and transgender women from the city of their birth, as well as the AIDS-era relic that was 
making it possible.30 Furthermore, in messaging and strategy, WWAV now had to consider not 
only the local New Orleans and Louisiana communities, but also the federal government and a 
whole host of uninvited volunteers who had descended on the city to provide rebuilding aid and 
policy advice.31 The challenge before WWAV was to frame a vision for black women’s survival, 
without letting this framing be coopted or rebuked by the myriad social and political forces that 
now had a stake in the creation of the new New Orleans.  
In truth, that was something at which WWAV was already especially well practiced––
since Danita and Ms. Catherine met across that crowded health department table, since they went 
to that little hole in the wall in Texas and told a whole conference-full of providers and funder 
                                                
29 Each day of fieldwork at WWAV has impressed upon me the deep and intimate shock of losing the people, 
places, and things making up one’s emotional ecosystem. My analysis of expulsion is also informed by scholarship 
on a black sense of place, including Katherine McKittrick, “On Plantations, Prisons and a Black sense of Place,” 
Journal of Social and Cultural Geography 12, no. 8 (2011): 947-963; and Mindy Fullilove, Root Shock: How 
Tearing Up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, and What We Can Do About It (New York: Ballantine Books, 
2004). 
30 Interview with WWAV Executive Director Deon Haywood, August 2013; Collective staff testimony on the 
methods WWAV pursued in the NO Justice project given during “Never Going Back,” a private community meeting 
for formerly incarcerated women in July 2013. 
31 When WWAV launched the campaign against CANS, the Department of Justice was already investigating New 
Orleans policing practices. On September 28, 2010, WWAV co-organized a community focus group with 
Brotherhood, Inc. and the LGBT Youth Project at Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana (which would become 
BreakOUT!) on the discriminatory policing practices that Black cisgender and transgender women are subject to. 
The DOJ report specifically mentions CANS, and notes that “community members told us they believe some 
officers equate being African American and transgendered with being a prostitute.” See United States Department of 
Justice, Investigation of the New Orleans Police Department. 
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that they were wrong, since they had spent decades before the storm “giving a chance” to the 
very people society tried to ostracize. What made Danita, Ms. Catherine, and Deon unflappable 
was that they talked to the people and they listened to their stories. It was like Mwende had 
recounted at the “Know Her Truths” conference, “women hold their truths in their stories, and 
they also hold their solutions in their stories.” The very same principle that had guided Ms. 
Catherine and Danita in developing a ground-breaking model of community outreach in the late 
1980s was what guided them in figuring out how to take on the CANS statute and the matrix of 
police, prosecutors, judges, property developers, tourism directors, service providers, cardstock 
printers, real estate agents, school administrators, church leaders, emergency staff, and more who 
either had a hand in CANS enforcement or were benefiting from it. 
Deon explained to me how WWAV drop-in hours had become a vital time for crafting 
what would become the strategy to end criminalization under CANS. I witnessed first-hand what 
she meant when I started journeying to New Orleans regularly after 2009. WWAV’s offices 
always felt more like a living room than a place of business. People would stop by in groups, or 
unannounced. Sometimes, people were dope sick and needed a shower and something sweet to 
calm the withdraw chills. Other times, people were just looking for a place to duck out of the 
heat, cool down, and rehydrate. And there were the times that people arrived with news of small 
victories, and great almost incomprehensible one. Those days were always inexplicably 
magnetic. Once person, would be joined by two more, would be joined by another, would be 
joined by a family friend, would be joined by two cousins… Conversations would flow from one 
person to another to a third, back to the first, to a fourth, much like in the porch talk that opens 
this dissertation. My own memories of this flow––of people and of conversation––now fill in the 
gaps in the organizing story that Deon had first explained to me.   
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Sometimes WWAV participants would meet one-on-one with staff.32 Other times weekly 
regulars would be joined by as many as ten to fifteen more. Together, women shared stories of 
the everyday violence of living with a CANS conviction: of completely losing any sense of 
privacy, of not being able to walk their kids to school, of having people use the sex offender 
registry to track them down and harass them at their homes… “It was like my life just stopped,” 
one woman explained. In this community of support, women with CANS convictions were able 
to offer one another practical support for surviving the physical and emotional toll of being on 
the sex offender registry.  
WWAV was quickly beginning to understand the immediate and tangible difference it 
would make if they could repeal the CANS statute. Mwende had laid that point out at the “Know 
Her Truths” conference: “Something as simple as being able to go to your kid’s graduation. 
Right? You weren’t able to do that if you were labeled a sex offender, because you couldn’t be 
within a certain vicinity of a school.” But Deon and others also did not want to set a legalistic or 
legislative end for their work.33 Looking to the law for redress would mean affirming the power 
of the very police, court, and prison systems that had used the CANS statute to brand women as 
sex offenders. Your oppressor cannot also be your savior. As women with CANS convictions 
saw it, “There Is NO Justice in Louisiana.” Their words became the organizing call moving 
forward.  
                                                
32 WWAV maintained an active log of all participants who spoke with staff informally about their CANS 
convictions or filled out formal NO Justice surveys on the circumstances of their convictions and the issues they 
were dealing with subsequently. All of the interview and survey files were destroyed in the aggravated arson attack. 
The logs, however, had been stored off-site in a binder of NO Justice project materials, so they survived the fire. 
33 This collective agreement was underscored during the 2009 founding NO Justice coalition meeting, which I 
facilitated. “Women’s Lives and Wellbeing” was put at the center of the coalition’s work. All other tactics––be they 
educational, legislative, resource-building, or otherwise––were to be deployed in service of this overarching goal. 
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Testimonies and ID photos from participants of the NO Justice Project. 
 
Policing the Boundaries of Black Womanhood 
That “NO Justice” also had a history. That history is easier to name in 2017 than it was in 2008. 
As the movement for black lives exploded nationally in the wake of Trayvon Martin’s murder 
and George Zimmerman’s acquittal, there was a persistent and deafening silence surrounding 
state and citizen murder of black cisgender and transgender women. The streets irrupted in 
protest after Michael Brown’s murder, but no one could remember Tanisha Anderson’s name.34 
Baltimore was set ablaze for Freddie Gray, but no one lit a candle for Rekia Boyd.35 Activists 
and scholars alike have pointed out the irony of this occlusion given that the #BlackLivesMatter 
                                                
34 Michelle Dean, “‘Black Women Unnamed’: How Tanisha Anderson's Bad Day Turned into Her Last,” Guardian, 
June 5, 2015, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/05/black-women-police-
killing-tanisha-anderson.  
35 Kimberly Foster, “No One Showed Up to March for Rekia Boyd Last Night,” For Harriet, April 23, 2015, 
accessed June 27, 2017, http://theculture.forharriet.com/2015/04/no-one-showed-up-to-rally-for-
rekia.html#axzz3dhGLlEeM  
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movement was started by black women, and that black women’s leadership has defined what it 
means to defend the dead.36 In the long and unbroken state of emergency in the United States, it 
is impossible to understand the contours of anti-black violence and of black people’s resistance 
without reckoning with the history of how black womanhood has been produced as a category of 
nonbeing.37 
 The persistent violence against black women––and its occlusion––was what WWAV had 
to render visible through the NO Justice project.38 Which is a very different strategy than the 
virtue often ascribed to projects of “humanizing” people before their oppressors. WWAV did not 
want recognition; they wanted the violence to stop. And they did not believe that anyone 
enforcing the CANS statute or benefiting from its enforcement would stop simply out of the 
goodness of their hearts. They would stop when they were forced to stop. “Power concedes 
nothing without a demand. It never has and it never will.” Frederick Douglass’ words spoke 
volumes about the strategy that WWAV was undertaking and the movement they were going to 
have to build to make that demand heard.  
To explain the complexities of CANS enforcement to allies, gatekeepers, and “little old 
black ladies from the church,” WWAV relied on a longstanding black feminist commonsense 
fashioned at the intersections of art, protest, and scholarship: the excavation of black women’s 
simultaneous invisibility and hyper-visibility.39 I had heard Desiree explain this 
                                                
36 Rinaldo Walcott, “After Ferguson: Defend the Dead,” rabble.ca, Novemeber 27, 2014, accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://rabble.ca/news/2014/11/after-ferguson-defend-dead. 
37 Rebecca Carroll, “The Charleston Shooter Killed Mostly Black Women. This Wasn't about ‘Rape,’” Guardian, 
June 18, 2015, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/jun/18/charleston-shooter-
black-women-white-women-rape. 
38 Alisa Bierria, Mayaba Lieventhal, and INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence. “To Render Ourselves 
Visible: Women of Color Organizing and Hurricane Katrina,” in What Lies Beneath: Katrina, Race, and the State of 
the Nation, ed. South End Press Collective. (Cambridge: South End Press, 2007). 
39 I understand this black feminist hermeneutic in the tradition of the Combahee River Collective focus on 
“interlocking” oppressions and of the framework of “intersectionality” later coined by Kimberle Crenshaw. What 
Desiree Evans described is how the race and gender intersect in black women’s lives and through historically 
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invisibility/hyper-visibility hermeneutic during the panel we had organized for a 2014 
conference at the University of Mississippi on “Rethinking Mass Incarceration in the South.” We 
were talking about the connections between the NO Justice project and WWAV’s ongoing work 
around intimate partner violence. “Black women never get to be victims,” she began. I could see 
her eyes scanning the room to see who got what that meant. “Okay, let me break it down. We are 
either invisible or hyper-visible. When we’re invisible, no one sees the work we do, no one 
knows the violence we live through, no one understands what it takes to survive every day. And 
when you’re not seen, when you’re not known, when you’re not understood, it is really easy to 
be devalued, to never get the support you need, to never get the credit for the that work you do.” 
[an MmmHmmm rolled down the panel table] “But then we become hyper-visible, then all eyes 
are on us… And then those very same things that they didn’t see and they didn’t know and they 
didn’t understand… Those very same things become reasons to stigmatize us, and identify us as 
objects of fear or targets of further violence. We see it every day at WWAV. Do you know how 
many times we talk with women who call the cops because they’re being beaten by their partners 
and there are no services, no nothing in their communities, and then they’re the ones who end up 
in the back of the cop car?” 
This was the commonsense that WWAV used to render the intimate, communal, and state 
violence in “something as simple as being able to go to your kid’s graduation” visible. The 
intimate and reinforcing nature of different systems of gendered and racialized oppression 
alternately rendered black women invisible in the public eye, or hyper-visible and in need of 
banishment. This analysis also helped to anchor, as well as to give shape and language to, 
WWAV’s everyday political work. Moreover, it placed WWAV’s fight against CANS in the 
                                                
changing systems of power to at times render state and interpersonal violence against black women wholly invisible, 
and at other times mark black women’s movement as a hyper-visible threat to be disciplined.  
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post-Katrina moment in conversation with a whole body of literature on the history of black 
women’s criminalization before imprisonment became “mass incarceration.”40 For these 
scholars, too, invisibility and hyper-visibility has provided an unparalleled analytical tool for 
naming and tracking a story of black life and anti-black violence under slavery and since 
emancipation that was at once racialized and gendered. 
Recent work on the postbellum South, much of which was still being written while the 
NO Justice Project was underway, has shone a vital spotlight on how black women’s bodies 
became the invisible, unnamed grist for the mill of criminalization.41 As the system of modern 
state racism crystalized under Jim Crow, the southern criminal justice system was fully black-
washed. White women became a protected class; black women (and men) filled the courts.42 The 
few white women who did stand trial were most often charged with Miscegenation. Black 
women, however, were assembled in droves, booked mostly for petty crimes such as larceny and 
selling whiskey. At sentencing, they were steadily funneled into the convict lease system (and 
then later into chain gangs and the domestic carceral sphere after the convict lease system was 
outlawed state-by-state), often as the sole woman among a band of a hundred male convicts, 
                                                
40 I use “mass incarceration” in quotes here to not only signal its specificity as a term initially intended to name the 
dramatic expansion of the carceral state since the 1970s, but also how this term introduced a sense that the problem 
with incarceration was simply the “mass,” not the incarceration. 
41 Foundational texts in studies on the intersections of race, gender, and criminalization during Jim Crow include 
Sarah Haley, No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow Modernity (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2016) and Talitha LeFlouria, Chained in Silence: Black Women and Convict Labor in the 
New South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2015). For examinations of this intersection in black 
women’s worlds in turn-of-the-century northern cities, see Kali N. Gross, Colored Amazons: Crime, Violence, and 
Black Women in the City of Brotherly Love, 1880–1910 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006) and Cheryl Hicks, 
Talk with You Like a Woman: African American Women, Justice and Reform in New York, 1890-1935 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2010).  
42 In northern cities, Black people were also incarcerated at disparate rates, though rates would not reach Jim Crow-
era racial disparities until the explosion of incarceration in the 1980s under the auspices of the war on drugs. Still, in 
Illinois between 1890 and 1930, African American women averaged only 2.4 percent of the state’s female 
population, but represented two-thirds of the daily population at Joliet women’s prison. See L. Mara Dodge, 
“Whores and Thieves of the Worst Kind”: A Study of Women, Crime and Prisons, 1835-2000 (Dekalb: Northern 
Illinois University Press, 2006), 72-73, 84. 
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forced to live with the mining boss or prison manager.43 In her work on Jim Crow Georgia, Sarah 
Haley theorizes how this carceral complex became a key infrastructure for producing and 
reinforcing the impossibility of the postbellum black female subject:44 
The black female subject was defined by the unbearable flexibility of nonbeing. The dual 
mandate of hard road labor and domestic labor in Georgia’s penal regime reveals, with 
remarkable precision, black women’s subject position as a “paradox of non-being” 
reflecting, through her gendered and racialized difference, “what a human being was 
not.” Black women’s humanity was illegible, existing outside the boundaries of 
normative gender categories.45 
 
As Haley documents, even when state law specifically prohibited sending women to work on 
chain gangs after the convict lease system was outlawed in 1908, white women were diverted, 
while black women were sent by the thousands.46  
 If the Jim Crow carceral sphere was the site in which black women became invisible in 
the new South, then the street-based economies of survival sex work were the sites in which their 
hyper-visibility demanded disciplining. One year after the signing of the Emancipation 
Proclamation, with the Civil War still raging on, white female northern missionaries increasingly 
made places for themselves in prison-like encampments for redirecting black prostitutes to “the 
paths of virtues.”47 In the postbellum South, even this so-called “maternalism” was suspended.48 
Black women were depicted as naturally licentious and prone to prostitution, and irredeemably 
                                                
43 Victoria Law, Resistance Behind Bars: The Struggles of Incarcerated Women (Oakland: PM Press, 2009), 161-
162. 
44 See also Saidiya Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 10, 115, 121. 
45 Sarah Haley, “‘Like I Was a Man’: Chain Gangs, Gender, and the Domestic Carceral Sphere in Jim Crow 
Georgia,”  Signs: Journal of Women and Culture in Society 39, no. 1 (2013): 55; quoting Hortense J. Spillers, 
“Interstices: A Small Drama of Words,” in Pleasure and Danger: Exploring Female Sexuality, ed. Carole S. Vance 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984), 78. 
46 Haley, “‘Like I Was a Man,’” 56. 
47 Leon F. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath of Slavery (New York: Vintage Books, 1970), 457. 
48 “Maternalism” is a scholarly category through which scholars name white middle-class women’s extension of 
their domestic practices of care, nurturing, and morality into public works. See Seth Koven and Sonya Michel, 
“Womanly Duties: Maternalist Politics and the Origins of the Welfare States in France, Germany, Great Britain, and 
the United States, 1880-1920,” American Historical Review 95, issue 4, 1079; and Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of 
Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State, 1917-1942 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995). 
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criminal should they be convicted of any number of gendered crimes.49 As more black people 
fled the racialized terror of the South during the decades of the twentieth century now known as 
the Great Migration, a not dissimilar idea began to take root in cities such as New York, 
Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland.50 In her field-defining essay, “Policing the Black 
Woman’s Body in an Urban Context,” Hazel V. Carby argues that it was precisely this 
movement of black female bodies––between rural and urban areas and between southern and 
northern cities––that made black womanhood a hyper-visible threat, capable of generating “a 
series of moral panics.”51 To build this argument, Carby looked not only at the agents of white 
maternalism, like Frances Kellor in New York City, but also at self-appointed saviors within the 
churched black middle class and the black bourgeoisie. In these communities, Carby found 
people who were alarmed by the changes afoot in their cities, and who identified black women 
migrants specifically as a social and political problem that had to be rectified in order to restore a 
moral social order. From their posts at various institutions and agencies, they manufactured 
reams of reports and retraining-programs. In concert (though not intentionally coordinated), this 
corpus of work produced an interpretive and self-referential framework that seemed to explain 
poor black women’s behavior in cities for all time. Because of the emphasis placed on poor black 
women’s vulnerability to vice and failing moral character, this work also dramatically expanded 
the surveillance and criminalization of black women and girls.52 
                                                
49 To quote historian Mary Ellen Curtin, “The image of the fallen woman in the South had everything to do with 
race. Black women prisoners were seen as inherently immoral, while white women prisoners convicted of sex 
crimes lost their racial privilege.” Curtin, Black Prisoners and their World: Alabama, 1865-1900 (Charlottesville: 
University of Virginia, 2000), 114-115. See also LaKisha Michelle Simmons, Crescent City Girls: The Lives of 
Young Black Women in Segregated New Orleans (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2015), especially 
Chapter 5. 
50 See Hicks, Talk with You Like a Woman, especially Part II: “Urban Reform and Criminal Justice.”  
51 Hazel V. Carby, “Policing the Black Woman’s Body in an Urban Context,” Critical Inquiry 18 (1992): 739. 
52 Carby, “Policing the Black Woman’s Body,” 739-740.  
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 Decades and miles separated these southern migrants from their post-Katrina kin. 
Nonetheless, an enduring black feminist commonsense about how movement triggered the 
policing of black women’s sexuality also undergirded WWAV’s analysis of the CANS crisis in 
post-Katrina New Orleans. People were displaced, homes were lost, businesses had not 
reopened, services were gone. All of this made the women that WWAV had long worked with 
even more vulnerable to violence, to poverty, to having to make ends meet however they knew 
how. Those survival strategies put them in the streets; they also put them in the crosshairs of 
local and federal surveillance––formal kinds like New Orleans Police Department and the United 
States Marshals Service, as well as informal kind like rescue missions and black pastors’ 
associations. I had heard that analysis from Deon long before I understood what she meant. 
There was, for example, the black female judge we met during an anti-violence city funding 
meeting; she ran a diversion program out of her court for young women and girls, in which she 
court-mandated them to things like etiquette classes and beauty pageants. Or, there were the 
hundreds of black pastors citywide who banded together when the local jail was on the verge of 
going into federal receivership; they held a pray-in outside the Orleans Parish Prison asking God 
to give Sheriff Marlin Gusman eight million dollars in FEMA money so he could built another 
new jail, because “Rome wasn’t built in a day.” And there were the good white ladies with all 
their money and their big house for “victims of human trafficking” and not a single trafficked 
person inside.  
These were the webs that the women that WWAV stood with were entrapped in. 
Criminalization was the constant background noise. More jail beds were being built, which 
meant these beds would be filled. Meanwhile, the options for staying out of jail required women 
to perform narratives of their own moral failing in order to be worthy of something other than 
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imprisonment. If they were young enough, they could choose the finishing school and manners 
route. If they were not, they would have to spin a fantastical tale of violation that hit the notes on 
the trafficking script. In these ways, WWAV knew that CANS was but one tool to be used to 
contain and limit black female sexuality. The work of the NO Justice project, thus, was to 
continually make visible not only the violence women were enduring, but also the framework of 
discipline and the strategies of policing that made CANS make sense. 
 
Making a Post-Katrina Criminalization Crisis 
After we first connected in 2008, Deon and I began to meet by phone in what would become an 
essential part of our relationship: she would talk; I would type. She used this practice to 
apprentice me to WWAV’s method of organizing work. I first worked with her to transcribe the 
story of how WWAV came to uncover the criminalization of their participants under CANS. 
Then, I tried to put it into a draft brochure layout. We talked about colors, fonts, and the 
aesthetics of WWAV’s self-representation. I revised the brochure; we talked some more; I 
revised it again. Sometimes our conversations would wax more hypothetical. I still remember the 
day Deon began talking with me about how WWAV was going to organize to end the 
criminalization of their participants under CANS. What would the goal be? How would they 
move forward? Who needed to be contacted first? Who needed to be approached with deep grace 
and care? I was tone-deaf at that point to the subtle and relational ways that Deon was describing 
how to assemble a working coalition like a conductor moves an orchestra to crescendo. A little 
too boldly, I blurted out something about how to do a power analysis by making grids for 
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mapping allies, opponents, targets, and threats.53 Deon cleared her throat. “That’s not how power 
moves in the South, Laura.” 
What came into focus for me as I put aside my training in campaign organizing and 
continued to listen to Deon was how “ending criminalization” was much bigger than the CANS 
statute. The pre-Katrina enforcement of the statute emerged within a social and political climate 
in which black woman had long been defined as inherently criminal. The everyday policing of 
black cisgender and transgender women working in the street-based sex trades, thus, was 
unremarkable. So, too, were the coercive strategies that police officers used to arrest women. As 
one of the black women who would become a leader in WWAV’s challenge of the CANS statute 
explained:  
I have been selling sex since I was 13 years and the police are always stopping 
me… I have done had the police tell me: “If you give me head I’ll let you go.” So 
I do it and they still bring me to jail.54 
After being entrapped into selling oral sex at the behest of their arresting officers, black women 
were increasingly charged with both prostitution and CANS, an over-booking practice that police 
use nationally to strong-arm arrestees into entering guilty pleas in exchange for sentencing 
leniency. In this way, black women were being erased through a project of stringent gendered 
and racialized criminalization, much like in the days of Jim Crow terror. 
However, there had been an ironic loophole in this system of justice by expulsion. In the 
absence of an integrated electronic database that could facilitate cross-reporting among the 
various branches of the New Orleans criminal justice system, the sex offender registration 
                                                
53 See Midwest Academy, “Midwest Academy Strategy Chart,” accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://www.tcsg.org/sfelp/toolkit/MidwestAcademy_01.pdf.  
54 Among the archives destroyed in the aggravated arson attack on WWAV were the interviews and surveys that 
WWAV staff and founders had done with participants on the everyday impacts of a CANS conviction. Some of 
these quotes can be salvaged through pictures that were taken of testimonies for WWAV’s community outreach 
presentations. This WWAV member was quoted in Center for Constitutional Rights, “Just a Talking Crime.” 
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requirement had often been, in practice, too tedious to enforce. In fact, many women in the 
WWAV network who were placed on the registry after the storm did not even know that they 
had to register. For them, CANS had become just another charge accumulated in the course of 
everyday survival. And then suddenly survival itself became uncertain. It was late-August 2005. 
Tropical Storm Katrina had strengthened to a Category 5 hurricane. Black women were on the 
move––gathering their families, finding shelter, making ends meet by whatever means they 
could.  
In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, with tens of thousands of people still displaced, black 
cisgender and transgender women became the hyper-visible threat to be rectified in order to 
restore moral social order in the city.55 Immediately after the storm, the Department of Justice 
made more than twenty million dollars available to New Orleans to rebuild the city’s criminal 
justice system, which included a mandate for targeting and apprehending “violent felony 
fugitives” such as registered sex offenders.56 In the state of Louisiana at this time, those charged 
with CANS comprised nearly half of the people required to register as sex offenders and nearly 
all of the people who had failed to do so. And so, in the wake of the storm, with the assistance of 
                                                
55 Criminalization is only one site for producing this post-Katrina fiction of black womanhood. Education activist 
Ashana Bigard testified on July 18, 2015, at Breaking the Silence: A New Orleans Townhall Hearing on Women of 
Color: “To buy into the narrative of the [charter school] experiment, you need to buy into the idea that black women 
are complicit in the under-education of black children.” What the double-blind of invisibility/hyper-visibility 
obscured were acute (and historically durable) intersections of state and intimate violence being waged on Black 
women’s bodies. In “To Render Ourselves Visible,” Alisa Bierria, Mayaba Lieventhal, and other members of 
INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence document the issues and analysis of women of color after Hurricane 
Katrina to ensure that any community plan for rebuilding had a gender analysis and a demand for community 
accountability. As Shana griffin explained, “To me, it’s not enough to have a solid race and class analysis, because 
beyond those two you also need a gender analysis. Because of the absence of the gender analysis of many agencies, 
organizations who identify as women of color organizations have to constantly fight to render ourselves visible and 
at the same time, we have to justify our existence in the work that we’re trying to do.”  
56 United States Department of Justice, “Fact Sheet: Department of Justice Law Enforcement Efforts in New 
Orleans, Louisiana,” August 21, 2006, accessed March 1, 2017, 
http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2006/August/06_opa_564.html. The DOJ is not responsible for NOPD arrest 
practices. However, I do think it is worth pondering why a local judicial system became the self-evident institution 
for investing federal rebuilding dollars in the wake of a catastrophic hurricane. This issue has been substantively 
engaged within the body of post-Katrina literature. See especially the 2009 Special Issue of American Quarterly 
edited by Clyde Woods, “In the Wake of Katrina: New Paradigms and Social Visions.” 
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the United States Marshals Service, CANS “fugitives” were tracked down and placed on the sex 
offender registry list, often with increased penalties for failure to register previously.57 By 2011, 
ninety-seven percent of the women on New Orleans’ sex offender registry had a CANS 
conviction; seventy-nine percent of these women were black.58  
Thus, it was the post-Katrina enforcement of CANS––made possible with federal dollars 
and a federal mandate––that gave this draconian AIDS-era relic new life and new moral urgency. 
Black women had been the invisible targets of New Orleans policing since the CANS statute was 
made law in 1982. After the storm, black women became a hyper-visible threat to be rectified if 
New Orleans was to have, in Joseph Canizaro’s words, “a clean sheet to start again.” 
 
Organizing to Win  
Ending criminalization, for WWAV, did not simply mean challenging the police or the new New 
Orleans developers. It meant tackling the interlocking systems of racial, sexual, gendered, and 
class oppression that gave these particular actors license to orchestrate their expulsion.59 It meant 
uprooting the framework of discipline and the strategies of policing that made CANS make 
                                                
57 The timing of Hurricane Katrina and post-storm United States Marshals Service intervention coincided with the 
passage of the Adam Walsh Act (AWA) in June of 2006, which established three tiers for sex offender registration 
and retroactive penalties for people who had failed to register previously. To build a uniform system of registrant 
classification, AWA also triggered the reclassification of thousands of people who had previously been classified as 
low-risk to higher-risk categories, thereby expanding the duration and severity of sex offender surveillance. See 
Andrew J. Harris, Christopher Lobanov-Rostovsky, and Jill S. Levenson, “Widening the Net: The Effects of 
Transitioning to the Adam Walsh Act’s Federally Mandated Sex Offender Classification System,” Criminal Justice 
and Behavior 37, Iss. 5 (2010): 503-519. On January 1, 2008, the same year WWAV saw a surge in participants 
being placed on the sex offender registry, Louisiana legislature amended the state’s existing sex offender registration 
laws to bring them into conformity with the provisions of the AWA. The amendments mandated that a central 
registry of sex offenders be maintained by the Bureau. The Bureau is also mandated to participate in the National 
Sex Offender Registry. 
58 Louisiana State Sex Offender and Child Predator Registry. Cited in “Just a Talking Crime.” 
59 See Beth E. Richie, Arrested Justice: Black Women, Violence, and America’s Prison Nation (New York: New 
York University Press, 2012), especially Chapter 5; Joey L. Mogul, Andrea J. Ritchie, and Kay Whitlock, eds., 
Queer (In)Justice: The Criminalization of LGBT People in the United States (Boston: Beacon Press, 2011); and 
Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (New 
York: Routledge, 1991). 
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sense. For that reason, the WWAV staff and participants affirmed that any challenge of CANS 
needed to unfold within a comprehensive project to transform this web of injustices that women 
moved through daily in New Orleans. Striking down the law would not matter if they had not 
changed the climate that made their criminalization thinkable. The police would just find another 
tool, another tactic, and the complicity of parole officers, job interviewers, and store clerks 
would remain unchecked. However, if WWAV could disrupt the totalizing surveillance of black 
women, even small ways, they could begin to frame and actualize a vision for black women’s 
survival.  
Doing so changed the horizon of struggle for the NO Justice project. This was no 
campaign, in which the repeal of the CANS statue was lingering as a lofty goal on the horizon. 
Rather, the work of NO Justice was stitched in the everyday fabric of social life. Women with 
CANS convictions needed immediate relief. And so, WWAV staff called on (and dropped in on) 
local service providers and advocates in health, housing, and legal aid fields to help them build 
an emergency response and referral network for people on the sex offender registry.60 That first 
step made possible another and another after that... The referral network gave women with 
CANS convictions a bit of breathing room. What becomes possible when you can catch your 
breath? And when you can catch it again and again? What happens the first time you can safely 
let out a long and deep sigh? For the women of NO Justice, what happened was that they began 
to dream about––and then to strategize towards––more lasting transformation beyond their 
immediate survival. They talked about campaigns for combatting the drug testing of welfare 
                                                
60 The list of “Organizational Outreach Targets” for this emergency response and referral network included domestic 
violence programs, emergency shelters, rent/utility assistance programs, health outreach programs, HIV/AIDS 
education programs, mental health programs, job training programs, job placement programs, food banks, substance 
use treatment facilities, youth shelters, transitional housing programs, and an array of faith-based missions and 
houses. This list was regularly maintained and updated, to allow for organizations that did not survive after the 
storm, as well as the new ones that popped up. 
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recipients; about microfinance projects for expanding their employment possibilities; about 
health education courses for addressing disease disparities in their communities; and about 
trauma healing circles for sustaining their community with one another.61 In so doing, they began 
to articulate (and live into) the conditions and contours of justice in the future, even while this 
justice felt impossible to realize in the present.62  
 From this visioning space, WWAV staff and participants began the hard work of building 
community consensus around CANS. They reached out to grassroots organizers, health care 
advocates, public defenders, reporters, community-based researchers, funders, and people of 
faith across the city of New Orleans. As Deon and I continued to talk about this outreach work, I 
understood how she was operationalizing the questions she had spoken out loud weeks prior: 
Who needed to be contacted first? Who needed to be approached with deep grace and care? It 
was important to have the people who “would take a bullet” for WWAV in from the beginning––
most especially the longtime black harm reduction and HIV prevention workers in New Orleans. 
But the work could not move forward without bringing in new faces, like the legal fellow 
working at the public defenders office who had defended women with CANS convictions, or the 
local reporter who had written a story drawing attention to the massive increase in the number of 
women on the state’s sex offender registry list. And then there were the trusted national allies 
who could be called on to sound the alarm when directed, but would not push so hard as to 
shame the southern lawmakers and shut down the whole organizing project before it got up and 
running.  
                                                
61 For WWAV’s public messaging of these projects, see “Join WWAV in Fighting Drug Testing for TANF 
Recipients,” accessed March 1, 2017, http://wwav-no.org/drug-testing-for-tanf; and “Micro-Enterprise, WWAV 
Style,” accessed March 1, 2017, http://wwav-no.org/micro-enterprise-wwav-style-creating-beauty-ending-poverty. 
62 Wendy Brown, “Suffering the Paradoxes of Rights,” in Left Legalism, Left Critique (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2002), 432. This sense of leaning into without yet realizing circles back to Chapter 1’s discussion of the 
“horizons of a radical otherwise.” 
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That is where I fit in. After finishing the UNSHACKLE toolkit, I worked with the 
Community HIV/AIDS Mobilization Project to raise money to use the UNSHACKLE organizing 
analysis to build a locally-rooted, national movement at the intersections of HIV and 
criminalization. That focus on intersectionality put me in the debt of a generation of black 
feminist organizers, scholars, and artists. It also made my work rare among white-led national 
activist projects and organizations. For Deon, my collaboration with WWAV could evidence the 
organization’s work to strategically engage––and interlock––leaders from often-disconnected 
national movements, including HIV/AIDS, criminalization, drug policy, sex worker rights, 
LGBTQ rights, and women’s health. On July 22, 2009, Deon invited me to New Orleans for the 
first time. She asked me to facilitate a daylong strategy meeting with all of these stakeholders. 
Through that meeting, she wanted to launch a citywide coalition to buttress WWAV’s efforts 
through the NO Justice project.  
 
Deon Haywood and myself at the July 22, 2009 NO Justice meeting. 
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The agenda we crafted grew out of WWAV’s commitment to sharing stories in order to 
build relationships. Deon wanted me to facilitate the group through building shared 
commitments to one another, to WWAV, and to the NO Justice project. After group 
introductions, Deon and I introduced our partnership to the room, which meant that Deon 
introduced me and explained why she trusted me. That mattered in a room full of people who 
had never met me before and all said that they had come to the meeting “because Deon asked 
me.” From that story of me and Deon, we pivoted into crafting a story of all of us together and of 
the work: Why CANS was a problem?; How did it affected each person in the course of their day 
and work?; What they believed needed to happen?; and What they could commit to doing? When 
we got to the third question, the floor irrupted with ideas. That was when Deon leaned on me as 
facilitator and a few of the other trusted longtime partners around the room to intervene and keep 
the conversation focused on the stories of WWAV’s participants. We left that day with 
consensus on the three guiding principles of the NO Justice project: 1) Engage, support, 
empower women most at risk; 2) Influence key players in the criminal justice system to 
immediately reduce and/or halt further prosecutions; and 3) Secure systematic challenge to the 
statute through the courts. They were relatively straightforward priorities, as organizing projects 
went. But they also told a story. The truths and solutions of the women most affected were at the 
center of everything. Their truths guided short-term work to try to interrupt the mill of 
criminalization; their solutions dictated the strategy for systemic change. 
All of this meant formalizing and expanding the storytelling work WWAV was already 
doing with women most impacted. They decided to start a “Women’s Empowerment Meeting” 
for women to come together and learn how to document their stories of CANS-related hardships, 
especially legal and police abuse. These stories then became the grounding and guiding force 
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behind WWAV’s own work to raise awareness of the CANS crisis through independent media, 
national movement circles, and community leaders closer to home.63 For my part, Deon asked 
me to work with her to build a living online archive of WWAV’s own process of organizing 
through the NO Justice project. This collaboration would become the precursor to the project we 
designed after the arson attack. Together, we talked through how to reorganize the WWAV 
website, so the first people would see was a running newsreel of updates on the NO Justice 
Project. The next step was getting up all of the publications that WWAV had been creating 
through stories: outreach flyers, CANS factsheets, and NO Justice profiles. Once the structure 
was set, Deon just contacted me whenever there was a new story that needed to get uploaded to 
the newsreel––about women impacted by CANS, or a new facet of New Orleans policing that 
was exacerbating the crisis, or a milestone in WWAV’s work to strike down the statute.  
The web archive worked for the people that WWAV could not sit with face to face. But 
passively disseminating information was not the WWAV way; building relationships was. As 
Deon explained at the “Know Her Truths” conference: “Part of the strategy during our campaign 
was that we were just gonna go talk to our community. We did outreach.” In the coming years, I 
was present for several NO Justice presentations at national conferences and a few of the 
community teach-ins back home in New Orleans. But I heard about far more during my debriefs 
with Deon when we were writing new website content. WWAV’s outreach approach began by 
explaining plainly and simply the paths that led women with CANS convictions into sex work, as 
well as the futures they were prohibited from realizing during their sex offender registration 
periods. The point of every conversation and every presentation, however, was to make people 
                                                
63 Programs included in the emergency response and referral network were also key base-building and outreach 
sites, as staff and participants in these programs needed to be made aware of the challenges facing people with 
CANS convictions if they were going to be able to also assist with referrals. 
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feel those paths and feel those prohibitions. And so, WWAV would ask the audience members to 
think about how many times people have to show their photo identification in the course of a 
day. Sometimes people would call out the places they had gotten carded already that day. Then, 
WWAV would show a mock-up of CANS licenses with the “SEX OFFENDER” label: 
 
 
They would recount women’s stories of being denied jobs, of being excluded from drug 
treatment, of being kicked out of emergency housing. They would explain what it felt like to 
have to carry stacks of paperwork with them at all times in order to clarify the real circumstances 
of their arrests to store clerks and housing gatekeepers alike. It was a rare meeting that did not 
end in a collective expression of shock and outrage––even the “little old black church ladies,” as 
Deon had explained at the “Know Her Truths” conference. And that mattered to the WWAV 
staff and participants. In one of the most conservative states in the country, they were actively 
crafting a messaging strategy that could mobilize broad-based community support for striking 
down the CANS statute and for advancing Black women’s health and wellbeing.  
 
No Legislative or Legalistic End  
Heartened by this mounting community consensus, the WWAV team began to explore the 
viability of bringing a constitutional challenge of the CANS statute in Spring 2010. I had helped 
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to bring one attorney into the WWAV fold: Andrea J. Ritchie, Esp., who was one of the founders 
of INCITE! Women of Color against Violence and a longtime organizer and strategist on queer 
injustice.64 Andrea and I met while she was still the Director of the Sex Worker Outreach Project 
(SWOP) at the Urban Justice Center and I was still running Project UNSHACKLE.65 We were 
quickly engrossed in conversation about the NO Justice Project. I shared the tried and tested 
talking points from WWAV’s outreach pitch; Andrea inflected these points her own history of 
work on the policing black cisgender and transgender women’s sexuality. Andrea was already 
connected with other organizers in the city––most especially to her INCITE! comrade and 
WWAV board member, Shana griffin––and was aware of WWAV’s work before the storm. 
When Andrea journeyed to New Orleans to meet with Deon and others, she did so as a black 
feminist attorney committed to using legislative and legal tactics in service of black women’s 
own visions for their liberation, not the other way around. 
That connection with Andrea provided a strategy for recruiting and vetting multiple local 
and national attorneys. Ultimately, Deon and the WWAV team decided on a consortium of 
Andrea J. Ritchie, Esq., the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR), and the Stuart H. Smith Law 
Clinic & Center for Social Justice at Loyola University New Orleans College of Law. The litmus 
test for this network of attorneys was the same principle that Andrea had underscored. Attorneys 
needed to have a commitment to what Bill Quigley, then the Legal Director of CCR, described as 
“social change lawyering”: lawyers take their direction from activists because they “start with 
                                                
64 Andrea Ritchie is co-author of Queer (In)Justice, as well as co-author, with Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, of Say 
Her Name: Resisting Police Violence Against Black Women (New York: African American Policy Forum and the 
Center for Intersectionality and Social Policy Studies, 2015), accessed June 26, 2017, 
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/53f20d90e4b0b80451158d8c/t/55a810d7e4b058f342f55873/1437077719984/A
APF_SMN_Brief_full_singles.compressed.pdf.  
65 In her article on the legal fight, Andrea Ritchie tells the story of how she first learned about the CANS crisis from 
me, as well as her history of work with INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence's on the policing of women and 
transgender people of color. See Ritchie, “Crimes Against Nature: Challenging Criminalization of Queerness and 
Black Women’s Sexuality”: 357. 
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the idea that history shows us that systemic social change comes not from the courts or heroic 
lawyers or law reform or impact litigation, but from social movements.”66  
While the NO Justice legal team was being assembled, I had been less present in the day-
to-day of WWAV’s work. When I reconnected with Deon again in person, it was with her 
partner, Quita, in November of 2010 at the National Harm Reduction Conference––that same 
gathering that had first catapulted the WWAV foremothers onto the national stage in 1996. We 
spent the next four days in steady conversation, caching up about the formation of the NO Justice 
legal team and plotting about next steps in the organizing process against CANS. 
 
At the 2010 National Harm Reduction Conference in Austin, Texas: Shquita, Deon, and myself. 
 
While the legal team was being assembled, WWAV staff and participants also organized 
meetings with New Orleans political candidates, the city’s new police chief, and potential allies 
throughout the state of Louisiana. This multi-layered relationship-building work was essential for 
                                                
66 In our July 2013 interview, attorney Bill Quigley, former CCR Legal Director and Loyola University law 
professor, explained how his practice of “social change lawyering” is modeled on the principles of legal aid during 
the Black Freedom Struggle. See also Quigley, “Ten Questions for Social Change Lawyers,” 17 Loyola Public 
Interest Law Reporter 204 (2012), Loyola University New Orleans College of Law Research Paper No. 2013-08, 
accessed March 1, 2017, http://ssrn.com/abstract=2272227. 
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envisioning a pathway for undertaking a constitutional challenge of the CANS statute within the 
broader transformative vision of the NO Justice Project.67 It also helped to clarify the legal 
argument the case would use. Based, in part, on WWAV’s success in building community 
outrage around the everyday impacts of having to register as sex offenders, the NO Justice legal 
team proposed filing an Equal Protection Claim: had arrests for sex work been prosecuted under 
the state’s Prostitution statute, those convicted would not have been required to register as sex 
offenders.68 It was a legal argument that could be proven in court. More importantly, it was a 
strategy that would bolster, not detract from, the work WWAV was already doing to expose the 
expulsion that had become commonplace in New Orleans in order to posit the possibility of a 
different way of doing justice. That transformative, community-building work needed to be 
intensified and supported, even and especially while the NO Justice Project shifted into a more 
public, legalistic mode. It was this work that Deon, Quita, and I spent hours talking through, 
recommitting to the four-part model that had gotten WWAV this far: building power with 
women directly affected; reaching out to strategic allies citywide for relief and support; carefully 
cultivating stories through national networks; and maintaining WWAV’s own meticulous online 
archive of the project.  
                                                
67 Essential to building and executing this campaign strategy were several longtime allies of WWAV, including the 
Women’s Health and Justice Initiative (WHJI), Voice Of The Ex-Offender (VOTE), and the LGBT Youth Project at 
Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana (which would become BreakOUT!). In the spring and Summer of 2010, Shana 
griffin of WHJI and Rosana Cruz of VOTE, both WWAV board members, joined staff in crafting the NO Justice 
organizing strategy from the founding project objectives established the summer before: 1) Engage, support, 
empower women most at risk; 2) Influence key players in the criminal justice system to immediately reduce and/or 
halt further prosecutions; and 3) Secure systematic challenge to the statute through the courts. Each of these 
objectives was broken down into tangible short-term and long-term goals. At this point, WWAV explicitly named 
public advocacy, community engagement/education, and media campaign/advocacy as explicit goals. 
68 Alexis Agathocleous, “Building a Movement for Justice.” 
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On February 15, 2011, WWAV and the legal team filed a case in the Eastern District of 
Louisiana Court on behalf of nine of the more than 800 people who had been forcibly placed on 
the sex offender registry because of a CANS conviction.69  
 
WWAV, allies, and the legal team on the day the lawsuit was filed. 
 
The next day, the NO Justice team was back on outreach and strategy-crafting. WWAV knew 
that if they had any hope of winning the case, they would have to continue to build a climate in 
which the judge could safely rule against the state of Louisiana. And so the state itself became 
the next target of advocacy efforts. Barely a month later, the NO Justice team persuaded Rep. 
Charmaine Marchand-Stiaes––who represented the most flood-battered district in Louisiana, the 
New Orleans 9th Ward and Lower 9th Ward––to introduce a bill, which would make CANS 
                                                
69 Center for Constitutional Rights, “Doe v. Jindal complaint.” The day the lawsuit was filed, WWAV and the legal 
team held a press conference that included Bill Quigley, CCR Legal Director; Alexis Agathocleous, CCR Staff 
Attorney; Andrea J. Ritchie, Esq., private attorney focusing on police misconduct and co-author of Queer 
(In)Justice; Davida Finger, Loyola University New Orleans College of Law Law Clinic; Deon Haywood, Women 
With a Vision Executive Director; Wes Ware, Lead Youth Advocate, Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana; and 
Shana griffin, Women’s Health and Justice Initiative. 
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penalties equal to those for prostitution. On May 24, 2011, the Louisiana House Committee on 
the Administration of Criminal Justice unanimously approved HB 141 following testimony from 
the NO Justice team.70 One month later, the bill had passed the House, the Senate, and the 
Governor’s desk. No one convicted of CANS would ever have to register as a sex offender again. 
However, the bill was not retroactive.  
In the wake of what had only been a partial victory at the state level, WWAV and the 
legal team doubled down on the federal lawsuit.71 The legislative change made a favorable ruling 
in the lawsuit seem obvious: if people would not have to register as sex offenders for new CANS 
convictions, why should those previously convicted remain on the registry? WWAV staff and 
participants were concerned, however, that without ongoing community pressure the urgency of 
this lawsuit might not be obvious. They needed to again build community awareness and outrage 
about the women still on the sex offender registry; they had to ask their community of supporters 
to insist that the CANS statute itself be declared unconstitutional and every person on the 
registry be removed.  
And support they did. Krewe du Vieux, New Orleans’ Mardi Gras revelers known for 
their “high crimes and crimes of passion” chose Deon Haywood as their 2012 Queen and 
“Crimes Against Nature” as their theme. They were scheduled to roll through the French Quarter 
and the Marigny on February 4, 2012, the third Saturday before Fat Tuesday.  
                                                
70 In our interview, Bill Quigley described how he and Deon Haywood were asked to explain the sexual practices 
criminalized under the CANS statute in graphic detail before the House Committee. After the House Committee’s 
unanimous ruling, Deon Haywood turned to him and asked, “What do we do next?” Quigley replied, “I don’t know. 
We don’t usually win.” 
71 While the legislative repeal of the CANS statute was building, two motions had been filed to dismiss the federal 
lawsuit: one by the state on April 11, 2011, and the other by the city of New Orleans on May 17, 2011. On June 14, 
2011, the NO Justice legal team filed opposition to these motions and then filed an amicus brief in support of the 
lawsuit on June 23, 2011. On September 7, 2011, Judge Feldman ruled that the lawsuit would proceed. On October 
31, 2011, the NO Justice legal team moved for summary judgment. See CCR, “Crime Against Nature by Solicitation 
Litigation.” 
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Krewe du Vieux 2012 banner. 
 
Krewe du Vieux played with a kind of politics of critique in ways that are reminiscent of how 
Anthony Petro has used camp to understand protest/religion and ACT UP.72 As an aesthetic 
style, camp is flamboyant, sarcastic, and almost always in bad taste; in performance, camp can 
also be a social practice. If the religious genealogies that produced the phrase “crime against 
nature” had taken on more of a symbolic significance in the course of WWAV’s everyday work 
against the statute, Krewe du Vieux wanted to bring all of the “debaucheries between men” and 
“violations against nature” and “disordered desire” and “crimes of the flesh” out into the New 
Orleans streets. They wanted, perhaps, to tempt God.  
Indeed, the sixteen subkrewes found no shortage of the inspiration for their own 
decorated mule-drawn floats, with headlines boasting: “Comatose Launches Dollar General 
Hospital,” “Jewpocalypse: Beyond the Mercedes Dome!,” “Mama Roux’s Arabi Spring 
Collection,” “Krewe Rue Bourbon Bailed-Out by ‘The 1%,’” “C.R.U.D.E. Discovers Mayan A-
Pocky-Lypto Way Calendar,” “Baby, That’s Hot: Spermes’ Nursery Crimes,” “T.O.K.I.N. Fools 
Mother Nature,” “Apocalypse Meow,” “Drips & Discharges Benz Over and takes a bow!,” 
“Archeologists Find Lost Civilization at Jazzland,” “Chris Rockupies A Perilous Street,” and 
“Space Age Love’s Guide to Bee a Good Lover.”  The Krewe also capitalized on the election 
                                                
72 Here I am thinking of Anthony Petro’s After the Wrath of God: AIDS, Sexuality and American Religion (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2015), but even more of a presentation Petro gave as part of a roundtable on Catholicism 
and protest at the 2015 annual meeting of the American Academy of Religion.  
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season to roast a slew of GOP nomination hopefuls, with “Tinkerbell,” “Herman Cain’s Penis,” 
“Sherlock Holmes,” and “Paul Revere” all getting shout-outs.  Street-level revelers were 
renamed “felonious monks” and “missdemeanors,” and parade-goers were encouraged to “scatter 
jail bait in front of the marchers, hide behind bars, and be on the lookout for arrested 
developments.” It was a fine line to walk between camp and crass. From what I had seen of the 
floats-in-preparation when I went with Deon and Quita to the main warehouse at New Years, the 
sub-krewes were playing with and planning for both. 
I promised Deon that I would come back for Krewe du Vieux night. It would be my first 
official trip to New Orleans as an ethnographer, my second ever during Carnival season. Two 
hours before I was airport-bound, Deon called to wish me a safe flight and “to make me laugh,” a 
turn of phrase she used whenever she had something to share that was somewhere between self-
evident humor and an inside joke. This time it was the latter: she wanted to give me another taste 
of how Krewe du Vieux was making sense of this whole “abominable and detestable Crime 
Against Nature, committed with mankind or beast.” All of the sub-krewe captains had thrown 
her a dinner the night before, making offerings to their queen elect. She described the handmade 
sculptures to me in exquisite detail, including a blinking hairy ant, a motorized cat headband, and 
a busty woman with a sperm for her head. The collection now lined Deon’s dining room table. 
“You should’ve seen it.”  
The presentation of the last merited a story. It came from a public health professor who 
“is one of the nerdiest epidemiologists you will ever see.” Deon described how she spoke with 
such admiration for WWAV’s work, and most especially for the public health scholar Quita was 
becoming. That story waxed more sentimental, which steered our conversation into non-parade 
catch up, including the release of a video on women and HIV criminalization that featured 
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WWAV. Editorializing a bit, but mostly by way of the words of others in various aspects of her 
professional and personal life, Deon talked about how she felt something powerful, something 
divine, working in her: “You know, I just feel like I need to get out of the way.” 
 
“Our Win” 
Eight weeks later, on March 28, 2012––before a courtroom filled with WWAV participants, 
local community activists, New Orleans faith leaders, and legal allies from across the Deep 
South––U.S. District Judge Martin Feldman heard oral arguments on the Louisiana state’s 
reasoning for the CANS/Prostitution distinction. The next day he concluded that Governor 
Bobby Jindal and his co-defendants “fail to credibly serve up even one unique legitimating 
governmental interest that can rationally explain the registration requirement imposed on those 
convicted of Crime Against Nature by Solicitation. The court is left with no other conclusion but 
that the relationship between the classification is so shallow as to render the distinction wholly 
arbitrary.”73  
 I was in a packed lecture at Columbia University when the ruling was announced. I 
looked down at my phone and saw “911” in a text from Deon, which meant “Call me now!” It 
took me about fifteen minutes to extricate myself through the maze of chairs and people seated in 
open floor space. When I called Deon, she chided me, “Laura McTighe, what does 911 
mean????” I had just begun to form an explanation in my mouth for my delay when she 
                                                
73 Audrey Doe, et al. v. Bobby Jindal, et al., “Order and Reasons,” 29. Defendants included Governor Bobby Jindal; 
Attorney General James D. Buddy Caldwell; Secretary of the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections 
(DPSC) James M. LeBlanc; Superintendent of the DPSC Colonel Michael D. Edmonson; Deputy Superintendent of 
the DPSC, Office of the State Police, Charles Dupuy; Director of the DPSC, Division of Probation and Parole, 
Eugenie C. Powers; Assistant Director of the DPSC, Division of Probation and Parole, Barry Matheny; 
Commissioner of the DPSC, Office of Motor Vehicles, Nick Gautreaux; and Superintendent of the New Orleans 
Police Department, Ronal W. Serpas. 
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whispered: “We won.” “What did you say?” I asked pulling the phone into my ear. “We won, 
Laura. We WON.” I gasped. Deon explained what had happened in words that I am sure raced as 
fast as my mind was spinning. “WWAV has to put out our own statement about this––about this 
win, about ‘Our Win.’” 
 Deon asked me to call her once I had gotten home for the night, so we could work with 
her on getting that statement down on paper. It was in her head; she needed someone to type 
while she talked. The next morning, on March 30, 2012, the letter began to make its way through 
social media networks before the Friday morning East Coast commute. In it, Deon celebrated the 
people “who courageously stood up to combat the criminalization of their lives,” and claimed 
their victory “for every group that has ever been criminalized.”74 She explained how, for the 
simple act of trading sex for money to survive, hundreds of Louisiana cisgender and transgender 
women, nearly eighty percent of them black, had been convicted of a felony-level Crime Against 
Nature by Solicitation and forced to register as sex offenders for periods of fifteen years to life. 
After a more than five-year fight, WWAV had secured a federal judicial ruling. Deon was clear 
how WWAV believed the ruling should be understood: through the stories that were at the center 
of the campaign and the history of black women’s organizing in which they stood. 
At a time in this country right now when we feel like justice is not on the side of the 
people, the people most affected spoke their truths – not some abstract ‘speak truth to 
power,’ but their truths from their hearts – and that is what made the difference…  
This was not a legal fight or a legislative fight. This was a fight for women’s lives and 
wellbeing. This was a fight, simply put, about everything.… Especially in the South, 
most people feel like we come in last. But this is where the Civil Rights Movement 
started. And today it continues in the South.75 
 
                                                
74 Women With A Vision, “OUR WIN – Letter from Executive Director Deon Haywood,” March 20, 2012, 
http://wwav-no.org/our-win-letter-from-executive-director-deon-haywood  
75 Ibid.  
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Later that day, the WWAV office was a mess of open eyes, tear-streaked eyes, and eyes that 
could not look up.76 Most women had not believed that they would see their sex offender 
registration periods end so abruptly. Indeed, many had never been to court and had a judge side 
with them.77 Ms. Michelle expressed what so many of the women with CANS convictions 
experienced: “I can taste my FREEDOM!”78 All at WWAV were also clear that this victory was 
but one step in realizing the transformative healing they had envisioned in the context of the NO 
Justice Project. And so, they concluded, “Today we celebrate. And still we rise.”79 
 
Zina Mitchell holding the "We Won!!!!" cake at the WWAV office the day after Judge Feldman's ruling. 
                                                
76 Judge Feldman granted summary judgment on March 29, 2012. On April 11, 2012, Feldman’s formal judgment 
declared sex offender registration under Louisiana’s CANS law unconstitutional, and ordered that the state remove 
the NO Justice plaintiffs from the registry within thirty days. See CCR, “Crime Against Nature by Solicitation 
Litigation.” Alexis Agathocleous, CCR Staff Attorney, explained that when he called the people named in the 
lawsuit to share the details of the formal judgment, each person started to cry when he said, “A judge found that the 
state of Louisiana violated your rights.”  
77 This point was emphasized by Zina Mitchell in an interview I conducted with her on June 4, 2012. 
78 Statement made to Deon Haywood in 2013, after the 2012 ruling was extended to all people with CANS 
convictions. 
79 Women With A Vision, “Victory at Last!,” October 28, 2013, accessed March 1, 2017, http://wwav-
no.org/victory-at-last-louisiana-has-removed-hundreds-of-individuals-unconstitutionally-placed-on-sex-offender-
registry. 
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Over the coming days and weeks, WWAV staff and participants were consumed in 
almost constant conversation about how they had been able to win…80 Some insisted that they 
won because the people most affected spoke their truths from their hearts. For others, what 
mattered most was that no one had been left out: they organized from the experiences of the 
people most marginalized under CANS so no one could be left out or picked off. Still others 
waxed prophetic about the history of the long black freedom struggle. Amid all of these 
interpretations, Deon insisted that WWAV needed to do more than just claim “Our Win.” 
WWAV needed work with every person who had been part of the NO Justice Project to 
document the steps in the organizing process. I proposed that we think about doing an oral 
history project; I could spend my first graduate research summer in New Orleans laying the 
groundwork with Deon and the WWAV team. Tentatively we titled it, “We Spoke Our Truths.” 
To prepare for the summer 2012 launch, Deon started to talk out (while I typed) her memories of 
the evolution the NO Justice Project, its main pivot points, its smaller shifts, the interpretations 
that had been being advanced throughout the planning process, and the work that still remained. 
My own preparation process took the form of further reading and writing on human 
rights, constitutional reform, and southern movement history. As I talked more with Deon about 
the how of “Our Win,” it became clear just how important it was to specify what victory was 
being claimed. The federal ruling in the CANS case was far from an unfettered pronouncement 
of equity. In the name of equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment, Judge Feldman 
limited the degree of criminalization that women arrested in Louisiana’s street-based sex trades 
could legally be subjected to: women had the “right” to be treated as no more (and no less) than 
                                                
80 During this period, Deon and I began to conceptualize an oral history project to document the steps to the NO 
Justice victory, which we planned to launch in the summer of 2012 as “We Spoke Our Truths.” We discussed the 
evolution the campaign, its pivot points, and its interpretations throughout this planning process. 
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prostitutes. The rights-talk stuck in the craw of many of my university colleagues. How could a 
legal reform be a monumental victory? “What, so they can now get into emergency shelters? Big 
deal!” was one of the less charitable rebukes.  
Such skepticism had been present in different ways throughout the NO Justice Project. 
First, people had told WWAV “not to do it. They didn’t believe that poor, uneducated women 
could win a victory on this scale. They didn’t think that our women were important enough, or 
that they had the ability to change their own lives.”81 Now that the statute had been changed, 
such naysayers resorted to minimization. That minimization turned my stomach––not just 
because it smacked of precisely the sort of racism that WWAV had encountered throughout the 
NO Justice project, but also because it missed the breadth and historical depth of the interlocking 
systems that WWAV had taken on and emerged victorious against. 
It was significant that WWAV claimed the NO Justice Project “was not a legal fight or a 
legislative fight;” it “was a fight for women’s lives and wellbeing.”82 The decision to counter 
social death with a defiance of living had grown out of a wholesale rejection of both the logic of 
organized expulsion enacted through CANS and the strategies advocates typically used to effect 
piecemeal policy change. Grounded in their own lived experience, WWAV staff and participants 
arrived at a novel strategy for challenging this criminalization crisis. Their approach, with its 
own rich historical consciousness and black feminist analysis, had exposed and disrupted the 
interlocking systems of oppression that produced the post-Katrina crisis. Moreover, it enabled 
WWAV to distinguish their victory from the legal reinscription of their participants’ contingent 
equality. While the federal ruling on CANS was a moment to be celebrated, it was also a 
moment that only made sense in community––in a process of becoming––through which women 
                                                
81 WWAV, “OUR WIN.” 
82 Ibid. 
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began to heal, to rebuild, and to renew with one another. The victory being claimed was 
WWAV’s refusal to shoehorn their struggle into the neatness of individual rights claims and to, 
instead, throw the whole of their lives up as the precondition for social change. How did that 
victory become possible? As Deon explained, “We just stayed the course and fought the fight.”83  
 
Like a Phoenix 
Women With A Vision was never supposed to win a victory on this scale. The WWAV staff and 
participants knew it. Governor Jindal knew it. Even the federal government knew it. Those 
afforded first-class citizenship within the United States’ own borders were supposed to emerge 
as saviors after the storm. Black women were supposed to fade into the background, criminalized 
further as state capacity expanded. That was the resilience script being spatialized citywide as the 
new New Orleans. That, of course, is not what happened. However, that is how the local media 
chose to tell the story. In their reporting, CANS was “pinkwashed” and reframed as a threat to 
LGBTQ rights.84 Judge Feldman was championed as a visionary; the NO Justice attorneys were 
lauded for their determination.85 WWAV and the black women they stood with were not even 
mentioned. They were written out of the story of their own win, their struggles again made 
invisible, their humanity again rendered illegible.  
Two months later, this narrative violence turned physical. I had arrived in New Orleans 
on May 21, 2012 to start work on the NO Justice oral history project. On May 24th, as the clock 
approached midnight, WWAV’s offices were firebombed and destroyed by unknown arsonists.86 
                                                
83 Ibid. 
84 Jasbir Puar, Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 4. 
85 Michael Kunzelman, “Louisiana Sex Law Violates Offenders’ Rights, Federal Judge Rules,” Times Picayune, 
March 29, 2012, accessed March 1, 2017, 
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2012/03/louisiana_sex_law_violates_off.html. 
86 Women With A Vision, “Arson Destroys Women With A Vision Office,” May 25, 2012, accessed March 1, 2017, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zp8lEEj1rc4. 
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First, they whittled the deadbolt off the backdoor. Then they moved through the space, setting 
small fires in the meditation alcove, singeing the faces off black women in posters, and tossing 
WWAV’s awards into the alleyway. Inside the outreach office, they stacked WWAV’s 
educational breast models three-high, covered them in accelerant, and ignited a blaze strong 
enough to melt the blades off the ceiling fan fifteen feet overhead. Decades of client files, harm 
reduction supplies, and outreach materials were reduced to ashes. It was a vile act of hate 
intended to exterminate WWAV’s efforts once and for all.  
When we arrived at the WWAV office on Jefferson Davis Parkway, it was well after 
midnight. Danita was there. Ms. Catherine was there. Deon’s best friends Dimitri and Shelley 
were there. WWAV board members, Rosana and Shana were there. But when the police came to 
speak to Deon, they pulled her away from all of us. It took years before I heard her publicly 
recount the violence of this. “They refused to let anyone walk in with me, so I experienced that 
trauma alone. Having to stand in each room at that moment. Normally, they let people go the 
next day, but we went the same night when it was still hot and smoky.” We all went back 
together the next afternoon. The smoke had only cleared slightly. The pain of walking through 
that charred rubble was gut-wrenching. Deon fielded a call from a detective, who told her, “We 
talked to witnesses and everybody seems to say the same thing. There was a white male running 
from the scene of the fire, coming from the alley of your building.” We could hear Deon reply, 
“So do you know who it is?” Her face turned. She told us as soon as she got off the phone what 
he had answered, “No, what I want to know is which one of the women who work for you is 
fucking a white man? Cuz see, what we think is… somebody… it could be somebody is mad at 
them. Or it could be one of these crackheads y’all helping…” She shook her head in refusal, 
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“There are moments like this that remind us how you’re criminalized in more ways than the 
media will ever show you.” No one, of course, was ever charged. 
 
 
Days later, at a local fundraiser, Deon addressed WWAV’s community for the first time. 
She affirmed that everyone at WWAV was deeply shaken, but recovering. Most of all, WWAV 
founders and staff were worried about how they were going to provide for their participants 
during the rebuilding. WWAV was still so far from the realizing the transformative healing that 
had been envisioned in the context of the NO Justice Project. To make matters worse, women 
with CANS convictions had recently been dealt yet another blow. The state decided to interpret 
Judge Feldman’s ruling as conservatively as possible: only the nine people directly named in the 
lawsuit were removed from the sex offender registry. For several weeks, women with CANS 
convictions had been meeting at WWAV to teach each other how to file petitions for being 
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removed from the sex offender registry list one-by-one. Zina led the charge. With the arson 
attack, they had lost more than a meeting space; they lost their home, filled with memories of the 
slow conversations and pained exchanges and joyful celebrations they shared with women who 
had come together through grassroots organizing to change the conditions of their lives. The 
coming weeks would bring much uncertainty. And WWAV’s work would continue. “Fire has 
long been used as a tool of terror in the South,” Deon explained, “but it can also be a powerful 
force for rebirth.” 
 
 
Zina Mitchell photographed at the offices of WWAV on May 29, 2012, days after the arson attack. Photo by author. 
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*** 
That night Deon spoke WWAV’s rebirth into existence.  
Methodically, WWAV turned the NO Justice victory into a systematic challenge of the 
criminalization of poor black women and girls. On October 28, 2013, WWAV and the NO 
Justice legal team secured the removal of every person still on the sex offender registry due to a 
Crime Against Nature by Solicitation charge.87 With City Council support, WWAV then 
established a multipronged racial justice partnership to redirect people arrested for street-based 
sex work out of the criminal justice system and into the WWAV organizing community. Inside 
the Orleans Parish Prison, staff further worked to support the release of hundreds of women who 
were locked up because they were too poor to make bail. In so doing, they amassed rare and 
intimate testimonies, observations, and glimpses of a system in crisis. On the tenth anniversary 
of Hurricane Katrina, August 29, 2015, WWAV began unveiling their analysis of how the new 
New Orleans has been built through the evisceration of black women, including themselves. 
Two months later, WWAV walked into their first home since the arson attack. The site at 
1226 North Broad Street was still temporary, but it was a home nonetheless. It is near impossible 
to overstate the significance of reopening this home for black feminist survival, struggle and 
renewal, and the labor that made it possible. The new New Orleans is actively being built 
through the organized abandonment, erasure, and expulsion of black New Orleanians. But the 
end has not been written yet. After an arson attack that could have been fatal, at a time when 
99,625 Black New Orleanians have not been able to return, the WWAV community rose to take 
space and have a place. On this contested land, the futures they have seeded are just beginning to 
come into bloom.  
                                                









I am my best work––a series of  
road maps, reports, recipes, doodles, 





“Everything you said that first summer?” Desiree turned in her chair to make eye contact with 
Deon. “Everything you said, we’ve done.” 2017 made four years since Desiree joined WWAV, 
and five since the arson attack. During the summer of 2013, we all spent hours around Deon and 
Quita’s dining room table, speaking a vision for WWAV’s work going forward. Before the fire, 
WWAV had started making plans for expanding the NO Justice Project and its story-driven 
organizing model into a statewide effort for women’s health and wellbeing. Deon insisted that 
plan was still on: “This is no new beginning; we are going to continue to do our work the way we 
always have. We will come through this, bigger and better than ever.”  
“The way we always have” meant starting in community with stories. That summer, 
WWAV launched the “Community Voices Project” through four storytelling/listening sessions: 
one for formerly incarcerated women, one for black women survivors of violence, one for 
LGBTQ survivors of violence, and one for anyone impacted by drug overdose. These 
intersections of race, gender, and sexuality––of intimate violence, state violence, and medical 
neglect––were well-plodded at WWAV and in community. Desiree suggested potential event 
locations that could hold each conversation; I offered to make a flyer using the WWAV logo 
with four women’s profiles; Deon outlined which of WWAV’s longtime outreach spots should 
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be targeted for each event; and Quita proposed designing a baseline questionnaire to put some 
quantitative data to the qualitative storytelling process.  
 
Flyer for the summer 2013 launch of the "Community Voices Project." 
 
From the stories and visions shared in those four conversations, WWAV worked to design a 
service-linkage program for black women survivors of intimate violence, an intergenerational 
black LGBTQ mentoring project, a whole host of programming against criminalization, a 
similarly expansive focus on reproductive justice, intensive street-based harm reduction 
outreach, and in-house trainings on vein care and overdose prevention… The work, in practice, 
was intimately local. But it was also conceptualized in concert with organizers working across 
the American South and Global South to be regionally, nationally and internationally impactful.1 
                                                
1 To recall Deon’s words at the “Know Her Truths” conference, “…making the connection about what is happening 
in the South, what is happening in India, what is happening in Africa, because we are connected to the global sex 
worker network.” 
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By the spring of 2017, this mutual aid and social change work, in New Orleans and statewide, 
had produced the first ever Louisiana Black Women’s Advocacy Day at the state capitol in 
Baton Rouge. 
 I first heard Desiree’s words “Everything you said, we’ve done” as a confirmation of the 
clarity of Deon’s vision four years prior. To be sure, there was a deep respect in her voice. 
Deon’s leadership throughout this period was awe inspiring. However––or maybe moreover––
there was also something affirmed, something produced, through Desiree’s speech about Deon’s 
own. Desiree’s words, like Deon’s four years prior, had direction; they traveled. They mapped 
the space that WWAV had charted since the fire: from exile to home. They also claimed territory 
beyond. What was next? What else was WWAV going to “put out into the universe”? What 
more would be “spoken into existence”? Speech is a creative act;2 it is powerful and materially 
generative. Stories make worlds; they are spatial practices.  
 This way of thinking about speech and space was familiar territory for me, but WWAV 
also pushed the theory. I had been ruminating on the connections between speech and space 
since the first time I read Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life––or maybe my 
longtime fascination with both is why Certeau’s work was so powerful for me.3 His comparison 
of the constructed order of the city grid to the proper rules of language grammar, and then of 
walking to speech, grabbed me immediately. The heterogeneous movements of people on the 
ground fill the homogenous form; they also tear it up. Of course, Certeau’s work is in need of an 
upgrade since its 1980 publication in the original French. The panoptic eye of the city planner, 
                                                
2 At this point in Chapter 4, I only want to gesture at the significance of speech as creative force in a variety of 
religious practices and traditions: from The Shout in Afro-Protestantism and African diasporic religion to The Word 
in the Gospel of John to The Spell of the Voodoo priestess. The particularities of speech at WWAV and of the 
religious implications of this speech will come into focus as this chapter unfolds and I return to the Introduction’s 
discussion of hybridization as strategy. 
3 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 93, 107. 
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which Certeau placed in the since destroyed Twin Towers, has moved from the sky to the street 
through a matrix of surveillance technologies, both human and machine.4 Nevertheless, 
Certeau’s attention to how people write the “text” of the city––how they produce what John 
Brinckerhoff Jackson calls “a vernacular landscape”5––is still instructive. What Certeau’s 
attention to the arts of everyday life brings into focus is the possibility to practice space and even 
make small-scale edits to a place without necessarily disrupting the dominant socio-geographic 
relations or having these edits be legible amid constant surveillance.6 
 While this vernacular practice is a part of the world in which WWAV speaks and acts, it 
is also not the whole of what the WWAV foremothers nor the contemporary porch-sitters were 
up to. In Chapter 1, I took a seat on WWAV’s front porch to explore, in conversation, the battle 
for space that has been actively underway in New Orleans. Now, I revisit that chapter’s argument 
                                                
4 I am grateful to Courtney Bender for pressing me to think with precision about how the shifting optics of 
surveillance––from the eye of God in the sky to the eye of god(s) everywhere and in machines––affect the practices 
of everyday life in space. In part, what this changing terrain of surveillance highlights for me is how intimate the 
policing of black life has always been. The difference between northern and southern modes of racism is often 
described as a focus in the South on how high you get (economically) versus in the North on how close you get. This 
is why the Blues became such a powerful medium for articulating and communicating visions otherwise throughout 
the quotidian terror of Jim Crow. It is also why a wealth of Black Studies scholars have emphasized, in Clyde 
Woods’ lexicon, the persistence of “blues epistemology”––the plantation-birthed, Katrina-resurrected modes of 
“autonomy of thought and action in the midst of constant surveillance and violence.” Woods, Development 
Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in the Mississippi Delta (New York: Verso, 1998), 29.  
5 John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986). I 
learned about Jackson’s work through J.T. Roane, “On the Spiritual Geography of Black Working-Class 
Washington,” Black Perspectives, June 20, 2017, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.aaihs.org/on-the-spiritual-
geography-of-black-working-class-washington/.  
6 Michael McNally underlines a similar point in his exploration of hymn singing among the Ojibwe people in the 
United States––and does so with a little help from Certeau. In the mid-1800s, McNally recounts that Christian 
civilizing missions attempted to soften the sharp tongues of the first nations people by forcing them to learn church 
hymns. Resistance was immediate, but as the settler colonizers encroached on the indigenous peoples, most 
specifically through the taking of tribal lands, “collaboration” became essential. But for the Ojibwe people who 
initiated hymn singing, this was not a simple process of mimesis; they slowed down the rhythms significantly, only 
performing the songs without instrumental accompaniment. To the Christian missionaries, the words provided overt 
proof of the success of their civilizing efforts. But to the trained ears of the Ojibwe people, the tonal rhythms of 
hymns were easily recognizable as the rhythms of their own traditional tribal chants.  Furthermore, by pairing this 
historical research with oral history interviews and with living tribal elders who have carried on the hymn-singing 
tradition, McNally is able to understand how this everyday practice of hymn singing became a living archive – an 
anti-museum of memory, to use Certeau’s language – which grounded Ojibwe tactics for enduring without 
succumbing to settler colonialism for generations. Michael D. McNally, Ojibwe Singers: Hymns, Grief, and a Native 
Culture in Motion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
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in light of Chapter 2’s focus on the deeply relational practices of storytelling and community 
care at WWAV, and Chapter 3’s on the possibility for these relational practices to be mobilized 
in order to combat and disrupt the production of the new New Orleans. I open with these 
reflections on speech and space, on speaking space, to underline a fundamental contention of this 
dissertation. Both ways of producing space––resilience space and demonic grounds––have their 
own ideologies, their own grammars.7 WWAV is not trying to rewrite the story of resilience 
space by speaking/walking in its homogenous form. Rather, WWAV is producing demonic 
grounds with their own grammar and their own speech acts.  
The geographic story of the front porch imagines and realizes the post-Katrina landscape 
anew. It is a story––like the stories of WWAV’s participants in the NO Justice project––that 
holds both the truths and the solutions. It is also a story that has to be protected. Resilience 
space, like the racial formations that preceded it, is produced through a grammar of invisibility 
and hyper-visibility. While WWAV does work to render visible the violence of that grammar, 
they are not playing around with it, at least not in WWAV’s own house. Like Deon explained at 
the “Know Her Truths” conference, “If you are trying to save our clients, … I can’t let you in. I 
can’t let you do more harm. And I can’t let you shame and put more stigma on a group of people 
who are already carrying so much.” That boundary is enforced in space and in speech. This 
begins to give more precision to Zina Mitchell’s description of WWAV as “a place I knew was 
                                                
7 I conceptualize “grammar” here in part through the work of Hortense Spillers. In “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: 
An American Grammar Book,” Spillers describes the project of liberation for black people through two passionate 
motivations: “(1) to break apart, to rupture violently the laws of American behavior that make such syntax possible; 
(2) to introduce a new semantic field/fold more appropriate to his/her own historic movement.” The process of 
breaking apart, of rupturing violently, is the process of making “a place for a different social subject.” Spillers 
further clarifies that the semantic field/fold that is introduced is new because “we are less interested in joining the 
ranks of gendered femaleness than gaining the insurgent ground as female social subject. Actually claiming the 
monstrosity (of female with the potential to “name”), which her culture imposes in blindness, ‘Sapphire’ might 
rewrite after all a radically different text for a female empowerment.” See Spillers, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: 
An American Grammar Book,” Diacritics (Summer 1987), 79, 80. 
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sacred.” The peddlers of shame and stigma, and the narratives they are trafficking, are not 
welcome at WWAV.8 Rather, WWAV is spoken through a spatial practice of nurturing the 
connections that give life––temporally and spatially––in order to sever those that kill. The 
threshold between resilience space and demonic grounds, and between the grammars that speak 
both, may be slim at times, but it is vigorously protected. 
 In this chapter, I explore how WWAV wrote the geographic story of their rebirth after the 
fire through a refrain that refused the grammar of resilience space and celebrated the 
revolutionary production of their own: “There are no victims at WWAV. We claim the power we 
were born with.” To excavate the narrative of victimization and its significance for producing 
resilience space, I begin amid a WWAV participant-led workshop for sex workers on “Building 
your Professional Brand.” Here, I pay close attention to the narratives and practices that WWAV 
participants use to block victimization and write in their power. I then press deeper into a second 
dimension of the “no victims” affirmation: the intersecting modes of racialized, gendered, and 
religious violence that together mean black women never get to be victims. Through attention to 
structural issues, I show how WWAV leaders teach this analysis of the language of 
victimization, and interrupt the victim story by telling their own: “We claim the power we were 
born with.” This grammar of demonic grounds provides a way to constructively track the very 
different racialized, gendered, and religious stories told at WWAV in play, on front porches, and 
towards the making of a new new New Orleans in safety and love.  
 
* * * 
                                                
8 In thinking about the power of narratives in this way, I found Elizabeth Castelli’s work on martyrdom, and most 
especially her discussion of “Religion as a Chain of Memory: Cassie Bernall of Columbine High and the 
Contemporary American Legacy of Early Christian Martyrdom” to be especially helpful. See Castelli, Martyrdom 
and Memory: Early Christian Culture Making (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007). 
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Un-Switching the Code 
“I came through the very first class of Emerge, and now I’m working giving tours!” Cris9 
paused, and scanned the table. Three out of the four people who were court-mandated to be there 
had just broken eye contact with her. She knew that subtle shift well––the “oh, this bitch found 
____ (insert: sobriety, God, a job, etc.) and now she thinks she’s better than us” shift. The thing 
was, Cris did not. She just had to perform that for her good day job. She was still wearing her 
uniform. Slowly, Cris breathed in and out, and released her respectable daytime cover.10  
“I’m not saying there’s anything wrong with doing sex work. Hell, I still have to do it 
when bill money is short or when my son needs something. But for me, I was just having a hard 
time taking care of my son and working the streets at night. So I wanted a job I could work while 
he was in school. WWAV helped me figure out how to do that. I put it as a short-term goal on 
the Vision Board11 I made during our first Emerge class. You all made Vision Boards, right?”  
Each of the three skeptics nodded their heads slowly and let out a distinctive New 
Orleans “MmmHmmm.” Anyone who has spent any length of time in the city knows how those 
flat tones of the “Mmm” and the “Hmmm” signify a whole mouthful of words, like “Yeah, I 
know that’s right.” It was a reply to Cris’s question, as well as an affirmation of how the hustle 
she had chosen to balance family and finances. Cris had the group’s attention again.  
“I designed this workshop to teach you what WWAV taught me.”  
                                                
9 I use pseudonyms for all of WWAV’s participants in this section and the visitors in the following sections. 
10 The post-Katrina economics of this choice as an alternative to sex work are already discussed in Chapter 1. 
11 WWAV introduces the practice of Vision Boards on the first day of Emerge. Participants and staff each take 
sheets of poster board and clip images from magazines. On the poster board, they create stories of themselves––right 
now, in six months, in a year, and well into the future. Then they explain these Vision Boards to one another, and 
speak the change they desire in their lives out loud. Their work in Emerge is to begin to materialize the visions they 
have scripted in word and image on paper. Thus, as storytelling exercise, Vision Boards are a vital way that WWAV 
speaks space by supporting participants in claiming their own power and visions for their lives.  
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Packets from the Emerge/Groundworks Training 
 
Cris passed out the manila folders that WWAV staff and volunteers had assembled for 
her. Inside there were guides on resume-making, dressing for job interviews, and preparing for 
questions, as well as pictures showing do’s and don’t’s and fill-in forms for getting started. The 
materials were not that much different from what one might expect to be given in a run of the 
mill job training program for formerly incarcerated women. Emphasis in Cris’ packets was 
placed on documenting nontraditional forms of work (like babysitting), on navigating gaps in 
work history (because of having children), on building a professional wardrobe (on a limited 
budget). People started shifting in their seats again. 
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Seated in WWAV's Art Egg office just under the Broad Street overpass by Municipal Court. 
 
 Emerge had been in existence for more than eight months at this point, and graduated 
more than sixty people. The program grew out of WWAV’s victory in the Crime Against Nature 
by Solicitation case. Following this win, WWAV was invited to join a citywide Racial Justice 
Improvement Project. Through this, they began a deep partnership with Municipal Court Judge 
Desiree Charbonnet, who was ready to use the leeway she had within the city judiciary to build a 
program for diverting people arrested for prostitution to WWAV.12 People who completed the 
program (called “Crossroads” in court, “Emerge” at WWAV) would have the prostitution charge 
wiped from their record. The model had been adapted from drug courts, and was usually only 
available to people with simple nonviolent charges. That separation of the nonviolent (read: 
good) crimes from the violent (read: bad) crimes raised the ire of many an anti-prison activist, 
                                                
12 This leeway that people have to affect change within seemingly intractable systems is one of the principle terrains 
that WWAV works on when engaging with the bureaucracies that participants move through daily. 
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because it was often a Trojan Horse for seeming to advance criminal justice reform while 
actually smuggling in harsher sentences for others and thereby expanding the carceral state.13 
Within sex worker organizing circles, it was the heavy, community-based surveillance that drew 
concern, to recall my updating of Certeau’s conception from the panoptic-eye-in-the-sky to the 
all-seeing-eye-that-is-everywhere. Nationally, service organizations that agreed to partner with 
diversion programs often had to screen people for drugs, remand people to custody for positive 
tests, and teach anti-prostitution, victim-centered curricula. That left little room for these same 
service providers to practice “arts” of everyday subterfuge; they were now the all-seeing-eye was 
everywhere. 
On each of these fronts, what WWAV had been able to achieve through Emerge was 
remarkable. With Judge Charbonnet, they had been able to advocate for the most expansive 
inclusion criteria possible, no enhanced charges for people who were not eligible, and public 
defender help to comb arrest records for people who were eligible but had not been offered the 
option of participating because of booking time, location, or some other issue. Moreover, the 
work they would carry out through Emerge was not the space of everyday practice on someone 
else’s anti-prostitution curriculum; it was a space of their own production. WWAV agreed to 
move forward on these terms, because, in the incarceration capital of the world, the frequency of 
arrests and the numbers of prostitution convictions their participants accumulated were 
debilitating.14 Both set their participants up for longer and longer prison sentences, in ways that 
folks in other states were used to seeing only with repeated violent convictions.  
                                                
13 Here, I am reminded of a phrase I have heard Ruth Wilson Gilmore say several times: “Innocence hardens the 
cages for everyone else.”  
14 Cindy Chang, Scott Threlkeld, and Ryan Smith, “Louisiana Incarcerated: How We Built the World’s Prison 
Capital––8-Part Series,” Times Picayune, May 13-20, 2012, accessed March 1, 2017, http://www.nola.com/prisons/. 
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This process of negotiating the inclusion criteria with Judge Charbonnet also illuminated 
some very different expectations on the internal workings of Crossroads/Emerge.15 In meeting 
after meeting with Judge Charbonnet, the Public Defenders, and representatives from the District 
Attorney’s office, WWAV explained their harm reduction approach to working with women 
engaged in street-based sex work. An assistant DA was reprimanded and suspended from the 
project after accusing WWAV of further victimizing women by not trying to rescue them from 
prostitution.16 Deon flatly asked, “What do you do when you have a friend in a bad relationship? 
You love her, you support her, and you trust that she knows much more about her life than you 
do.” That consistent and straight-from-the-hip approach honed during more than two and a half 
decades of work in community was how WWAV had been able to speak the space to construct 
the Emerge curriculum however they saw fit, and also how they kept staff from having to report 
on participants if they were using drugs or selling sex while in the program. There was no 
expectation that participants would stop doing prostitution. The goal was to do what WWAV had 
always done: bring people together in community; create a safe space where they could speak a 
shared analysis across their individual experiences and stories; and support women in realizing 
whatever “freedom dreams”17 unfolded in these life-giving conversations. The goal was to 
Emerge.  
                                                
15 This program has been covered by Zenobia Jeffries, “What It Takes to Get Women Out of Prison––and Stay Out,” 
Yes! Magazine, January 12, 2017, accessed June 27, 2017, http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/50-solutions/what-it-
takes-to-get-women-out-of-prison-and-stay-out-20160112; and Kay Whitlock, “Endgame: How Bipartisan Criminal 
Justice Reform Institutionalizes a Right-Wing Neoliberal Agenda,” Political Research, June 6, 2017, accessed June 
27, 2017, http://www.politicalresearch.org/2017/06/06/endgame-how-bipartisan-criminal-justice-reform-
institutionalizes-a-right-wing-neoliberal-agenda/#sthash.b9Mf6HlN.Dqz4VA0I.dpuf.  
16 The language of “rescue” has long been used to describe the materialists labors of white women, especially 
throughout the Progressive Era. In recent years, it has become especially popular both among people in the anti-
trafficking movement and among sex workers (and sex worker advocates) who get caught in and criminalized 
through these efforts. Peggy Pascoe, Relations of Rescue: The Search for Female Moral Authority in the American 
West, 1874-1939 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
17 I use the term “freedom dreams” as it has come up most recently in my conversations with Deon Haywood about 
Angela Davis’ Freedom is a Constant Struggle. In her 2016 monograph, Davis argues for the need to expand the 
concept of intersectionality both temporally and spatially in order to make connections with freedom struggles 
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 Cris’s return to the Emerge class sessions was part of her vision supported by WWAV 
staff. After graduating from Emerge, she, like many other participants, did not want to leave. 
Deon affirmed that fact at the “Know Her Truths” conference. Cris kept coming back to the 
office, and she kept seeing people from her Emerge class doing the same. After a few weeks, 
they decided to start a program called Groundworks to honor their ground-breaking and 
foundation-building work together: “To provide a safe space for sex workers and former sex 
workers to exchange ideas on building a professional brand and explore avenues of self-growth. 
This is a no-judgement space, geared towards comradery and community outreach.” Cris had 
been invited to share some of the tools she had been developing in Groundworks with soon-to-
graduate Emerge participants by the current Emerge facilitator, Leslie, who was a social work 
intern turned WWAV staff member. Leslie was a baby in the organization at 23, but she had an 
old soul and a way with WWAV’s participants that came from being raised by a black mother 
who was an active heroin addict for nearly all of her childhood in Farmingdale, Virginia. The 
summer prior, she was part of a small team of interns who worked together to craft the Emerge 
curriculum and launch the program through a combination of listening to the stories that WWAV 
elders shared about the old days of street outreach and more recent ones of organizing the NO 
Justice project; of studying the digitized (and minimal paper) resources and training materials 
that had survived the arson attack; and of working fill in the gaps in these stories and resources 
                                                
globally and throughout time. To realize this expansion, she argues that it is imperative for us to figure out “how to 
create windows and doors for people who believe in justice to enter and join in” (21). Freedom Dreams are these 
windows and doors: the moments when “social realities that may have appeared inalterable, impenetrable, came to 
be viewed as malleable and transformable” (67). The brutal violence of racism is made tangible in “the rearing of 
generations of Black people who have not learned how to imagine the future” (89). This explains the temporal 
expansion of intersectionality Davis advocates: “the people whom we have to thank for imagining a different 
universe and making it possible for us to inhabit the future” (118). Dreaming in concert in the here and now, across 
time and across space, thus, is an invitation to build the relationships needed to imagine and enact freedom. Angela 
Davis, Freedom is a Constant Struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, and the Foundations of a Movement (Chicago: 
Haymarket Books, 2016). See also Robin D. G. Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 2003). 
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through the sex worker-led curricula, health education programming, and black feminist thought 
that was produced by WWAV’s allies both nationally and globally. 
 
 Cris eyed the people shifting in their seats and continued, “Okay, so that’s what you can 
find online. I know you’re thinking what I did… How the hell is this going to help ME make a 
resume out of all the things that I’ve done?” Rolls of laughter fell like dominoes around the table.  
 Cris stood up and flipped over the first page of the flipchart to expose a sheet titled, 
“Informal Work Experience in Professional Terms. What Skills Are Transferrable?” She passed 
the marker to me, and asked me to take notes. Then she joined the Emerge participants at the 
table.  
 “Okay, so what types of work have you done before?” 
 “I worked at a bar,” Leena offered. 
 “Yeah, I worked as a waitress,” Maxine added.  
 “Yup, everyone in New Orleans has done some kind of food service,” Cris agreed. 
“Hospitality city. And what sorts of skills did you need to do that job well?” 
“It was all about multitasking,” Leena began… 
“––and being able to talk with folks,” Maxine continued. 
“Totally. So customer service, right?” Cris asked 
“Yes!” Leena and Maxine said in unison. 
“Okay, so what other jobs?” Cris looked around the table. Everyone was silent. Cris tried 
again, “Well, why are we all here?” 
 “Um, sex work?” Neesha advanced hesitantly. 
 “Thank YOU!” Cris exclaimed, tapping her hand on the table for emphasis.  
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 “But how am I going to put that on a resume and expect anyone to hire me?” Neesha 
rebutted at full volume this time. 
 “Well, you don’t put SEX WORK. You call it something else. What skills do we need to 
be sex workers?” Cris pressed. 
 “People skills for real, for real,” Diane said, arching an eyebrow. 
 “And negotiating skills… I mean, I am my own business,” Leena added. 
 “Right…. Which means being really good at managing money, right?” Cris prodded. 
 “I am an un-certified accountant!” Neesha smiled. 
 “Yeah, but negotiating also means communication––with johns and with other girls on 
the streets,” Maxine pushed deeper. 
 “Right! And not just on the streets… what about backpage?” Cris inquired. 
 “Seriously. Between placing and managing adds online and by phone, I’ve got a 
background in telemarketing,” Leena laughed.  
 “That’s what I’m talking about!” Cris exclaimed. 
 “Yeah, but I can’t just make things up… I mean, someone is going to want to check 
references for my good Accountant job, aren’t they?” Neesha asked. 
 “Well, yeah, but that’s where you have to get creative,” Cris began.  
Leena, Maxine, Neesha, and Diane all looked at her, heads cocked and eyes wide. 
“Creative?!?!” Diane scoffed. 
“Yes, creative,” Cris repeated. “Let me tell you want I mean…”  
Cris nodded at me, and I flipped to a new sheet of flipchart paper. 
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“So one option: apply to places that have really high turnover rates. They won’t look at 
your resume that closely, because they’re always looking for somebody. They’ll just be glad to 
have someone who has any experience,” Cris began. 
“Right, right!” Diane confirmed. 
“Another option: if you are going to make something up… like passing off sex work as 
an accounting business… make sure you pick a place that really existed but has closed down, 
okay? That way, the person checking your references will know that the place is legit, but won’t 
be able to verify whether you worked there or not,” Cris explained. 
“Dayum, Cris, okay. I see you!” Neesha chided. 
“And last thing: anyone can be a reference for anyone. You just don’t want to pick 
someone with your last name. So Maxine, you could be a reference for Leena, and Diane, you 
could be a reference for Neesha, and vice versa.” The pairs looked at each other and nodded. 
“You can also ask the WWAV folks here to speak for you, if it’s a position where being part of 
an educational program would look good. Right, Leslie?” Cris asked. 
Leslie nodded as Leena, Maxine, Neesha, and Diane dove back into resume-building. By 
the end of the session, they had reframed drug dealing, child care, doing hair, and cleaning.  
“That’s how we do at WWAV!” Cris smiled and extended her arms to signal that time 
was up. “I hope you’ll think about joining Groundworks after graduation.” 
Applause led into thank you’s passed over the shuffle of papers, as Leena, Maxine, 
Neesha, and Diane each stood up to collect their things. And with that they were each off for 
what the day held for them next. Cris, grinning from ear to ear, lingered only briefly in order to 
mark what they all had dreamed together and spoken into space.  
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Flipcharts from Emerge/Groundworks Training 
 
Later that night, I shared pictures from the Groundworks session with Deon, as had 
become a regular practice for us on days when she was not in the office but I was. Tired from the 
day, I began somewhat stream of conscious to tell her about how incredible the workshop was, 
about the strength of Cris’s facilitation skills, about how Leena, Maxine, Neesha, and Diane 
opened up and built with one another, about how much this workshop reminded me of the stories 
she and Ms. Catherine and Danita had shared about the early WWAV days and the Our Space 
events after Hurricane Katrina and the NO Justice organizing meetings after that…  
I paused and turned to look at Deon. Her eyes had not moved from the pictures.  
“I absolutely love this,” Deon beamed. “There are no victims at WWAV. We claim the 




Deon’s affirmation was both descriptive and prescriptive. The conversation that happened during 
the Emerge group that day diverged significantly from the popular sex work script. It diverged so 
significantly that at several points during the conversation Cris had to recenter and dig deeper so 
that she did not lose Leena, Maxine, Neesha, and Diane. In so doing, she modeled a pathway, 
learned at WWAV, for honoring how she had done what she had to do to survive and had also 
been able to find alternate ways to make money than selling sex. In order to hold both of these 
truths––that is, to not dismember herself18––she had to find a way to honor the reasons she 
wanted to change her life course that did not require her to demean sex work. She had to tell her 
life story in such a way that this story did not hinge on divorcing herself from her own self. This 
was no “once I was lost and now I am found” tale. Hers was a tale of care and humor and 
downright bloody-mindedness. That is how Cris claimed the power she was born with. She 
turned even the most banal job training materials into tools for rewriting her story according to a 
WWAV grammar. In so doing, she came into a different relationship with the survival skills she 
learned and honed on the streets. All of the parts of herself arrived into the present. She spoke 
herself into space. There are no victims at WWAV. 
 What Cris taught, what Deon recognized, was the scripting of oneself outside of a 
Protestant story of being born again. Neither Emerge nor Groundworks were places to tell stories 
about the fall and about sin, about women polluted and deplored––about how sometimes these 
same women could be saved and redeemed.19 If there was any before self and after self in play, it 
                                                
18 In using the language of “dismemberment,” I am thinking especially about the story of how Dana loses her arm in 
Octavia Butler’s Kindred. When Dana time travels for the last time, returning to her California home in 1976 from 
the pre-Civil War Maryland plantation, she does so after stabbing the white slave master Rufus who had grabbed her 
while attempting to rape her. Surviving the physical and emotional violence of white supremacy is literally and 
permanently disfiguring for Dana. Octavia Butler, Kindred (Boston: Beacon Press, 2004). 
19 Here, I am distinguishing WWAV’s work from the narratives that have long circulated around so-called “fallen” 
women––narratives that were institutionalized as state practice by the architects of the separate women’s carceral 
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was the self that Zina Mitchell had described when she talked about the very different 
experiences of belonging in society and belonging at WWAV.20 After her decades of struggling 
with addiction, she had been marked and ostracized, living in perpetuity on the edges of a society 
in which she was no longer afforded membership. However, when she crossed the threshold into 
WWAV, she was actively restitched into a community of being-together through the bonds of 
living relationships. She was, in a sense, “resurrected.”21  
                                                
sphere in the late nineteenth century. Buttressed by the maternalistic rhetoric of the burgeoning middle-class female 
reform tradition, this new generation of white Christian women argued for women’s responsibility to mother not 
only their own families but also society as a whole through care, nurturance, and moral upbringing of those women 
deemed criminals by the state. Their arguments were streamlined into a three-point platform of separating women 
prisoners from men; providing differential, feminine care; and ensuring that full control over women’s prisons was 
in the hands of female staff. In arguing for separate women-centered, women-operated prisons, they drew on the 
widely-accepted difference between women’s and men’s worlds, and sought to expand the women’s sphere to 
encompass correctional institutions. But their conclusion that only women could rehabilitate other women was 
flawed: the very possibility of rehabilitation required proving that the fallen woman was not irreparably fallen. 
Impassioned reformers increasingly spoke to the impact of social forces on the construction of women’s crimes––
crimes that some believed were almost inevitable given women’s prior experiences of poverty and trauma. By this 
logic, the separation of women could protect what remained of their essential (read: white) womanhood. With the 
opening of the first completely separate state women’s prison in Indianapolis in 1874, the Massachusetts 
legislature’s approval of a women’s reformatory in June of the same year, and the New York legislature’s approval 
of a women’s reformatory in 1881, the women’s prison experiment was officially underway. The adult women now 
enmeshed in the separate women’s sphere of the penitentiary state were often referred to as “children” by their 
female keepers. In what might be likened to a process of re-parenting, reformers sought to extend middle class 
women’s socialization to their fallen sisters, so that their “true womanhood” might have a chance to flourish. To 
nurture purity, piety, domesticity, and submissiveness, women’s prison programming was often modeled on 
household chores and household duties, infused with a heavy dose of prayer, music, and Bible study. The liberties 
many of these early women prison reformers took in their “re-parenting” strategies were not limited to ritualizing 
women’s work the cultivation of virtue, nor to the softening of the women’s prison environment from the bleak attic 
rooms that women had previously been contained in to prevent their “moral pestilence” from infecting incarcerated 
men. Ellen Chaney Johnson, for example, brought her vision for the “downcast, but not forsaken, sisterhood” to 
Framingham, Massachusetts, in 1884, extolling the virtues of punishment and control for achieving rehabilitation. 
She remains best known for her insistence on protracted sentencing, with release to be determined solely by herself 
as prison matron, because “one year will not overthrow the habits established by the sins of fifty years, or thirty 
years, or fifteen years.” See Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State, 1917-
1942 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995); Estelle B. Freedman, Their Sisters’ Keepers: Women’s Prison Reform 
in America, 1830-1930 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1984); and L. Mara Dodge, “Whores and 
Thieves of the Worst Kind”: A Study of Women, Crime, and Prisons, 1835-2000 (Dekalb: Northern Illinois 
University Press, 2006)..It is also important to underscore the centrality of race in these discourses. As historian 
Mary Ellen Curtin observes, “The image of the fallen woman in the South had everything to do with race. Black 
women prisoners were seen as inherently immoral, while white women prisoners convicted of sex crimes lost their 
racial privilege.” See Curtin, Black Prisoners and their World: Alabama, 1865-1900 (Charlottesville: University of 
Virginia, 2000) 114-115. Within the northern reformatories, antiblack racism was no less constitutive of prison 
matrons’ carceral strategies. 
20 See Zina Mitchell’s life history interview in Chapter 2. 
21 I will come back to this idea of “resurrection” in Chapter 5 when I discuss the process of “resurrecting the dead 
and disappeared” from the present, past, and future.  
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The focus that the WWAV narrative placed on belonging both to the land and to each 
other was what helped to render visible the violence in the “born again” script. The 
homogeneous form of the victimization narrative left a person first dismembered, then displaced, 
and then disassembled from their community. You belonged nowhere and to no one until you 
shed those facets that did not fit in the constructed order (perhaps even your entire self).22 
WWAV’s grammar, on the other hand, played with multiplicity and difference, with present, 
past, and future all held simultaneously. In the WWAV form, Zina never lost her power, and Cris 
never lost hers. What each of them had lost (been robbed of) by interlocking systems of 
dismemberment were the life-giving connections through which a person can begin to exceed 
themself. At WWAV, by speaking truths and practicing space in community, both Zina and Cris 
experienced new ways of being the in the world––and sometimes they caught the glimmer of 
new worlds in formation.23 There are no victims at WWAV. 
 The problem with all this “no victims” talk was that it could fall harshly on the ears of 
people not accustomed to seeing the sort of self-actualization WWAV was describing, much less 
the liberatory world-building they were prescribing. For most, to be a victim was to be worthy of 
support. Victims survived crimes; victims survived violence; victims survived abuse. The 
recognition of “victimhood” is something that people have fought long and hard for: harm is real 
and recovery takes work. That recognition was the first step for making a whole matrix of 
                                                
22 For two compelling ethnographic accounts of moral rehabilitation in contemporary context, see Jared Zigon, “HIV 
is God’s Blessing”:Rehabilitating Morality in Neoliberal Russia (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011); 
and Angela Garcia, The Pastoral Clinic: Addiction and Dispossession along the Rio Grande (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2010). 
23 In calling these collective productions “glimmers of new worlds,” I recall both Angela Davis’ windows and doors 
opened through the collective imagination of freedom struggles, as well as the extra-subjective modes of being 
beyond atomized liberal subjectivity that Ashon Crawley describes as the precondition for the emergence of 
possibilities otherwise in Blackpentecostal Breath: The Aesthetics of Possibility (New York: Fordham University 
Press, 2016). 
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services, programs, and support to buttress recovery work.24 No one at WWAV was unaware of 
that context, or of the very real harm that prefigured it. Which was precisely why Deon used 
such jarring language. “There are no victims at WWAV.” That phrase was, rhetorically, a 
punctum, as Roland Barthes developed the concept in Camera Lucida. It wounded; it touched; it 
brought the onlooker into personal relationship with the people WWAV stands with, women who 
were often disappeared in the studium of victim-land and victim-speak.25  
 “There are no victims at WWAV” was also a form of double-speak; it named two distinct 
yet interlocking rules of the resilience grammar. By standing in their own power, WWAV 
participants refused using the grammar of victim script to order the story of their lives. “We are 
not victims.” They also did this after systematically being denied the ability to be victims. “We 
are not victims.” This second meaning of “no victims” exposed the racialized and gendered 
logics that undergird the victim narrative,26 logics that had gotten a boost in New Orleans in 
recent years from the anti-trafficking movement and from post-Katrina relief efforts before 
that.27 These were precisely the logics that WWAV to render visible throughout the NO Justice 
Project.28 They were also the same logics through which people attempted to narratively and 
spatially erase WWAV’s work after the federal ruling. WWAV’s victory exposed an unspoken 
truth about the whole resilience script: all the saviors are supposed to be white, and so, too, are 
                                                
24 This language of matrix should recall the global human rights anti-violence matrix discussed in Chapter 2. 
25 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill and Wang, 1980), 25-26. 
26 e.g., Spillers, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book.” 
27 The anti-trafficking movement has positioned itself globally as a vehicle for ending violence against women in the 
form of what is often referred to as “modern-day slavery.” The proliferation of the anti-trafficking discourse in New 
Orleans was largely tied to the 2013 Super Bowl, which, like large sporting events before and after, was 
mythologized as “the largest sex trafficking event” with little to no evidence to support this incendiary claim. What 
has been widely documented is the repurposing of drug war criminalization strategies in this new war on sex 
trafficking. In New Orleans, indeed, nationwide, the language of sex trafficking has been a major vehicle for 
expanding criminal justice and policing resources at the local level to find and brand any person under eighteen who 
is homeless or working a street-based economies as a “victim” of trafficking, which they are only in the legal 
definition. 
28 See Chapter 3 for a full discussion of the use of the invisibility/hyper-visibility hermeneutic at WWAV. 
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all the victims. This last part might seem counter-intuitive. After all, the anti-trafficking 
campaigns and the post-Katrina humanitarian projects all claimed to be working to save the poor 
black people of New Orleans. And the white saviors continued to tell themselves this, even while 
they enacted programs and projects that brought more violence and more criminalization. The 
stories shared in the WWAV office, on street outreach, at public events, and over meals all bore 
witness to a single uncomfortable and persistent truth. In the new resilient New Orleans, as has 
been true throughout American history, a black woman, and especially a black mother, was what 
a victim was not.  
 In the months leading up to the tenth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina, Desiree Evans 
had been working with staff to document how the new resilient New Orleans had been built 
through the erasure of black women––through their “evisceration.”29 That language was 
developed and honed, like so many things at WWAV, in the context of late afternoon 
conversations. Staff had just returned from court for an Emerge participant who had been 
rearrested. The scene had been a verbal bloodbath.  
“Women come before judges and they shred them,” Leslie spat, fists clenched.  
Deon nodded, explaining how much the scene reminded her of her days working in 
juvenile court, “Just seeing how parents were treated when they came into court. Mothers who 
were working two jobs, three jobs… 
“And it’s always the mother. It’s always the mother.” Desiree’s face was pained. 
“Yes. It’s always the mother. Always,” Deon stressed. 
                                                
29 The language of “evisceration” is also deployed by Dylan Rodriguez on his work on the carceral state. He argues 
that phrases like “the New Jim Crow” and “social death” are niceties that do not begin to name the systematic 
violence endured by black and brown people and their communities amid the prison industrial complex. Rodríguez, 
“Inhabiting the Impasse: Racial/Racial-Colonial Power, Genocide Poetics, and the Logic of Evisceration,” Social 
Text 33, no 3 (2015): 19-44. 
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“And you know, we’ve seen this… This goes back to slavery…” Desiree pressed on the 
accumulated history that made that pain so searing.30 
“Right!” Deon beckoned on. 
“But even if you think about the 80s and under Reagan and his use of black motherhood. 
Criminalizing black motherhood, right?”31 
 “MmmHmmm…” that chorus hummed around the office. 
“That’s the thing… I was telling Deon the other day, you know, going around the city 
and being an outreach worker and going to all these meetings with health policy people in the 
city… It’s usually all, like, Tulane MPH, mostly white women, working on health policy in the 
city, but mostly talking about poor black communities. And almost always black women, black 
mothers, were blamed. Like “Why is this black mother…?” For any epidemic that was 
happening in the black community, black mothers––” Des left the sentence hanging… 
 “––were always to blame.” Deon finished her call.  
 “Always to blame,” Des repeated. “And that’s something that goes historically back and 
back and back and that’s used… Black women are used as scapegoats. If something’s wrong 
with the children, it’s the black mother’s problem. If something’s wrong... if, you know, the kids 
aren’t eating right, it’s the black mother. But never talking about systemic issues. Never talking 
about the fact that there’s no grocery stories…” 
                                                
30 This history underwrites Spillers’ “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe.” See also Jennifer L. Morgan, Laboring 
Women: Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004). 
31 Reagan’s policies were undergirded by a racialized and gendered common sense codified in the “culture of 
poverty” thesis and the “underclass” debate. See Oscar Lewis, “The Culture of Poverty,” Scientific American 215, 
no. 4 (1966): 19-25; Daniel P. Moynihan, The Negro Family: The Case for National Action (Washington, DC: US 
Department of Labor, 1965); Michael Katz, The Undeserving Poor: From the War on Poverty to the War on 
Welfare (New York: Pantheon Books, 1989); Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Social Policy, 1950-1980 
(New York: Basic Books, 1984); Lawrence M. Mead, “Should Congress Respond? If Waivers are Granted, 
Congress Must Monitor Results,” Public Welfare 50, no. 2 (1992): 14-17; William J. Wilson, The Truly 
Disadvantaged: The Inner City, the Underclass, and Public Policy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). 
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“Yeah… Yeah…” Leslie agreed. 
 “The city is full of food deserts, but why is the black mother going to McDonald’s? 
Because of the Dollar Menu. And she can feed her family on $10 a night. But it’s like… ‘Oh, it’s 
the black women’s fault that there’s an obesity problem…’ Like, maybe it’s structural issues! 
There’s no grocery story in the Ninth Ward! It’s ten years after Katrina and there’s no grocery 
store in the Ninth Ward! How is that possible??? And you’re pushing black women heads of 
households––and it’s something like eighty percent of black women are heads of households––” 
“Yeah, yeah!” Deon amplified, as she began to formulate the next verse. 
“You’re pushing them out to New Orleans East. You’re pushing them out to Central City. 
They’re still in the Lower Ninth Ward where there are no grocery stores. So how… Ugh. You 
know!” Des threw up her hands in exasperation. 
Deon waxed historical again to underscore Des’ point. “And no corner stores… You 
know, I think about being a kid in this city, where I grew up… In my younger years, we were in 
Hollygrove. And I remember there was a Winn Dixie on Carrollton where Costco’s is. And then 
there was a Schwegmann’s on Airline. And that was where you went to make groceries. But then 
when we moved uptown, there were stores growing up… like Venus Gardens32… and that’s 
back in the day. And there was a Winn Dixie. But there was also the corner store that was right 
across the street.” 
“MmmHmmm,” Des cosigned, from her own Louisiana childhood in St. Martinville. 
“They had pork chops, and they had sausage, and they had stuff to make a sandwich, and 
they had potato chips, and they had milk, and they had cereal, which are staples for most 
                                                
32 The Venus Gardens building on Oretha Castle Haley Boulevard was built in the early nineteen-hundreds as a 
department store, later operated as a grocery store, and turned into apartments in 1998. Following Hurricane Katrina, 
the building was purchased by Gulf Coast Housing Partnership, which facilitated the Ashe Cultural Arts Center 
securing their own permanent headquarters:  http://gchp.net/projects/detail/Venus_Gardens.  
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families. You can get it right there. There’s canned vegetables… There’s stuff! And so for 
parents––working ones like my mother––she was like, ‘Go right across the street. Get this. Y’all 
fix this, for you and your sister and your brother…’” 
“All mothers did the same thing,” Leslie agreed.  
“Exactly. And yet, people talk about how unhealthy… but that’s all people have. I also 
think, kind of like to Des’ point about, um, how people see motherhood and how people see 
black women and how black women are targeted…” The verse was coming around again. 
“Particularly with public housing,” Des pinpointed, “and the raiding of public housing. 
Black women were the face––black mothers were the face of public housing… purposefully. Not 
the structural issues.”33 
“Exactly!” Deon echoed. 
“And how when you talk about how like ‘Oh, there’s all this crime! There’s all this 
crime!’ Black women were always blamed. And I remember City Council after Katrina being 
like ‘Well, we don’t want them back. Those are the women we don’t want back in the city.’ And 
how they were used as a way to justify destroying entire communities…” 
                                                
33 Rhonda Williams provides a stunning examination of these policies and their everyday effects from the 
perspective of the black women living in Baltimore’s public housing projects who organized resistance in The 
Politics of Housing: Black Women’s Struggles Against Urban Inequality (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2004). In New Orleans, WWAV board member and INCITE! co-founder Shana griffin has worked in collaboration 
with organizers, academics, and journalists to provide searing ongoing analysis on the questions of gender, 
reproductive violence, and housing policy. See Alisa Bierria, Mayaba Lieventhal, and INCITE! Women of Color 
Against Violence, “To Render Ourselves Visible: Women of Color Organizing and Hurricane Katrina,” in What Lies 
Beneath: Katrina, Race, and the State of the Nation, ed. South End Press Collective (Cambridge: South End Press, 
2007); Joanna Dubinsky, with Shana griffin, “An Unfragmented Movement: The People are the City,” New Orleans 
IndyMedia, January 6, 2006,  accessed June 27, 2017, http://neworleans.indymedia.org/news/2006/01/6740.php; 
Elena Everett, with Shana griffin, “The Women of New Orleans after Katrina,” Counterpunch, August 25, 2006, 
accessed June 27, 2017, https://www.counterpunch.org/2006/08/25/the-women-of-new-orleans-after-katrina/; Clyde 
Woods with Shana griffin, “The Politics of Reproductive Violence,” American Quarterly 61, no. 3 (2009): 583-591; 
and Rachel E. Luft, with Shana griffin, “A Status Report on Housing in New Orleans after Katrina: An 
Intersectional Analysis,” accessed June 27, 2017, http://www2.tulane.edu/newcomb/upload/NCCROWreport08-
chapter5.pdf. 
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“Same with the education system,” I added, after taking the previous minutes. “What’s 
that Ashana Bigard always says? ‘To buy into the Charter School experiment, you have to buy 
into the myth that black mothers are complicit in the under-education of black children?’”34 
“MmmHmmm, MmmHmmm,” Desiree confirmed. “Yeah… the black mother and the 
family and the black children… It’s interesting how that’s been used…” Looking around the 
room to each staff member, she continued, “Because a lot of what we talk about are structural 
issues and social policies. So thinking about what we call here as a ‘policy of disposability.’ 
Black women become something that is used to disappear entire communities.”35 
 
“I did what I had to do.” 
This focus on structural issues was the antidote for so many of the insidious and pernicious 
ideologies that WWAV had to make visible in order to challenge violence on the daily. It was the 
chorus throughout the porch talk on resilience that opens this dissertation. Black women are 
scapegoated for all issues in the black community? Point to the structures. Black people are 
marveled at for surviving ten years after the storm? Point to the structures. Politicians try to pass 
off the new resilient New Orleans as God’s will? Point to the structures. Black women get 
arrested after calling the police on their abusive partners? Point to the structures. Someone tries 
to force WWAV participants to call themselves victims?36 Point to the structures.  
                                                
34 Education activist Ashana Bigard testified on July 18, 2015, at Breaking the Silence: A New Orleans Townhall 
Hearing on Women of Color: “To buy into the narrative of the [charter school] experiment, you need to buy into the 
idea that black women are complicit in the under-education of black children.” 
35 The language of disappearance circulates widely in New Orleans, especially in black feminist analyses of the post-
Katrina crisis. See Dani McCain, with Shana griffin, “Policies that Make People Disappear: Activist Shana griffin 
on Post-Katrina New Orleans Housing,” The Public Eye (Fall 2015), accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://www.politicalresearch.org/2015/11/02/policies-that-make-people-disappear-activist-shana-griffin-on-post-
katrina-new-orleans-housing/#sthash.MPCYI7El.dpbs. 
36 This happened in phone conversation, email, and in person when Laura Murray of the “modern-day slavery” 
institute came to the office and tried to convince Deon that all WWAV participants are actually trafficked, they just 
don’t know it. When none of her arguments were working, she blurted out, “Well, just try it. Just ask them to call 
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 No one at WWAV underestimates the violence that poor women––and poor black women 
especially––endured daily. What they were taking issue with were the buzzwords that were used 
to neuter their participants’ pain, and worse yet were used to weaponize that pain against them. 
Deon once explained it to me like this: “The buzzwords are working because of religion. 
Because of people’s moral thinking. When you ask most people about drug testing women,37 
they automatically think about some poor black woman who is using the money for something 
else and not taking care of her children and not doing what she’s supposed to do.” The moral 
script Deon was referring to was twofold: both that poverty was a moral failing and that black 
women’s poverty was beyond reproach.38 Black women in Deon’s example are not only damned 
for being unable to make ends meet; they are characterized as swindling the system and using 
government charity to morally deplorable ends. It was that moral thinking that WWAV worked 
to interrupt. To do so, WWAV developed their own buzzwords, their own slogans. “There are no 
victims at WWAV. We claim the power we were born with.” These slogans made sense because 
of WWAV’s decades-honed intersectional analysis, crafted in and with community. And like 
with Chapter 1’s juxtaposition of resilience space and demonic grounds, the juxtaposition of 
victim and power bespoke deep and divergent histories that were at once gendered, racialized, 
classed, and religious. 
 I saw this analysis best mobilized during what could have easily been yet another meeting 
with yet another team of artists/educators/researchers not from New Orleans who wanted to 
                                                
themselves victims. See what a difference it makes!” For a chilling discussion of the antiblackness and the anti-
trafficking movement, see Tyron P. Woods, “The antiblackness of ‘modern-day slavery’ abolitionism,” Open 
Democracy, October 10, 2014, accessed June 27, 2017, https://www.opendemocracy.net/beyondslavery/tryon-p-
woods/antiblackness-of-'modernday-slavery'-abolitionism.  
37 Here, Deon was referring specifically to drug testing welfare recipients. 
38 This example brings the previous section’s attention to black mothers into sharper focus as a concern for religious 
studies. The double-bind for black women here is the same one discussed earlier in relation to the separate women’s 
carceral sphere: white women lost their racial privilege but not their potential for redemption; black women were 
considered to be irreparably fallen and were punished as such.  
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“learn from” WWAV. This couple were husband and wife film-makers, Vaughn and Sophie. 
Vaughn was a black man born and raised in the United States; Sophie was a white Australian, 
steeped in very different histories of colonialism and racialized violence. Their project focused 
on the criminal justice system in New Orleans. They had already talked with many of WWAV’s 
allies. Deon’s meeting with them had been slowed by the impending move into the North Broad 
Street office. That wait meant that Deon had heard plenty about the couple before laying eyes on 
them, a standard practice in a small city that had been being gutted of its stories and its pain like 
an offshore drilling site since the storm.39 The conversation began with a recounting of 
WWAV’s more problematic history working with researchers before and after the storm, history 
which Vaughn and Sophie immediately tried to distance them from. Deon clipped the response 
swiftly, “If I thought you were like that, you wouldn’t be sitting here.”  
 It was the end of a long day, so Deon had invited me and Desiree to sit in on the 
conversation-interview with her for backup. She had glossed WWAV’s work on the NO Justice 
project and the organization’s early history doing harm reduction outreach and HIV prevention 
when Sophie pressed on WWAV’s approach to sex work, drawing on her Australian history.  
Sophie: I worked for a long time in Australia at a refuge for sex workers … and many of 
the women we had staying with us, living with us, where survivors of abuse, domestic 
sexual abuse… And so, is that some of the work that you’ve been doing here? Sort of 
looking at… just what the sort of context is for women here?  
 
Deon: Yeah, so I think it’s twofold. I think it’s also… How can I say it? It’s exactly what 
you said. Would you all agree? Most of the women we see many of them have multiple 
traumas, went through multiple traumas. Some of the things I see is also driven by 
poverty, which I feel is an act of violence in itself. Not having and making yourself 
accessible for something that seems real easy but that society criminalizes you for… But 
on the flipside makes it okay for you to have certain behaviors. So yeah, and I would say 
that we get some women that that’s not their experience. We have some women who 
come in and are like “No, I like it. That’s how I make money. I make real good money. 
I’m not going to work at McDonalds. Not doing it.” And then you have women who 
are… They just have multiple traumas. And not in a way… I really push back on the 
                                                
39 This theft underscores, by a sick reversal, the very power of stories that was at the center of WWAV’s work.  
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narrative like “It started when they were twelve…” Uh, no. And when I say multiple 
traumas I mean across the board. Anywhere from like I was divorced. We’ve had women 
who entered sex work at 30 something, at 40 something. Especially in today’s economy. 
And I would say that especially in the last five years, it’s increased the number of women 




Sophie: As the economy gets worse and worse. 
 
Deon: Yeah. Or they’ve being pushed out more and more in a city like this that keeps 
creating jobs and small businesses for people who are not from here. And not really 
supporting the people who have been here. 
 
There was a palpable tension that Sophie could not quite hear yet between what she was saying 
and what Deon was replying. The everyday violence that sex workers survived was not in 
question. But the way that Sophie introduced her question––first violence, then sex work, then 
refuge––conjured a whole slew of tropes in the American victimization narrative. Deon pressed 
back gently, in much the same way as she had done when asked about religion at the “Know Her 
Truths” conference. Trauma is real; poverty is violence; some women are not survivors of 
violence; not everyone entered into sex work at the age of 12; some women entered sex work in 
their 30s or 40s; some women were pushed into sex work because the jobs in New Orleans were 
drying up and all the resources were going to transplants.  
 When Deon paused after her second reply/correction, I pushed on Sophie’s language, 
while also trying to model the practice of being in space and learning from Deon.  
Laura: I think something that I’ve learned from you and then talking with all the 
founders that goes to the question of trauma is that you will never hear someone at 
WWAV say, “The reason someone did this is because of trauma.”  
 
Deon: Right, right.  
 
Laura: Because that language is so close to the way that poor women, women of color 
have been pathologized for centuries.40 And the way that WWAV approaches is… “You 
are making an incredibly rational choice right now––” 
                                                





Laura: “––What you are doing is the best way that you know how to keep yourself above 
board, to be able to pay whatever bills you got, to care for your kids…” that like… “You 
are doing all the things that society is saying that you’re not doing. And the reason why 
this is the option you have to do that is because of structural poverty and it’s because of 
criminalization.” It’s a really different stance for what it means to stand with peop–– 
 
Sophie: Does it have to be so exclusive? I think a real in depth understanding of trauma 
is important to understanding [arms sweep open expansively] whatever. But I’m a 
psychotherapist of thirty years, as well. And we just made a film recently on continuous 
traumatic stress. I think one doesn’t have to be into binary positions around analyzing 
structural… I mean, I totally agree with you about oppression and economic choices. But 
one doesn’t have… I feel very strongly… It’s not… We can’t avoid that binary. But if we 
don’t recognize what’s happening to kids in terms of the impact on their health and their 
body and brain development and so on, as well as… It’s part of what the problem is 
systemically… Then it splits. And personally… I don’t… I mean… I… Because I see, we 
work with people constantly where it’s both, they do both. It’s a rational decision and 
it’s… I mean, don’t you want the best for everybody, the best chances possible? 
 
Deon: Right. I think what Laura… Just to clarify. We definitely agree with what you are 
saying, but what Laura is saying: most agencies, most programs, tell you, “What you’re 
doing is wrong.” 
 
Sophie: They do? 
 
Deon, Laura, Des: Yes. 
 
Sophie: So when you go… 
 
Deon: No not us.  
 
Vaughn: They’re talking about the women are doing. 
 
Sophie: Oh, okay, I got it. 
 
That exchange bristled at first, but it helped to shift the conversation into WWAV’s own 
grammar. WWAV worked with women––women who were survivors of myriad forms of 
unrecognized violence, women who happened to be doing sex work for a whole lot of reasons. 
Starting with women meant starting with women’s stories. Those stories bore witness to the 
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spatial practices of violence in the new New Orleans, including through narratives of 
victimization. 
 Now that there was a shared understanding that we were having a conversation about 
narratives, Deon pressed fully into the existential and spatial violence of the victim script.  
Deon: What the women are doing. “Let me help you change your life.” And I think that 
in itself is traumatizing as well. Because most of the women we meet? Part of… Like, 
when they talk about their experience, it’s coming from such a low point… So we don’t 
use that language with women. If you… Like, we really tell them, “We get it. The 
struggle itself, whatever that may be for you, is real. And what you did was strong. It 
means you’re strong. It means you are...” Not all, like.. We really try not to live in victim-
land. Because we also see what that narrative does to women. And for all the women who 
have come through that diversion program –– we’re almost at 200 people who have come 
through that program so far –– when they can sit in a room and say “You know what? I 
did what I had to do.” And not like “I DID WHAT I HAD TO DO, I DON’T CARE 
WHAT YOU SAY!!!” [angrily spitting the words] 
 
Sophie and Vaughn: Right, right, right… 
 
Deon: No it’s more like, “No, you know what, I made a decision, and it is mine, and it is 
okay. And I can live with it.” That’s very different than trying to get over the guilt of “Oh 
I shouldn't have. Oh, society says…” You know, society says a whole lot. They got a 
whole lotta women sitting at home with their husbands who are unhappy and want to 
leave and it may as well be the same situation. So, we don’t … WE don’t… We get it… 
but It’s not something we do with women when they come in here. It’s like, when you… 
 
Vaughn: But at some point, obviously, it may emerge if there are other things…  
 
Deon: And it may be. I’m not saying it doesn’t. I’m simply saying that there’s enough 
people giving that narrative. It’s not happening here–– 
 
Vaughn: You’re trying to change that narrative… 
 
Deon: ––What we’re trying to do is to … To actually give them the tools they need–– 
 
Sophie: It’s respectful. 
 
Deon: ––I find it’s very respectful. I don’t have to dig through your life to find out… you 
already know why you here. You know how you got here. I never met any person––and 
this is just in my experience, I’m not a therapist––but in the work that I do? I have never 
met anybody who when they have a moment to just sit? That can’t say, “Well I know 
exactly how I got here. I know exactly where this comes from.” It’s no different from… I 
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feel like, there’s this focus on “women in sex work and how they got there…” [mock 




Deon: Well they had a lot of people in a lot of situations! And how’d you end up married 
to that one? … I ain’t talking about y’all–– I’m just saying… How’d you end up married 
to this person for 30 years, and it’s a no better situation than some of the women who 
come in our door? And so… But society wouldn’t hold that narrative for that married 
woman. It wouldn’t even be discussed. “You must’ve made a bad choice. Your marriage 




In these last two turns, Deon linked together an exact description of the violence of “victim-land” 
with an equally precise indictment of its selective application. The victim narrative emboldened 
people with a whole lot of entitlement to dig around in women’s lives, to dismember their pasts 
from their presents, from their bodies and their homes. Meanwhile, what WWAV bore witness to 
everyday was how having a little bit of space, without the pressures of that script floating around, 
enabled women to tell a spatial story of “exactly how I got here.”  
That was why WWAV enforced a strict spatial boundary with the victim narrative. The 
grammar of victimization was the homogeneous form into and onto which just about every other 
space (churches, family homes, city streets, children’s schools, therapist’ offices, police lockups) 
that women moved through was constructed. At WWAV, there was a different grammar––a 
grammar through which women produced WWAV as their own by owning all of themselves. 
Deon: And so what I’m saying is that at this office, at this organization, we won’t hold 
space for THAT narrative. Cuz it’s one… You’re gonna get at your church, You gonna 
get it at your family… 
 
Sophie: You’re gonna… 
 
Vaughn: You don’t need… 
 
Deon: I don’t need it. It doesn’t work for us. And obviously it’s not working for our 
clients. 
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Vaughn: And not only that, they’re probably, of course, having to fight off that 
narrative–– 
 
Deon: Oh yeah! 
 
Vaughn: ––because they are connected to churches. They are connected to other 
communities. They’re connected to their families. They’re connected to their loved 
ones… 
 
Deon: Let me tell you. We haven’t had one client who ever said they don’t want to come 
back through these doors. Even when they finished they come back through these doors. 
 
Laura: Most people don’t leave. Ever. 
 
Deon: When they do come back, it’s like: “Miss Deon, I didn’t get my WWAV t-shirt.” 
And I say, “Well but we only have large ones. We have to order some more…” And she 
was like, “I don’t care! I will redesign it and make my own shirt! Because I’m a woman 
with a vision.” It’s about that moment of just owning all of you. It’s something about 
owning all of who you are, without taking it apart… And not that we don’t want them to 
do that, but at this moment when we’re here? This space is so safe that we don’t require 
it. And that…. 
 
Sophie: It’s a safe space. 
 
Deon: That is why we feel like we’re successful in the way that we are.  
 
Practicing Presence 
As the conversation continued, Deon reflected further on the effects of being in a space that “is 
so safe” that you can “[own] all of who you are, without taking it apart.” What stories can be 
told, what spaces can be written, in this different grammar? The seeds planted in this space, 
through different stories of self, blossomed slowly. First in moments of coming back to get 
WWAV t-shirts, then in women taking on their own outreach and organizing projects, then in 
women teaching one another, then in visions like taking on the state of Louisiana and winning.  
I’ve tasted activist victory––the wine of winning with the people by the people for the 
people. I know what that tastes like. So we’re never gonna do anything where it’s just 
about shining for us. We’re pretty strategic. We know how to shine, so we can look good 
to the right people, so we can sustain ourselves. But we stay true to who we are and that’s 
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why people want to work with us. That’s a win for me. It’s the kind of win where you 
know you’re making a difference when people want to take part.  
When women come in your office and talk about “We Won.” “We Won.” WE. Not, 
“What y’all did…” but “What WE did.” That in some way, we assisted them in shifting 
their lives. Not like we did it, because we can’t shift their lives. It’s about what we 
offered them––what kind of policies can we move, what kind of laws can we shape, how 
many times we can scream in City Hall… 
 
Those few sentences spoke volumes about the significance of puncturing the narrative of 
victimization, of exploding the homogenous space of resilience. Standing in the power that one 
was born with was momentous, if wholly unpredictable, work. When organized and systematized 
in activist strategy, that power had its own time; it produced its own space.  
 There is another dismembering narrative that WWAV also keeps at bay in practicing 
space: the hero narrative. The staff of WWAV are not heroes, and neither are the women who 
have become part of the WWAV network through mutual aid and social change. Hero-making is 
a practice of existential violence. I have already discussed this violence in the relationship of the 
white savior to the white victim. However, WWAV’s work also puts a point on the violence of 
making heroes out of activists. The space produced at WWAV through telling stories is a space 
of complex humanity: “owning all of who you are, without taking it apart.” Hero-making, 
however, is a practice of removing people from the complex bonds of relationships, including 
with themselves.41 It also serves to shift attention away from the power of the stories being told. 
On this point, Lila Abu-Lughod provides a helpful framing: “We respect everyday resistance not 
just by arguing for the dignity or heroism of the resistors but … by letting their practices teach 
                                                
41 This is a point I wrote about extensively throughout my earliest organizing work in Philadelphia, which I 
chronicled in a chapbook called “Why are You Here?” The point around complex humanity and hero-making also 
opens Avery Gordon’s Ghostly Matters: “Even those who live in the most dire circumstances possess complex and 
oftentimes contradictory humanity and subjectivity that is never adequately glimpsed by viewing them as victims or, 
on the other hand, as superhuman agents. It has always baffled me why those most interested in understanding and 
challenging the barbaric domination that characterizes our modernity often––not always––withhold from the very 
people they are most concerned with the right to complex personhood.” Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the 
Sociological Imagination (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 4. 
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us… about the complex interworkings of historically changing systems of power.”42 Everyone at 
WWAV tells stories, because they are life-giving; they give life, because they diagnose death-
dealing structures. These stories also assemble visions for living otherwise. Stories, as shared in 
WWAV’s spatial practice on front porches, are how people name their truths and collectively 
identify their own solutions. They put people in relationship with one another––in and through 
the spaces that are productive of and produced by their stories. In these ways, WWAV’s work 
expands Lila Abu-Lughod’s framing to include: We further respect everyday resistance by 
speaking truthfully about the pregnant presents that are already being inhabited on the ground 
and about the futures that are always being emplotted.43 
This work of world-making and future-plotting at WWAV is the focus of the second half 
of this chapter. By way of transition, I provide a sharper framing of the grammar I have been 
taught at WWAV and the spatial practices for writing the post-Katrina landscape anew. To do so, 
I begin with a necessary historicizing of the portrait of religion that has been running through 
these pages on victimization so far largely in the footnotes.  
The methods of analyzing religion at WWAV are downright archeological. The ghosts of 
white slaveholding Christianity and the religion of the Lost Cause haunt the southern and Gulf 
Coast landscape.44 Sometimes these religious forms and meanings are chillingly obvious, as was 
                                                
42 Lila Abu-Lughod, “The Romance of Resistance: Tracing Transformations of Power Through Bedouin Women,” 
American Ethnologist 17, no. 1 (February 1990), 53. This is the inverse of looking at historically changing systems 
of power for clues in exactly how they are being challenged and punctured by resistance movements, e.g., as Sarah 
Haley describes her approach to historically changing and expanding systems of gendered and racialized carceral 
control in No Mercy Here: Gender, Punishment, and the Making of Jim Crow Modernity, especially Chapter 5. 
43Here, WWAV’s organizing strategy maps onto what social theorists have termed “prefigurative politics.” See 
David Graeber, “The New Anarchists,” New Left Review 13, no. 6 (2002): 61-73. It also underscores the feminist 
intervention Deborah A. Thomas makes in the coda to Exceptional Violence, where she argues against the 
masculinist optic of mass mobilizations and revolutionary struggle, and towards a feminist politic of resistance 
practices as always already being emplotted. Thomas, Exceptional Violence: Embodied Citizenship in Transnational 
Jamaica (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 230. 
44 Here, I am thinking about how racist justifications of slavery as supposedly benevolent to black people (whether 
intellectual inferiority or some twisted pseudo-scientific explanation was offered) were refashioned after the Civil 
War into a religion of the Lost Cause––and how both inform the commonsense of white savior post-hurricane 
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the case when Representative Baker interpreted Hurricane Katrina as God’s plan for public 
housing. More often, however, these religious forms take some work to uncover. This chapter 
has so far been filled with examples of the latter, and specifically with examples of how WWAV 
tracks the ways in which religion gives meaning to the skeletal structure of the victimization 
narrative and its spatial practice in New Orleans. Here, the old white slaveholding Christianity is 
aided and abetted by a whole slew of theologies surrounding purity, danger, gender, and 
sexuality.45 What also coalesces in these pages is a quite Protestant definition of “religion.” 
Here, I find Robert Orsi’s work on History and Presence helpful for distinguishing the 
“religion” that WWAV cannot hold space for from the traditions that are essential to WWAV’s 
storytelling and spatial practice.46 For Orsi, “religion” is not exactly “Protestant,” though 
scholars often attribute the modern definition of “religion” to the seventeenth century theologians 
and philosophers working in deeply Protestant environments, who sought to construct a universal 
account of religion (and classify all the new subjects of their countries’ empires in the process).47 
                                                
response and simultaneous colonization of the post-Katrina city. See Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: 
The Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865-1920 (Athens, GA: University of Georgia, 2009); Edward J. Blum, Reforging 
the White Republic: Race, Religion, and American Nationalism, 1865-1898 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 
University Press, 2005); Christine Leigh Heyrman, Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (New York: 
A.A. Knopf, 1997). See also David L. Chappell, A Stone of Hope: Prophetic Religion and the Death of Jim Crow 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004); Steven P. Miller, Billy Graham and the Rise of the 
Republican South (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009). 
45 See especially Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. Karen E. Fields (New York: The 
Free Press, 1995); and Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and The Profane: The Nature of Religion, trans. Willard R. Trask 
(Harper Torchbooks, New York, 1961). 
46 I am temporarily invoking “tradition” as I did in the Introduction, as among five core principles gleaned from a 
close reading of answering the religion question at the “Know Her Truths” conference. The significance of this 
approach to a hybridization of traditions, in practice, through women’s leadership, will crystallize in the coming 
paragraphs. 
47 I invoked this history in Chapter 2 in order to frame the processes through which the seemingly secularized values 
of “human rights” were universalized and leveraged in global disciplining projects that were eerily reminiscent of 
the bygone tactics of Christian-driven colonialism. Again, this genealogy of secularism, Orientalism, Christianity, 
and whiteness is so powerfully distilled by Gil Anidjar in “Secularism,” Critical Inquiry 33, no. 1 (2006): 52-77. For 
analyses of the afterlife of this colonial missionary work in global humanitarian projects, especially around gender-
based violence, see Elizabeth Bernstein, “Militarized Humanitarianism Meets Carceral Feminism: The Politics of 
Sex, Rights, and Freedom in Contemporary Antitrafficking Campaigns,” Signs 36, no. 1 (2010): 45-72; Leti Volpp, 
“Blaming Culture for Bad Behavior,” Yale Journal of Law and the Humanities 12, no. 89 (2000), 
http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/facpubs/120; Lila Abu-Lughod, “The Active Social Life of Muslim Women's 
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Rather, “religion” as a concept is something that Orsi argues begins to emerge earlier––in the 
contest between Catholics and varieties of Protestants over the idea of presence: “Protestants, 
according to Catholics, address themselves to a god who is not there. Catholics, according to 
Protestants, address themselves to a god who is grossly material, disgustingly and overly 
‘present.’”48 This focus on presence matters for the story on religion and revolution being told in 
this dissertation for two reasons. Firstly, in the hands of the Protestant empire-builders and their 
viceroys, Catholic presence was the exemplar of unacceptable practices of sacred presence and 
the template for classifying (read: uprooting and destroying) non-European varieties of presence 
in South America, Asia, and Africa. When Protestant missionaries paved the way for empire-
building projects abroad, they often described the people they encountered who had not lost their 
gods as “popish,” “savage,” “primitive,” and “demonic.”49 Secondly, these connections were also 
often recognized when the missionaries were Catholic. Both of these points are essential for 
understanding the story of religion at WWAV.  
When I introduced hybridization in the Introduction and then again in Chapter 1 through 
the concept of the demonic, I argued for an appreciation of the durability of a New Orleans 
religious landscape in which Catholicism and conjure had long been practiced side by side 
without conflict. Deon’s story at the “Know Her Truths” conference also added the Baptist 
Church and the Spiritualist Church into the mix, two sites of religious practice that arguably had 
much healthier appreciations of sacred presence.50 However, this hybridization was also not 
                                                
Rights: A Plea for Ethnography, Not Polemic, with Cases from Egypt and Palestine,” Journal of Middle East 
Women's Studies 6, no. 1 (winter 2010): 1-45; Sally Merry, Human Rights and Gender Violence: Translating 
International Law into Local Justice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
48 Robert Orsi, “The Obsolescence of the Gods,” in History and Presence (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 2016). 
49 Ibid. See also David Chidester, Savage Systems: Colonialism and Comparative Religion in Southern Africa 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Georgia, 1996). 
50 While Pentecostalism might also seem an obvious addition, Deon has always been very clear about the distance 
she keeps from Pentecostalism––the religion of her father, who is also a minister.  
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solely religious. To recall Katherine McKittrick’s layering of physics, computer programming, 
and theology, the demonic “can only unfold and produce an outcome when uncertainty, or 
(dis)organization, or something supernaturally demonic is integral to the methodology.”51 
Presence––of uncertainty, (dis)organization, or the supernatural––is the key. 
I want to linger for a moment on this idea of hybridization, because I am playing a bit fast 
and loose with religion in a way that could easily be misunderstood as a version of “I’m spiritual, 
but not religious.” Hybridization, as I am using it here, is not the cafeteria-style religious 
practice, in which individuals pick and choose what they want from an endless buffet. Rather, the 
story of hybridization I am telling has everything to do with race and power. As was discussed 
above, the gods of colonized peoples were among the first things to be uprooted and destroyed in 
global empire-building projects. The ability to appear to be worshipping the god of the 
missionaries while still practicing one’s own was often essential for survival;52 it was also 
usually easier in the Catholic missions, where divine presence and bleeding saints provided ready 
storylines for incorporating spirits.53 The refusal to do so was a no less important strategy for 
resistance to colonial rule; here, other systems of knowledge and practice (dance, music, healing) 
                                                
51 Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2006), xxiv (emphasis mine). 
52 This is precisely the tactic that the Ojibwe people used with Christian missionaries in the 1800s, as was discussed 
in depth at the start of this chapter through Michael D. McNally, Ojibwe Singers.  
53 Critical literature on colonial contact and religion in the Americas includes Allan Greer, Mohawk Saint: Catherine 
Tekakwitha and the Jesuits (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005); Tracy Neal Leavelle, “Geographies of 
Encounter: Religion and Contested Spaces in Colonial North America,” American Quarterly 56, no. 4 (2004): 913-
943; Rebecca Goetz, The Baptism of Early Virginia: How Christianity Created Race (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2012); Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978); Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American 
Conjuring Tradition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003); Alexis Wells, “The Gendered Ethics of 
Female Enslavement: Searching for Southern Slave Women’s Religiosity in the African Atlantic,” The Journal of 
Southern Religion 18 (2016), http://jsreligion.org/vol18/wells/; John K. Thornton, “African Dimensions of the Stono 
Rebellion,” American Historical Review 96 iss. 4 (1991): 1101-13; Robbie Ethridge, From Chicaza to Chickasaw: 
The European Invasion and the Transformation of the Mississippian World, 1540-1715 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2010); Juliana Barr, Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: Indians and Spaniards in the 
Texas Borderlands (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007); and Ramon Gutierrez, When Jesus 
Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away: Marriage, Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1500-1846 (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1991). 
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could become vehicles for continuing traditions that were never really reducible to what the 
Protestant missionaries meant when they said “religion.”54 Between the appearance of worship 
and this refusal to do so lay myriad forms of meaning making that were religious, not, and 
otherwise. And so, in talking about the overlaying of physics, computer programming, conjure, 
Catholicism, and Spiritualism as “hybridization,” I am centering a latticework of cultural 
resistance that is irreducible to its constitutive parts and in which choice matters very little.55 
What does matter quite a lot is presence. Here, I would like to think less with the 
Protestant/Catholic contestations and more with the history of American progress, a history that I 
described in Chapter 1 as being lined with the blood and chains and blankets of settler 
colonialism and chattel slavery.56 In naming resilience the afterlife of colonialism and slavery, 
WWAV draws our attention to the fact that presence in American history has often simply meant 
the physical, material, aural presence of black and brown people in space and on land. This 
presence always exceeded, could not be contained, and was forever spoken out of space through 
stories of “empty lands” and “clean sheets” that concealed the material strategies through which 
these lands were emptied and these sheets were cleaned. The strategies of erasure had “evolved” 
from policies of outright genocide, to more palatable forms of legalized containment57 and  
                                                
54 See, for example, W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (Boston: Bedford Books, [1903] 1997); Jerma 
Jackson, Singing in My Soul: Black Gospel Music in a Secular Age (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2004); Ashon Crawley, Blackpentecostal Breath: The Aesthetics of Possibility; and Shana Redmond, Social 
Movements and the Sound of Solidarity in the African Diaspora (New York: New York University Press, 2013). 
55 My appreciation for the place of religion in this latticework has been profoundly shaped by Josef Sorett’s work on 
racial aesthetics and the black literary imagination. See Sorett, Spirit in the Dark: A Religious History of Racial 
Aesthetics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016). I will return to the idea of “a latticework of cultural resistance” 
in Chapter 5 when I discuss Cedric Robinson’s theorization of “The Nature of the Black Radical Tradition” in 
relationship to this dissertation’s attention to WWAV’s practices of “Resurrecting the Dead and Disappeared.” 
56 Carroll Smith-Rosenberg, This Violent Empire: The Birth of an American National Identity (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2010); and Saidiya Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-
Making in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997); Daniel K. Richter, Facing East 
from Indian Country: A Native History of Early America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Anthony 
Wallace, The Long, Bitter Trail: Andrew Jackson and the Indians (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1993). 
57 By legalized containment, I am thinking about processes that include segregation, the underdevelopment of “black 
belts,” the construction of public housing complexes, the forced migration of millions to prisons and jails, the 
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slow death,58 to the proliferation of narratives of victimization that enlisted colonized peoples in 
doing the emotional and physical labor of evacuating their own presence.  
“We claim the power we were born with” as a spatial practice refuses this violent erasure. 
It does so through a deeply enduring, hybrid grammar of presence as resistance. This hybrid 
grammar was threaded through black projects that could be categorized as religious, secular, or 
scientific in ways that should bring into focus how such bifurcations are themselves too often the 
work of dismembering systems of knowledge and power.59 As a grammar of presence, this 
latticework of cultural resistance was lived in relationships, in time, and in space. It was the very 
sort of “feeling of belonging” that Ms. Catherine synthesized as an ethics of practice: stay put, 
take up space, and go about your business. It was also the grammar through which WWAV was 
produced, in Zina Mitchell’s words, as “a place I knew was sacred.”  
As sacred space, WWAV was “set aside,” but only to an extent.60 WWAV was 
maintained self-consciously and intentionally as a space where there were “no victims” and 
where none of the dismembering histories of violence that framed the victim narrative could 
have space; it was protected in a city that was rapidly disappearing all sights and sounds of 
blackness under the banner of resilience. However, both of these reasons for being “set aside” 
had less to do with the grammar of resistance at WWAV and more to do with the everyday terror 
                                                
policing of perimeters of black neighborhoods with huge lights after dark, stop and frisk, “routine” stops while 
driving, and the use of security checkpoints. 
58 I use the concept “slow death” to draw together processes including environmental devastation, illegal dumping, 
and medical neglect, which physically wear down groups of people and prefigure the premature death of entire 
communities. This concept has been used to understand the water crisis in Flint, Michigan, or the making of “Cancer 
Alley” along that stretch of the Mississippi River between Baton Rouge and New Orleans that contains numerous 
industrial plants. For a critical synthesis of the concept and the field, see Lauren Berlant, “Slow Death (Sovereignty, 
Obesity, Lateral Agency),” Critical Inquiry 33, no. 4 (2007): 754-780. 
59 Here, I am thinking most especially of how Talal Asad problematizes the idea of an anthropological definition of 
religion in “The Construction of Religion as an Anthropological Category,” in Genealogies of Religion: Discipline 
and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009). 
60 I say “set aside” to signal the durability of this way of defining the sacred, even and especially while my attention 
to practice and practicing also reveals the ways in which religion is produced by and productive of everyday life. 
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of antiblack racism. That terror was not metaphorical, not in the slightest. The home Zina “knew 
was sacred” had been burned down. This was no time to merely tuck things away for safe-
keeping. WWAV’s rebirth onto the front porch at 1226 North Broad Street was spoken through 
an expansive spatial practice of nurturing the connections that give life in order to sever those 
that kill. That was what it meant to “claim the power we were born with.” WWAV’s relations of 
resistance expanded temporally through generations of freedom seers and seekers, and also 
spatially, furrowing through caverns that have long sheltered the global freedom struggle amid 
constant surveillance. That is because WWAV’s sacred power of (re)birth was bent on thriving, 
not just surviving. Through relationships that extended locally, regionally, nationally, and 
internationally, WWAV moved in coalition and in concert to again speak into existence that 
space that Zina “knew was sacred.” Sitting on the front porch that mid-December afternoon, it 
was clear that the whitewashed fantasy of a new resilient New Orleans was now in crisis. And so, 
WWAV began to imagine how to grow this sacred, in relationships, by speaking space, in order 
to realize the post-Katrina landscape anew. 
 
Black Feminist Santa 
“We believe in the revolutionary things that happen on a southern front porch.”  
Deon had just uttered those words that mid-December 2015 late afternoon. We were 
kicked back in conversation, watching the falling sun set the New Orleans sky to color. After 
Desiree snapped a picture of us in full porch pose, Mwende jumped up and bounded inside. She 
returned moments later with a bright red Santa hat. “We’re not leaving for the day without doing 
a photo shoot,” Mwende eyed Deon. “Don’t you see I dressed for the occasion?” Deon replied in 
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kind, gesturing at her gold peplum shirt. Deon shook her head in mock frustration. She slowly 
stood up from her porch recline and followed Mwende inside.   
A few days prior, WWAV staff had been gathered around Deon’s desk. Hers was a wide, 
solid wood top that stretched at least six feet wide and four feet deep. The monstrosity was a 
remnant from the law office that had occupied the space previously. The room Deon had claimed 
was in the very front of the building, likely a parlor or sitting room in some not so long ago 
configuration. Behind her head there was fireplace with an inset mirror above the mantel. Deon 
had created an altar, much like the one she had in the firebombed office, on that thin stretch of 
wood. The small wood “Life is a Journey” plaque her mother had given her when she began to 
study Ifa was tucked next to pictures of her grandchildren and a small bottle of run, beneath a 
copper goddess silhouette, and beside a bouquet of fresh flowers. “We will always have fresh 
flowers in this office,” Deon affirmed. 
Deon’s desk was the unofficial meeting space for both formal and informal business. It 
was a funny turn of events after Deon had been without a desk for all three of the years after the 
arson attack. She had insisted that limited desk space go to the staff who were running programs 
and doing direct work with participants. Now, with more space than WWAV had had in years 
and with three new staff members just having come on board, everyone chose to crowd around 
her desk. Deon was able to leverage that physical closeness to do some critical staff training on 
WWAV’s analysis. Conversations flowed from drug policy to criminalization to women’s health 
to LGBTQ rights to sex to dating to friendships to family.61 Older staff members were called to 
share stories about participants or about their trials in the courts, on the streets, or with 
gatekeepers. Deon connected the dots as these stories ricocheted from person to person; the 
                                                
61 I have always appreciated how WWAV uses the same practices of storytelling among staff as they do among 
participants: that is, exploring the meaning of structural work through intimate experiences, and vice versa.  
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emphasis was placed on showing how WWAV, as a staff of now eleven, moved as one. 
Whenever advocacy strategies were put on the table that were clearly imported from other 
worlds, they were flatly dismissed. “WWAV doesn’t grovel, and we certainly don’t play with 
men like that,” Deon explained. “The WWAV foremothers had a swagger…” as if on cue, one of 
the senior staff members would walk across the room to the opposite wall, turn around, and fold 
her arms across her chest. “Ha! Exactly! Just like that. Straight into a room, and to the back, 
watching.62 No one fucked with them. It’s going to take a minute before you new people realize 
what it means to walk like that, to walk in that power, to walk in that history.”63 
This day, the topic was of a more playful variety. Desiree insisted the office go all out 
and decorate for Christmas. Earlier that year, while still in Art Egg, Desiree had us laughing with 
her stories about growing up Baptist in Catholic Louisiana and wanting with all her little self to 
be Catholic during Lent so she could get ashes on her forehead and eat fish like all her friends. 
“Now I just eat fish on Fridays,” she laughed. For Christmas, Desiree proposed a tree, garlands, 
and stockings. The real clincher, however, was the Secret Santa gift exchange. “Secret who???” 
Raven asked. “Yeah… How does that even work?” Quita inquired. As Desiree described the 
process of pulling names from a hat and bringing a present for the person whose name you 
pulled to the staff holiday party, Mwende was the first to volunteer that she had not been raised 
believing in Santa Claus. Nearly everyone around Deon’s desk let out a “me, too!”  
Deon put a story to that consensus. When she was a teenage mother, she worked two or 
three jobs and put items on layaway in order to make a Christmas for her children. “After all that 
                                                
62 This WWAV practice of being present and standing watch in largely white spaces of dispersed surveillance maps 
onto the examples Simone Browne provides in theorizing black modes of counter-surveillance––such as recording 
police interactions––as “dark sousveillance.” See Simone Browne, Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2015).  
63 This way of speaking about walking in antiblack space puts a point on the “updating” of Certeau’s work discussed 
at the outset of this chapter. There was no eye of God looking over the city grid from a distance, which allowed 
people on the ground to remake that grid through practices of zig-zagging while walking; all eyes were on WWAV. 
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work, I wasn’t about to let some rosy-cheeked white man take credit for providing for my 
children. I was young and poor and didn’t want my kids to be left out, so I worked hard to make 
sure they weren’t. We kept the holiday spirit, but we didn’t lie about where it came from.” Of 
course, the making of Christmas as a commercial, family-oriented holiday has a history.64 And, 
like with so many of the rituals of American Capitalism, black families and poor families were 
either scripted or erased.65 Staff began musing about a holiday figure who spread joy and social 
change. As the words passed from Mwende to Desireee to Juju to Raven, #BlackFeministSanta 
was born. Deon was cajoled into embodying her on camera. 
 
 “What I let y’all do to me!” we heard Deon playfully chiding Mwende as she walked 
towards the door to the front porch. Pictures inside by Desiree’s tree were finished. Now it was 
time for a few outside, with presents, garlands, and sass. Those of us still seated on the porch 
steps walked to the bottom to provide feedback. “They ain’t ready.” Mwende repeated the porch 
talk slogan once more, as she put away her camera and called it a day.  
 The next day at the office, Mwende was busy turning Christmas songs into 
#BlackFeministSanta slogans, call-outs, demands, and visions. The memes “broke the 
internet.”66 #BlackFeministSanta was “Making a List, Checking it twice, Gonna find out who is 
still in OPP because they can’t pay their fines and why the public defenders office is so 
underfunded.” She said “Ho Ho” to remind everyone, “Hoes deserve not to be slut shamed for 
exercising bodily autonomy.” She sang favorite Christmas tunes like Baby, It’s Cold Outside for 
                                                
64 Leigh Schmidt, Consumer Rites: The Buying and Selling of American Holidays (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1997). 
65 The analytical point comes into focus visually by juxtaposing Norman Rockwell’s “rosy-cheeked white man” with 
the Netherlands’ Zwarte Piet (or Black Pete). 
66 Mwende Katwiwa, “Happy Holidays from #BlackFeministSanta,” December 17, 2015, accessed June 27, 2017, 
https://myexistenceispolitical.com/2015/12/17/happy-holidays-from-blackfeministsanta/.  
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“black families in Louisiana facing housing discrimination.” She called Bobby Jindal a Grinch 
for “cutting benefits to Louisiana families.” She reminded everyone “to buy black this holiday 
season, but also that capitalism is inherently flawed and anti-black.” And she was “Dreaming of 
a White Christmas where #BlackLivesMatter.” Hordes of allies nationwide had called, emailed, 
messaged, and tweeted about how they wanted to order the full set. 
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Such playful and prophetic calls are hardly anomalies around the holiday season. In my 
younger years, I remember parading through Philadelphia malls belting out the lines to “Prison 
Cells” sung to the tune of “Jingle Bells.” The hook––“Your court appointed lawyer couldn’t get 
Jesus out of jail!”––was always a crowd pleaser. Easter and Lent have been no less significant 
for critical intervention and camp. Here, Anthony Petro’s work on ACT UP and The Passion and 
Alyshia Galvez’s on the Viracruces del Immigrante are both exquisite, albeit very different, 
models for thinking about the interplay among religion, practice, and social change.67 Together, 
their work helps to tease out the complex layers of spatial practice––tactical and strategic––
evidenced through WWAV’s #BlackFeministSanta memes.68 Anthony Petro draws our attention 
to the deeply relational practice of camp. While camp mocks, it does more than that; there is a 
relationship to the thing being mocked. Camp belies dichotomy. As a spatial practice, we might 
liken camp to the art of walking the urban grid to write the text of the city. Camp in Anthony 
Petro’s analysis enables ACT UP activists to run through the form of Catholicism, making small 
edits, without ever overthrowing the structure or being subsumed within it. Alyshia Galvez, on 
the other hand, attunes us to the ability to speak space through the grammar of one’s own 
tradition in order to render visible the violence of everyday life and push for transformation.  
With #BlackFeministSanta, WWAV was doing both. The play on the figure of Santa 
placed the memes squarely in the territory of camp. However, the speaking of the memes in the 
grammar of black feminism also turned them into a hybrid practice for producing space through 
presence. Together, in informal conversation, WWAV staff called “bullshit” on the Christmas 
                                                
67 Anthony Petro, After the Wrath of God: AIDS, Sexuality, and American Religion (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2015); and Alyshia Galvez, Guadalupe in New York: Devotion and the Struggle for Citizenship Rights among 
Mexican Immigrants (New York: New York University Press, 2009). 
68 Here, I am referring to the distinction that Certeau makes between those without power (or in Certeau’s language, 
without place) deploying “tactics” to navigate the “strategies” of those with power (place). 
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fiction of Santa and his reindeer. They decried the violence of handing over their power to “some 
rosy-cheeked white man,” of participating in their own invisibilization. Together, in community, 
they dreamed up an icon and a rallying cry for unveiling structural violence in the city and 
celebrating the power of black women and of black feminist visions for change. In a city that was 
actively policing––indeed, erasing––the sights and the sounds of blackness, 
#BlackFeministSanta sat on the front porch and she spoke. She bemoaned housing 
discrimination and the erosion of a public safety net for black families. She calculated the 
number of black citizens who were languishing in prison cells because they were too poor to be 
released. She dreamed out loud and in place of a day when black lives would matter. She 
envisioned an end to racial capitalism. Her presence was at once material and imaginative. As a 
political practice, #BlackFeministSanta demonstrated how WWAV staff and members were not 
passive recipients of their surroundings: “There are no victims at WWAV. We claim the power 
we were born with.” Together, by claiming their power, the women gathered on the front porch, 
and through virtual space, charted the horizons of more workable futures.69 They did so with 
exuberant joy and with love. 
 
Safety and Love 
The Christmas season turned to Mardi Gras season turned to Lent. Each had its own special food. 
Mardi Gras 2016, I brought the vast majority of King Cakes for the WWAV office. When I got 
my first King Cake baby, I acted like I had won a prize. The prize, however, was simply to buy 
the next King Cake. After my second baby, I learned a cardinal New Orleanian rule: the only 
way to not get the baby is to not eat the cake. By Mardi Gras day, I had also adopted a second 
                                                
69 McKittrick, Demonic Grounds, 17. 
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rule: don’t cut the King Cake after Christine Breland. Each baby I had gotten came after more 
observant WWAV staff members saw Christine do a subtle sideways knife flick left to right to 
shove a baby hanging onto her slice back under the remaining cake. Christine laughed every 
time, and then insisted upon taking impromptu photos with my small army of plastic babies.  
 Christine and I had spent a lot of time talking throughout my fieldwork years at WWAV. 
Of the three interns who crafted the Emerge curriculum, Christine was the only one who 
remained in 2016. She built her position from a whole lot of pavement-pounding volunteer 
hours. Christine and I shared a birth year, a background in harm reduction, the experience of 
losing our best friends to overdose, and a pension for doing anti-prison work. Christine was also 
the only other white women I had known to be trusted enough to be in the WWAV inner circle. 
She found WWAV while working towards her masters in public health, a degree course she had 
undertaken after growing weary from the individual focus of the substance use counseling 
position she worked at previously as part of maintaining her sobriety. After trying her hand at 
curriculum-building for Emerge, she rebranded herself as the informal case manager for the 
program’s participants. That choice brought her into much more intimate contact with the trials 
and everyday violence that Emerge participants were living through, and enabled her to start 
mapping more structural interventions to policing, charging, and reentry services.  
In the late Fall of 2014, she accompanied Deon on a tour of the Orleans Parish Prison 
(OPP) pods where women were being held awaiting trial. During that tour, Sheriff Gusman 
introduced WWAV as “your new reentry program,” much to Deon and Christine’s surprise. 
Christine made creating that program her final project for her MPH program. Based on input 
from women she interviewed at OPP, Christine recruited several agencies citywide to offer 
intensive courses for women preparing for release. As with Emerge, Christine took on the bulk 
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of individual tracking, following people through medical, grievances, court, release, and 
(sometimes) rearrest. WWAV’s was the first program to reach women in OPP since Hurricane 
Katrina. And it was wildly successful––at least by WWAV’s standards. Nearly every woman 
Christine met in OPP called or showed up at the office after release. And, as with the Emerge 
participants, they, too, would not leave. Slowly, WWAV was not only amassing a damning 
report on conditions in OPP; they were building a base of women to advocate for changing the 
conditions in which they were kept, as well as the policies that landed them there.  
Then without notice, that access suddenly dried up in early summer of 2015. The people 
managing volunteers kept the agencies Christine had recruited and ditched WWAV. Around the 
tenth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina in August of 2015, it still seemed like there was some 
chance of renegotiating access. By the time that WWAV had moved into the North Broad Street 
office a month and a half later, that hope had been lost. There was no reason to sit on the stories 
of abuse women were enduring at the hands of police, prosecutors, and prisons. Deon, Christine, 
Desiree, and WWAV’s new Policy Director, Nia Weeks, began to imagine releasing these stories 
as a white paper on gender and criminalization. By Mardi Gras 2016, the white paper had 
blossomed into a vision for a criminalization-focused grassroots campaign modeled on the NO 
Justice Project: the people’s stories drive the analysis of power and are the engines for making 
changes in policy and systems. WWAV had the people, the stories, and the analysis. What they 
were lacking was clarity on who (or what) to target, when, and how. The problem was the whole 
rotten system.70 “It’s like a hamster wheel to hell!” Christine spat, exasperatedly.  
Deon invited a dear national harm reduction colleague of ours, Allen Frimpong, to guide 
the WWAV team in narrowing focus and crafting strategy. Allen was coming off a major 
                                                
70 “The whole rotten system” is, of course, part of a Dorothy Day quote. 
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organizing win in his New Jersey home around building safer neighborhoods by getting local 
governments to divest from hiring cops and invest in community alternatives. He had also just 
left his good foundation job to co-found his dream organization: a movement-building, skills-
sharing laboratory to craft better analysis of how change happens in order to effect deeper, 
transformative wins. While it might be tempting to place Allen’s work within a framework of 
corporate or nonprofit consulting, I understand him to be practicing a subtle yet powerful critique 
of both. By working outside of traditional funding and foundation circles, Allen was able to 
share the temporally and spatially expansive practices that had been honed global freedom 
struggles, past and present––practices that defied the toolbox most funders would commit dollars 
towards.71  
What Allen brought to WWAV was a tool he called “The Movement Cycle,” a way of 
naming in order to reimagine the usual rollercoaster of policy campaign work in which bursts of 
targeted organizing were unleashed in reaction to policy crises and then receded when the policy 
crisis was over. What Allen argued such reactive reform-focused work so often missed were the 
equally important goals of, first, effecting personal and collective transformation among those 
involved in social change work, and second, (what Allen called) “creating the new.” Put simply: 
bad laws needed to go, but something constructive needed to fill their place, and that something 
had to be created by people who were nourished through the organizing process and would be 
further impacted as ‘the new’ took shape.72  
It was a three-part model that made sense in the context of WWAV’s NO Justice victory 
and the enduring practices of speaking space that informed it. In “The Movement Cycle,” the 
                                                
71 See Angela Davis, Freedom is a Constant Struggle.  
72 Allen’s way of speaking of “the new” is reminiscent of Katherine McKitrick’s description of the demonic as a 
working system that “can only unfold and produce an outcome when uncertainty, or (dis)organization, or something 
supernaturally demonic is integral to the methodology.” McKittrick, Demonic Grounds, xxiv. 
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federal ruling against the Crime Against Nature by Solicitation statute was the reform. Every 
woman who exclaimed “WE WON!” or “I can taste my FREEDOM!” underscored the personal 
and collective transformation that had been achieved through the NO Justice project. And their 
stories spoke ‘the new’ practices of space that were as plentiful as living life off the sex offender 
registry, continuing to organize around gender and criminalization, surviving an arson attack, 
launching the Emerge program, and getting all of Christine’s work in OPP off the ground. “The 
new,” however, was under threat by myriad people, places, and things, by the whole “hamster 
wheel to hell” of the new resilient New Orleans. Allen started to build that list with a simple 
question: What are you seeing?  
 
Allen Frimpong facilitates discussion on what WWAV wants to reform. 
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That focus on sight was intentional. It easily mapped onto the focus on vision that was in 
WWAV’s name and that undergirded the organization’s practice of speaking space by supporting 
participants in claiming their own power and visions for their lives. This meeting was, in 
essence, a WWAV Vision Board-making process. Allen had opened the space that morning by 
asking everyone to close their eyes and imagine a time when they felt completely safe. The 
practice was one that traced through the hybrid latticework of WWAV’s own grammar, most 
specifically the role of the “seer.”73That exercise helped to establish a shared vocabulary of 
values and experiences; it also underscored the power of sight in storytelling––both to assess a 
situation clearly and to imagine it otherwise. By speaking together a vision for safety and the 
stories of violence they were bearing witness to in the new New Orleans, WWAV could clearly 
see and name how deadly the nexus of predatory policing, overcharging, eroding services, and 
failing public defense was. The next step was to imagine its transformation, and how achieving 
that transformation in space would expand the visions and lives of the community WWAV was 
actively reassembling. 
 
 “I want to give you a structure for moving from what you see to what you’re going to 
do,” Allen explained, putting up a new piece of flipchart paper. “What is your goal? What is your 
tactic? Put these together, and you’ll have your community change. In Jersey, we explained it 
                                                
73 Here, I distinguish this practice of “sight” from the visioning exercises often included in corporate and nonprofit 
team-building workshops. The role of the seer in conjure, indeed in most African diasporic traditions, is a vital part 
of the hybrid latticework of WWAV’s own grammar of producing space. This tradition of the “seer” is part of what 
was called on through this practice of “sight” and in these strategy exercises at WWAV. Nonetheless, it is also a 
tradition that can be appropriated and co-opted, much in the way that Jackson Lears and Tisa Wenger have both 
theorized the appropriation of Indigenous practices in the Progressive Era––and that Tisa Wenger has further traced 
in order to understand how that co-optation in the name of “religion” or “spirituality” effected Indigenous people’s 
abilities to preserve their traditions, as well as the strategies they had to use to gain recognition. See Wenger, We 
Have a Religion: The 1920s Pueblo Indian Dance Controversy and American Religious Freedom (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2009); and T. Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace: Antimodernism and the 
Transformation of American Culture, 1880-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981). 
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like this: Divest Hiring of Cops + Invest in Community Alternatives = Safer Neighborhoods. 
GOAL + TACTIC = COMMUNITY CHANGE.” 
 “How do we narrow down to a single goal? There are so many moving parts here,” Deon 
shook her head. Christine, Desiree, and Nia nodded in agreement. 
 “Well, that’s the point. Let me show you a second sheet… this is what we are going to 
work on tomorrow. Once you have this GOAL + TACTIC = COMMUNITY CHANGE equation 
figured out––what I’m calling your “Strategic Objective”––we can start mapping out the story of 
you work, the strategy, and the structure. So don’t cross any items off your big list. Just figure 
out what the overarching goal is, what the tactic is, and what change you want to see.74 After 
that, we’ll see which items fit into the organizing process as short-term strategies or strategic 
escalation techniques. I’m going to give you all about thirty minutes to identify your goal, tactic, 
and community change,” Allen instructed, tearing off a new sheet of paper and putting the 
markers on the table. 
 Deon slid the markers to me and asked me if I would keep the flip chart notes, like I often 
did. I wrote “Goal,” “Tactic,” and “Community Change” on our paper. 
 “Where should we start, y’all?” Deon asked. Everyone looked around the room at each 
other and then up at the paper. “What if we just go one-by-one?” I offered. “I’ll keep a running 
list and then we can try to narrow down at the end?”75 Everyone nodded in agreement. 
 Nia was the first to add on Goals, “Increasing political engagement among native New 
Orleanians. I mean, it’s kind of what I was hired to do. But we talk so often about this city is 
being taken away from those of us who were born and raised here…” 
                                                
74 Allen used the terms “strategy” and “tactic” differently from how I have been using them by way of Certeau. 
Strategy here is the entire process for realizing social change; tactic is a specific, targeted action to advance a goal. 
75 This was my own ethnographic listening practice, but it was also a practice that mapped onto WWAV’s own 
process for strategizing with openness and expansiveness towards horizons otherwise.    
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 “MmmHmmm,” Desiree agreed. “Which means that we need to arm the public with the 
tools they need to know how in order to advocate for themselves in this city. We need to 
demystify the whole political process. Secrecy and entitlement are how bad policies are getting 
through.” 
 “I totally agree,” Christine continued, “and I think that things being so bad for so long has 
also taken a real toll on a lot of the people we see. People don’t believe things can change; they 
have only been seeing them get worse. The toll of that is something we cannot underestimate. 
We’re going to have to create a desire to fight with some of the people we work with––especially 
the people who have been most impacted and most need to be at the front of this.” 
 “Completely,” Deon nodded. “Our people have been told for so long that they ain’t shit, 
they’re not entitled to shit. We have to cultivate a feeling of entitlement.” 
 “Okay, so how do we do that? What are the tactics?” I asked, drawing a line to close the 
“Goals” stack for the time being. 
 “We do what we always do,” Deon answered immediately. “We share the stories with 
community. It’s how we make change. The stories drive everything.” 
 “Okay, so I get this is a lot,” Christine paused, “but I really want to see that asshole 
Cannizzaro OUT of office.” 
 “ME, TOO,” Quita seconded. “He’s got to go. And we need to replace him and all the 
rest of his crew with people who actually know and advocate best practices.”  
 “BOOM!” Deon knocked her fist on the table for emphasis. “So does that mean we want 
to be the ones vetting people?” 
 “Mmmmmm….” Christine tilted her head to the side. “Maybe we should get some more 
people on board to help us with that…” 
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 “Well, I still have all of my contacts in the Public Defenders Office,” Nia advanced. She 
had left a job working as a city attorney to take the policy gig at WWAV just four months prior. 
Those first months had been rocky at times, because Nia was trained as a lawyer, which meant 
she analyzed everything in terms of tactics that would work within the system. WWAV often 
seemed more like they “specialized in the wholly impossible,” to quote a famous slogan of 
NSophie Burroughs.76 WWAV’s commitment to movement-first/lawyers-second had created 
some tensions as Nia settled into the position, but Deon kept repeating that the space to think and 
dream as expansively as possible was going to be one of the biggest gifts WWAV gave to her. 
Nia glanced around the table as people shifted in their seats when she again brought up the 
lawyers. She clarified, “I just wonder if there’s a way that we can use the fact that the Public 
Defenders Office is in crisis to help shift the narrative…” 
 “Like how?” Deon asked, interested. 
 “I don’t know… Maybe to bring the focus back onto our participants? To keep black 
women from New Orleans at the center? First, they’ve got to deal with a crazy DA, then there 
are no PDs…” 
 “I like that,” Desiree affirmed. “Which brings us back to Deon’s point about creating a 
want to fight. We have a real opportunity here to train a whole new generation of activists––” 
 “If Mwende were still here, you know she’d tell us to expand the focus to girls,” 
Christine egged. Mwende was months away from launching her long-planned Young Women 
With A Vision intergenerational mentoring program to connect school-aged girls with mothers 
and elders in the WWAV network. She had just left to go run an after-school poetry class. 
 “Yes, Mwende would,” Deon smiled. “Black women AND girls.” 
                                                
76 See Gary Dorrien, The New Abolition: W. E. B. Du Bois and the Black Social Gospel (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2015), 419. 
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 “My girls will be the first ones!” Nia smiled. Her eldest daughter had blossomed as a 
writer and performer in Mwende’s classes. 
 I drew another line on the flip chart paper. “So what’s the Community Change we want? 
I mean, we’ve got this morning’s conversation about what real safety looks like…” 
 “Right. NOT incarceration,” Christine clipped. 
 Deon pushed deeper. “I think… When all of us who are from here told our stories about 
feeling safe, we talked about memories from before Katrina. Which means we’re not just talking 
about criminal justice system. We’re talking about everything. We’re talking about this whole 
new New Orleans. We’re talking about what this whole narrative of resilience is doing to our 
city. We have to believe that that can change––that New Orleans can change. I love this city. I 
want this to again be a city for New Orleans black women.”77 
 Desiree nodded purposefully. “What we’re talking about is freedom––“ 
“Yes!” Deon affirmed. 
“––What we’re talking about is taking back this city. Taking back the power of this city.” 
“Standing in the power we were born with!” Deon snapped her fingers. 
 “So, I kind of think we’re really close, don’t y’all? Do you want me to try to say back 
what I’ve been writing up here?” I asked.  
Everyone nodded. “Go ahead, Tiggy,” Deon invited. 
                                                
77 This affirmation recalls Deon’s description at the “Know Her Truths” conference of how people from the 
Continent and the Caribbean say “This feels like home.” Putting out into the universe that New Orleans could again 
be a city for black women bespeaks the enduring histories of African-derived traditions and cultural forms. See 
especially Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South; Shannon Lee 
Dawdy, Building the Devil’s Empire: French Colonial New Orleans (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008); 
Yvonne P. Chireau, Black Magic: Religion and the African American Conjuring Tradition; Robert Farris Thompson, 
Flash of the Spirit: African & Afro-American Art & Philosophy (New York: Vintage Books, 1983); and Tracey E. 
Hucks, Yoruba Traditions & African American Religious Nationalism (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 
Press, 2012). 
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 “Okay, what I’ve heard everyone saying for a Goal is that we want to build the power of 
black women AND girls to take back political power in New Orleans.” 
 “Damn. That’s good. That is what we’ve been saying,” Deon affirmed. “Except I think 
we need to be really explicit that we’re talking about poor black women and girls. We’re talking 
about the women no one else talks about.” 
 “Yes, definitely,” Nia said, and Christine echoed. 
 I scribbled out and rewrote poor black women and girls. “Okay, the Tactics are what 
WWAV does. Train the people. Tip the system. Hold elected officials accountable.”  
 “Yup, yup…” Deon, Desiree, Christine, Nia, and Quita all nodded in agreement. 
 “And if we combine that goal with those tactics, I think that the Community Change 
we’re going to see is: Build a new new New Orleans.” 
 Laughter roared around the table. “A new new New Orleans,” Deon mused. “What are 
the lines that you have beneath that? I can’t read them.” 
 “Oh, I was just trying out slogans. Like ‘Down with Criminalization!’ though you already 
said what we’re fighting is bigger than just the criminal justice system, no matter how bad it is. 
So then in the affirmative, ‘Up with Safety and Love!’ because of what everyone has said about 
what real safety looks like and how it grows out of a love for New Orleans and a love for the 
people of New Orleans.” 
 “I like that,” Deon said slowly, chewing on the words. “Safety and Love. The Safety and 
Love Campaign…” 
 Allen poked his head around the corner. “It sounds like you have a name!” 
 “You know, I think we do,” Deon replied. “What do y’all think?” 
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 “Safety and Love,” Desiree repeated. “We’re trying to make New Orleans into a place of 
safety and love.” 
 “We work from a place of safety and love,” Nia added. 
 “Yup, I think we have a name and a vision,” Christine confirmed. 
 
Completed goal, tactic, and community change flipchart. 
 
Taking Space 
The next day was Good Friday. Deon, Quita, and Allen arrived at the office together. “Hey 
everybody,” Deon called. “So we did a lot of work yesterday. I’ve asked Allen to leave materials 
with us for the next steps in our planning, but I’d like to give him and all of us the rest of the day 
off so that we can just sit and relax. There’s a fish fry happening in the back. Mama Cat made 
tons of food. Let’s spend the afternoon basking in what we just dreamed up.”  
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Everybody knew she was right. To speak space you had to practice it––in community. 
How else could you know how to realize something as transformative as… “Safety and Love?” 
Nia called. “Safety and Love,” Christine responded.  
 The first pan of fish had just come out of the fryer. “Come on and make plates while it’s 
hot!” No one had to be asked twice for that one. With bellies full, we all piled onto the front 
porch steps. The sun was blinding and beautiful. Springtime in New Orleans.  
 “Don’t move y’all!” Deon called from the front walk a few feet beyond the porch steps. 
“I want you to see yourselves just the way you are right now.” 
 
 









I keep a shotgun in every corner of my 
bedroom and the first cracker even look like 
he wants to throw some dynamite on my 
porch won’t write his mama again. 
Sometimes it seem like to tell the truth today 
is to run the risk of being killed. But if I fall, 
I’ll fall five feet four inches forward in the 
fight for my freedom. I’m not backing off. 




In Chapter 4, I explored the grammar through which WWAV speaks, to quote Zina Mitchell, “a 
space that I knew was sacred”––and in so doing spoke their rebirth from the Art Egg warehouse 
and onto the North Broad Street front porch. The intimacy of this homecoming is the focus of 
this final dissertation chapter. I begin by posing two seemingly straightforward questions to 
WWAV’s move-in day at 1226 North Broad Street: What happened? What was kept? These 
questions ground my exploration of the “archive of feeling” that WWAV unpacked into their 
new (albeit still temporary) home. Through attention to the materials of this archive, as well as to 
the infrastructure of feeling that gives it meaning, I argue that there is a necessary limit on the 
degree to which even formidable systems of violent erasure can penetrate and re-form social life. 
The presence of WWAV’s archive is but a glimpse into a much longer tradition of social 
organization and persistence. To appreciate the breadth of historical experience that informs the 
tradition of which WWAV is a part, I track how WWAV restitches their genealogies to forgotten 
black women organizers, and also how WWAV elders teach this tradition to the next generation 
in order to realize the world anew. 
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Archive of Feeling 
I arrived at 1226 North Broad Street almost giddy. The side door was standing open and cars 
lined the slim driveway that extended to the house’s right side. I was not used to seeing so many 
people in the office at 10am. Between the fleas, the mold, the sweltering heat, and the frigid cold, 
Art Egg was hard on the system. The space itself also held energy in a way that was hard to 
move with smudging. If a participant showed up nodding from heroin and needing a safe space 
to ride out her high, or in crisis after her old man had beat her within an inch of her life, or 
terrified that she was going to lose her kids because her landlord found out she was a sex worker 
and he now wanted her rent “paid in pussy”––you could feel it for days, even weeks. Which was 
strange, because the Art Egg space was so open and the ceilings were so high. Somehow though 
the sunlight could never quite penetrate, much less permeate, the space. 
 When I walked through the open door at 1226, I almost lost my breath. Every wall, every 
floorboard, every face was drenched in sun. Christine rushed past with a box in her arms, and 
Michelle was wedging a blanket under a file cabinet to drag it into Deon’s office. The long 
hallway ahead was lined with artwork propped up against the baseboards. It was like déjà vu. 
The last time I had been in a long hallway lined with WWAV artwork it was days after the fire, 
and I was crouched on the floor with Zina wrapping sheets of brown paper around whatever had 
not been burnt or broken. Several of the pieces of art to be hung in that hallway were ones that 
Zina and I had wrapped, ones that had survived the fire. Survived. I had not seen them in four 
years. Mwende jolted my daydreaming self: “Are you going to come in?” I shook my head 
laughing and moved out of the doorway. Mwende was about to walk to the corner of Broad and 
Esplanade to pick up donuts at Tastee’s.  
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 I passed through the room that had been designated the reception area and into what 
would become Christine and Desiree’s office. Desiree was explaining the layout. She had 
pictured it since finding the space and convincing Deon and Quita that the move was necessary, 
even if it was not a move into a permanent home… yet. To the left of her office was where Deon 
and Quita would sit. Desiree demonstrated how the big pocket doors could be pulled closed for 
privacy whenever they were on calls… “Or whenever y’all get to be too much!” Deon fired back 
jokingly, her fingers flipping quickly through stacks of files that had been dumped into boxes 
during the fire clean out. A faint smell of smoke wafted from them. To the right, Desiree 
gestured, would be the office for the three new staff members to be hired: the policy person, the 
reproductive justice person, and the outreach person. That office opened into a slim hallway that 
ran the entire back of the building. “Storage,” Desiree pointed, “Wendi’s desk, volunteer desk.” 
Just passed the back door was a kitchen. “A KITCHEN, Des!” I exclaimed. A kitchen was a 
requirement at the old office for storing and serving hot food when Ms. Catherine cooked.  
The kitchen opened into Michelle’s office, which shared a wall with the office for the 
staff to-be-hired. Michelle was the only person with her own space. “Finally, you’ll have privacy 
for Emerge sessions and one-on-ones,” Des smiled. Michelle had joined the WWAV team a few 
months prior when Leslie decided to leave to return to her family in Virginia. She was an 
unlikely pick for the position––a Mississippi native and part-time New Orleans resident, who at 
fifty-three had most recently been working in customer service. Deon had a gut feeling that 
Michelle would be a good fit for WWAV, a feeling that was confirmed when Michelle described 
her years of work in youth detention and social services. She had left the field when her mother 
died, but the work that was supposed to be less emotionally intense while she was grieving was 
not really her passion. The Emerge participants took to Michelle in a way I had only ever heard 
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told of through stories of Danita’s skills as a social worker. Michelle was the only person who 
could move the stuck and lingering energy in the old Art Egg office.1 “Yes, that’s right, Des, my 
own office. Whachu think about these pictures in here?” Michelle asked with a smile and wink, 
her voice smooth like molasses. Then we were back in the reception area, and the conference 
room was just beyond that. There, running nearly wall to wall, was the four-piece oval 
conference table from the previous office. It had survived the fire mostly unharmed, because it 
was in the front room––that is, on the other side of the blaze that the arsonists set in the outreach 
office. More artwork had been unwrapped and laid out on that table.  
Desiree and I had just walked in a circle. Each room had a door in and a door out, but not 
all of the rooms were easily accessible. “The flow matters,” Desiree smiled. “We all have really 
distinct personalities. The space needs to move the ways that we move, the way that WWAV’s 
work moves. Mwende is the first person you see,” she continued, as much to me as to anyone 
within earshot. “She has her finger on the pulse of everything. Next you run into me and 
Christine. We are like the gatekeepers. You can’t get to Deon and Quita, or to the new folks, 
without passing by us.” I could hear a “that’s right!” from the other side of the conference room. 
“That’s why I love you, Desiree Evans.” Over the three years prior, I had grown to deeply 
appreciate Desiree’s watchful introverted self and masterful organizational skills. If you wanted 
a color-coded spread sheet for tracking a year’s worth of activities across twenty different 
programs, Desiree was your person. Still, this office selection and organization was a very 
particular feat. Desiree had never set foot in the WWAV office that was firebombed; she had 
only known the organization in exile. How could the space be so perfect? Was I just stunned by 
what it felt like to be in an open space again? Or had Desiree gained an intuitive sense of the 
                                                
1 Life history interview conducted with Michelle in the summer of 2016. 
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feeling of the way that WWAV was during her last three years of managing policy and 
communications? Or was it something deeper, something not unique to WWAV at all, something 
about the history of how black women have occupied space in the South around a kitchen table?2 
That reverie was interrupted as Deon exclaimed, “Oh my god.” I poked my head through 
the doorway. She was sifting through a box marked “Deon’s office.” “It’s just file after file, all 
marked 2012. It’s as if everything stopped.” Her hands were covered in soot. As she brushed off 
her hands, she picked up a stack of photos and placed them with the clippings that used to fill her 















                                                
2 “Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press” was an activist feminist press started in 1980 by Combahee River 
Collective co-founder Barbara Smith, at the suggestion of Audre Lorde. 
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It was in that moment that I began to understand the strange sense I had since entering 1226 that 
day. It goes without saying that places are not simply bricks and mortar, nor do they merely 
serve their expressed functions (shelter, office, grocery store). They are emotional ecosystems. 
Space is made through stories spun into existence; it is practiced in the everyday interchanges of 
social life. What made WWAV’s old office space on Jefferson Davis Parkway a home were the 
stories passed from woman to woman, the dreams etched into the carpet as someone tapped her 
foot to the music playing in the background, the bowls filled whenever Ms. Catherine made her 
famous gumbo, the sighs exhaled when a judge said “your rights were violated.”3  
What happens when a space is destroyed, but the things that used to fill it remain? What 
happens when a lineup of framed posters and art triggers a memory of a space that can never be 
visited again? What happens when the process of opening box of papers dated “2012” finally 
allows one to say “It’s as if everything had stopped”? What happens when just seeing an image 
of Danita behind a table triggers laughter and a story about “back then”? What happens when a 
picture with a WWAV sign in Spanish leaves newer staff dumbfounded?  
“Wait, is that Oscar?!”4 I asked.  
“Oscar?” Christine and Desiree inquired.  
“Oscar,” Deon confirmed. “Back in the day we had support to do home health parties 
with Latina women in the city. I guess there are a lot of stories we haven’t shared since the 
fire…” 
Archives are often thought of in material terms. Letters, photographs, documents… That 
was certainly part of what was being unpacked during this office move in day. But those boxes 
                                                
3 For a beautiful description of space as emotional ecosystem, see Mindy Fullilove, “Butterfly in Beijing,” in Root 
Shock: How Tearing Up City Neighborhoods Hurts America, and What We Can Do About It (New York: Ballantine 
Books, 2004), especially p. 10. 
4 Life history interview conducted with Oscar in the summer of 2013. 
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contained more than mementos, pictures, and soot. Even the staff members who had not known 
WWAV before the fire could feel that. Artwork, posters, photographs: all were laid out for Deon 
to go through and place. Each was a portal––to a story, to a memory, to a feeling that had been 
retracted after the arson attack and put away for safekeeping. What Deon was unpacking was 
WWAV’s “archive of feeling.” I use this term to capture both the archive of material objects and 
the infrastructure of feeling5 that together have always given structure and foundation to 
WWAV’s work. I described this “archive of feeling” in Chapter 2 through Danita and Ms. 
Catherine’s complementary skills as WWAV foremothers and outreach partners: Danita zeroed 
in on the tangible stuff that enabled WWAV’s work to take place and have a place and Ms. 
Catherine paid attention to the feeling that flowed in and through WWAV. These qualities of 
people in relationship evidenced something much deeper about the immanent materiality that 
held WWAV together and enabled generations of staff to practice the work. 
Desiree had intuited enough to choose and craft a space for the “archive of feeling” that 
was being opened at 1226. However, from the first boxes unpacked, it was also clear that a lot of 
the tangible stuff and a lot of the feeling from the old days had not been shared since the fire. 
Heck, a lot of the details of the arson attack had not been shared. On one of the harder days in 
the Art Egg office, Mwende had remarked, “It feels like WWAV is building the car while 
driving it.” Deon insisted then, “We already had all of this stuff. We have been around since 
1989, incorporated since 1991.” There, in Deon’s boxes, were the surviving staff policy and 
procedure manuals, dating back to the first binder that Danita had made not long after WWAV’s 
                                                
5 To reiterate the genesis of this term, as discussed in Chapter 2: I use the phrase “infrastructure of feeling” as it has 
been developed by Ruth Wilson Gilmore in her forthcoming manuscript on abolitionist geographies. She takes up 
Raymond Williams’ “structure of feeling” concept and reworks it to encapsulate the commonsense strategies of 
resistance that undergird the long black radical tradition, as analyzed by Cedric Robinson in Black Marxism: The 
Making of the Black Radical Tradition (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983), and expanded on 
through two decades of scholarship. 
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founding, and the outreach binder that had been kept during the NO Justice Project organizing. 
Grant reports, research papers, outreach folders, old brochures, recordings of health education 
sessions, contracts from health department focus groups…  
What is breathed into a space when the stories of a photo are told? What is unleashed 
when memories have a geography to occupy? What is made tangible that was long thought dead? 
Deon opened another box and pulled out a small wooden sign that read “Life is a Journey.” 
“Wow, Lady got this for me when I was first exploring Ifa,” Deon smiled with her eyes. 
“See… My mother didn’t tell me to stay away from that hoo-doo!”  
Quita raised her eyebrows, “Well, Lady was never into that respectable religion.”  
“True, true,” Deon confirmed. She placed the sign on the mantel behind her desk, just 
beneath the copper goddess silhouette, next to a small bottle of rum. Spirits for the spirits. “I 
want to get Sula6 to do a house blessing for us…” She trailed off, looking through the box.  
“Wow, what time is it?” Deon asked Quita. 
“6 o’clo––…” Quita began. 
“6 O’CLOCK?!?! And y’all are still here?” Deon looked at Desiree and Michelle, who 
were sitting at a small table where Desiree’s desk would soon be. “I couldn’t get y’all to come to 
the old office!” Both laughed. As Deon came to sit at the table, her granddaughter Bailey, or 
“Bunny” as she was more often called, got out of the chair she was sitting in. Deon outstretched 
her arm for Bunny to stand by her as soon as she was seated. “Wow, y’all. This really reminds 
me of the old outreach days at WWAV. We would work all day, then do outreach all night, then 
head to Rose Tavern. I want to bring that back. I want to be in community like that again.” 
                                                
6 Sula Janet Evans is a self-described “Woman of Peace, Medicine Queen, Singer, Songwriter, Author, 
Entrepreneur, Artist, Birth Doula, and Akan Priestess,” and a co-owner of King and Queen Emporium International. 
She is also a singer-songwriter with the world beat/reggae band Zion Trinity, who “solute the Orisha in song and 
gives a pretty kicking Raggae show as well!,” and the author of the book/CD project “Spirit of the Orisha.”  
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Quita, Deon, Deon's Granddaughter Bailey, Desiree, Michelle 
 
“Back in community like that” was something that Deon said many times those first 
weeks at 1226. In the years after the arson attack, Deon had been on the road almost constantly. 
From New York to D.C. to Chicago to a little hole in the wall in Kentucky, she worked to ensure 
the story of WWAV’s win in the NO Justice Project and the terror of the subsequent arson attack 
stayed in the national spotlight: she worked to continue to render the victory and violence visible. 
There was no way to do that and also be on the ground in the way she had throughout the CANS 
build-up––in the way the WWAV foremothers had before the storm. Events like the Community 
Voices Project meetings helped to bridge that gap. Still, this was not weekly, daily if need be, 
outreach on the street and in community.  
Outreach was the cornerstone of the WWAV model. The WWAV foremothers were from 
the community they served. They knew that their people had razor sharp analyses of the systems 
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of structural oppression they moved through daily, and that they could name the precise things 
that needed to change in order for the pressures of suffering to relent. The WWAV foremothers 
also knew that their people did not have the time to show up to more traditional forms of 
organizing; they were too busy making ends meet day-by-day, minute-by-minute. Through 
outreach, staff were able to provide immediate support and to begin the lasting work of building 
relationships. While passing out harm reduction supplies or other basic necessities, WWAV staff 
were able to talk with their people about the issues they were dealing with and what it would take 
to bring some lasting relief. In time and in concert, these outreach conversations grew into new 
political possibilities, like in the NO Justice Project. “Which is to say: putting the community 
that WWAV stood with at the center dramatically reframed the boundary that was often enforced 
between organizations who provided services, on the one hand, and those who worked towards 
structural transformation, on the other. This dual approach––of social service and radical 
change––was the key to WWAV’s grammar for producing space; it is also what connected the 
WWAV foremothers to a deep and enduring black feminist tradition of organizing in the South. 
 
Social Service and Radical Change 
“Hey Deon, have you ever heard of Callie House?” I called from the L-shaped sectional couch in 
her living room. It was just after New Year’s 2012, and I had arrived in New Orleans for what 
was supposed to be a long overdue visit and vacation after completing my first semester of 
graduate school. That semester’s work, however, was not finished. I still had a United States 
historiography paper on memory and the Civil War to complete. “Callie WHO?” Deon asked in 
reply just through the archway to the kitchen. “Callie HOUSE.”  
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 I was in the middle of the second chapter of Mary Frances Berry’s My Face Is Black Is 
True: Callie House and the Struggle for Ex-Slave Reparations––the chapter that outlined the 
process of organizing the National Ex-Slave Mutual Relief, Bounty, and Pension Association.7 
Mary Frances Berry described Callie House’s Association as “unusual” because it aimed to 
achieve both “radical change” and “service goals,” not one or the other as was the case with most 
movements.8 Here, she was citing––really, pushing back on––the sociological literature on social 
movements, but I understood this dualism to be just as readily discussed on the ground. “Real 
movements” made change, not service. WWAV, however, did both––just like the Ex-Slave 
Association. And WWAV did so––at far as I could tell––for the same reasons as the Ex-Slave 
Association did: the system needed to change and the people needed support here and now. I had 
learned that lesson during my first months working with WWAV during the NO Justice Project 
launch. In January 2012, WWAV was still at a standstill. The CANS law had been changed, the 
changes had not been made retroactive, and it was getting harder and harder for WWAV to find 
emergency housing, financial, and health care fixes for their members-branded-sex-offenders.  
 “The way that Mary Frances Berry describes Callie House’s work reminds me a lot of 
WWAV,” I explained. Interested, Deon asked me to tell her more. “Well…” I flipped through 
the already dog-eared pages to make sure I had the details right before beginning the story. 
“…Callie House was a poor black Tennessee washerwoman born the first year of the Civil War 
to enslaved parents. She left Murfreesboro for Nashville as Jim Crow was becoming law. From 
there, she became a field organizer in the truest sense. Starting in the 1890s through the first 
decade of the 1900s, Callie House rode the rails. She met with formerly enslaved people 
                                                
7 Mary Frances Berry, My Face Is Black Is True: Callie House and the Struggle for Ex-Slave Reparations (New 
York: Vintage Books, 2005). 
8 Ibid., 61. 
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wherever she could all across the South––in churches, in former slave shacks… That’s how she 
built the largest grassroots movement in black history: the National Ex-Slave Mutual Relief, 
Bounty, and Pension Association was 300,000 members-strong by the government’s estimates, 
600,000 strong by the movement’s own––” 
“Right… right… and they worked on burial costs and caring for the sick, but they also 
took their fight to congress, right?” Deon was five steps ahead of me.  
I thumbed through Mary Frances Berry’s text quickly. “Exactly. The region-wide 
grassroots organization met in cities and towns and former plantations all over the South. 
Formerly enslaved people gathered for collective support and mutual aid. Together, they 
recounted brutal memories of slavery that had been little eased in the days since emancipation, 
and they pooled their pennies in membership dues to assist with ex-slave burial costs. On the 
national stage, they told a narrative of black victimization that indicted the ‘federal government 
as an accomplice in their subordination and impoverishment.’9 In Callie House’s own words, the 
Association acted on behalf of: 
four & half million slave[s] who was [were] turn[ed] loose ignorant and barefooted and 
naked without a dollar in their pockets without a shelter to go under out of the falling rain 
but was force[d] to look the man in the face for something to eat who once had the power 
to whip them to death but now had the power to starve them to death. We the ex-slave 
[sic] feel that if the government had a right to free us she had a right to make some 
provision for us as she did not make it soon after our Emancipation she out to make it 
now.10 
 
Under her leadership, the Ex-Slave Association first stepped to Congress and then to Federal 
Court, demanding pensions for ex-slaves…” I flipped forward in the text again. “They even had 
a financial plan for reparations! The pensions were to be paid for with the $68 million the federal 
government collected in cotton taxes between 1862 and 1868. For this work, Callie House was––
                                                
9 Ibid., 83. 
10 Ibid., 88-89. 
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as Mary Frances Berry puts it––‘praised by poor African Americans, ridiculed by the race’s 
elites, and targeted by high government officials, who feared her influence with the masses, and 
eventually land in jail.’”11 
 “YES!” Deon exclaimed. “I didn’t remember her name, but I definitely know her work. 
Reparations and mutual aid. Social service and radical change. People need to see the possibility 
of something different right now, even and especially while they’re working towards something 
more and lasting. You have to do both if you’re committed to the people most affected being in 
charge of their own liberation––if you’re committed to grassroots change.”  
 
Changing History 
Over the last five years, Callie House and the Ex-Slave Association she organized have become 
staples at WWAV. Her name is spoken alongside that of Shirley Chisholm, Ida B. Wells, Anna 
Julia Cooper, Pauli Murray, Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, Ella Baker, Rosa Parks, Fannie 
Lou Hamer, Oretha Castle Haley, Audre Lorde, and many other black feminist ancestors who 
have left this earth. Their biographies and memoirs, as well as the histories of their life’s work 
(and a few histories that fail to credit them), are nestled on shelves of WWAV’s black feminist 
library. Among them are also copies of historical, theoretical, and sociological texts by 
WWAV’s scholar-activist mentors and teachers, including Beth Richie’s Arrested Justice, 
Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow, Melissa Harris-Perry’s Sister Citizen, Sarah Haley’s 
No Mercy Here, Talitha LeFlouria’s Chained in Silence, and the Say Her Name report released 
by Kimberlé Crenshaw and the African American Policy Forum. Mary Frances Berry’s books 
                                                
11 Ibid., 6-7. 
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have their own section, and so do a growing collection of children’s books featuring black girls 
and girls of color. Speaking these stories in concert with WWAV’s own is essential practice. 
 
Mary Frances Berry on her 78th birthday in 2016, talking with Nia Weeks, WWAV’s Director of Policy. Nia had joined the 
WWAV staff about two months prior. This meeting with Mary was organized by Deon Haywood as an introduction both to the 
multigenerational team of mentors that guide WWAV’s work and to the black feminist principles of policy organizing that ground 
WWAV. Later this night, Mary gave a book talk on her just-released Five Dollars and a Pork Chop Sandwich.  
 
What I have learned time and time again from WWAV––and why I shared the story of 
Callie House with Deon in the first place––is that centering these stories of black feminist 
organizing does not just change the angle from which the history is written; it changes, as Mary 
Frances Berry has argued, the history itself. For WWAV, it is essential to put that change “out 
into the universe” given how slow it often is to take hold in both public and academic circles. 
This practice of “changing history” goes hand in hand with the practices of speaking space 
discussed in Chapter 4. Indeed, Deon was able to prefigure WWAV’s homecoming to 1226––to 
“speak it into existence”–– by traveling the country for four years in order to render the victory 
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of NO Justice and the violence of the arson visible and to restitch both to the genealogies of 
forgotten black women organizers in the South.   
The reception history of My Face is Black Is True underscores several points in this story 
of WWAV’s own public history practice. Mary Frances Berry’s work on Callie House and the 
Ex-Slave Association should have forced a substantial rethinking of the dominant narratives of 
black life during that period that historian Rayford Logan has termed “the nadir.”12 Her research 
upset far too many prevailing interpretations of black life after emancipation.13 Historians 
writing in the long shadow of the Dunning School interpretations of Reconstruction and Stanley 
Elkins’ rabidly racist “Sambo Thesis” sought most emphatically to underscore the existence of 
black social life and political organization.14 However, they also repeatedly credited the black 
middle class and elite with providing the leadership, institutions, and analyses that matter for the 
betterment of all black people nationwide, thereby leaving poor black people––and poor black 
women––to be scripted into a few very limited roles. They could respectably join “the real 
political vehicles” created and controlled by the black elite and middle class. Or they might 
                                                
12 Rayford Logan, The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901 (New York: Collier Books, 
1965). 
13 On the black political gains of Radical Reconstruction, see W. E. B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America, 
1860-1880 (New York: Free Press, 1998 [1935]); Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution 
(New York: Perennial Classics, 2002); Steven Hahn, A Nation Under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the 
Rural South from Slavery to the Great Migration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003). On its demise and 
the assemblage of the Jim Crow system of racial segregation and terror, see John Michael Giggie, After Redemption: 
Jim Crow and the Transformation of African American Religion in the Delta, 1875-1915 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008); Glenda Gilmore, Gender and Jim Crow: Women and the Politics of White Supremacy in 
North Carolina, 1896-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Alex Lichtenstein, Twice the 
Work of Free Labor: The Political Economy of Convict Labor in the New South (New York: Verso, 1996); David 
Oshinsky, “Worse than Slavery”: Parchman Farm and the Ordeal of Jim Crow Justice (New York: Free Press, 
1996); and C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana University Press, 
2009 [1951]). 
14 Columbia University’s “Dunning School” of US historiography (1900-1930s) proclaimed that black suffrage had 
been a political blunder, that Reconstruction-era governments in the South under black leadership were corrupt and 
oppressive, and that the white former planters who wrangled power out of black people’s hands were wise and just. 
Stanley Elkins’ “Sambo Thesis” argued that slavery was psychologically infantilizing to enslaved people. To argue 
this thesis, he compared black life under slavery in the United States to life in concentration camps during Nazi 
Germany. See Stanley Elkins, Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional Life (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1976). My work benefits from decades of debate and scholarship by his critics. 
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participate in a church society. Otherwise, poor black people’s lives were made the subjects of 
“culture” and of “the folk,” best reconstructed through songs, poems, and proverbs.  
If this seems like a matter of words between academics, it is not. These very same 
historiographic interpretations continue to shape the stories that are told about poor black 
women’s organizing today––and are among the reasons why the narrative erasure of WWAV’s 
presence in the NO Justice Project was so swift and so seamless. WWAV’s three decades of 
work to “change history” on the ground also dovetails quite seamlessly with work inside the 
academy to build a body of scholarship on black women’s social life and political vision, 
including and especially through biographies and histories that line the shelves of WWAV’s 
black feminist library.15 The field’s first historians took us into slave quarters, post-emancipation 
church pews, and Great Migration rail lines to explore the sacred and secular texture of black 
women’s everyday lives amid systems of seemingly totalizing social death.16 With the 1997 
publication of Tera Hunter’s To ‘Joy My Freedom, a new era of scholarship on black women’s 
working class history was born.17 Since then, scholars have recovered numerous narratives of 
                                                
15 See Dayo F. Gore, Jeanne Theoharis, and Komozi Woodard, Want to Start a Revolution?: Radical Women in the 
Black Freedom Struggle (New York: New York University Press, 2009); Jeanne Theoharis, The Rebellious Life of 
Miss Rosa Parks (Boston: Beacon Press, 2013); Barbara Ransby, Eslanda: The Large and Unconventional Life of 
Mrs. Paul Robeson (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013); Bettye Collier-Thomas, Jesus, Jobs, and Justice: 
African American Women and Religion (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010); and Mia Bay, Farah J. Griffin, Martha 
S. Jones, and Barbara D. Savage, eds., Toward an Intellectual History of Black Women (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2015). See also Barbara Ransby, Ella Baker and the Black Freedom Movement: A Radical 
Democratic Vision (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003); and Pauli Murray, The Autobiography 
of a Black Activist, Feminist, Lawyer, Priest, and Poet (Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1987). 
16 Several foundational texts further ground my approach to the institutional religious lives of black women. I draw 
on Evelyn Higginbotham’s classic text, Righteous Discontent: The Women's Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 
1880-1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), as well as Anthea Butler’s Women in the Church of God 
in Christ, Making A Sanctified World (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2007) and Judith 
Weisenfeld’s African American Women and Christian Activism: New York's Black YWCA, 1905-1945 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1997). 
17 Tera Hunter, To ‘Joy My Freedom: Southern Black Women’s Lives and Labors after the Civil War (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1998). 
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poor and working class black women as they founded mutual aid societies, negotiated public 
housing, joined labor movements, and encountered the carceral state.18  
This work, like WWAV’s own, has unfolded in direct and critical contest of the 
normative logics that make poor black women’s agency unthinkable. Which also puts a point on 
two common principles between liberation historiography and WWAV’s own narrative practice 
of space. First, the work of the scholar and the activist is never to “humanize” black people or 
poor people or women, as if “humanity” is something that anyone person can give to another; 
rather, the work is to expose the pernicious systems that conspire to make human life impossible, 
even while also telling the often-hidden stories of how life nonetheless persists. Second, there is 
an enduring need to continue to do this work because of the persistence of insidious and 
pernicious narratives within the scholarly literature and the nation about who has the capacity for 
political organization and who should be subjected to state regulation and moral indignation. 
I write these two principles as common to scholars and activists in order to underscore 
the depth and rigor with which history is being written on the ground at WWAV. Deon’s work to 
correct the historical erasure of WWAV’s NO Justice Project is a powerful example of this. 
When WWAV claimed victory in the CANS fight as “Our Win,” Deon began her letter by 
refusing the interpretive logics that made WWAV’s work unthinkable: “They didn’t believe that 
                                                
18 On black women and the carceral state, see Sarah Haley, “‘Like I Was a Man’: Chain Gangs, Gender, and the 
Domestic Carceral Sphere in Jim Crow Georgia,” in Signs: Journal of Women and Culture in Society 39, no. 1 
(2013): 53-77; and Cheryl D. Hicks, Talk with You Like a Woman: African American Women, Justice and Reform in 
New York, 1890-1935 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010). On black women’s organizing 
through labor movements and on public housing, see Rhonda Williams, The Politics of Housing: Black Women’s 
Struggles Against Urban Inequality (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004); Felicia Kornbluh, The Battle for 
Welfare Rights: Politics and Poverty in Modern America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007); 
Premilla Nadasen, Welfare Warriors: The Welfare Rights Movement in the United States (New York: Routledge, 
2004); Nancy A. Naples, Grassroots Warriors: Activist Mothering, Community Work, and the War on Poverty (New 
York: Routledge, 1998); Lisa Levenstein, A Movement Without Marches: African American Women and the Politics 
of Poverty in Postwar Philadelphia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010); and Tomiko Brown-
Nagin, Courage to Dissent: Atlanta and the Long History of the Civil Rights Movement (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2012). 
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poor, uneducated women could win a victory on this scale. They didn’t think that our women 
were important enough, or that they had the ability to change their own lives.” But she also went 
beyond simply affirming WWAV’s role as a catalyst for women most impacted to be the actors 
and narrators of their own histories. She spoke about the geography of the South as “where the 
Civil Rights movement started”19 and used a historically inclusive “we” throughout her text. This 
was more than a rhetorical device. By claiming the NO Justice victory as the continuation of the 
Civil Rights movement, she told a history of the long black freedom struggle that put black 
women, and especially poor black women, at the center; she also asserted that WWAV was part 
of this history. Thus, for WWAV, the point of the NO Justice victory was not simply that poor 
black southern women could enter history and historical narratives as the subjects of moments to 
transform the circumstances that affected their lives; the point was that black women had been 
doing so for generations. They were always already present. 
 
Jack-in-the-Box History 
The summer of 2014 made stunningly and urgently clear the stakes for writing black women’s 
history in this way. In August, the people rose up in Ferguson, Missouri. Michael Brown had 
been shot and killed by police officer Darren Wilson with a brazen callousness that shook the 
nation. When Brown’s body was left baking in the August sun, black people in Ferguson took to 
the streets. Their steps were matched nationwide, as walkouts, vigils, marches, and moments-of-
silence cascaded from New York to Washington, DC to Atlanta, from Chicago to Detroit to New 
                                                
19 We might recall that more than a decade before Rosa Parks refused to give up her bus seat, she had been a 
member of the Montgomery branch of the NAACP, where she organized the branch’s youth groups, worked on 
voter-registration campaigns and directed several profoundly courageous drives to bring to justice white men who’d 
raped black women. Weeks before the bus action, Ms. Parks had attended the funeral of the 14-year-old Emmett 
Till, whose mother had insisted on a public funeral service with an open casket to show the world the brutality of his 
lynching. See Jeanne Theoharis, The Rebellious Life of Miss Rosa Parks. 
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Orleans, from Los Angeles to Oakland to Seattle, like the steady falling of dominoes. A sign 
from France Francois, a Haitian-born/US-raised writer and activist, became one of the most 
iconic of protest images: “I CANNOT BELIEVE I STILL HAVE TO PROTEST THIS SHIT!!” 
The hashtag beneath her words refused the now familiar murder roll call: #TooManyToName.  
 
France Francois at the National Moment of Silence/Day of Rage protest in Washington D.C. on August 14, 2014.  
(Photo: @callmedollar) 
 
On August 14th 2014 in New Orleans, hundreds of people gathered in Lafayette Park as 
part of this National Moment of Silence. The local news station WGNO ran a simple image-free 
story20 covering only the short, scripted portion of the vigil in which Chanelle Batiste read aloud 
                                                
20 Darian Trotter, “Citizens of New Orleans Hold a Moment of Silence for Michael Brown,” WGNO, August 14, 
2014, accessed June 27, 2017, http://wgno.com/2014/08/14/citizens-of-new-orleans-hold-moment-of-silence-for-
michael-brown/.  
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the names of black people who had been killed by the police, and called all to raise their hands in 
the now iconic “Don’t Shoot” pose. What the news omitted was that there were several black 
feminist leaders in front row of that protest crowd, including WWAV’s Mwende and Desiree, 
and several of the people they worked with through “Wildseeds: The New Orleans Octavia 
Butler Emergent Strategy Collective.” The media also completely failed to mention that when 
the August 14th vigil crowd began to disperse, Mwende asked those next to her, “Really? Is that 
it?” Then she pushed to the front and called: “EXCUSE ME! Is that all? I know too many busy 
people here who could be somewhere else but chose to be here. For Mike and others. There is 
too much collective energy here to waste. If we took to the streets, would you join us?” They did. 
And people joined. The vigil-turned-march grew to 400-strong before occupying the French 
Quarter police station––grievances were hurled by a community already well-organized against 
the everyday racism and terror of its local police force.  
 
National Moment of Silence march on August 14, 2014 in New Orleans.  
Pictured left to right are Anita Dee, Samai Lalani, and Mwende Katwiwa. Photo by @Small_Affair. 
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After the march, Desiree emailed all of us in the core WWAV collective with an update:  
I’m going to make ya’ll smile! Just so you know, Mwende, my friend Mshi, and I 
might have been the ones to start the march through the streets of New Orleans 
today. Whoops. Everyone’s okay though! It just hit me though that it was a decision 
made by three black women, two of them from WWAV, that ended up seeing a 
crowd of 250+ people march through the streets of New Orleans for a couple of 
hours. Mwende did a great job speaking at the rally when it landed at Jackson 
Square, introducing the cousin of Mike Brown, who gave an incredible speech. And 
then Mwende was a part of marching into taking over a police station. I’M JUST 
SAYING, YA’LL. It was a beautiful sight and I wanted to give mad props to 
Mwende because this day wouldn’t have been as amazing as it was without [her] 
leadership out there. 
 
It took local news outlets more than a month to upload a small photo gallery of the action.21 As 
WWAV’s NO Justice victory, the coverage of this vigil-turned-march was penned by the black 
women making the history themselves.22  
 In the months following the National Moment of Silence actions, the nation was 
embroiled in a debate over whether Ferguson would “be a moment” or “become a movement.”23 
                                                
21 See New Orleans Advocate, “Photos: Protestors against Ferguson Killing”: 
http://www.theneworleansadvocate.com/home/9998457-171/photos-protestors-against-ferguson-killing. The 
Advocate and the city’s other major new outlet, the Times-Picayune, both hold dubious spaces in the news landscape 
of the Crescent City. While New Orleans’ population is still sixty percent black, the staff and management at both 
the Advocate and the Times-Picayune are majority white. Their choice of stories and reporting angles are both 
reflective of this. In May of 2017, the Advocate was raked through national media for publishing a slanderous story 
about one of New Orleans’ and the nation’s most formidable leaders in decarceration, Norris Henderson, a formerly 
incarcerated black elder. The Huffington Post ran a story on the incident, penned by one of the independent 
journalists who covered WWAV’s work throughout the NO Justice Project: Jordan Flaherty, “New Orleans 
Advocate Newspaper Releases Shameful Attack On Community Leader,” Huffington Post, June 20, 2017, accessed 
June 27, 2017, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/new-orleans-advocate-newspaper-releases-shameful-
attack_us_59498677e4b0c24d29f47825.  
22 Mwende Katwiwa, “On White People, Solidarity, and (Not) Marching for Mike Brown,” accessed June 27, 2017, 
http://freeqthamighty.tumblr.com/post/95573664816/on-white-people-solidarity-and-not-marching-for. In a short 
post on social media immediately after the vigil-turned-march, Mwende underscored what she saw as the point of 
this vital documentary work: “So thankful for the support and leadership of black women yesterday and everyday. 
The moment of silence was nationally started by a black woman, the NOLA moment of silence was led by a black 
woman and the march that followed in downtown NOLA was started and led by…black women… Even though our 
battles against police brutality and the impact it has on us at the intersection of blackness and womanhood are 
largely untold, we know them. We live them. We may be forgotten but we must not…forget ourselves. 
#TrustBlackWomen #WeAlwaysResist #BlackLivesMatter.” 
23 Frederick Harris, “Will Ferguson Be a Moment or a Movement?,” Washington Post, August 22, 2014, accessed 
June 27, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/will-ferguson-be-a-moment-or-a-
movement/2014/08/22/071d4a94-28a8-11e4-8593-da634b334390_story.html?utm_term=.bfe07f84c326. In 
paragraphs that follow, I read broadly across a number of sources to understand how a particular narrative of social 
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Pundits, organizers, and scholars alike charged RESPECTABILITY against the “be a moment” 
camp, which tended to depict protesters in Ferguson as disorganized, reckless, even dangerous.24 
They pointed out that a sanitized version of the civil rights movement––stripped of its poor, 
young, and female leadership, stripped of its vibrantly radical and rebellious Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.––undergirded such critiques.25 Through these civil rights fables, we were made to 
believe that Ferguson must “be a moment,” because real movements did not look like this. The 
language “become a movement” hardly offered an alternative to this sanitizing gaze. It smuggled 
in another series of assumptions about how social changes happens––what I call the “jack-in-the-
box approach” to social movement history. In this theory of change, real movements pop UP 
when people make a demand, and they go DOWN when that demand is met. Social movements 
are thereby exceptionalized, and so, too, are the conditions they seek to address. By this logic, 
we could only ask if Ferguson would “become a movement,” because we were already telling a 
story of United States history in which there was no continuity of black struggle, much less a 
need for it.  
When our country “exploded” after George Zimmerman’s acquittal and stayed “sprung” 
after Michael Brown’s murder, black women were on the frontlines. Even the architects of the 
#BlackLivesMatter refrain were black women: Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi. 
Many asked where these women came from, who they were, how they were so organized, how 
they immediately commanded attention and respect. Slogans like “not your grandfather’s civil 
rights movement,” while pithy, seemed to confirm that there was a rupture––not that we had 
                                                
movements, and especially of black women’s roles in them, undergirded the portrait of the People’s Uprising in 
Ferguson being circulated through popular and scholarly sources. 
24 Josie Pickens, “Ferguson: What’s Respectability Got to Do With It?,” Ebony, August 18, 2014, accessed June 27, 
2017, http://www.ebony.com/news-views/ferguson-whats-respectability-got-to-do-with-it-987#ixzz3BbALjd00 
25 Jeanne Theoharis, “The Arc of Justice Runs through Ferguson,” MSNBC, August 26, 2014, accessed June 27, 
2017, http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/ferguson-and-the-legacy-the-civil-rights-movement. 
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been telling the story wrong. Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi did not come from 
nowhere, and neither did the Black Lives Matter explosion of the 2010s.26 
 
Resurrecting the Dead and Disappeared 
This claim is as historiographical as it is theoretical.  
I work from the assumption that being in America involves being with black women’s 
organizing.27 Throughout history, poor black southern women have certainly been responsive to 
the possibilities and limitations that interlocking systems of oppression have imposed upon them; 
they have needed to be. But that does not mean that their resistance was ever predicated on this 
violence or reducible to its logics. I follow Cedric Robinson in prescribing a necessary limit on 
the degree to which even formidable systems of social and economic domination like Jim Crow, 
mass incarceration, or post-Katrina disaster recovery can penetrate and re-form social life, 
thereby creating entirely new categories of human experience.28 Like Robinson, I believe that 
what we can observe in Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi’s call for Black Lives 
Matter or in WWAV’s victory against CANS or in Callie House’s struggle for ex-slave pensions 
are but glimpses into much longer traditions of social organization.29 To appreciate the breadth 
                                                
26 Here, I am paraphrasing Gary Dorrien in The New Abolitionists: “King did not come from nowhere, and neither 
did the civil rights explosion of the 1950s” (10). 
27 My phrasing here resists what Johannes Fabian has called the “denial of coevalness.” Fabian, Time and the Other: 
How Anthropology Makes Its Object (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983). See also Dipesh Chakrabarty, 
Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2000). 
28 Robinson argues that that the slave resistance was predicated not on Africans’ experience of plantation life under 
slavery but rather on a total rejection of their lot. See Robinson, Black Marxism, 169. 
29 In the Introduction, I offered a lengthy exposition on how my thinking on “tradition” is informed by my work in 
theories of transmission and community formation. See Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of 
the Word (London; New York: Methuen, 1982); Charles Hirschkind, The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons 
and Islamic Counterpublics (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009); Brian Stock, Listening for the Text: On 
the Uses of the Past (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990); Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: 
Explorations in Cosmology, 3rd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2003); Jan Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory: 
Ten Studies, translated by Rodney Livingstone (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2006); David Blight, Race and 
Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 2001); and W. 
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of historical experience that informs the tradition of which Black Lives Matter, WWAV, and the 
National Ex-Slave Mutual Relief, Bounty, and Pension Association are a part, we must commit 
ourselves to resurrecting the events that have systematically been made to vanish from our 
intellectual consciousness.30 Or, as Cedric Robinson put it, “For the realization of new theory we 
require new history.”31 
The history written by WWAV leaders like Deon and Mwende refuses to script their 
work as reactionary, episodic, or somehow secondarily reactive to the oppressions they resist. 
Nonetheless, no matter how contextual, no matter how historically informed, no matter how deep 
its roots, black women’s work is too often treated as though it is an eruption or a reaction, not the 
continuation of a centuries-long legacy. The denial of coevalness is one of the oldest colonialist 
tricks for constructing the “Other” as spatially and temporally different from oneself. This denial 
is easily recognizable in its more overt manifestations: the descriptions of peopled lands as 
“empty” or as “blank canvasses;” the minimization of indigenous social and cultural work as 
“primitive” or “backwards.” However, the scripting of black women’s resistance as always 
already reactive is a no less powerful way of naturalizing the time and space of white 
heteropatriarchy. To be clear: the strategies, forms, and histories of black women’s resistance 
were not created by the interlocking systems of oppression with which their work has engaged. 
Black women created these strategies, forms of resistance, and histories. 
 
 
                                                
Fizthugh Brundage, The Southern Past: A Clash of Race and Memory (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2005). 
30 On this point, I am reminded of Gustavo Gutiérrez’s characterization of theology as a second act: “Theology is 
reflection––that is, it is a second act, a turning back, a reflecting, that comes after action. Theology is not first; the 
commitment is first. Theology is the understanding of the commitment, and the commitment is the action.”  
See Gustavo Gutiérrez, Essential Writings, ed. James B. Nickoloff (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996), 24-25. 
31 Robinson, Black Marxism, 307.  
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My Existence is Political 
After three years of fieldwork in New Orleans and a decade of engaged partnership at WWAV, I 
have become convinced that when we are trying to understand the practice of history as politics, 
why questions matter just as much as how questions. This distinction is one that Robin D. G. 
Kelley so artfully framed in his 1993 essay on rethinking black working class opposition in the 
Jim Crow South, “We Are Not What We Seem.”32 For Kelley: How question reify traditional 
expectations of what counts as political: voting in elections, lobbying elected officials, 
participating in grassroots social movements. Why questions expose the paradox of engaging 
with political institutions and in political processes that traditionally have not proven to be very 
attentive to the concerns of poor disenfranchised people, most especially those of black women. 
Through WWAV’s work, I approach this distinction somewhat differently. Kelley’s How and 
Why draw attention to the subtle ways that normative ideas of politics and of political change can 
be smuggled into analysis, missing the whole point of the systemic, multigenerational barriers to 
entry, as well as the myriad traditions that inform work that can track as normatively political.  
By this point in this dissertation, this argument has already been made several times over. 
And so, I inflect the How and Why questions in slightly different ways. How questions probe the 
step by step processes of making change, of doing the work, whereas Why questions expose the 
accumulated histories and knowledges that give these strategies shape and meaning. If we ask 
“How did WWAV organize against the Crime Against Nature by Solicitation statute?” we may 
hear an answer something like this:  
WWAV identified some of the first women to be forcibly placed on the sex offender 
registry list due to SCAN convictions. 
We held space for women to build analysis together. 
                                                
32 My reflections on the ways in which we ask about politics are informed most directly by Robin D. G. Kelley, 
Race Rebels: Culture, Politics and the Black Working Class (New York: The Free Press, 1996); and James C. Scott, 
Domination and the Arts of Resistance (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990). 
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We followed their lead when they said that the CANS statute needed to go. 
We recruited a team of lawyers to bring a constitutional challenge of the statute. 
We went to our community, sharing the everyday stories of sex offender registration 
under CANS and rallying service providers, church folk, and other allies to action. 
Together, we put political pressure on the judge who heard that lawsuit and ruled that the 
state of Louisiana had violated the rights of WWAV’s participants.  
 
However, if we ask “Why did WWAV organize against the Crime Against Nature by Solicitation 
statute?” we would hear a different and polyvocal set of responses: 
Because we were in shock. 
Because there was no way to get by. 
Because the WWAV founders said we had to do something. 
Because that cop went too far that day.   
Because Ms. Michelle and Ms. Wendi knew exactly what it felt like to have to walk up 
on a job interview with a wad of paperwork to “prove” you weren’t a predator.   
Because ten other women were depending on it.   
Because people would die otherwise.  
Because it’s what mama and gran-gran would’ve done. 
Because the “little old black ladies from the Church” got it. 
Because I tasted my freedom. 
Because there are no victims at WWAV. 
Because we claim the power we were born with. 
 
The answers to this how question make tangible the methodical process of having a plan and 
realizing that plan in a particular time and place. The answers to the why question bring into 
focus the accumulated knowledges held in relationships and across generations that give freedom 
dreams a deep and enduring meaning. Together, these How and Why questions underline both the 
brutality of everyday violence that WWAV participants move through daily and the futures they 
are nonetheless emplotting on the ground, in and through community.  
Politics at WWAV are not separate from lived experience; politics are the everyday 
struggle to create spaces within the institutions and relationships that dominate leaders’ and 
members’ lives. Politics are a matter of life and death. WWAV engages in politics and transmits 
the knowledges created therein to survive the violence of everyday life. And they do this in 
relationship not only with one another, but also with the generations of black women organizers 
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in the South who have imagined otherwise and for the generations still to come. Their mantra? 
“My Existence is Political.”  
 
Catherine Haywood and Deon Haywood on WWAV's Front Porch on North Broad Street. 
 
This mantra has provided a different hermeneutic for entering into relationship with community 
and for imagining futures beyond the logics of our current death-producing order. If “Can I 
live?” is the call, the response is “Don’t tell me yes. Show me now; show me in five months; 
show me in five years; show me in fifty; show me when my great-grandchildren have made fifty. 
Show me how this connects to the work of my mother, of my grandmother, of her grandmother... 
Then, and only then, will I know that you are committed to working for our liberation.”  
 
Reassembling the Archive 
As one month in the 1226 North Broad Street office became two, the WWAV staff of Deon, 
Quita, Desiree, Christine, Mwende, and Michelle were joined by three new people: Raven on 
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outreach, Nakita on reproductive justice, and Nia on policy. Held in the office at any given time 
were Deon’s memories from being raised in WWAV and doing every position from outreach 
worker to paid staff to volunteer to public relations to executive director; Quita’s of working 
with WWAV since before the storm when she and Dee started dating, and then becoming 
organizational staff after the storm and officially taking on research and evaluation after getting 
her MPH; Desiree’s of joining WWAV as part-time staff one year to the date after the fire, 
working to get off the ground every initiative dreamed up that summer, and supporting Quita as 
point person on grant writing since; Christine and Mwende’s of joining WWAV the summer 
after as interns and working for free until they could carve out their own positions and niches 
within the organization; Michelle’s of trying to figure out Leslie’s vision of Emerge just as the 
program was being put on hold for completing year evaluations and then relaunching it with 
Christine’s support and a structure tailored to her strengths; and Raven, Nakita, and Nia’s of 
walking into a beautiful office, with grant-funded salaries, and a mandate to get WWAV back to 
its community roots without losing the policy tops that the organization had become known for 
nationally.  
 It is a lot for an organization WWAV’s size to bring on one person, much less three at the 
same time. By the winter holidays, a full third of WWAV’s staff was brand new. They were 
joining a staff of six, with four people who had never known what it was like to do WWAV’s 
work out of a space designed to hold it, and two who were responsible for filling in the gaps for 
everyone, even while they were working through their own hysteresis after having spent every 
moment since the fire hitting the national tarmac to keep WWAV afloat. We talked a few points 
about what it felt like for an organization to have PTSD––for Deon and Quita to be pushing 
nonstop to bring WWAV soaring again, for Desiree to have caught the closest glimpse of that 
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pain and urgency, for Christine and Mwende to know to just keep pushing and not ask 
questions… All five had also worked at a WWAV where everybody did everything––where you 
got trained in the course of a week or even a day, because a day was all you needed to have 
contact with every single person in the organization and catch a bit of their wisdom. How did 
you train new people who were hired to do a single job that did not overlap with anyone? How 
did you teach them the soft things, the “infrastructure of feeling,” that made WWAV’s work 
make sense? How did you do that when you yourself had been running so fast for so long that all 
you could do was pause and breathe for a minute, while your still-in-shock emotional, spiritual 
self tried to catch up with your body-in-motion? 
 As Mardi Gras gave way to Lent gave way to Easter gave way to French Quarter Fest 
gave way to Jazz Fest, the need to catch up, to teach, and to make the pieces overlap was plain to 
everyone. Deon refused to let the organization’s growth mean that they lost the “something 
different” that was how WWAV made “something different.” She especially refused to do so at 
the moment when WWAV was remaking a black feminist home in the city, and on the cusp of 
launching a massive campaign to build the power of poor black women and girls to take back 
political power in the city of their birth. And so, under the banner of a strategic planning retreat, 
Deon asked her mother and Danita to help her make WWAV make sense to everyone by doing 
what they had always done. “What made you want to get out on the streets and start doing this 
work?” After an eye contact only “Please, Mommy!” from Deon, Ms. Catherine sighed and 
began… 
Catherine: Our people––black people––were not getting the same information that gay 
white men were getting about HIV and AIDS. At all. It wasn’t going in the communities. 
It was like… in other words “you won’t get this”–– well it was a lie. So Danita and I and 
her good government job33 [laughter] you know, and my job at Pediatric AIDS Program, 
                                                
33 This was a favorite phrase of Danita’s, which she had already had staff laughing about after several in-house 
trainings on burn out and boundaries. 
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would go out in the evening when we got off from work and pass out information and 
give out condoms. We would start at 5, maybe 5:30, and possibly work till 9 o’clock.  
 
But you do know when you’re doing that kind of work, you have to build a relationship 
with community. You just can’t walk in people’s areas and start talking. And so, we had 
to do that. So we didn’t really worry about crime, let’s say, because people got to know 
us. And they would say “don’t come in here today. This is what’s happening.” Which we 
thought was a great thing: that they liked us enough to say “mm,mm, don’t do this.” 
Right? But we worked in the three housing developments and we worked in Hollygrove 
and Gert Town in areas that other people––and that’s black or white––did not want to go 
into because they were afraid. You know? 
 
We weren’t paid for it… Not in the beginning. And then we did get, it wasn’t a whole lot 
of… you know it could get about a few things and some beer, but… [laughter] I mean, 
let’s be honest. It could do that. But we were able to get, like, the whole family involved. 
Down to my mama who made condom packets for us. [wowwwww] So you know, we 
cussed a lot but we like what we do––or we did then––and we liked being able to educate 
our people around things that they needed to know more about. So that was…. I mean 
Danita could jump in AT ANY TIME HERE… 
 
Danita: Well you’re doing good!  
 
Catherine: I mean… You know, my only thing… let’s do this. One man tried to talk to 
Dee one time we was doing outreach, but I was gonna hurt him. Because we were 
working. “Don’t approach Deon. She’s not a sex worker, she’s not this, I’m not having it, 
and I’ll fight you in a minute.” But we all had each other’s back. And we really didn’t 
have that many problems in the community with people. And we still have people who 
know us. And so I think that’s a really good thing. 
 
Raven: We still have clients who come in who remember you and Danita. 
 
Of the two foremothers, Ms. Catherine was not the storyteller. She liked to do the work, as she 
had told me and anyone else who asked many times. She hit the highlights: they did WWAV 
work after their paying jobs, they built relationships with people first, those people looked out 
for them, they got their families to help out, people still know them, and… Danita can jump in 
AT ANY TIME HERE. Those words were really superfluous, because Danita knew that Lady was 
not the talker of the two. What she was going to do was to lay out the principles that they would 
keep coming back to throughout the conversation: the passion for the work, the centrality of 
relationships, the involvement of their entire families, the durability of that work.  
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People still remembered Catherine and Danita for a reason. By being in community in the 
ways that they were––day after day, week after week––actually changed the entire culture on the 
streets surrounding using condoms, using drugs, and selling sex.  
Danita: I think one of the best things we ever did was that we made condoms normal for 
people. People didn’t used to use condoms. Black people didn’t used to use condoms. 
Poor people didn’t use condoms. When we started. If you went to the Walgreens to get a 
condom, you had graduated from college. [MmmHmmm] So we made condoms normal. 
And I think that was the biggest thing we did. And we also normalized people shooting 
dope. [Yesssss]  
 
Cuz before us, people… when you shoot… there is a hierarchy of drug use in America. 
You shoot dope, you are the lowest of the lowest of the lowest. Your mama don’t even 
trust you with her beer money. So, we normalized that relationship in the community 
with that population. They began to love us. They stole our shit, and we had to hem ‘em 
up a few times, and then they brought our stuff back… But we made that normal. They 
looked for us. We made syringe exchange normal. They looked for syringes from us.  
 
Before us, white folks was getting all the syringes. We had the epidemiologist of the state 
of Louisiana drop ship us syringes. They would just come. They’d have five or six cases, 
and they would just “come” from “somebody.” I mean, we knew where they came 
from… But they would just “come.” Cuz it’s illegal.  
 
Lady and them were afraid of me going to jail, cuz I had a social work license. They were 
afraid of me losing my license, cuz I was doing some shit that was illegal. Catherine had 
to pull me down. “You know, you can’t do that. You can’t do that, cuz if you lose your 
license what we gonna do?” So you know… I ain’t care. But Lady spoke. [laughter] And 
it was DONE. I just quit. I quit delivering syringes. [huh?] Oh right––cuz we used to 
home deliver syringes by the case. [nods around the room] They would give us the old 
ones and we would give them the new ones. We would just do that.  
 
The new WWAV staff were learning something important about how WWAV outreach partners 
moved in formation. All it took was a word. “But Lady spoke.” Their word, well their laughter, 
had gotten Danita to go deeper into the story. And then their expressed confusion pushed Danita 
deeper still.  
So, WWAV used to home deliver syringes to people who ran shooting galleries across 
the city. If home delivery was off, how did WWAV get clean needles to people? 
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Danita: We had a bar in central city, The Rose Tavern. Thank JESUS for Rose Tavern 
[a’ight] Yeah. They did syringe exchange for us. In that bar, you could buy heroin. 
Across the street you could buy weed and cocaine. Down the street you could buy pussy 
and dick. In that order if you wanted it. In the Calliope Projects. They did syringe 
exchange for us. In those housing projects, you could buy a syringe for a dollar. We cut 
into their business. Cuz that was somebody’s hustle. We cut into their business. So they 
had to quit swapping out syringes, because they had threatened to do stuff to her bar. So 
we said “OK.” So we cut that loose. Stopped that. Cuz it was gonna hurt her business, it 
was gonna hurt her bar.  
 
We talk about partners… We had the Drop-in Clinic … the Drop-in Clinic would actually 
take the syringes, cuz you have to dispose of those things a certain kind of way. We 
would drop ‘em –– I’m talking about 5 gallon containers of syringes –– We would drop 
‘em at the Drop-in Clinic and they would take ‘em away for us. No questions asked.  
 
So that same epidemiologist started drop shipping us sharps containers… 
 
Deon: And provide us with TB and Hep vaccinations… FREE… for Catherine and 
Danita and then for some of the others of us, just to take, for free. [yeah] No questions 
asked. 
 
Each piece led to the next. Stopping at Rose Tavern after outreach is how Danita and Catherine 
built a relationship with the woman who ran the bar. That relationship is why she started doing 
syringe exchange for them. That relationship is why Danita and Catherine pulled back and 
leaned on their partnership with Drop-In Clinic. That old relationship with the epidemiologist got 
them their own means of disposing of used syringes. It also got them free health screenings.  
“No questions asked.” Danita said that, and Deon repeated it, for a reason. It was the way 
that the WWAV foremothers demanded to be treated. 
Danita: We had all kind of… and those were just our partners. I mean, they didn’t tell 
anyone that they were helping us, cuz it wasn’t a cool thing to help Women With A 
Vision. We wasn’t always polite. [chuckle] But then people didn’t fuck with us either. 
And we figured––I don’t know about Lady––but I figured that if you gonna step to me, 
you gonna have to step right, because I’m always gonna be right. I’m not gonna be 
wrong. If you gonna step, you gonna have to step right. And I want you to be afraid of 
me. [laughter] I want you to be. I really do. Cuz otherwise you not gonna question what I 
do. Cuz if you afraid of me, that means you respect me.  
 
That’s all you gotta do. They ain’t gotta like you. We ain’t never cared if people liked us. 
Y’all might think that, but we ain’t never cared if people like us.  
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Catherine: I don’t think we still do. 
 
Danita: No. [laughter, hands clap]  
 
Another lesson passed. “They ain’t gotta like you.” First, you build a relationship. Then, you 
keep it moving, no matter what obstacle you face, because there is always a way. You bring in 
the whole family. You always stop if your partner says the word. And you cultivate a healthy 
level of fear/respect that comes from doing the work and not caring whether people like you. 
WWAV got support and resources for carrying themselves like that.  
But this method was not limited to work with people shooting drugs. WWAV also 
applied this method to sex worker outreach, and in so doing pioneered government-recognized 
models for engaging so-called “high risk,” “hard-to-reach” populations. 
Deon: Can you share the sessions we used to do with sex workers on Oretha Castle Haley 
till 2 and 3 in the morning? 
 
Danita: Oh! Jeez! When we first started doing work with sex workers––this was around 
1993, 1995 all the way into 2000, 2004, maybe. Before the Hurricane came, we was still 
doing stuff with sex workers. In the African American community there was always 
certain kind of “niches.” We were from uptown. Uptown means Martin Luther King, 
Claiborne, Broad Street, over towards what is… Louisiana Avenue. So we were all from 
around there. And we knew everybody, and everybody knew us. We started working with 
the sex workers, and they were in little pockets around Martin Luther King and Rampart 
street. There was a bar named Sam’s and there was another bar on the front called Pete’s. 
Then there was The Detour, which was down that street. I don’t know… All y’all little 
young children might not know about this–– 
 
Catherine: They don’t know cuz it’s gone.  
 
Danita: Yeah, it’s gone. 
 
Deon: They don’t know nothing about… You had to be grown just to walk through the 
goddamn door.  
 
Danita: Yeah. So Sam’s was literally a bar and restaurant. You could go in there from 
three o’clock in the afternoon to five o’clock in the morning. They had the best ham 
sandwiches. They had Chisesi ham that they cut right there for you. You talking about 
goooood. Ham sandwiches. And their Yaka meat was delicious. They had a five-foot bar 
where you could walk up and get a cocktail in those little bitty round cocktail glasses that 
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they don’t make no more? You could go there and get a real cocktail. They had a juke 
box and they had a pool hall––a couple of pool tables in the back. That’s where all of the 
business took place. Business. [Business] Cuz again, you could buy heroin, crack, weed, 
pussy, and dick, all in Sam’s.  
 
There were three sex worker houses within a half a block of Sam’s. One place was right 
next door in the back. They had this set of twins. Remember them twins? [MmmHmmm] 
The twins lived there. And they would talk to us from the balcony. Now we would just 
stand. We didn’t have to go nowhere. We just stood there. And they would come to us. 
Me, Lady, and Dee, and… Dee had an outreach worker…???? 
 
Deon: Was it Issa?  
 
Danita: Was it Issa?  
 
Deon: Or was it Angelita?34 
 
Danita: Angelita! Angelita. So a few of us would just kind of stand there. And they 
would come to us. And they would ask us what we were doing. And we would tell them. 
And we always had condoms and we always had needles, clean needle packs. We just 
always did. So they would just come to us. And when the twins started to see us and talk 
to us from the balcony, we would tell them about the condoms.  
 
Then we started talking about doing safe work. We never told them to stop. That has 
never been our philosophy––to tell people to stop doing… NO. Because we always tell 
people, “We can’t feed you, and Lady ain’t cooking.” [laughter] “She ain’t cooking and 
bringing this food around here cuz it’s too much trouble.” And they would just laugh at 
us… So we never told people to stop doing your work cuz that’s your job. I go to work to 
do something. They should go to work to do this. “Just be safe.”  
 
They told us about what condoms to buy. Flavored condoms cuz certain ones liked 
certain ones. Some of em didn’t like the chocolate and the strawberry. Some of em did. 
Some of em liked grape and strawberry. So we would buy what they liked.  
 
And I want you to know… throughout this whole time––I understand what Quita’s 
talking about––there was no documentation, there was no research, there was nothing. 
We just did it. Somebody else took the credit for it, but we just kind of did it. And about 
ten years into doing this, I understood what Quita was talking about. Like… There’s no 
proof that we did this. We don’t have our own proof that we did this. Somebody else has 
our proof. Office of Public Health, Dr. Tom Farley… He got our proof. But we don’t 
have proof that we did all of this work. It’s just in our memories.  
 
                                                
34 Life history interview conducted with Angelita in the summer of 2013. 
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That last point helped to underscore why the WWAV that all of the current staff knew under 
Deon and under Quita was taking such pains to document every single thing that they did and to 
brand everything that was new. NO Justice. Emerge. Safety and Love. That work, that started 
with something as simple as building a relationship with two twins talking to them from a 
balcony had blossomed into a whole theory of doing work with people selling sex. Do not tell 
people to do something if you cannot support that change. “Lady ain’t cooking,” so WWAV was 
not going to tell people to stop doing the thing they did to support themselves. But they could 
bring condoms, so “Just be safe” was fair game.  
That ethical commitment––a commitment that followed from the simple principle that 
first you have to build a relationship with someone––opened up space for a whole range of 
conversations about how to make “Just be safe” even safer. 
Danita: They would actually come to us, and talk to us. So we would do sessions with 
them about safe sex. Going in there, telling em how to not be so high when you’re giving 
a blow job. How you can start drinking after you get your work done. You know, work 
for a certain time, then… And you could see that their brains were like, “Oh, yeah… I 
don’t have to be high all the time when I’m working. I’ll get more money. I’ll work more 
efficiently. I’ll get more people to me if I’m not high.” So they started doing stuff like 
that. So to us that was the first phase of Harm Reduction, cuz we never said stop.  
 
We taught them how to cheek a condom. That’s why they always had certain flavors… 
Cuz if you’re gonna hold it in your mouth… I mean, men don’t usually look. I don’t 
know if y’all know this, but men don’t look where they put they stuff. They just kind of 
stick it. [laughter] So these women just kind of knew how to cheek a condom, so that 
they could have a condom on, and give em a blow job, and tell them that it was without a 
condom––when it really was––cuz men don’t look, and men don’t check. So they made 
more money that way also.35 So then they really started looking for us.  
                                                
35 It is standard street practice that sex without a condom costs more than sex with a condom. This is also a major 
point of risk for women selling sex on the street. Women desperate for funds can be coerced into selling sex in 
riskier ways if the person will pay well at the right time. This is also particularly an issue for women working in 
areas with heavy police surveillance. The need to stay out of a police sightline to avoid arrest also puts a woman out 
of the sightline of other sex workers. Clients can use this isolation to pressure women into accepting sex in riskier 
forms. Tricks like “cheeking a condom” or wearing the female condom have been life-saving women-centered 
strategies for managing risk and controlling the terms on which one will sell sex. See Kate Shannon, Steffanie 
A. Strathdee, Jean Shoveller, Melanie Rusch, Thomas Kerr, Mark W. Tyndall, “Structural and Environmental 
Barriers to Condom Use Negotiation With Clients Among Female Sex Workers: Implications for HIV-Prevention 
Strategies and Policy,” American Journal of Public Health 99, no. 4 (2009): 659-665. 
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“Looking for us” was the definition of mutuality: a nonfatal coupling of difference and power. 
The WWAV foremothers had information to share; the sex workers they met had questions to 
ask. The relationship doubled back on itself, over and over.  
WWAV’s relationships with sex workers did not go unnoticed by local public health 
officials, nor by HIV prevention specialists nationally. These outreach stories were all happening 
around the same time that Danita and Catherine had gone to that “little hole in the wall in Texas” 
and told a whole room full of service providers and funders that they were doing outreach wrong. 
Their conviction came not only from the incredible successes they were having by actually going 
to community, but also from the fact that the researchers and public health officials were 
increasingly coming to them.   
Danita: We would just have all of these sessions, and all of these nice group sessions. 
We knew the sex workers who were actually just renting out beds, not rooms, but beds, to 
other sex workers cuz that’s how she made her money. One sex worker… she was like 
the mama to all them… Pat? She may have been like 40? She may have been like 35 or 
40? And she knew them all.  
 
And the Office of Public Health needed to have a focus group. They contacted us. So we 
contacted them. We told the Office of Public Health that you have to pay this lady. Cuz 
they wanted to do it for free! [hmph!] And we’s like, “NOOOOO. These people working 
for a living. They can’t just be here cuz you want em to.” [MmmHmmm]. “They don’t 
like you like that. They don’t know you. And they don’t like white people like that.” 
[laughter] So, no… So we made them––we suggested to them––that they pay the woman 
whose house we were using thirty-five dollars an hour just for the use of her room and 
everybody who came got fifteen dollars 
 
Lady: And a beer 
 
Danita: And a beer.  
 
Deon: And food. 
 
Danita: Yeah. And food. Cuz they just wasn’t gonna go… And, see these folks ain’t 
drink cold drinks,36 they don’t eat snack food.37 If you want ‘em here to participate, you 
                                                
36 New Orleans for soda. 
37 The quality of meals offered as “incentives” in most public health and HIV research and treatment circles were a 
frequent topic of conversation in every HIV network I have been a part of. Waheedah Shabazz-El, who invited me to 
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have to buy food and give ‘em what they drink. And you gotta give ‘em all fifteen 
dollars. Cash. We ain’t talking ‘bout no check, we ain’t talking ‘bout no bank card.38 
[chuckle] cuz they ain’t got that. So everybody who went got that. Catherine and I held 
the money, cuz they wasn’t gonna jack us. They wasn’t gonna fuck with us. So we paid 
the people when they left the room. And we paid the girl thirty-five dollars an hour, and 
they were there for an hour and half. But we pushed it up to two hours so she made 
seventy dollars, damn near a hundred dollars, for us just to use their room… And on data 
that they collected that we have yet to see. We never saw it, but they collected data.  
 
Deon: That was, that’s the DEBIs. Just so y’all know. CDC doesn’t really use DEBIs 
anymore, but it’s the Diffusion of Evidence-Based Interventions. So for those of us who 
know DEBIs, this is where DEBIs was designed. Around how to work with, at the time, 
“commercial sex workers” came out of the work that Women With A Vision did.  
 
That story drove home the centrality of WWAV’s work in creating government-recognized, 
evidenced-based standards of care that several WWAV staff had only encountered in their 
formal, reported DEBI form. To this day, if WWAV agrees to hold an event, a forum, a 
community meeting, or a focus group, these are the same Principles and Procedures that the 
organization formally adheres to: feed the people what they like to eat, and pay them for their 
time in a form of currency that makes sense to them.  
Deon was watching staff, however, and could see that the group was on the verge of 
slipping into “Wow, you’re so awesome; I could never do that” mode, rather than staying in “We 
can do this, too!” mode. She shifted focus subtly but importantly from what WWAV did in 
community to how they did it together.  




Deon: I know you’ve heard me say that I would never send y’all out by yourself… That 
we never did outreach by ourselves. And why it’s important… We talk about the 
                                                
the UNSHACKLE meeting at which I met Deon, would often talk about how the Community Advisory Group she 
was on just wanted to teach her to eat chicken, not to actually review research protocols. 
38 Checks and gift cards are among the many strategies that universities and government offices use to account for 
funds given as incentives to people participating in research studies, so there is a paper trail. These are especially 
meaningless forms of currency to people living on the streets and engaged in underground economies, because you 
need to have an ID to get a check cashed at a check cashing place, or you need to have a bank account. 
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changing New Orleans… It wasn’t safe then, but I don’t think we cared. Like, crime in 
New Orleans has always been crime in New Orleans. And Danita and I actually… At one 
in the morning! I’ll never forget that. We went to Pat’s… 
 
Danita: Oh, Pat’s! Yeah. We got UP! 
 
Deon: We got up out the bed, and Danita and I went to Pat, the woman she just 
mentioned. And we was supposed to… We also… See, the Office of Public Health and 
CDC had a syphilis elimination grant. Some of you may not know that. But we did 
syphilis elimination back in the day. Anyway… And so we went to Pat’s, and Pat had 
everyone in the kitchen, in the back. When I tell you there are rules to outreach… When I 
tell you “no drinking, don’t buy stolen goods, don’t do this, don’t do that…” It’s to keep 
you safe, from getting arrested. Or if some shit go down, so you’re not there.  
 
And so, Danita and I did the presentation, and a lot of the women were talking the men 
they had at home. They dated, they had husbands. Girlfriends. Whatever you wanna call 
it. Before queer was queer, they had it. And you know, people always have this idea of 
who sex workers are… but most of them women had men at home. [MmmHmmm] And 
this one woman had brought her boyfriend with her to our presentation.  
 
So this night, it’s like one in the morning, me and Danita there. And we’re tired. And it’s 
always this thing I… I… make the joke that I only do outreach with certain people, 
because it means something to me to know somebody got me. So I’m doing my 
presentation, and I know that Danita is watching what I can’t see, because I’m talking to 
people. And so the woman who brought her boyfriend kept saying, “Well I think I might 
have something.” And he said, “I done told her she ain’t have anything.”  
 
Now that may sound silly, but this is serious because it was all wrong from the get go. 
There was no way we could back out of this presentation. Um, in situations like that, I 
don’t like being far away from a door or a window, cuz if I gotta fall, bitch I’m falling 
out the window. I don’t have no problems jumping. But this time, our back was, like, to 
the wall. And he was like “I should just stop fucking with her, and I should fuck you.” 
That’s what he said to me. I was like, “Well you ain’t fucking me.” And he was like, “I’ll 
do it if I want.” And Danita said, “Nah, bro. We not… We ain’t doin’ none of that.” And 
then he jumped up.  
 
I want to be clear why I’m telling you this story now. Because there are times when 
people have been willing to come for us… The same way people perceive the women we 
work with… They come for us that same way. That’s why I tell y’all that you don’t save 
nobody. That women are not victims. That we need to see the women we work with as 
powerful. Cuz when we out there? People see us as the same as they see them! So 
WEEEEEE (motions around circle at each person) are one. It’s why that piece is so 
important when y’all are doing this work.  
 
But that night.. if that other guy wasn’t there and wouldn’t have jumped in, me and 
Danita would’ve been in a hard fight. Cuz he wasn’t gonna fuck me, that was clear… 
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Danita: That other guy, that was Pat’s husband.  
 
Deon: Yeah, that was Pat’s husband. 
 
Danita: He knew better. 
 
Deon: Yeah. Like he punched this guy and put him out. And the next day we went to 
work and everybody knew about it, and everybody want to check to see if we were okay. 
And he can’t come to nothing else. But it was the protection of the community that was 
so important. If you stole something from Women With A Vision, I’m pretty sure the 
next day it was gonna be at the door. Cuz somebody was gonna get it back.  
 
That last point on safety had left most of the people around the circle somber. It also began to 
drive home a key point that grounded all of WWAV’s work: the nonfatal couplings of power and 
difference, not just with the people WWAV serviced, but also internally with one another.  
But Deon had another story to share. This story, I had first heard her tell on the day that I 
conducted my first oral history interview with Danita. 
Deon: There have been other times when a can of roach spray and an empty coffee pot 
saved our lives. Now that sounds silly, but Catherine and Danita… I mean, Catherine and 
Danita had “Don’t fuck with me” attitudes. So they walking through the project together 
was kinda different from me and Angelita who was kind like “oh, you know…” (flips her 
locks over her shoulder) not that we were like that in the street, cuz we weren’t, and Issa: 
born and raised in the Magnolia Project and she was our administrative assistant, and she 
was a baaaaad ass administrative assistant. Got her training from the Magnolia 
Community Center. Awesome. But that day, this man walked up to our RV at the time 
and he was like, “You bitches got to get the fuck from around here.”  
 
So Issa was like, “Say, bruh, wassup?” And he was like, “This property don’t belong to 
y’all. Y’all always coming around here. HIV is brought to us by these white people.39 
And y’all fucking bitches falling for it…” You name it, he must’ve told it to us. Without 
talking––and this is the beauty of when black women organize and work together–– 
 
Danita: And Issa is a big woman. Issa’s about six foot, two… 
 
Deon: Issa’s six-two, about two-hundred something pounds, all booty, all titty… 
 
                                                
39 The myth that HIV was invented in government labs to kill black people has been a durable one, and is not 
unrelated to the theory that the CIA planted crack in black neighborhoods. What both spoke truth to was the fact that 
the AIDS epidemic and (the criminalization of) the crack epidemic were disproportionately affecting black 





Deon: And without talking to each other, without ever saying a word… You see, Issa was 
behind him, cuz she was outside the RV. Angelita and I was inside the RV, and he was 
moving to come up the RV. So I picked up the roach spray, and Angelita picked up the 
coffee pot [chuckle] and we went at him… By the time Danita and Catherine came back 
around, everybody was there. And the people took care of him. But it was like… I never 
even looked at Angelita. It was like we just knew. “You not getting it!!!” But that’s cuz 
we developed that together.  
 
And don’t think we ain’t fight. Oooo, Danita would leave the office, if me and Catherine 
and her got into a fight? Danita would be like, “Nah, I can’t argue with these Haywoods. 
I’m out.”  
 
Catherine: But Danita’s not a person to argue. She doesn’t like conflict. 
 
Deon: Right, she would say what she have to say. And go. But y’all know, Catherine is… 
I’m like Catherine. There is no shutting–– and Angelita? …is a fighter. Issa damn sure is 
one. But we would always come back the next day and I was gonna always have their 
back. We could walk into the projects and it would just be this (points at her eyes, at 
Quita’s) just eye contact. “We need to go?” “Okay, yes, let’s go.” Shit happening on my 
end? It wouldn’t never be no thing. Angelita would be––if she started playing with her 
pants pocket? That was our signal, like “Uh-uh, let’s make our ways back to our cars.” 
There have been shootings where we had to fall. There have been––we were right here 
and somebody got shot right there (pointing just in front of her). But we still went back 
the next day.  
 
That last point doubled back on something Danita had affirmed earlier: “But Lady say!” 
Sometimes that was said with words, other times with nothing but eye contact, and other times 
with a tug on a pants pocket. Those relationships with each other were inseparable from the 
relationships with community. That was the possibility that Deon wanted to create for staff 
members. “There are no victims at WWAV. We claim the power we were born with.” That went 
doubly for relationships with one another. What was implied in this coupling was a third 
principle: “We claim each other as powerful women.” These three sentences might roll of the 
tongue easily, but they were actually deep and material work. You had to build a relationship 
with yourself; you had to build a relationship with every person at WWAV; and you had to build 
a relationship with community.  
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Danita and Catherine each went another round of sharing stories. Danita talked about 
Whaler, a “bigtime ex-drug dealer” who owned a custom t-shirt shop in Hollygrove. Behind the 
counter, he kept a sawed-off shotgun and a nine millimeter. In the back where he printed the 
shirts, the walls of the shop were lined with automatic rifles. He provided WWAV cover to do 
HIV testing in the neighborhood. In exchange, WWAV got all of their t-shirts printed by him. 
Catherine talked about their work cleaning up used syringes in school yards, so children would 
not come across them on their way to and from school, or during recess. The stories could have 
kept on coming. Remembering them––speaking them––was how they were kept alive.  
“We weren’t thinking about writing them down back then,” Deon explained. 
“This is just black women doing what we do.” Desiree affirmed. 
Catherine shook her head. “We weren’t thinking about documentation. But we should 
have been.”  
“Naw. Y’all were doing what you were supposed to do,” Quita countered. “Taking care 
of the community.” 
“But the times have changed,” Raven sighed. 
Deon looked at her confused. “What does that mean? That times have changed??” 
Raven was about to explain why Deon had seen her and other staff members shifting in 
their seats. The “I could never do that” feeling had not arisen from idolization, much less from a 
sense of inadequacy. The New Orleans the WWAV foremothers pioneered their work in was not 
the New Orleans of today. 
Raven: Like how they say that they can walk through the community and get that 
respect. Now, you can’t do that. I mean you can, but I think… I mean you definitely 
won’t get that respect. Or people may… avoid you… 
 
Christine: Well, and lots of communities have been destroyed, too.  
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Raven: And then the communities that they were in are no longer there. The people are 
no longer there.  
 
Catherine: You’re killing me. I’m sorry, I love you, but you’re killing me. The thing 
says that you have to build a relationship regardless. Once you build that relationship…  
 
It took me… St. Thomas Project, I’d just go out and sit on people’s porch, and they say 
“What you doing here?” And I’d say, “I’m sitting here, but my name is… and I’m doing 
this…” But, I didn’t even try to give them anything or try to educate them. I told ‘em 
what I was doing. And then after a couple of weeks or so, it was good. And then I could 
go in and do what I do. Um, and I think this same thing holds for now.  
 
The thing is: You have to build a relationship with the community so that you can do 
what you do. It’s not impossible. And I don’t care what color they are. If you build that 
relationship then you’re good to go. No, some of them may not like you, but if they don’t 
like you then don’t deal with them no more! 
 
Danita: But you also have to figure out where you fit. And what community means to 
you. Cuz community to you ain’t the same thing it means to me. Because for years, I 
passed out condoms at Second Lines. Before I started doing, I ain’t never went to a 
Second Line. I never went. But then I would notice that there was so many people there. 
So for years, every now and then, Dee and Lady would come with me, but that was my 
Sunday afternoon. For like five, six years I passed out that nice little package that her 
mama made, and that my friend Eddie Burke would make at my good government job.  
 
So you have to figure out what’s your community. Yeah, it’s gonna look different. It’s 
gonna be different. For a long time to come. But that don’t mean those people ain’t just 
as crazy as those other negroes who used to live there. [chuckle] One ain’t got nothing to 
do with the other. They still need the services. They might not think they do, but they still 
need the services. They might think they better than most folks who used to live there, 
but they ain’t got no services either. They ain’t living there because they want to. They 
living there because they got to. You know? So it’s just different. Your community might 
just be women. And that’s fine. Wherever you find them is wherever you find them. But 
don’t ever sell yourself short talking about “It’s different.” It ain’t that different.  
 
Catherine: And you can’t be afraid.  
 
Danita: Well, you can be afraid. You just can’t…. 
 
Catherine: Can’t show it! We don’t want you to go out on the street and be stupid. 
 
Raven: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah… 
 
Catherine: But, we want you to go out, and do what you need to do. 
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That last exchange drove home a point that would be revisited many times over the coming 
weeks. Times had changed, but the method had not. That was something that Catherine and 
Danita trusted Deon to carry forward. Danita said it explicitly as the conversation concluded. 
Deon was the first to express how she felt that obligation: “The legacy is in place. And I never 
want to have to call Danita and Catherine and say ‘It’s failed. It’s broke. I can’t fix it. We closing 
the door.’”  
 “She better call us before she get to that point,” Danita jumped in. “You not supposed to 
really wait till the end, and be like, ‘I’m done.’” Laughter rolled around the circle. Danita 
continued, “Can I say something? And… what I wanted to say is… it’s emotional.” Tears welled 
in her eyes. “It’s emotional, because I trust Deon. I don’t trust the rest of you motherfuckers.” 
Laughter peeled around the room again. 
“But I trust Deon. And whatever she does, she does with the heart and soul of Women 
With A Vision,” Danita’s voice shook as she cried. “It took me a minute to trust Des, because 
that motherfucker there, whoa, she rock! Y’all ain’t never got to like Des. She ain’t care. And 
that puts her in the mind with me and Lady, because we don’t really care if you like us or not, we 
really don’t. But we trust Deon. Quita comes with her as a package. And Laura has built her way 
to be in this. One of the few white women who wants to be in this.” 
 “For real,” Quita nodded. 
 “And that’s a lot,” Danita continued. “It’s a lot. But I trust Deon. And if I got to go back 
to work,” her voice shook again with tears, “I will. I don’t want to,” she laughed, wiping her 
eyes, “but I will. And if she can pay me, she’ll pay me, and if she can’t, she won’t. But the work 




There was a WWAV grammar, that was for certain. It was the grammar that more senior staff 
had tried to explain to newcomers during the conversation in which #BlackFeministSanta was 
born. That grammar was all over the early WWAV history that Danita and Catherine had shared 
with current staff. “I don’t care if you like me. I like to do the work.” This grammar, as Danita 
and Catherine had shown, had everything to do with speaking the histories of their present 
struggle as meaningful, with speaking their futures into existence. In the late 1980s and early 
1990s, during the early but not too early AIDS epidemic, the couplings of power and difference 
were fatal. Prevention tools were known. AIDS activists were in the streets and dying-in on the 
New York Stock Market Exchange floor. Coffins holding the bodies of fallen brethren who died 
before AIDS drugs made it to market were delivered to mayors, governors, and the President of 
the United States. The goal was to make the body count public. And yet, some deaths, as has 
been a running mantra of this dissertation, mattered more than others. 
 The WWAV foremothers undertook their work at a time in New Orleans history when 
white gay men were clamoring for resources and distributing all of them amongst themselves. 
The communities that WWAV had been raised in were at best forgotten and at worst left to die. 
And it was hardly the first time. These communities, as Danita explained, did not have an 
awareness of HIV and they did not know how to protect themselves from it. Those who gained 
an awareness as WWAV’s work progressed had often been steeped in messages that HIV, like 
crack cocaine, was a government conspiracy against poor black people. It was the story peddled 
by the man who tried to attack Deon, Issa, and Angelita in the RV. That story made those in the 
know wary of any prevention tool, of any medical intervention, of any person coming and telling 
them otherwise. Was the local and national government’s systematic neglect of black people’s 
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health willing their premature death? Yes. This is the violence of erasure. HIV, however, was 
very real. And so, too, were the means for preventing it. 
 The WWAV foremothers undertook their work with two strikes against them. They 
fought the white gay men who were hording the city’s resources; they fought the purveyors of 
misinformation within their community. Moreover, they also had to fight the people––black and 
white––who thought that sex workers and addicts were best saved or locked up. The WWAV 
foremothers made sure that their people got resources and proper information, and they had no 
interest in peddling salvation or prison. How could they care if all the people doing otherwise––
all the people they were fighting––did not like them? If they cared about being liked, their people 
would die. If they did not, their people would live. It was that simple. And so they did the work. 
By moving in counterpurpose to the logics of resilience/colonialism/slavery, they were able to 
find the cracks in the system and exploit these crises towards life-giving ends. It was immanently 
material, radically connective work––in the fingers that touched as a dirty needle was exchanged 
for a clean one over the Rose Tavern bar top; in the weight of a five-gallon bucket hoisted out of 
a car and into the Drop-In Clinic; in the simple words passed over a balcony railing that got the 
twins more money, in less time, and with less risk. These were more than just stories to be shared 
about the bygone days of old. These stories conveyed the driving principles of the tradition of 
black women’s resistance of which WWAV was a part. These principles––that grammar of 
change––undermined the ever-shifting intersections of intimate, community, and state violence 
against black women. Those principles could be taught, transferred, and transposed: 
I don’t care if you like me. 
I like to do the work. 
 
There are no victims at WWAV.  
We claim the power we were born with. 
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You start by building a relationship––in person and in place. You start by learning another’s 
power––embodied and emplaced.  
 That foundation was unflappable. And that was necessary in a city, indeed a country, that 
was eating its children. And yet, until this day, I had also failed to fully appreciate the power of 
this simplicity, even though I had heard Deon, Ms. Catherine, and Danita each repeat it so many 
times. Some weeks later, I returned to the words that Deon had put out into the universe the day 
after George Zimmerman was acquitted for murdering Trayvon Martin: 
I want a revolution. I want and I’m calling for a revolution. Not in a very violent 
way. And I want to make sure people understand that. Sometimes when you say 
“revolution,” in this country, we fear that in some way that means violence.  
What it means is to have a plan…  
 
I am not a begging woman, but I am almost pleading… I do not want this moment to go 
away, like every historical moment goes away, until another one happens, and we’re 
talking about the last time, and remember, because it always happens! I really want this 
time to be different. I want to figure out who we meet with this week, next week, once a 
week, once a month, and what community are we going in, what group are we going to 
work with, what conversations are we going to have within our community, with our 
families, about making things different? …  
 
Tell me six months from now that you’re still supporting this event. Tell me a year from 
now you are still supporting this moment. That you wake up!  
 
I like putting things out in the universe:  
This day, we use our energy for revolution.40 
 
When Deon spoke of revolution, she spoke of figuring out what community means to you, of 
building a relationship with someone. She spoke the heart and soul of Women With A Vision, 
and the momentousness of present, past, and future that were held in relationships. She also 
called out the violence of empty homogeneous time, of resilience space, of victim narratives, of 
crimes against nature, of AIDS death. And she beckoned, she asked, she pleaded, she begged.  
                                                
40 Deon Haywood’s speech during the Solidarity Rally for Trayvon Martin, on Sunday, July 14, at Washington 
Square in New Orleans: http://bridgethegulfproject.org/blog/2013/day-we-use-our-energy-revolution.  
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Deon put out into the universe that, this day, all those gathered in the park would feel 
clearly both the threats of erasure and the possibility for another way forward. This day, she 
spoke their presence and participation in generations-honed grammar of producing black 
feminist space. This day, she spoke them into the history that the WWAV foremothers wrote on 
their front porch in Central City and that generations before them had written in these interstices. 





Horizons of an Otherwise: 




All that you touch You Change.  
All that you Change Changes you.  
The only lasting truth is Change.  





This dissertation opens in contest––a contest for space in the new New Orleans, a contest 
between different systems for producing space. I have tracked this contest between resilience and 
the demonic through five chapters, pressing on each system––both spatially and temporally––in 
order to excavate, on the one hand, the enduring religious forms and histories that prefigure the 
production of the new New Orleans, and, on the other, the persistence of a distinct black feminist 
tradition through which WWAV is speaking the post-Katrina landscape anew. WWAV’s dictum 
“There are no victims at WWAV. We claim the power we were born with.” refuses the grammar 
of resilience and centers their own. But this dissertation is more than just a story of systems-in-
contest, of oppositional slogans. Woven throughout its pages are stories about the centrality of 
relationships, about the layers of belonging, about the slow and momentous processes for 
resurrecting the dead and disappeared, about the sacred and spatial work of restitching people 
into the vibrancy of human life.  
While I believe that these processes for speaking the present, past, and future 
simultaneously are, indeed, the terrain of “Front Porch Feminism,” their transformative power 
also exceeds a simple marriage of the territory of the front porch with the practice of black 
feminism. To be sure, claiming “the power we were born with” is as existential a practice as it is 
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a spatial one. However, the temporal and spatial possibilities unleashed through WWAV’s work 
are not merely resistant to blackless, ungeographic, homogeneous time and space; these 
possibilities expose the presence of something different, the horizons of an otherwise. Getting 
from this “presence of something different” towards “these horizons of an otherwise” requires 
movement. I have tracked this movement through the elasticity and vitality of relationships at 
WWAV: what I call their relations of resistance. Through relationships, WWAV can contract 
and gather close when their traditions and people are under threat. They can also unfurl to 
thicken, lengthen, and maybe even become dominant. This is the radical connectivity of human 
life, in which unpacking an “archive of feeling,” and sharing the stories that had been kept safe, 
could set one upon an undefined and undefinable trajectory to realize “safety and love.” 
 
Undermining Violence 
This dissertation’s attention to these mechanics of WWAV’s persistence amid racialized and 
gendered terror has been driven by a long-debated African American Religious History question: 
“Did the gods die?” At WWAV? No, they did not. WWAV has been in existence for nearly three 
decades. In that time, the organization’s leaders, members, and vision have survived AIDS, 
addiction, mass criminalization, systemic poverty, the neoliberal contraction of the state, the 
surge of hurricane flood waters, forced displacement, and arson attack. And, as I have argued 
with my colleagues and interlocutors at WWAV, the organization has done more than survive: 
WWAV founders, foremothers, leaders, and participants have all fought, they have won, and 
they have risen up to fight again. And yet, because WWAV’s politics are matters of life and 
death, two necessary questions remain: (1) How does one square the impulse to avoid reducing 
life at WWAV to the quotidian terror that structures everyday life, with the brutal facticity of 
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anti-black violence and death revealed throughout WWAV’s history and for generations before?; 
and (2) At what points do attempts to imagine “safety and love” actually serve to undermine the 
ever-shifting intersections of intimate, community, and state violence against black women?  
These two questions have framed volumes of scholarly debates on resistance:  
between reform and abolition, between futurism and pessimism, between policy change and 
fugitivity, between recognition and flight, between testimony and refusal. I set these up as 
oppositions, because they are so often framed that way within the literature. I laid out the stakes 
in Chapter 4: between making small-scale edits to dominant configurations of space, on the one 
hand, and using our energy to speak space for revolution, on the other. However, as I argued 
through Chapter 2’s focus on belonging, Chapter 3’s on legislative wins in the midst of 
transformative change, and Chapter 5’s reading of the how/why possibilities of existence as 
politics: WWAV’s work to combine social service and radical activism exemplifies the ways in 
which what appear to be small-scale edits can––through relationships, in time and space––
actually open up horizons otherwise.  
When read in this way, WWAV’s work to strike down the CANS statute was a direct 
attack on the American grammar book through which resilience space was being spoken 
(black/woman/mankind/beast/crime/nature/invisible/hyper-visible), and a quite successful one at 
that. Through CANS, poor black women were marked as a crime that “cannot be named among 
good Christians.” The NO Justice Project’s emphasis on throwing the whole of their lives up as 
the precondition for change broke apart the laws of American behavior made that made this 
CANS syntax possible. In so doing, WWAV also materialized––both temporally and spatially––
a new semantic field from their own black feminist tradition: “I CAN TASTE MY FREEDOM.” 
The enormity of this victory was measured through the intimate, communal, regional, national, 
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and global scales of WWAV’s relations of resistance. At the most intimate level, women were 
restitched into the bonds of social life through relationships: they could now go to their 
children’s graduations. These ties that saved also severed those that killed. From the presence of 
a mother and her child at graduation grew the horizons of an otherwise. At the most expansive 
level, these horizons stitched together––through time and across space––in a hybrid latticework 
of cultural resistance, a constant and global struggle. 
What are the contours of this constant and global struggle? Since the first pages of this 
dissertation, I have contended that it is incorrect to script this activism as merely reactive to near 
totalizing systems of black death. To do so would resign WWAV to the “jack-in-the-box 
approach” to social movement history, that “be a moment”/“become a movement” sanitization of 
the long black freedom struggle. It would also give far too much power to the arsonists, 
politicians, cops, planners, and religious leaders who have willed the disassemblage of WWAV 
and the disappearance of the women they stand with. Rather, through attention to what the late 
Cedric Robinson called the Black Radical Tradition, I have argued that WWAV’s practices of 
activist persistence bespeak much longer traditions of black women’s social organization that 
extend back through to the organizing work of Callie House and the Ex-Slave Association, and 
then back further still. What draws this tradition together is not just a history of struggle, but also 
a continuity of demands. Social service and radical change are consistently approached as 
necessarily interdependent forms of political life and vision that take shape and have meaning 
within relationships, through history, across space. I have worked throughout this text to redirect 
attention away from the transcendental horizons of politics-by-overthrow, and towards the 
immanent, material possibilities that can be unleashed through a politics-through-being-together. 
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That immanently material struggle has persisted because it has been protected. This truth 
has driven the framing of this project since its inception. It is what drew me to the late Clyde 
Woods’ work on “blues epistemology”––the plantation-birthed, Katrina-resurrected modes of 
“autonomy of thought and action in the midst of constant surveillance and violence.”1 I found in 
this concept a method for tracking the myriad ways in which WWAV builds power below the 
radar––power that could be unfurled towards abolitionist ends, but that might nonetheless look 
like a jumble of futurism, pessimism, policy, fugitivity, testimony, and refusal to an untrained 
eye. During the porch-talk on resilience that December afternoon, the truth of this deep and 
enduring presence otherwise was passed in the hashtag: #TheyAintReady. The reprise: “My 
Existence is Political.” Both lines beckoned, rather than foreclosed, Desiree’s call and response a 
few porch-talk conversation rounds later: “Why should we have to keep having to survive? [Nia: 
absolutely.] We should be able to live and thrive, and not just survive. [Deon: that’s true.]” 
 
Towards Presence 
This dissertation’s work––to clarify the terrain of black women’s leadership, to chart a history of 
southern black women’s organizing so that WWAV could not be erase from time or in space, 
and to ask how doing that should change the way we narrate American history––has been an 
exercise in expanding the boundaries, forms, and methods of knowledge production and 
presentation. It has also been an exercise in restraint. The full range of pasts and knowledges 
carried at WWAV will never be shared with me, and I cannot share all of what I have born 
witness to in these pages. There is danger in shining too much light on the things that have been 
carefully concealed so that they might endure. There is also a recklessness in assuming that 
                                                
1 Clyde Woods, Development Arrested: The Blues and Plantation Power in the Mississippi Delta (New York: 
Verso, 1998), 29.  
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things must be visible in order to be matter. Which is not the same as the deliberate work of 
choosing to render oneself visible against the violence of invisibility and hyper-visibility. At 
WWAV, I have never heard anyone clamor for recognition (even while staff and members have 
a healthy appreciation for needing to “know how to shine,” as Deon put it, in order to survive). 
The demand is simple: “to be able to live and thrive, not just survive.”  
 There is an optics to this demand. “To be able to live and thrive” bespeaks a world in 
which there might not have to be so much cloaking, in which freedom dreams might not have be 
kept in subterranean caverns beyond the glaring light of surveillance that wills their erasure, in 
which it might be possible to simply be. In the present, however, WWAV and the tradition of 
which they are a part, are still being spoken out of space through stories of “empty lands” and 
“clean sheets” that conceal the material strategies through which these lands are emptied and 
these sheets are cleaned. WWAV’s care for the past and for reproducing their own histories in 
and through the geography of New Orleans is beautiful work; it is also survival work. It is work 
that has been undertaken and passed down through generations who have rejected the grammar 
of resilience and the place they have been assigned in its scripted, abstracted story of conquest. 
First, their gods were denied and they were declared savage; then, their gods were derided for 
being too religious and they were declared unfit for modern citizenship. These monstrous 
imaginaries are not true, of course. But the American grammar book has a way of manifesting 
such imaginaries of power and difference with an intimate and deadly precision nevertheless 
(black/woman/mankind/beast/crime/nature/invisible/hyper-visible). 
These systematic attacks on black women’s presence––through narrative erasure, 
religious theft, secular caricature, intimate terror, and deadly force––recall for me the question 
that opens this dissertation’s pages: What is so threatening about black women’s leadership?  
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The force of this dissertation’s argument begs another: When black women are, in Desiree’s 
words, able “to live and thrive, not just survive,” what horizons otherwise will be generated? 
How will these horizons change the study of religion? How will they impact practice on the 
ground? What does it look like for power and difference to couple in ways that are not deadly? 
WWAV’s work through relationships––and beyond the surveillance that wills their 
disappearance––provides glimpses of this renewal. The generative possibility of presence is what  
Ms. Catherine named when she spoke of “this feeling of belonging” that she has gotten from 
WWAV––not belonging in America, but belonging. That “feeling of belonging” is the touch of 
presence, the touch that does not erase difference in order to domesticate it. As an “archive of 
feeling,” it is the possibility for presence to not only survive, but to live and to thrive otherwise. 
Belonging like this opens up space for many different ways of being in the world. Yes, being 
with gods, but also being beyond atomized subjectivity… being and being together in the sort of 
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